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This month’s selection 

/Flu - RSV 

 Influenza 

     
 Determinants of influenza and pertussis vaccine uptake in 
pregnant women in Ireland: A cross-sectional survey in 2017/18 
influenza season.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Quattrocchi A., Mereckiene J., Fitzgerald M., Cotter S.  
 
Abstract: In Ireland seasonal influenza and pertussis vaccination during pregnancy 
is recommended and every year national campaigns are organised to raise 
awareness and improve uptake. We estimated influenza and pertussis vaccine 
uptake and identified factors associated with vaccination status in pregnant women 
in 2017/18. We conducted a face-to-face omnibus survey, with quota sampling, 
among women aged 18–55 years and collected socio-demographic characteristics, 
self-reported vaccination status, awareness of vaccine campaigns, and attitudes 
towards vaccination. Sample was weighted to ensure representativeness with the 
target population. We performed univariate and multivariable logistic regression 
analyses on survey data. Overall, 241 pregnant women were enrolled. Influenza and 
pertussis vaccine uptake was 61.7% and 49.9%, respectively. Awareness of vaccine 
campaign and socio-economic status (SES) were associated with both influenza and 
pertussis vaccine uptake. The association between SES and uptake of vaccines 
differed by awareness. Women aware of the influenza vaccine campaign and with 
mid and low SES were less likely to be vaccinated, compared to those with high 
SES (aOR = 0.46; 95%CI: 0.22–0.97; aOR = 0.27; 95%CI: 0.12–0.60, respectively); 
women not aware of the pertussis vaccine campaign and with mid and low SES 
were less likely to be vaccinated, compared to those aware and with high SES (aOR 
= 0.15; 95%CI: 0.04–0.48; aOR = 0.05; 95%CI: 0.01–0.24, respectively). General 
practitioner (GP) recommendation was the main reason for receiving influenza 
vaccine (39.2%), and 71.8% of women were recommended pertussis vaccination 
from their GPs. The survey reports moderate uptake of vaccines among pregnant 
women, inequalities in uptake by SES and identifies GPs as primary source for 

vaccine recommendation. We recommend multifaceted campaigns, by engaging 
GPs, to target all socio-economic groups.  
 
    
     
 Modelling the population effectiveness of the national seasonal 
influenza vaccination programme in Scotland: The impact of 
targeting all individuals aged 65 years and over.  
Source: Influenza and other Respiratory Viruses. 2018;  
Author: Corson S., Robertson C., Reynolds A., McMenamin J.  
 
Abstract: Background: For the last 17 years, the UK has employed a routine 
influenza vaccination programme with the aim of reducing the spread of seasonal 
influenza. In mid-2000, the programme moved from a purely risk-based approach to 
a risk and age group-targeted approach with all those aged 65+ years being 
included. To date, there has been no assessment of the population effectiveness of 
this age-targeted policy in Scotland. Objectives: Statistical modelling techniques 
were used to determine what impact the routine vaccination of those aged 65+ years 
has had on influenza-related morbidity and mortality in Scotland. Methods: Two 
Poisson regression models were developed using weekly counts of all-cause 
mortality, cause-specific mortality and emergency hospitalisations for the period 
1981-2012, one using week-in-year and the other using temperature to capture the 
seasonal variability in mortality/hospitalisations. These models were used to 
determine the number of excess deaths/hospitalisations associated with the 
introduction of the local risk and age-based vaccination programme in 2000. 
Results: Routinely vaccinating those aged 65+ years is associated with a reduction 
in excess all-cause mortality, cardiovascular and COPD-related mortality and 
COPD-related hospitalisations. Our analysis suggests that using the week-in-year 
model, on average, 732 (95% CI 66-1398) deaths from all causes, 248 (95% CI 10-
486) cardiovascular-related deaths, 123 (95% CI 28-218) COPD-related deaths and 
425 (95% CI 258-592) COPD-related hospitalisations have been prevented each flu 
season among the those aged 65+. Similar results were found using the 
temperature model. There was no evidence to suggest that the change in policy was 
associated with reductions in influenza/pneumonia-related mortality or 
influenza/cardiovascular-related hospitalisations. Conclusions: Routinely vaccinating 
those aged 65+ years appears to have reduced influenza-related morbidity and 
mortality in Scotland. With the childhood vaccination programme well underway, 
these data provide an importance benchmark which can be used to accurately 
assess the impact of this new seasonal influenza vaccination programme.  
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 Functional immune response to influenza H1N1 in children and 
adults after live attenuated influenza virus vaccination.  
Source: Scandinavian Journal of Immunology. 2019;  
Author: Islam S., Zhou F., Lartey S., Mohn K.G.I., Krammer F., Cox R.J., Brokstad 
K.A.  
 
Abstract: Influenza virus is a major respiratory pathogen, and vaccination is the main 
method of prophylaxis. In 2012, the trivalent live attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV) 
was licensed in Europe for use in children. Vaccine-induced antibodies directed 
against the main viral surface glycoproteins, haemagglutinin (HA) and 
neuraminidase (NA) play important roles in limiting virus infection. The objective of 
this study was to dissect the influenza-specific antibody responses in children and 
adults, and T cell responses in children induced after LAIV immunization to the 
A/H1N1 virus. Blood samples were collected pre- and at 28 and 56 days post-
vaccination from 20 children and 20 adults. No increase in micro-neutralization (MN) 
antibodies against A/H1N1 was observed after vaccination. A/H1N1 stalk-specific 
neutralizing and NA-inhibiting (NI) antibodies were boosted in children after LAIV. 
Interferon γ-producing T cells increased significantly in children, and antibody-
dependent cellular-mediated cytotoxic (ADCC) cell activity increased slightly in 
children after vaccination, although this change was not significant. The results 
indicate that the NI assay is more sensitive to qualitative changes in serum 
antibodies after LAIV. There was a considerable difference in the immune response 
in children and adults after vaccination, which may be related to priming and 
previous influenza history. Our findings warrant further studies for evaluating LAIV 
vaccination immunogenicity.  
 
     
 Factors associated with influenza vaccination of general medicine 
interns in Nancy, France, in 2017.  
Source: European Journal of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases. 2019;  
Author: Attinsounon C.A., Cordonnier C., Pulcini C., Di-Patrizio P., Thilly N., May T.  
 
Abstract: Winter flu is an epidemic infectious disease which sometimes causes 
serious complications in vulnerable people treated in general practice. Currently, the 
most effective means of prevention is influenza vaccination, which is recommended 
for healthcare professionals, including general medicine interns. The target of 75% 
coverage set by WHO for healthcare professional is rarely reached. Our survey 
provides an assessment of reported influenza vaccination of general medicine 

interns (GMI) and evaluates factors influencing their vaccination status. A cross-
sectional survey was conducted from 27 September to 2 November 2017 in the 
Faculty of Medicine at the University of Lorraine in France. An anonymous self-
administered questionnaire was distributed electronically (SurveyMonkey software) 
to all GMI. It collected data on their vaccination status and on levers and barriers to 
influenza vaccination. The data were analysed using SAS 9.4 software. Multivariate 
analysis helped identify factors associated with their influenza vaccination status. Of 
the 595 GMI invited, 269 participated in the survey, with a response rate of 45.2%. 
During the 2015, 2016, and 2017 winters, overall self-declared vaccine coverage 
was 37.9, 49.4, and 56.5%, respectively. Being at the end of training (p = 0.008, OR 
= 3.2), the presence of a mobile vaccination team (p = 0.019, OR = 3.1), and 
recommending vaccination to one’s relatives and friends (p < 0.0001, OR = 5.4) 
were the three factors independently associated with influenza vaccination. The two 
main reasons which had a strong influence on non-vaccination were forgetting to do 
so (30.5%) and lack of time (24.8%). Influenza vaccination coverage of GMI in 
Nancy falls well short of WHO targets. Vaccination campaigns and facilitated access 
to vaccination at study and work placement locations should be considered.  
 
     
 Cost-benefit analysis of a national influenza vaccination program 
in preventing hospitalisation costs in Australian adults aged 50–
64 years old.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Raj S.M., Chughtai A.A., Sharma A., Tan T.C., MacIntyre C.R.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Influenza causes a significant burden among Australian 
adults aged 50–64, however, vaccine coverage rates remain suboptimal. The 
National Immunisation Program (NIP) currently funds influenza vaccinations in this 
age group only for those at high risk of influenza complications. Aims: The main aim 
of this study was to determine whether a strategy of expanding the government-
funded vaccination program to all adults 50–64 in preventing influenza-related 
hospitalisations will be cost beneficial to the government. Methods: A cost-benefit 
analysis from a governmental perspective was performed using parameters 
informed by publicly available databases and published literature. Costs included 
cost of vaccinations and general practitioner consultation while benefits included the 
savings from averted respiratory and acute myocardial infarction (AMI) 
hospitalisations. Results: In the base-case scenario, the proposed policy would 
prevent 314 influenza/pneumonia, 388 other respiratory and 1482 AMI 
hospitalisations in a year. The government would save $8.03 million with an 
incremental benefit-cost ratio of 1.40. Most savings were due to averted AMI 
hospitalisations. In alternative scenarios cost savings ranged from saving of $31.4 
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million to additional cost to the government of $15.4 million, with sensitive variation 
in vaccine administration practices (through general practitioner or pharmacists) and 
vaccine effectiveness estimates. Discussion: Extension of the NIP to include adults 
50–64 years of age is likely to be cost beneficial to the government, although this 
finding is sensitive to vaccine administration cost, which varies if provided through 
general practitioners or pharmacists; and to variation in vaccine effectiveness. An 
increased role of pharmacists in immunisation programs would likely result in cost 
savings in an expanded adult immunisation program.  
 
     
 Determining optimal community protection strategies for the 
influenza vaccine.  
Source: Expert Review of Vaccines. 2019; 18(8):755-764.  
Author: Switzer C., Babiuk L., Loeb M.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Seasonal influenza poses a major risk to the health of the 
population. Optimal strategies for influenza vaccination can help to reduce this risk. 
Areas covered: Systematic evaluations of the burden of influenza are first reviewed. 
Key meta-analysis, randomized trials, and observational studies are critically 
reviewed to provide the best estimates of the efficacy of influenza vaccine. The 
concept of herd effect is first introduced and this is followed by the rationale and the 
evidence to support herd effect that can be provided with strategic use of influenza 
vaccination in populations. Challenges including the effect of repeated influenza 
vaccination and vaccine hesitancy are reviewed. The citations were selected by the 
authors based on PubMed searches of the literature. Expert opinion: Efforts to 
develop new vaccines, including a universal vaccine, offer the best prospects for 
improved herd effect. Increasing uptake in new populations can increase likelihood 
of a herd effect.  
 
     
 Knowledge, utilization and barriers of pregnant women to 
influenza vaccine in primary health care centers in dammam and 
al khobar, saudi arabia, 2017–2018.  
Source: International Journal of Women's Health. 2019; 11:207-211.  
Author: Almusailhi S.A., Alshehri N.M., Alharbi W.M.  
 
Abstract: Purpose: The purpose of this study was to assess the knowledge and 
utilization of, as well as barriers to, influenza vaccine uptake, and how these things 
relate to personal factors in pregnant women in Saudi Arabia. Patients and methods: 
Between November 2017 and April 2018, a cross-sectional survey was conducted 

among 410 pregnant women attending 23 primary health care centers in Dammam 
and Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia. A structured questionnaire was used to gather 
participants’ demographic data and to measure their level of knowledge and 
utilization of, as well as barriers to, influenza vaccine. Results: A total of 57.1% of 
participants had good knowledge about influenza vaccine during pregnancy, and 
19.8% took the vaccine. The most influential factor among those who did not take 
the vaccine was that the flu vaccine has side effects (34%). Only 36.6% of all 
participants were ever offered the flu vaccine during pregnancy by a health care 
provider. Conclusion: The low influenza vaccine uptake due to misconceptions about 
the associated side effects calls for active awareness programs not only for pregnant 
women and the general public but also for health care providers in Saudi Arabia. 
This will not only raise the awareness and utilization of influenza vaccine but also 
prevent severe illness and complications in mothers and their fetuses.  
 
     
 Inactivated influenza vaccine and spontaneous abortion in the 
Vaccine Safety Datalink in 2012–13, 2013–14, and 2014–15.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Donahue J.G., Kieke B.A., King J.P., Mascola M.A., Shimabukuro T.T., 
DeStefano F., Hanson K.E., McClure D.L., Olaiya O., Glanz J.M., Hechter R.C., 
Irving S.A., Jackson L.A., Klein N.P., Naleway A.L., Weintraub E.S., Belongia E.A.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: A recent study reported an association between inactivated 
influenza vaccine (IIV) and spontaneous abortion (SAB), but only among women 
who had also been vaccinated in the previous influenza season. We sought to 
estimate the association between IIV administered in three recent influenza seasons 
and SAB among women who were and were not vaccinated in the previous 
influenza season. Methods: We conducted a case-control study over three influenza 
seasons (2012–13, 2013–14, 2014–15) in the Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD). Cases 
(women with SAB) and controls (women with live births) were matched on VSD site, 
date of last menstrual period, age group, and influenza vaccination status in the 
previous influenza season. Of 1908 presumptive cases identified from the electronic 
record, 1236 were included in the main analysis. Administration of IIV was 
documented in several risk windows, including 1–28, 29–56, and >56 days before 
the SAB date. Results: Among 627 matched pairs vaccinated in the previous 
season, no association was found between vaccination in the 1–28 day risk window 
and SAB (adjusted odds ratio (aOR) 0.9; 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.6–1.5). The 
season-specific aOR ranged from 0.5 to 1.7 with all CIs including the null value of 
1.0. Similarly, no association was found among women who were not vaccinated in 
the previous season; the season-specific aOR in the 1–28 day risk window ranged 
from 0.6 to 0.7 and the 95% CI included 1.0 in each season. There was no 
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association found between SAB and influenza vaccination in the other risk windows, 
or when vaccine receipt was analyzed relative to date of conception. Conclusion: 
During these seasons we found no association between IIV and SAB, including 
among women vaccinated in the previous season. These findings lend support to 
current recommendations for influenza vaccination at any time during pregnancy, 
including the first trimester.  
 
     
 Influenza vaccination in patients with heart failure: A systematic 
review and meta-analysis of observational studies.  
Source: Heart. 2019;  
Author: Rodrigues B.S., David C., Costa J., Ferreira J.J., Pinto F.J., Caldeira D.  
 
Abstract: Objective: Despite the progression of treatments over decades, heart 
failure (HF) is a disease with high morbidity, mortality and economic burden. 
Influenza infection is an important trigger for cardiovascular (CV) events, including 
HF. Influenza vaccination has been seen to reduce the risk of CV mortality in 
patients with coronary disease, but the effect in patients with HF is still unclear. 
Therefore, we conducted a systematic review to evaluate the effect of influenza 
vaccination in the morbimortality of patients with HF. Methods: MEDLINE, Cochrane 
Central Register of Controlled Trials, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, 
Health Technology Assessment and PsycINFO databases (December 2018) were 
searched for longitudinal studies evaluating influenza vaccination compared with a 
non-vaccination control group in patients with HF. The risk of bias was assessed 
according to the ROBINS-I tool. We performed a random-effects meta-analysis to 
estimate the pooled HRs with 95% CIs, and heterogeneity was evaluated using the 
I2statistics. Results: Six cohort studies evaluating 179 158 patients with HF were 
included in the meta-analysis. Influenza vaccination was associated with a lower risk 
of all-cause mortality (HR=0.83; 95% CI 0.76 to 0.91; I2=75%). The effect of the 
influenza vaccination was not statistically significant in a pooled analysis of CV 
mortality (HR=0.92, 95% CI 0.73 to 1.15; 2 studies) and of all-cause hospitalisations 
(HR=1.01, 95% CI 0.92 to 1.11; 2 studies). The majority of outcomes in the included 
studies had a serious risk of bias and almost all evaluated outcomes had very low 
Grading of Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) 
evidence. Conclusions: Influenza vaccination was associated with a significant 
decrease in all-cause mortality risk in patients with HF.  
 
     

 Attitudes and perception of influenza vaccines among older 
people in Singapore: A qualitative study.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Teo L.M., Smith H.E., Lwin M.O., Tang W.E.  
 
Abstract: Background: Despite recommendations for influenza vaccination of people 
aged 65 and above, uptake rate of influenza vaccines remains low. This study aims 
to understand barriers and motivators behind older adult's decision on influenza 
vaccination. Methods: Face to face interviews with participants aged 65 and above 
were conducted and audio recorded in Geylang polyclinic in Singapore. Thematic 
content analysis was used to organise the data. Results: 15 older adults were 
interviewed, aged between 66 and 85 years old. 6 were vaccine refusers, 3 
defaulters and 6 acceptors. A perceived lack of vulnerability, fear of side effects, and 
trivialisation of influenza were common reasons for not taking the vaccine. 
Encouragement from family and friends, travel and previous positive vaccination 
experiences were motivators for getting vaccinated. Healthcare workers played a 
role in influencing many of the participants’ decision-making. Common 
misconceptions included vaccines considered as necessary only before travel and 
as a cure rather than prevention. Most participants exhibited ambivalence, giving 
reasons both for and against vaccine uptake. Discussion: Most older adults do not 
perceive influenza as a potentially serious disease nor trust in influenza vaccines’ 
efficacy. Misconceptions played a significant role in vaccine decline. Novel findings 
include the importance of the family unit in decision making, prioritization of chronic 
health problems over vaccination and misconception that vaccines are only needed 
when travelling out of country. Healthcare workers and family members appear to be 
important influencers in the decision making of older adults and should be actively 
engaged in future health promotion initiatives.  
 
     
 Cost-Effectiveness Analysis for Influenza Vaccination Coverage 
and Timing in Tropical and Subtropical Climate Settings: A 
Modeling Study.  
Source: Value in Health. 2019;  
Author: Yue M., Dickens B.L., Yoong J.S.-Y., I-Cheng Chen M., Teerawattananon 
Y., Cook A.R.  
 
Abstract: Background: The lack of seasonality in influenza epidemics in the tropics 
makes the application of well-established temperate zone national vaccination plans 
challenging. Objectives: We developed an individual-based simulation model to 
study optimal vaccination scheduling and assess cost-effectiveness of these 
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vaccination schedules in scenarios of no influenza seasonality and the seasonality 
regimes of Singapore, Taipei, and Tokyo. Methods: The simulation models 
heterogeneities in human contact networks, levels of protective antibodies following 
infection, the effectiveness of the influenza vaccine, and seasonality. Using a no 
intervention baseline, we consider 3 alternative vaccination strategies: (1) annual 
vaccination for a percentage of the elderly, (2) biannual vaccination for a percentage 
of the elderly, and (3) annual vaccination for all elderly and a fraction of the 
remaining population. We considered 5 vaccination uptake rates for each strategy 
and modeled the estimated costs, quality-adjusted life years, and incremental cost-
effectiveness ratios (ICERs), indicating the cost-effectiveness of each scenario. 
Results: In Singapore, annual vaccination for a proportion of elderly is largely cost-
effective. However, with fixed uptake rates, partial biannual vaccination for the 
elderly yields a higher ICER than partial annual vaccination for the elderly, resulting 
in a cost-ineffective ICER. The most optimal strategy is the total vaccination of all the 
elderly and a proportion of individuals from other age groups, which results in a cost-
saving ICER. This finding is consistent across different seasonality regimes. 
Conclusions: Tropical countries like Singapore can have comparably cost-effective 
vaccination strategies as found in countries with winter epidemics. The vaccination 
of all the elderly and a proportion of other age groups is the most cost-effective 
strategy, supporting the need for an extensive national influenza vaccination 
program.  
 
     
 Measurement of birth outcomes in analyses of the impact of 
maternal influenza vaccination.  
Source: Influenza and other Respiratory Viruses. 2019;  
Author: Rolfes M.A., Vonglokham P., Khanthamaly V., Chitry B., Pholsena V., 
Chitranondh V., Mirza S.A., Moen A., Bresee J.S., Xeuatvongsa A., Olsen S.J.  
 
Abstract: Background: The estimated association of maternal influenza vaccination 
and birth outcomes may be sensitive to methods used to define preterm birth or 
small-for-gestational age (SGA). Methods: In a cohort of pregnant women in Lao 
People's Democratic Republic, we estimated gestational age from: (a) date of last 
menstrual period (LMP), (b) any prenatal ultrasound, (c) first trimester ultrasound, (d) 
Ballard Score at delivery, and (e) an algorithm combining LMP and ultrasound. 
Infants were classified as SGA at birth using a Canadian, global, and equation-
based growth reference. We estimated the association of maternal influenza 
vaccination and birth outcomes, by influenza activity, using multivariable log-
binomial regression and Cox proportional hazards regression with vaccination as a 
time-varying exposure. Results: The frequency of preterm birth in the cohort varied 
by method to estimate gestational age, from 5% using Ballard Score to 15% using 

any ultrasound. Using LMP, any ultrasound, or the algorithm, we found statistically 
significant reductions in preterm birth among vaccinated women during periods of 
high influenza activity and statistically significant increases in SGA, using a 
Canadian growth reference. We did not find statistically significant associations with 
SGA when using global or equation-based growth references. Conclusions: The 
association of maternal influenza vaccination and birth outcomes was most affected 
by the choice of a growth reference used to define SGA at birth. The association 
with pre-term birth was present and consistent across multiple statistical 
approaches. Future studies of birth outcomes, specifically SGA, should carefully 
consider the potential for bias introduced by measurement choice.  
 
     
 Comparison of vaccine effectiveness against influenza 
hospitalization of cell-based and egg-based influenza vaccines, 
2017–2018.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Bruxvoort K.J., Luo Y., Ackerson B., Tanenbaum H.C., Sy L.S., Gandhi A., 
Tseng H.F.  
 
Abstract: Egg-based influenza vaccines could be less effective than cell-based 
vaccine due to adaptive mutations acquired for growth. We conducted a test-
negative case-control study at Kaiser Permanente Southern California to assess 
vaccine effectiveness (VE) against hospitalization for laboratory-confirmed influenza 
during 2017–2018. Among the 1186 cases and 6946 controls, 74% and 59%, 
respectively, were ages ≥ 65 years. For any influenza, the adjusted relative VE of 
cell-based vaccine versus egg-based vaccines was 43% (95% CI: −45% to 77%) for 
patients ages < 65 years and 6% (95% CI: −46% to 39%) for patients ages ≥ 65 
years. For influenza A(H3N2), the adjusted relative VE was 61% (95% CI: −63% to 
91%) for patients ages < 65 years and −4% (95% CI: −70% to 37%) for patients 
ages ≥ 65 years. Statistically significant protection against influenza hospitalization 
of cell-based vaccine compared to egg-based vaccines was not observed, but 
further studies in additional influenza seasons are warranted.  
 
     
 Attitudes about and access to influenza vaccination experienced 
by parents of children hospitalised for influenza in Australia.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Carlson S.J., Scanlan C., Marshall H.S., Blyth C.C., Macartney K., Leask J.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: In Australia, influenza hospitalises more children than any 
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other vaccine preventable disease does. Children aged six months or older are 
recommended to receive annual influenza vaccines, and pregnant women are 
recommended vaccination to protect infants aged up to six months. However, 
vaccine uptake is low. This study explored influenza vaccination knowledge and 
behaviours of parents of children who were hospitalised for influenza, in order to 
inform strategies that target barriers to uptake. Methods: We conducted 27 semi-
structured interviews with parents/caregivers during or shortly after their child's 
hospitalisation for laboratory-confirmed influenza in 2017. Questions were guided by 
the Social Ecological Model exploring all levels of influence on vaccination uptake 
from the intrapersonal through to policy, via the parents’ perspective. Transcripts 
were inductively analysed. Themes were categorised into the components of the 
Capability-Opportunity-Motivation-Behaviour (COM-B) model. Results: 20/27 
children were aged six months or older; 16/20 had not received an influenza vaccine 
in 2017. Mothers of 4/7 infants aged less than six months were not vaccinated in 
pregnancy. The themes regarding barriers to influenza vaccination were: (1) Limited 
Capability – misinterpretations and knowledge gaps, (2) Lack of Opportunity – 
inconvenient vaccination pathway, missing recommendations, absence of promotion 
to all, and the social norm, and (3) Missing Motivation – hierarchy of perceived 
seriousness, safety concerns, a preference for ‘natural’ ways. Though most parents, 
now aware of the severity of influenza, intended to vaccinate their child in future 
seasons, some harboured reservations about necessity and safety. When parents 
were asked how to help them vaccinate their children, SMS reminders and 
information campaigns delivered through social media, schools and childcare were 
suggested. Conclusion: Improving parents’ and providers’ knowledge and 
confidence in influenza vaccination safety, efficacy, and benefits should be 
prioritised. This, together with making influenza vaccination more convenient for 
parents, would likely raise vaccine coverage.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Safety and immunogenicity of high-dose quadrivalent influenza 
vaccine in adults ≥65 years of age: A phase 3 randomized clinical 
trial.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Chang L.-J., Meng Y., Janosczyk H., Landolfi V., Talbot H.K.  
 
Abstract: Background: A high-dose, split-virion inactivated trivalent influenza vaccine 
(IIV3-HD; Fluzone® High-Dose, Sanofi Pasteur) is available for adults ≥65 years of 
age. This study examined the safety and immunogenicity of a quadrivalent high-
dose split-virion inactivated influenza vaccine (IIV4-HD). Methods: This was a 
randomized, modified double-blind, active-controlled, multi-center trial in healthy 
adults ≥65 years of age. Subjects were randomized in a 4:1:1 ratio to receive a 
single intramuscular injection of IIV4-HD, the licensed IIV3-HD, or an IIV3-HD 
containing the alternate B-lineage strain. Hemagglutination inhibition (HAI), 
seroneutralisation, and anti-neuraminidase antibody titers were measured at 
baseline and day 28. Solicited reactions were collected for up to 7 days, unsolicited 
adverse events up to 28 days, and serious adverse events up to 180 days. The 
primary immunogenicity objective was to demonstrate that IIV4-HD induces HAI 
geometric mean titers (GMTs) and seroconversion rates that are non-inferior to 
those induced by IIV3-HD. Secondary objectives were to describe the safety of IIV4-
HD and IIV3-HD and to demonstrate that IIV4-HD induces HAI GMTs and 
seroconversion rates that are superior to those induced by IIV3-HD not containing 
the same B-lineage strain. Results: The study included 2670 adults ≥65 years of 
age. For all four strains, HAI GMTs and seroconversion rates induced by IIV4-HD 
were non-inferior to those induced by IIV3-HDs containing the same strains. For 
both B strains, HAI GMTs and seroconversion rates induced by IIV4-HD were 
superior to those induced by IIV3-HD not containing the same B–lineage strain. 
Seroneutralisation and anti-neuraminidase antibody responses, measured in a 
subset of subjects, were similar. No new safety concerns were identified, and the 
safety profiles of IIV4-HD and IIV3-HD were similar. Conclusions: Adding a second B 
strain in IIV4-HD resulted in improved immunogenicity against the added strain 
without compromising the immunogenicity of the other strains or the vaccine's 
tolerability. Clinical trial registration: NCT03282240.  
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 Prevalence and predictors of influenza vaccination among 
residents of long-term care facilities.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Tan H.Y., Lai E., Kunasekaran M., Chughtai A.A., Trent M., Poulos C.J., 
MacIntyre C.R.  
 
Abstract: Influenza is a respiratory illness which results in significant morbidity and 
mortality, especially in the older population. Older people living in Long-Term Care 
Facilities (LTCFs) have a significantly higher risk of infection and complications from 
influenza. Influenza vaccine is considered the best strategy to prevent infection in 
high-risk populations. In Australia, the Communicable Diseases Network Australia 
(CNDA) suggests a vaccination coverage rate of 95% in both staff and residents1. 
This study aims to measure the vaccination coverage rates for residents in LTCFs 
and identify predictors of vaccination uptake for these individuals. This study was 
conducted in nine LTCFs in four sites from March to September 2018. This was 
done via medical record reviews for residents over 65 years old in these LTCFs, 
collecting information such as vaccination status, age, gender, ethnicity and 
occupation. Simple and multivariable logistic regression was used to calculate the 
Odds Ratio (OR) to determine significant predictors of influenza vaccination uptake. 
The overall vaccination rate among LTCF residents was 83.6%. Significant 
predictors of vaccination were LTCF location, ethnicity and previous year vaccination 
status. Residents in LTCF Site D were less likely to be vaccinated compared to Site 
A (OR 0.11, 95% CI 0.02–0.61), non-Caucasians were less likely to get vaccinated 
(OR 0.09, 95% CI 0.01–0.67), and residents who refused the 2017 vaccine were 
less likely to be vaccinated (OR 0.04, 95% CI 0.01–0.15). Compared with previous 
Australian studies on LTCF vaccination rates, the overall vaccination rate was high 
in these LTCFs (83.6% versus 66–84%), but it varied across different sites. Reasons 
for varying vaccination rates should be explored further – for example, lower rates in 
non-Caucasians with diverse cultural backgrounds. Better understanding the causes 
of under-vaccination can help improve vaccination programs in LTCFs.  
 
     
 Predictors for influenza vaccination among Thai pregnant woman: 
The role of physicians in increasing vaccine uptake.  
Source: Influenza and other Respiratory Viruses. 2019;  
Author: Kaoiean S., Kittikraisak W., Suntarattiwong P., Ditsungnoen D., 
Phadungkiatwatana P., Srisantiroj N., Asavapiriyanont S., Chotpitayasunondh T., 
Dawood F.S., Lindblade K.A.  
 
Abstract: Background: Physician recommendation and attitudes and beliefs of 

pregnant women toward influenza and vaccination may influence vaccine uptake 
during pregnancy. We examined how physician recommendation and health beliefs 
of pregnant women may jointly affect influenza vaccination during pregnancy. 
Methods: Thai pregnant women aged ≥18 years and >13 gestational weeks 
attending antenatal care (ANC) clinics, and ANC physicians were recruited during 
May-August 2015. Women and physicians, linked using unique identifiers, provided 
data on demographic, health and work history, knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs 
toward influenza and vaccination, based on Health Belief Model constructs. 
Physicians also provided data on their practices in recommending influenza 
vaccination during pregnancy. Prevalence ratios for the association between 
knowledge, attitudes and beliefs of pregnant women, physician recommendation 
and documented receipt of vaccination within 30 days of the visit were calculated. 
Results: Among 610 women, the median age was 27 years; 266 (44%) and 344 
(56%) were in the second and third trimesters, respectively. Twenty-one (3%) had 
pre-existing conditions. Of 60 physicians with the median years of practice of 5; 17 
(28%) reported frequently/usually/always recommending influenza vaccine to their 
pregnant patients, while 43 (72%) reported never/rarely/sometimes recommending 
the vaccine. Controlling for the pregnant women's knowledge and beliefs, pregnant 
women whose physician recommended influenza vaccination were 2.3 times (95% 
confidence interval 1.4-3.8) more likely to get vaccinated. Conclusions: In this study, 
physician recommendation was the only significant factor associated with influenza 
vaccine uptake among Thai pregnant women. Understanding physicians’ 
motivation/barrier to recommending influenza vaccination to pregnant women may 
increase coverage.  
 
     
 Effects of probiotic administration on immune responses of 
children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes to a quadrivalent 
inactivated influenza vaccine.  
Source: Human Vaccines and Immunotherapeutics. 2019;  
Author: Bianchini S., Orabona C., Camilloni B., Berioli M.G., Argentiero A., Matino 
D., Alunno A., Albini E., Vacca C., Pallotta M.T., Mancini G., Tascini G., Toni G., 
Mondanelli G., Silvestri E., Grohmann U., Esposito S.  
 
Abstract: This study was planned to evaluate whether a 3-month treatment with 
Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (LGG) can modify immune system functions in children 
and adolescents with type 1 diabetes (T1D), leading to an increased immune 
response to an injectable quadrivalent inactivated influenza vaccine (QIV). A total of 
87 pediatric patients with T1D were screened, although 34 patients in the Probiotic 
group and 30 in the Control group accepted to be vaccinated with QIV and 
completed the study. Vaccine immunogenicity and safety and the inflammatory 
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cytokine response were studied. Results showed that QIV was immunogenic and 
safe in T1D pediatric patients and pre-administration of LGG for three months did 
not substantially modify the QIV humoral immunity. The combination of QIV and 
LGG reduced inflammatory responses (i.e., IFN-γ, IL17A, IL-17F, IL-6, and TNF-α) 
from activated PBMCs of pediatric patients with T1D, without dampening the 
production of seroprotective antibodies. In conclusion, QIV is associated with an 
adequate immunogenicity in children and adolescents with T1D in presence of a 
good safety profile. Although a systematic administration of LGG did not result in an 
improvement of humoral responses to an influenza vaccine, the probiotic did induce 
important anti-inflammatory effects.  
 
     
 Influenza vaccine effectiveness against hospitalisation due to 
laboratory-confirmed influenza in children in England in the 2015-
2016 influenza season - a test-negative case-control study.  
Source: Epidemiology and infection. 2019 Jan 01; 147:e201.  
Author: Boddington N.L., Warburton F., Zhao H., Andrews N., Ellis J., Donati M., 
Pebody R.G.  
 
Abstract: England has recently started a new paediatric influenza vaccine 
programme using a live-attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV). There is uncertainty 
over how well the vaccine protects against more severe end-points. A test-negative 
case-control study was used to estimate vaccine effectiveness (VE) in vaccine-
eligible children aged 2-16 years of age in preventing laboratory-confirmed influenza 
hospitalisation in England in the 2015-2016 season using a national sentinel 
laboratory surveillance system. Logistic regression was used to estimate the VE with 
adjustment for sex, risk-group, age group, region, ethnicity, deprivation and month of 
sample collection. A total of 977 individuals were included in the study (348 cases 
and 629 controls). The overall adjusted VE for all study ages and vaccine types was 
33.4% (95% confidence interval (CI) 2.3-54.6) after adjusting for age group, sex, 
index of multiple deprivation, ethnicity, region, sample month and risk group. Risk 
group was shown to be an important confounder. The adjusted VE for all influenza 
types for the live-attenuated vaccine was 41.9% (95% CI 7.3-63.6) and 28.8% (95% 
CI -31.1 to 61.3) for the inactivated vaccine. The study provides evidence of the 
effectiveness of influenza vaccination in preventing hospitalisation due to laboratory-
confirmed influenza in children in 2015-2016 and continues to support the rollout of 
the LAIV childhood programme.  
 
     

 Incidence and outcome of Influenza in children with cancer and 
impact of Influenza vaccination: report from a tertiary cancer 
centre in Eastern India.  
Source: Pediatric Hematology Oncology Journal. 2019 Jan 01; 4(2 
Supplement):S18.  
Author: Tuladhar S., Das P., Samaddar S., Bhattacharyya S., Bhattacharyya A.  
 
Abstract: Background: Children with cancer are at increased risk of influenza related 
complications leading to significant morbidity and even mortality. The guidelines 
recommend vaccination against influenza but the data on effectiveness of the 
vaccine in immunocompromised patients are scarce. Objectives: - To study 
incidence and clinical course of Influenza in children with cancer at our center. - To 
assess outcome of Influenza inchildren with prior Influenza vaccination. Method: 
Retrospective review of records was performed in patients with laboratory confirmed 
Influenza from January 2017-December 2018.Vaccination status of children who 
tested positive for Influenza infection was also reviewed.Vaccinated patients had 
received a single dose of egg based inactivated quadrivalent/ trivalent southern 
hemispheric strain of Influenza vaccine. Influenza test was conducted in nasal and 
throat swab by Applied Biosystems 7500 Real Time PCR. Children with Influenza 
were treated with Oseltamivir for a minimum of 5days. Results: Influenza was 
detected in 112 patients during the study period. Influenza A was detected in 
61(54%) patients while Influenza B in 51(45%). Ninety-seven (86%) had hemato 
lymphoid malignancy while 15(14%) had solid tumors. Upper respiratory infection 
was the dominant presentation in 109 (97%)patients while 3 had lower respiratory 
infection. Forty-seven(42%) patients were neutropenic at the time of diagnosis. 
Eighty-six (76%) patients had received prior Influenza vaccine. Forty-five(40%) 
patients required hospitalization,of which 36(41%) were from vaccinated and 9(34%) 
were from non-vaccinated group (p-value-0.5). Thirty-five(31%) patients received 
empirical antibiotics (26- vaccinated group and 9- non- vaccinated group), 3 patients 
required O2support while one required ICU care. The median duration of hospital 
stay was 6days (IQR-5.5, 9.5). There was no mortality. Concomitant bacteremia was 
present in 3 patients. Conclusion: Influenza causes a significant burden in children 
with cancer, so even though the protection might be suboptimal, annual vaccination 
is recommended to all children with cancer. Recommendation: Two doses of 
quadrivalent vaccine a month apart in the first year followed by yearly vaccination.  
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 Influenza vaccination coverage in pediatric patients with 
inflammatory bowel disease.  
Source: Inflammatory Bowel Diseases. 2019 Feb 01; 25(Supplement 1):S49.  
Author: Brown K., Hardin J.W., Love B.  
 
Abstract: Background: Children with chronic health conditions, including IBD, are at 
especially high risk for infuenza infection and resulting complications. The Crohn's & 
Colitis Foundation's Top 10 Quality Process Indicators for IBD and American 
College of Gastroenterology's clinical guidelines for preventative health maintenance 
recommend that IBD patients should receive annual infuenza vaccination. The aims 
of this study were to evaluate infuenza vaccination coverage over time and identify 
predictors of fu vaccination in pediatric IBD and non-IBD patients. Methods: We 
utilized longitudinal data (2001 to 2016) from South Carolina Medicaid to conduct a 
matched cohort study. The primary exposure of interest was diagnosis of IBD based 
upon ICD-9/10 diagnosis codes. The included subjects were eligible for SC Medicaid 
at least 9 months out of 12 each year and had no months of ineligibility occurring 
between October and May. Children with IBD were matched 1:4 to children without 
IBD on age and sex. Infuenza vaccination coverage for IBD and non-IBD groups for 
each season were calculated as [# receiving vaccine]/[# eligible]. We calculated 
95% confdence intervals for these estimates using 10,000 nonparametric bootstrap 
replications adjusted for clustering. A multivariable random efects logistic regression 
model was used to identify predictors of infuenza vaccination. Results: Overall, 
1,184 IBD subjects and 4,736 matched non-IBD subjects were identifed during the 
study period. Among the IBD patients, 698 were diagnosed with ulcerative colitis, 
348 were diagnosed with Crohn's disease, and 138 patients had diagnosis codes for 
both. The average age was 9.5 years and the majority of patients were male 
(52.7%). Among pediatric IBD patients, fu vaccine coverage increased from 2% in 
2001 to 40% in 2016. For each year into the study, children had higher odds of 
obtaining a fu vaccine (OR=1.24, p<0.01). Compared to non-IBD subjects, children 
with IBD had higher odds of obtaining a fu vaccine (OR=1.22, p<0.001). Children 
residing in urban locations had higher odds of obtaining a fu vaccine (OR=1.56, 
p=0.001) compared to children from rural locations. Compared to white females, 
black females (OR=0.85, p=0.017) and black males (OR=0.84, p=0.012) had 
signifcantly lower odds of obtaining a fu vaccine. Children receiving corticosteroids 
had higher odds of obtaining a fu vaccine (OR=1.21, p<0.001) compared to children 
not receiving corticosteroids. Conclusion: Flu vaccination coverage for both pediatric 
IBD and non-IBD patients signifcantly increased from 2001 to 2016. IBD patients 
were more likely to get vaccinated compared to non-IBD patients, although 
vaccination coverage in SC remains below target levels. Eforts to increase infuenza 
vaccination in pediatric IBD patients are needed.  

 
     
 Enhancing influenza vaccination in older people.  
Source: Medicine Today. 2019 Mar 01; 20(3):6-10.  
Author: Van Buynder P.  
 
Abstract: Seasonal influenza disease can be particularly severe in older people, but 
conventional trivalent and quadrivalent inactivated influenza vaccines can be 
ineffective in this age group when influenza A(H3N2) strains predominate. New 
enhanced trivalent vaccines are available and should be used in people aged 65 
years and over.  
 
     
 Guillain-barré syndrome following influenza vaccination in the 
united states: A CDC/FDA vaccine adverse event reporting system 
study, 1990-2016.  
Source: Neurology. 2019 Apr 01; 92(15 Supplement 1).  
Author: Nolasco K., Souayah N.  
 
Abstract: Objective: To investigate the association between Guillain-Barré Syndrome 
(GBS) and influenza vaccination in adults. Background: There have been isolated 
cases of GBS after influenza vaccination. Design/Methods: Using data from the 
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) database for the 1990-2016 
time period, we identified cases of GBS and characterized their temporal relationship 
with the influenza vaccination. The initial 6 weeks after vaccination were defined as 
the risk period for possible cause-effect between vaccination and GBS, while the 
subsequent 6 weeks were defined as the control period. Case-Centered analyses 
were utilized. Results: There were 1351 cases of GBS (mean age 55.66±16.33 
years, 54.11% men) reported following influenza vaccination between 1990 and 
2016. The reporting rate of post-influenza vaccination GBS was approximately 8 
cases per 10 million vaccination which is less than the range expected in the general 
population (0.16-3 cases per 100,000). Of these cases, 1163 (83%) were reported 
within six weeks after vaccination, with 737 (63.37%) of these reported in the first 
two weeks. Case-centered Analysis demonstrated that more than 1061 (78.53%) of 
total GBS cases were reported within the risk period. Of all cases of GBS, only 43 
fulfilled the Brighton criteria for levels 1-3: 31 (90%) cases fell within the risk period. 
Conclusions: Although we did not observe an increase in the reporting rate of GBS 
after influenza vaccination as compared to the general population, the unbalanced 
distribution of cases within the first 6 weeks suggest that some cases are triggered 
by vaccination. Furthermore, case-centered analysis demonstrated that the majority 
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of GBS cases were reported within the six-week risk period. These results warrant to 
continue passive and active surveillance and careful evaluation of patients with 
signs and symptoms of GBS following the influenza vaccination.  
 
     
 Mythbusters! improving influenza vaccination rates in an urban 
underserved resident practice using targeted educational 
intervention.  
Source: Journal of General Internal Medicine. 2019 May 01; 34(2 
Supplement):S752.  
Author: Cha H., Oleszak F., Awwad A., Chaudhary H., Dreamer L., Lee M.S., Chang 
A.A., Stevens D.L.  
 
Abstract: Statement of Problem Or Question (One Sentence): Will influenza (flu) 
vaccination rates improve by targeting patient concerns and providing standardized 
educational information? Objectives of Program/Intervention (No More Than Three 
Objectives): To increase flu shot administration rates by 10% from our practice's 
usual care (67%) over two months (October-December 2018) Description of 
Program/Intervention, Including Organizational Context (E.G. Inpatient Vs. 
Outpatient, Practice or Community Characteristics): The resident primary care 
practice serves a predominantly Afro-Caribbean urban underserved population in 
Brooklyn, NY. All patients were offered the flu vaccine. Those that declined were 
engaged in conversation based on the CDC "No More Excuses: You Need a Flu 
Vaccine" fact sheet. Most common categories of declination reasons were:-The flu 
vaccine can give me the flu.-I do not need to get the flu vaccine every season.-I can 
wait to get vaccinated.-The flu vaccine is not 100% effective/protective. Residents 
were educated on the most common reasons for declination and targeted 
educational interventions based off the fact sheet addressed each patient's specific 
concern. The number of patients who converted to accepting vaccination was 
recorded. Patients with reasons other than the above were excluded from the study. 
Measures of Success (Discuss Qualitative And/Or Quantitative Metrics Which Will 
Be Used To Evaluate Program/Intervention): The percentage of patients who 
converted to accepting the flu vaccine following the intervention. Findings To Date (It 
Is Not Sufficient To State Findings Will Be Discussed): The flu vaccine was offered 
to 71 patients, 37 patients (52%) accepted, 34 patients (48%) initially declined. Of 
these 34 patients, 23 (68%) patients converted to accepting flu vaccination following 
the targeted educational intervention. In total, 60 out of 71 patients (84%) ultimately 
accepted flu vaccine administration. Our intervention had an absolute improvement 
of flu shot acceptance of 17% over usual care (67% in our practice the previous 
year). 34 patients were surveyed on reasons for declination, with the following 
Results: 15 patients (44.1%) "The flu vaccine can give you the flu." 9 patients 

(26.4%) "The flu vaccine is not 100% effective/protective." 6 patients (17.6%) "I can 
wait to get vaccinated." 4 patients (11.7%) "I do not need to get the flu vaccine every 
season." 6 patients (17.6%) "Other reasons." These patients were excluded from the 
study. Key Lessons For Dissemination (What Can Others Take Away For 
Implementation To Their Practice Or Community?): Patients decline influenza 
vaccination for a few common reasons as mentioned above. By identifying and 
addressing each patient's particular concern, and by using a focused standardized 
educational intervention, physicians can improve vaccination rates.  
 
     
 Staff and patient attitudes towards influenza vaccination 
availability during wait times at the Queen Elizabeth II 
Emergency Department, Halifax, Nova Scotia (in progress)  
Source: Canadian Journal of Emergency Medicine. 2019 May 01; 21(Supplement 
1):S99.  
Author: Ozog N., Steenbeek A., Curran J., Kelly N.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Influenza is a preventable infectious disease that causes a 
yearly burden to Canada. While an influenza vaccine is available free of charge in 
most provinces, uptake is below target rates. 15% of Canadians who did not get the 
influenza vaccine reported that they “didn't get around to it”; this presents an 
opportunity to combine the task of influenza prevention with the logistical issue of 
another health system challenge: escalating emergency department (ED) wait times. 
At the Queen Elizabeth II Health Sciences Centre (QEII) in Halifax, NS, average wait 
time is 4.6 hours. Offering the influenza vaccine during this time could increase 
convenient access to health services, and ultimately, improve vaccination rates. 
Methods: This observational, cross-sectional design study is currently in progress. It 
aims to gauge public interest, health care provider (HCP) support, perceived barriers 
and perceived facilitators to influenza vaccine availability at the QEII ED. Data is 
being collected via short, anonymous, close-ended questionnaires over a 7-week 
period, set to end Dec 14, 2018. Client participants are a convenience sample of 
low-acuity (Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale score 4/5), adult clients who use the 
QEII ED during the study period, anticipated n = 150. Client questionnaires are 
completed, with the help of a research assistant, on an iPad that inputs data directly 
into a secure online data collection tool. The HCP group is a convenience sample of 
nurses, physicians and paramedics currently working in the QEII ED, anticipated n = 
80. Questionnaires are available to HCPs either on paper outside the staff lounge, or 
online. Data is being collected via short, anonymous, close-ended questionnaires 
over a 7-week period, set to end Dec 14, 2018. Client participants are a 
convenience sample of low-acuity (Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale score 4/5), 
adult clients who use the QEII ED during the study period, anticipated n = 150. 
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Client questionnaires are completed, with the help of a research assistant, on an 
iPad that inputs data directly into a secure online data collection tool. The HCP 
group is a convenience sample of nurses, physicians and paramedics currently 
working in the QEII ED, anticipated n = 80. Questionnaires are available to HCPs 
either on paper outside the staff lounge, or online. Results: Following completion of 
data collection, descriptive statistics, such as the frequency of support for ED 
influenza vaccination and the proportion of unvaccinated clients willing to receive the 
vaccine if available in the ED, will be calculated using IBM SPSS Statistics 25. This 
will provide meaningful data that can be used by the QEII to inform future program 
planning (i.e. should the influenza vaccine be made available in the ED). 
Conclusion: An ED vaccination program could add value to the hours clients spend 
waiting to be seen, and make ED care more cohesive. It is essential that clients and 
ED staff are approached prior to any new initiative; this study is one way we can lay 
the necessary groundwork for a public health program that would utilize patient “wait 
time” more effectively.  
 
     
 Early success with room for improvement: influenza vaccination 
of young Australian children.  
Source: Medical Journal of Australia. 2019 Jun 01; 210(11):484-486.e1.  
Author: Beard F.H., Hendry A.J., Macartney K.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Preliminary study on influenza vaccination uptake in the active 
population.  
Source: European Journal of Clinical Pharmacology. 2019 Jun 01; 75(Supplement 
1):S51.  
Author: Galistiani G.F., Matuz M., Csatordai M., Doro P., Schvab K., Benko R.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Influenza is a highly infectious viral disease and one of the 
most prevalent causes of respiratory infections. The most effective way to prevent 
the disease is to get influenza vaccination every year. Many studies have addressed 
the influenza vaccine uptake in targeted population (e.g. elderly). On the other hand, 
it is necessary to assess flu vaccine uptake in adult active population, since they are 
considered as high-transmitter group. Objectives: This study aims to invetigate 
determinants and barriers of influenza vaccination uptake in the active age 
population. Methods: The study was an observational cross-sectional study design, 
using self-administered questionnaires through an online survey. Descriptive 

statistics were applied to describe all survey items and bivariate analysis was 
conducted to assess the possible determinants of vaccination uptake. Results: Data 
of 1144 respondents was analyzed. The mean age of respondents was 27±5.56 
years, and 616 respondents had health and/or occupational risk factors. One-tenth 
(10.23%) of respondents were vaccinated in the last season, and 19% of those who 
had any risk factors (health and/or occupational). Tertiary level of education was 
higher among vaccinated respondents compared to unvaccinated ones (60.68% vs 
43.72%; p=0.002). The mean knowledge score of vaccinated respondents was 
higher than unvaccinated ones (mean±SD: 84.63±9.81 vs 70.50±14.74; p<0.0001). 
The most frequent reason to get the influenza vaccination was self-protection 
(94.02%), meanwhile not getting the flu frequently (67.09%) was the most common 
reason for refusing the influenza vaccine. One-third of the respondents (29.46%) 
stated that getting recommendation or opinion from family members influenced their 
decision to get or not to get seasonal influenza vaccination. On the other hand, 
health care professionals recommendation were less influential. Summary / 
Conclusions: The results of this study show that the influenza vaccination uptake is 
associated with respondents' level of education, occupational risk factor, knowledge 
of influenza vaccination and recommendations influenced by family members. It can 
be concluded that interventions to improve the vaccination rates in active population 
for seasonal influenza should focus on health literacy or public health campaign 
using family-directed approaches.  
 
     
 Predictors of influenza vaccination among the elderly in greece.  
Source: European Journal of Clinical Pharmacology. 2019 Jun 01; 75(Supplement 
1):S64-S65.  
Author: Pourzitaki C., Dardalas I., Manomenidis G., Malliou F., Papazisis G., 
Kouvelas D., Bellali T.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: The elderly are vulnerable to influenza and its side-effects. 
Protection against the influenza virus and its transmission in this high-risk group of 
the population can be achieved by the influenza vaccine. Objectives: To understand 
and analyze the attitudes, knowledge and behavior of people over the age of 60 on 
influenza vaccination and suggest measures to increase the vaccination uptake. 
Methods: The survey included people over the age of 60who can receive an 
influenza vaccine. A self-referral questionnaire was used with questions about their 
demographic characteristics, health status and two questionnaires, the first based 
on the Theory of Planned Behavior and the second on the MoVac-flu and MovAd 
scale. The analysis of the data was performed with the statistical program IBM 
SPSS. Results: Study population included 318 participants with mean age of 70.7 
years. About 56,6% of the sample had received a flu vaccine this year while 
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50,8%received it in the previous years. Behavioral, normative and control beliefs 
were correlated with promotion of the vaccine uptake and increased intention score 
was associated with increased probability of vaccination. Higher age and more 
frequent visits to the doctor were found to be vaccination promoters. Summary / 
Conclusions: As a small proportion of those over 60 years old have been vaccinated 
with the influenza vaccine, while Greece counts more than 40 deaths in the middle 
of the influenza season, this finding is worrying about the impact of a future outbreak 
and indicates the need for more, better and evidence based information from the 
healthcare professionals to the elderly, to achieve greater vaccination coverage of 
the community.  
 
     
 Inactivated influenza vaccination does not associate with disease 
flares in autoimmune rheumatic diseases: A self-controlled case 
series study using data from the clinical practice research 
datalink.  
Source: Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases. 2019 Jun 01; 78(Supplement 2):214-
215.  
Author: Nakafero G., Grainge M., Myles P., Mallen C., Zhang W., Doherty M., 
Nguyen-Van-Tam J., Abhishek A.  
 
Abstract: Background: Concerns about vaccination with the seasonal flu vaccine 
associating with increased risk of autoimmune rheumatic disease (AIRD) activity, 
and anecdotal reports of the seasonal flu vaccine triggering diseases such as 
vasculitis are barriers to flu vaccination in this population1-2. This is despite reports 
of stable disease activity following flu vaccination provided disease modifying 
antirheumatic drug therapy is continued in the peri-vaccination period3. Previous 
studies generally include patients with stable disease activity, and as far as we are 
aware, a real world study evaluating the association between inactivated influenza 
vaccine (IIV) administration and AIRD activity has not been conducted. Objectives: 
To examine the association between IIV administration and primary care 
consultation for joint pain, fatigue, rheumatoid arthritis (RA) flare, corticosteroid 
prescription, and incident vasculitis in people with AIRDs. Methods: We undertook 
within-person comparisons using self-controlled caseseries (SCCS). AIRD cases 
who received IIV and had an outcome of interest in the same influenza cycle, 
between 1stSeptember of one year and 31stAugust of the next year, between 2006 
and 2016 were ascertained within the Clinical Practice Research Datalink. The 
influenza cycle (1stSeptember of one year to 31stDecember of the next year) was 
partitioned into five exposure periods (1-15 days pre-vaccination, and 0-14, 15-30, 
31-60, and 61-90 days post-vaccination), with the remaining time period classified as 

non-exposed. Incidence rate ratios (IRRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were 
calculated to compare the frequency of outcomes in different periods. Results: Data 
for 14, 928 AIRD cases (69% women, 80% with RA) were included. There was no 
association between IIV administration and primary-care consultation for RA flare, 
corticosteroid prescription, and vasculitis (Table 1). Vaccination associated with 
reduced primary-care consultation for joint pain in the 90-day post-vaccination period 
(IRR (95%CI) 0.91(0.87-0.94)), and fatigue (IRR (95%CI) 0.40(0.22-0.71)) in the 61-
90 days post vaccination (Table 1). (Table Presented) Conclusion: The 
administration of IIV was not associated with flare of the underlying AIRD and its 
association with reduced disease activity warrants further investigation. 
Nevertheless, these data add to the accumulating evidence to support seasonal 
influenza vaccination in people with AIRDs.  
 
     
 Influenza vaccination coverage rate in children with cystic 
fibrosis - a single centre experience.  
Source: Journal of Cystic Fibrosis. 2019 Jun 01; 18(Supplement 1):S79.  
Author: Praprotnik M., Krivec U., Hace N., Bahovec N., Ostir M., Kotnik Pirs A.  
 
Abstract: Objectives: Annual vaccination is the most effective way to prevent or 
attenuate influenza infection and pulmonary exacerbation in cystic fibrosis (CF) and 
is recommended annually for CF patients aged ≥6 months. There is little information 
whether this recommendation is being followed. The aim of our study was to 
evaluate the influenza vaccination coverage (IVC) in our CF population. Methods: A 
retrospective 5-year study was performed in our National Centre for children and 
adolescents with CF using data from 2014–2018. Patient documentation and 
telephone interviews of patients’ pediatricians and parents were used. Results: In 
total 79 patients (female 36 (45.6%), male 43 (54.4%)) were included, 2 were 
excluded due to missing data. The mean age was 12.05 years (min 1.44 - max 
24.30; SD 6.35). An increase in the number of vaccinated patients was seen during 
the study period. In the last year the number of vaccinated patients exceeded the 
non vaccinated. The rate of vaccinated vs non vaccinated patients was 31:45 in 
2014 and 40:37 in 2018. Although the rates increased, the difference in the number 
of vaccinated vs non vaccinated patients between the years of the study was not 
statistically significant (p > 0.05). Conclusion: IVC of patients with CF in our centre 
improved during the observed period. Nonetheless this study shows a lack in 
vaccine coverage. There is still room for improvement. CF health care workers 
should promote influenza immunization for CF patients and their caregivers. Some 
possibilities to improve IVC are regular encouragement of vaccination by clinicians, 
improved access to vaccination centres and electronic text message reminders sent 
to CF patients.  
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 Effects of Sequential Influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 Vaccination on 
Antibody Waning.  
Source: The Journal of infectious diseases. 2019 Jun 05; 220(1):12-19.  
Author: Zelner J., Petrie J.G., Trangucci R., Martin E.T., Monto A.S.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Antibody waning following influenza vaccination has been 
repeatedly evaluated, but waning has rarely been studied in the context of 
longitudinal vaccination history. METHODS: We developed a Bayesian hierarchical 
model to assess the effects of sequential influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 vaccination on 
hemagglutination inhibition antibody boosting and waning in a longitudinal cohort of 
older children and adults from 2011 to 2016, a period during which the 
A(H1N1)pdm09 vaccine strain did not change. RESULTS: Antibody measurements 
from 2057 serum specimens longitudinally collected from 388 individuals were 
included. Average postvaccination antibody titers were similar across successive 
vaccinations, but the rate of antibody waning increased with each vaccination. The 
antibody half-life was estimated to decrease from 32 months (95% credible interval 
[CrI], 22-61 months) following first vaccination to 9 months (95% CrI, 7-15 months) 
following a seventh vaccination. CONCLUSIONS: Although the rate of antibody 
waning increased with successive vaccination, the estimated antibody half-life was 
longer than a typical influenza season even among the most highly vaccinated. This 
supports current recommendations for vaccination at the earliest opportunity. 
Patterns of boosting and waning might be different with the influenza A(H3N2) 
subtype, which evolves more rapidly and has been most associated with reduced 
effectiveness following repeat vaccination.  
 
     
 Influenza vaccination: Effectiveness, indications, and limits in the 
pediatric population.  
Source: Frontiers in Pediatrics. 2019 Jul 01; 7(JULY).  
Author: Mameli C., Cocchi I., Fumagalli M., Zuccotti G.  
 
Abstract: Influenza vaccine is considered the most effective way to prevent 
influenza. Nonetheless, every year vaccine coverage is lower than recommended in 
the pediatric population. Many factors are supposed to contribute to this 
phenomenon such as the uncertainty about the indication for vaccination, and the 
suboptimal vaccine-effectiveness in pediatric age, especially in the youngest 
children. In this review we discuss the effectiveness, indications, and limits of 

influenza vaccination in the pediatric population based on the most recent 
evidences.  
 
     
 Influenza vaccination effectiveness for people aged under 65 
years in Japan, 2013/2014 season: Application of a doubly robust 
method to a large-scale, real-world dataset.  
Source: BMC Infectious Diseases. 2019 Jul 05; 19(1).  
Author: Shibata N., Kimura S., Hoshino T., Urushihara H.  
 
Abstract: Background: Influenza vaccination is recognized as a primary public health 
intervention which prevents the illness of patients and relieves the societal burdens 
of influenza for medical community as well as the economy. To date, no 
effectiveness study of influenza vaccination has been conducted including a large 
population with a wide age span, in Japan. Here, we evaluated the clinical 
effectiveness of influenza vaccination in a large Japanese population. Methods: We 
conducted a cohort study using a large-scale claims database for employee health 
care insurance plans. Vaccination status was identified using plan records for 
influenza vaccination subsidies. We excluded people aged 65 years or more 
because of the unavailability of vaccination records. Effectiveness of vaccination in 
preventing influenza and its complication was evaluated with doubly robust methods 
using inversed probability treatment weighting to adjust health conscious behaviours 
and other confounders. Results: During the 2013/2014 influenza season, 369,425 
subjects with age range from 1 to 64 years were eligible. Vaccination rate was 
39.5% and an estimated odds ratio (OR) for influenza onset was 0.775 after doubly 
robust adjustment. Age-stratified ORs were significantly reduced in all age groups; 
lowest in subjects aged 1 to 4 years (0.600) and highest in those aged 13 to 19 
(0.938). ORs for all the influenza complication outcomes were also statistically 
significant (0.403-0.709). Conclusions: We confirmed the clinical effectiveness of 
influenza vaccination in people aged 1 to 64 years. Influenza vaccination 
significantly prevented influenza onset and was more effective in reducing 
secondary risks of influenza complications.  
 
     
 Office-Based Educational Handout for Influenza Vaccination: A 
Randomized Controlled Trial.  
Source: Pediatrics. 2019 Jul 10;  
Author: Scott V.P., Opel D.J., Reifler J., Rikin S., Pethe K., Barrett A., Stockwell M.S.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVES: To assess the impact of a parent educational intervention 
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about influenza disease on child vaccine receipt. METHODS: A convenience sample 
of parents of children ≥6 months old with a visit at 2 New York City pediatric clinics 
between August 2016 and March 2017 were randomly assigned (1:1:1) to receive 
either usual care, an educational handout about influenza disease that was based 
on local data, or an educational handout about influenza disease that was based on 
national data. Parents received the handout in the waiting room before their visit. 
Primary outcomes were child influenza vaccine receipt on the day of the clinic visit 
and by the end of the season. A multivariable logistic regression was used to assess 
associations between intervention and vaccination, with adjustment for variables that 
were significantly different between arms. RESULTS: Parents who received an 
intervention (versus usual care) had greater odds of child influenza vaccine receipt 
by the end of the season (74.9% vs 65.4%; adjusted odds ratio 1.68; 95% 
confidence interval: 1.06-2.67) but not on the day of the clinic visit. Parents who 
received the national data handout (versus usual care) had greater odds of child 
influenza vaccine receipt on the day of the clinic visit (59.0% vs 52.6%; adjusted 
odds ratio 1.79; 95% confidence interval: 1.04-3.08) but not by the end of the 
season. CONCLUSIONS: Providing an educational intervention in the waiting room 
before a pediatric provider visit may help increase child influenza vaccine receipt.  
 
     
 Influenza vaccination coverage in a population-based cohort of 
Australian-born Aboriginal and non-Indigenous older adults.  
Source: Communicable diseases intelligence (2018). 2019 Jul 16; 43.  
Author: Dyda A., Karki S., Kong M., Gidding H.F., Kaldor J.M., McIntyre P., Banks 
E., MacIntyre C.R., Liu B.  
 
Abstract: Background: There is limited information on vaccination coverage and 
characteristics associated with vaccine uptake in Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 
Islander adults. We aimed to provide more current estimates of influenza vaccination 
coverage in Aboriginal adults. Methods: Self-reported vaccination status (n=559 
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander participants, n=80,655 non-Indigenous 
participants) from the 45 and Up Study, a large cohort of adults aged 45 years or 
older, was used to compare influenza vaccination coverage in Aboriginal and/or 
Torres Strait Islander adults with coverage in non-Indigenous adults. Results: Of 
Aboriginal and non-Indigenous respondents aged 49 to <65 years, age-standardised 
influenza coverage was respectively 45.2% (95% CI 39.5–50.9%) and 38.5%, (37.9–
39.0%), p-value for heterogeneity=0.02. Coverage for Aboriginal and non-
Indigenous respondents aged ≥65 years was respectively 67.3% (59.9–74.7%) and 
72.6% (72.2–73.0%), p-heterogeneity=0.16. Among Aboriginal adults, coverage was 
higher in obese than in healthy weight participants (adjusted odds ratio (aOR)=2.38, 
95%CI 1.44–3.94); in those aged <65 years with a medical risk factor than in those 

without medical risk factors (aOR=2.13, 1.37–3.30); and in those who rated their 
health as fair/poor compared to those who rated it excellent (aOR=2.57, 1.26–5.20). 
Similar associations were found among non-Indigenous adults. Conclusions: In this 
sample of adults ≥65 years, self-reported influenza vaccine coverage was not 
significantly different between Aboriginal and non-Indigenous adults whereas in 
those <65 years, coverage was higher among Aboriginal adults. Overall, coverage in 
the whole cohort was suboptimal. If these findings are replicated in other samples 
and in the Australian Immunisation Register, it suggests that measures to improve 
uptake, such as communication about the importance of influenza vaccine and more 
effective reminder systems, are needed among adults.  
 
     
 The association between influenza vaccination and socioeconomic 
status in high income countries varies by the measure used: a 
systematic review.  
Source: BMC Med Res Methodol. 2019 Jul 17;19(1):153. doi: 10.1186/s12874-019-
0801-1.  
Author: Lucyk K, Simmonds KA, Lorenzetti DL, Drews SJ, Svenson LW, Russell ML  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The purpose of this paper is to systematically review the 
literature on the relationship between socioeconomic status (SES) and influenza 
immunization and to examine how certain measures of SES may influence 
interpretations of this relationship. METHODS: We conducted a systematic review of 
existing peer-reviewed literature to evaluate the above relationship in the general 
population. Electronic databases (MEDLINE and EMBASE) were searched from 
January 2012 to May 2017 to identify English-language studies relevant to this 
review. Studies were included where influenza vaccination was explicitly reported as 
the dependent variable and SES as the independent variable. We limited our review 
to measures of SES that focus on education, income, social class, occupation, and 
deprivation. Studies that measured SES using other variables (e.g., race, ethnicity, 
geographic location, rural or urban status, or insurance status) were excluded. 
Studies were also excluded if they did not report on the human population or did not 
analyze original data. The population of interest included all age groups, levels of 
health status, and sociodemographic backgrounds. The review was also limited to 
World Bank high-income countries. Two authors independently screened full-text 
articles after obtaining a Kappa score of K = 0.867. The methodological quality of 
manuscripts was assessed using the appraisal tools developed by the Joanna 
Briggs Institute. Results were qualitatively reported and synthesized. RESULTS: Of 
the 42 articles included in this review, 52.4% (n = 22) found that higher levels of SES 
resulted in higher levels of influenza vaccination; 4.5% (n = 2) reported a negative 
association; and 14.3% (n = 6) found no association. Just over a quarter (26.2%, n = 
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12) of articles reported mixed results. CONCLUSIONS: There was consistently a 
relationship between SES and influenza immunization, which varied according to 
how SES was measured. It is recommended that authors be explicit in defining the 
SES concept they are trying to capture and that they utilize multiple measures of 
SES (e.g., education, income, class).  
 
     
 Projected Population Benefit of Increased Effectiveness and 
Coverage of Influenza Vaccination on Influenza Burden - United 
States.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Jul 25;  
Author: Hughes M.M., Reed C., Flannery B., Garg S., Singleton J.A., Fry A.M., 
Rolfes M.A.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Vaccination is the best way to prevent influenza; 
however, greater benefit could be achieved. To help guide research and policy 
agendas, we aimed to quantify the magnitude of influenza disease that would be 
prevented through targeted increases in vaccine effectiveness (VE) or coverage. 
METHODS: For three influenza seasons (2011-12, 2015-16, and 2017-18) we used 
a mathematical model to estimate the number of prevented influenza-associated 
illnesses, medically-attended illnesses, and hospitalizations across five age groups. 
Compared with estimates of prevented illness during each season, given observed 
VE and coverage, we explored the number of additional outcomes that would be 
prevented from a 5% absolute increase in VE or coverage or achieving 60% VE or 
70% coverage. RESULTS: During the 2017-18 season, compared with the burden 
already prevented by influenza vaccination, a 5% absolute VE increase would 
prevent an additional 1,050,000 illnesses and 25,000 hospitalizations (76% among 
those aged ≥65 years) while achieving 60% VE would prevent an additional 190,000 
hospitalizations. A 5% coverage increase would result in 785,000 fewer illnesses 
(56% among those aged 18-64 years) and 11,000 fewer hospitalizations; reaching 
70% would prevent an additional 39,000 hospitalizations. CONCLUSIONS: Small, 
attainable improvements in effectiveness or coverage of influenza vaccine could 
lead to substantial additional reductions in influenza burden in the U.S. 
Improvements in VE would have the greatest impact in reducing hospitalizations in 
adults aged ≥65 years and coverage improvements would have the largest benefit in 
reducing illnesses in adults aged 18-49 years.  
 
     

 Depletion of Susceptibles Bias in Analyses of Intra-season 
Waning of Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Jul 28;  
Author: Ray G.T., Lewis N., Klein N.P., Daley M.F., Lipsitch M., Fireman B.  
 
Abstract: Bias arises in studies of waning vaccine effectiveness when higher-risk 
individuals are depleted from the population at-risk, at different rates between study 
groups. We examine how this bias arises and how it can be avoided. Reanalysis of 
data from California confirms a finding of intra-season waning of influenza vaccine 
effectiveness.  
 
     
 Variations in seasonal influenza vaccine effectiveness: A 
systematic review and meta-analysis of test-negative design 
studies.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):449.  
Author: Okoli G.N., Racovitan F., Righolt C.H., Mahmud S.M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Test-negative design study using routine influenza 
surveillance data can avoid or minimize bias associated with confounding by health-
care-seeking behaviour and misclassification of cases. In this design, patients 
presenting with influenza-like illness and testing positive for influenza virus are 
defined as cases and those testing negative are defined as comparators. Objectives: 
To summarize and compare seasonal influenza vaccine effectiveness (VE) from 
test-negative design studies according to study region, influenza season 
characteristic, respiratory specimen swab collection time, and target age group. 
Methods: We systematically searched appropriate bibliographic databases and 
relevant websites from January 2011 to July 2018 for full-text articles from test-
negative design studies of seasonal influenza VE against laboratory-confirmed (PCR 
or culture) influenza conducted in outpatient primary care settings during the 
2010/11 to 2017/18 influenza seasons. Two reviewers independently screened 
retrieved citations against the eligibility criteria using a two-stage sifting approach 
(screening of titles/abstracts and full-text articles) and extracted data from all 
included studies. Disagreements were resolved by consensus or by involving a third 
reviewer. We included only final seasonal influenza VE estimates. Pooled VE was 
calculated using inverse variance, random-effects model for all influenza, H1N1, 
H3N2, influenza A, and influenza B. Results: Seventy full-text articles met our 
eligibility criteria and are included in the meta-analysis. Pooled VE was higher in the 
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Southern hemisphere compared with the Northern hemisphere: 55% (CI: 49- 60%; 
I2= 0%) compared with 40% (CI: 34-46%; I2= 78.8%) for all influenza, 66% (CI: 53-
75%; I2= 0%) compared with 51% (CI: 45- 56%; I2= 55.1%) for H1N1, 40% (CI: 26-
51%; I2= 0%) compared with 25% (CI: 18-31%; I2= 61.7%) for H3N2, 53% (CI: 29-
69%) compared with 40% (CI: 28-50%; I2= 71%) for influenza A, 58% (CI: 48-66%; 
I2= 0%) compared with 43% (CI: 36-50%; I2= 68.1%) for influenza B. Pooled VE 
across all influenza, influenza types and subtypes differed by vaccine antigenic 
similarity with circulating viruses (VE highest in antigenically similar), respiratory 
specimen swab time (higher VE with swab time of <8 days compared with swab time 
of ≤4 days), and age group (a reduction in VE with increasing age). Conclusions: 
The available evidence suggests that study region, seasonal influenza vaccine 
antigenic similarity with circulating viruses, specimen swab time, and age influence 
seasonal influenza vaccine effectiveness.  
 
     
 Guillain-barré syndrome and influenza vaccines: Current 
evidence.  
Source: Revista Espanola de Quimioterapia. 2019 Aug 01; 32(4):288-295.  
Author: Fadrique R.S., Arias L.M., Molina-Guarneros J.A., Bulnes N.J., Ortega P.G.  
 
Abstract: Purpose. Guillain-Barré Syndrome (GBS) as a consequence of influenza 
vaccination is a relevant topic, yet to be clarified, which raises concern both amongst 
health care personnel and the general population. Every study and 
pharmacovigilance system point to need of further research and the importance of 
continuous monitoring of safety regarding influenza vaccines. The aim of the present 
study is to investigate the publication of new data since the realisation of our meta-
analysis of GBS and influenza vaccines (published in 2015). Methods. A systematic 
revision of PubMed, Embase, and Web of Knowledge (WOS) databases has been 
carried out. These report observational studies assessing GBS risk after the 
administration of influenza vaccines from May 2014 up to July 20th, 2017. Results. 
The research yielded 107 articles. Only three studies met established inclusion 
criteria and referred to an estimation GBS risk after some influenza vaccine. Two 
studies investigated GBS risk by the pandemic A/H1N1 vaccine, while only one 
looked into season vaccines. Conclusions. The present systematic review, 
conducted after the publication of our previous meta-analysis, seems to confirm its 
previous results. Therefore, GBS should be considered an infrequent adverse effect 
of influenza vaccination, which should not negatively influence its acceptance. 
Unfortunately, very few of the systematically surveyed studies meeting inclusion 
criteria. This fact sharply contrasts with the current consensus as to the need of 
continuously monitoring the safety of influenza vaccines.  

 
     
 Comparative effectiveness of high dose versus standard-dose 
influenza vaccine among patients on chronic hemodialysis.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):239.  
Author: Butler A.M., Layton J.B., Dharnidharka V.R., Sahrmann J.M., Weber D.J., 
McGrath L.J.  
 
Abstract: Background: The standard-dose influenza vaccine (SDV) may not prevent 
influenza-related outcomes in patients on chronic dialysis. Little is known about the 
comparative effectiveness of high-dose influenza vaccine (HDV) versus SDV in this 
population. Objectives: To compare the risk of all-cause mortality, hospitalization 
due to influenza or pneumonia, and influenza-like illness during the influenza season 
among adult recipients of HDV versus SDV. Methods: We performed a cohort study 
using Medicare data from the United States Renal Data System (USRDS) for 
patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD). We constructed yearly cohorts of 
adults with ESRD undergoing in-center hemodialysis during five individual influenza 
seasons (2010/11 to 2014/15). We required vaccination to occur prior to the start of 
each influenza season. Baseline covariates were ascertained during the 6-month 
period prior to vaccination. Follow-up began at the start of influenza season. 
Patients were eligible for inclusion in multiple yearly cohorts, thus our unit of analysis 
was the influenza-season. To examine the relationship between vaccine dose and 
effectiveness outcomes, we estimated risk differences (RD) using propensity score 
weighting of Kaplan-Meier functions, accounting for a wide range of patientand 
facility-level characteristics. For non-mortality outcomes, we used competing risk 
methodology to account for high mortality in the dialysis population. Patients were 
censored at the earliest of a competing risk event (death for non-mortality 
outcomes), loss of Medicare Parts A or B, kidney transplant, peritoneal dialysis, 
subsequent influenza vaccine, or end of influenza season. The primary analysis was 
conducted in adults aged ≥65 years, and a secondary analysis was conducted in 
adults aged <65 years. Results: We identified 255,281 eligible adult patients who 
contributed 507,552 unique patient-seasons. Within 225,215 patient-seasons among 
adults aged ≥65 years, 97.4% received SDV and 2.6% received HDV. We observed 
similar risk estimates for HDV and SDV recipients for mortality (RD, -0.1%; 95% CI, -
0.9% to 0.8%), hospitalization due to influenza or pneumonia (RD, 0.2%; 95% CI, -
0.7% to 0.9%), and influenza-like illness (RD, 0.0%; 95% CI, -1.5% to 1.1%). Our 
findings were similar among adults aged <65, as well as within subgroups defined by 
influenza season, age group, years on dialysis, month of vaccination, and vaccine 
valence. Conclusions: HDV does not appear to provide additional protection beyond 
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the SDV against all-cause mortality or influenza-related outcomes in the adult 
dialysis population.  
 
     
 Influence of comorbidity status on seasonal influenza vaccine 
effectiveness in Canada: A systematic review and metaanalysis of 
test-negative design studies.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):387-388.  
Author: Okoli G.N., Racovitan F., Righolt C.H., Mahmud S.M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Comorbidity status influences seasonal influenza vaccine 
effectiveness (VE) but not much is known on how the influence differs across 
influenza types and subtypes. Objectives: To summarize and compare seasonal 
influenza VE from test-negative design studies in Canada by comorbidity status. 
Methods: We systematically searched appropriate bibliographic databases and 
relevant websites from January 2011 to July 2018 for full-text articles from test-
negative design studies of seasonal influenza VE against laboratory-confirmed (PCR 
or culture) influenza conducted in outpatient primary care settings during the 
2010/11 to 2017/18 influenza seasons in Canada. Two reviewers independently 
screened retrieved citations against the eligibility criteria using a two-stage sifting 
approach (screening of titles/abstracts and full-text articles) and extracted data from 
all included studies. Disagreements were resolved by consensus or by involving a 
third reviewer. We included only final seasonal influenza VE estimates. Pooled VE 
was calculated using inverse variance, random-effects model for all influenza, H1N1, 
H3N2, influenza A, and influenza B. Results: Five full-text articles met our eligibility 
criteria and were included in the meta-analysis. Pooled VE against all influenza was 
50% (CI: 23-68%; I2= 89.3%; n = 5) for studies involving individuals without 
comorbidity compared with 44% (CI: -26-75%; I2= 84.2%; n = 2) for studies involving 
individuals with comorbidity. Pooled VE for studies involving individuals without 
comorbidity was 75% (CI: 64-82%; I2= 0%; n = 4) against H1N1, 36% (CI: -14-64%; 
I2= 86.6%; n = 4) against H3N2, 44% (CI: -6-71%; I2= 90.6%; n = 4) against 
influenza A, and 53% (CI: 26-61%; I2= 36.4%; n = 4) against influenza B. The 
observed high heterogeneity in some pooled VE estimates was due to one study 
(2014/15 influenza season) during which the available vaccine performed very 
poorly. There was only one study each involving individuals with comorbidity and VE 
was 58% (CI: 24- 77%) for H1N1, 11% (CI: -42-44%) for H3N2, 14% (CI: -36-46%) 
for influenza A, and 37% (CI: -37-71%) for influenza B. Conclusions: The available 
but limited evidence suggests that comorbidity status influences seasonal influenza 
vaccine effectiveness against all influenza in Canada. More test-negative design 

study comparisons of seasonal influenza VE by comorbidity status are needed for 
influenza types and subtypes.  
 
     
 Monitoring the safety of high-dose, trivalent influenza vaccine in 
the vaccine adverse event reporting system (VAERS), 2010-2018.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):388-389.  
Author: Moro P., Lewis P., Cano M.  
 
Abstract: Background: In December 2009, a high-dose, trivalent inactivated 
influenza vaccine (IIV3-HD, Fluzone High-Dose®) was licensed for adults aged ≥65 
years. Injection site (8.9%-35.6%) and systemic reactions (16.8%-21.4%) were the 
most commonly observed adverse events in pre-licensure studies. Objectives: To 
characterize reports to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), a 
US spontaneous reporting system among older adults who received IIV3-HD. 
Methods: We searched VAERS for reports of persons aged ≥65 years who received 
IIV3-HD from July 1, 2010 through December 31, 2018. We conducted an 
automated analysis of the characteristics of these reports and the following pre-
specified conditions: Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), and anaphylaxis. We 
compared the proportion of serious events, pre-specified conditions, and adverse 
events (AEs) with those of Fluzone trivalent and Fluzone quadrivalent (IIV-SD) 
vaccines. Results: VAERS received 12,755 reports after IIV3-HD; 754 (5.9%) were 
serious which included 52 deaths. Females comprised 9,209 (72.2%) reports. 
Median age was 71 years (range 65-102 years). The most common reported AEs 
were injection site erythema (15.9%), fever (15.4%), pain in extremity. (15.3%), 
injection site pain (13.8%), pain (13.8%) and chills (13.3%). There were 97 (0.8%) 
reports of GBS and 43 (0.3%) of anaphylaxis after IIV3-HD. Reports of serious 
events, GBS, and anaphylaxis for IIV-SD vaccines in adults ≥65 years (n = 2,590) 
were 9.7%, 2.9%, and 0.3%, respectively. The most common AEs for IIV-SD 
vaccines were injection site erythema (17.2%), injection site pain (15.3%), pain in 
extremity (14.9%), fever (13.4%), and pain (13.3%). Serious and GBS reports were 
reported less frequently after IIV3-HD when compared with IIV-SD vaccines and the 
proportion of the most common AEs were similar for both IIV3-HD and IIV-SD. 
Conclusions: AEs after IIV3-HD were similar to those observed during pre-licensure 
studies and those reported after IIV-SD in VAERS. No new or unexpected safety 
concerns were identified for IIV3-HD reported to VAERS during 2010-2018. CDC will 
continue to monitor the safety of IIV3-HD and other influenza vaccines.  
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 Effect of age on relative effectiveness of high-dose versus 
standard-dose influenza vaccines among US Medicare 
beneficiaries ages 65 years and older.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):239-240.  
Author: Lu Y., Chillarige Y., Izurieta H., Wei Y., Xu W., Lu M., Sung H.-M., Lindaas 
A., Wernecke M., MaCurdy T., Kelman J., Forshee R.A.  
 
Abstract: Background: Influenza causes substantial morbidity and mortality, and 
influenza-related hospitalization and death disproportionately affects older adults. 
Several studies have found that the high-dose (HD) influenza vaccine has higher 
relative vaccine effectiveness (RVE) compared to standard-dose (SD) vaccines in 
some seasons. Objectives: This multi-season study investigates effect modification 
by age on the RVE of HD versus SD influenza vaccines among Medicare 
beneficiaries ≥65 years. Methods: This retrospective six-season cohort study from 
August 2012 to August 2018 using Medicare claims and enrollment data included 
beneficiaries ≥65 years of age who received inactivated HD or a SD influenza 
vaccine in a community pharmacy setting prior to January 31st of an influenza 
season. The primary outcome was influenza hospital encounters, defined by 
inpatient hospitalizations or emergency department visits listing an influenza code. 
Linear function and cubic splines of continuous age were used to explore linear and 
non-linear relationships. We used a series of Poisson regression models interacting 
age with vaccine status to evaluate the effect of age on the RVE of HD versus SD 
influenza vaccines. Results: A total of 35,156,602 (42%) HD and 47,760,909 (58%) 
SD influenza vaccinations were recorded in our study period (HD/SD ratio increased 
over time). After applying inclusion criteria, there were 13,770,207 (69%) HD and 
6,151,913 (31%) SD vaccinations from eligible Medicare beneficiaries. The RVE 
estimates indicate that the HD vaccine was at least as effective as SD vaccines in 
preventing influenza hospital encounters across all seasons, and was more effective 
in the 2012-13 (RVE 23.1%, 95% CI 17.7-28.3%), 2013-14 (RVE 15.3%, 95% CI 
7.8-22.3%), 2014-15 (RVE 8.9%, 95% CI 5.6-12.1%), and 2016-17 (RVE 12.6%, 
95% CI 6.3-18.4%) seasons. We found a slightly increasing trend in RVE for HD 
versus SD vaccines with age in all seasons. The cubic spline model, which fit the 
data best, indicated notable improvement in RVE among those ages ≥80 years. For 
example, the predicted RVE increased from 4.8% (95% CI -10.9- 18.2%) among 65-
year-old beneficiaries to 15.0% (95% CI 8.3- 21.2%) among 85-year-old 
beneficiaries in the 2016-17 season. We also found that the HD vaccine was 
consistently more effective than SD vaccines for people ages ≥85 years across all 
seasons. Conclusions: This six-season study showed that RVE of the HD versus SD 
influenza vaccines increased slightly with age across seasons, and that the HD 
vaccine was consistently more effective for people ages ≥85 years.  

 
     
 Exploring Coping Strategies of Nursing Staff for Influenza 
Vaccination Among Pregnant Women.  
Source: Hu li za zhi The journal of nursing. 2019 Aug 01; 66(4):79-86.  
Author: Chang Y.-W., Chou F.-H., Jian S.-Y.  
 
Abstract: Influenza vaccinations may decrease the risk of contracting influenza and 
its complications significantly in pregnant women and effectively help infants less 
than six months of age avoid hospitalization. Based on scientific evidence 
supporting the safety and benefits of the influenza vaccination for pregnant women 
and fetuses, the epidemic prevention policy of both the World Health Organization 
and Taiwan's Ministry of Health and Welfare recommend that pregnant women 
receive the influenza vaccination. However, low acceptance of the influenza vaccine 
among pregnant women is an ongoing concern in Taiwan. Nursing staffs play a key 
role in implementing the influenza vaccination program for pregnant women. 
Therefore, strengthening the professional competency and service effectiveness of 
nursing staffs may be expected to significantly improve the vaccination coverage 
rate. This article offers practical methods for achieving this, including promoting 
nursing staffs' professional knowledge and positive attitudes regarding influenza 
vaccinations for pregnant women, improving nursing staffs' related education and 
skills in communication with pregnant women and their families, and improving the 
implementation of the notification mechanism for disseminating accurate information 
regarding the vaccine and vaccine adverse events. Our ultimate goal is to enhance 
the confidence and willingness of pregnant women with regard to receiving influenza 
vaccinations in order to promote the health of mothers and their fetuses.  
 
     
 A simulation study of the statistical power and signaling 
characteristics of an early season sequential test for influenza 
vaccine safety.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):452.  
Author: Forshee R.A., Hu M., Arya D., Perez-Vilar S., Anderson S.A., Lo A.-C., 
Swarr M., Wernecke M., MaCurdy T., Chu S., Kelman J.  
 
Abstract: Background: The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) monitors the 
risk of Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) following influenza vaccination in a 
multilayered approach using Medicare and other data sources. In the 2017-18 
season, we modified our near real-time surveillance in Medicare to detect early 
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increases in GBS risk while avoiding false positives. Objectives: To assess the 
ability of the Updating Sequential Probability Ratio Test (USPRT) to detect elevated 
risk in the 8-21 days postvaccination compared to a historical rate early in an 
influenza season and the probability that signals accurately identify high GBS risk 
when high-risk seasons are uncommon. Methods: We conducted a simulation study 
using a retrospective cohort design. We used Medicare Parts A and B claims data 
from the 2012-13 through 2016-17 influenza seasons to identify outpatient influenza 
vaccinations and primary-coded GBS hospitalized cases in days 8-21 post-
vaccination. We simulated 20 different testing schedules using these inputs by 
varying the USPRT parameters, including the first testing week (between weeks 5-8) 
and the null hypothesis (1x-3x the historical rate). All testing schedules ended at 
week 11 as majority of vaccinations are administered by this date, after which 
regulatory action would have reduced impact. We then assessed the USPRT's 
power to detect elevated risk of GBS versus a fixed alternative rate (5x-30x the 
historical rate) and estimated the signal probability and the risk ratio (RR) after 
signaling when simulations were a mixture of low and high-risk seasons. Results: 
We found >80% power to detect a risk 30x the historical rate in week 5 for the 1x 
null, and in week 6 for the 1.5x-3x null. Nearly all testing schedules had >80% power 
for a 5x risk by week 11. In simulations with 1% high-risk seasons, for the 1x null 
10% of seasons signaled by week 11, which decreased to ~1% with the ≥2.5x null. 
The distribution of RRs after signaling was concentrated at high values (RR ~16.0 
under the 2.5x null versus ~1.4 under the 1x null). Conclusions: In the 2017-18 
season, we specified the USPRT to test continuously from weeks 7-11 using the null 
hypothesis that the observed GBS rate was 2.5x the historical rate. This testing 
schedule allows the USPRT to detect a high GBS risk early in an influenza season 
or a pandemic. The selection of 2.5x the historical GBS rate as the null hypothesis 
reduces the number of statistically significant results when the risk is unlikely to be 
high, while maintaining adequate power to detect risk increases that may warrant 
further investigation.  
 
     
 Safety of trivalent adjuvanted influenza vaccine (aIIV3; Fluad), 
vaccine adverse event reporting system (VAERS), United States, 
July 2016-June 2018.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):392-393.  
Author: Haber P., Moro P., Ng C., Dores G.M., Page L., Cano M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Trivalent adjuvanted influenza vaccine (aIIV3; Fluad®) was 
approved in the United States (U.S.) in 2015 for adults aged ≥65 years and has 
been in use since the 2016-17 influenza season. Objectives: To assess the safety 

profile of Fluad vaccine. Methods: We analyzed U.S. reports for aIIV3 submitted 
from July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2018 to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting 
System (VAERS), a national spontaneous reporting system. Medical records were 
reviewed for serious reports. Among individuals ≥65 years of age, the relative 
frequency of the most commonly reported adverse events (AEs) after aIIV3 were 
compared with nonadjuvanted inactivated influenza vaccines given to adults aged 
≥65 years, high-dose trivalent influenza vaccine (IIV3-HD) and trivalent or 
quadrivalent vaccines (IIV3/IIV4). Data mining analyses were undertaken to identify 
whether AEs for aIIV3 occurred disproportionately more than expected compared to 
all influenza vaccines. Results: VAERS received 630 reports after aIIV3, of which 
521 (83%) were in adults aged ≥65 years; 79 (13%) in persons <65 years and in 30 
(5%) reports age was missing; 19 (3%) reports were serious, including two deaths 
(0.4%) related to cardiac condition and Sjogren's syndrome. The most common AEs 
reported in adults aged ≥65 years were injection site pain (21%) and erythema 
(18%), with similar proportions reported for IIV3-HD (17% and 19%, respectively) 
and for IIV3/IIV4 (15%, each). Except for reports related to vaccination of 
inappropriate age (n = 79) and syringe malfunction (n = 6), data mining did not 
identify other disproportionately reported AEs. Conclusions: Although our review of 
aIIV3 in VAERS did not identify any unexpected health conditions of concern, we 
observed more than twice the expected number of reports with administration of the 
vaccine to persons outside of the age range for which the vaccine is approved in the 
U.S. Health care providers should be educated on the age groups for whom aIIV3 is 
recommended.  
 
     
 Passive enhanced safety surveillance of GSK's quadrivalent 
seasonal influenza vaccine in Belgium, Germany and Spain, an 
observational study: Protocol for the 2018/2019 influenza 
season.  
Source: BMJ Open. 2019 Aug 01; 9(8).  
Author: Dos Santos G., Yeakey A., Shende V., Smith K., Lin F., Zandman-Van-Dijk 
E., Damaso S., Schmidt A.  
 
Abstract: Introduction The European Medicines Agency requires Marketing 
Authorisation Holders providing seasonal influenza vaccines in Europe to conduct 
enhanced safety surveillance accounting for the different age groups based on the 
vaccine indication, in order to detect any potential increase of local and systemic 
adverse reactions early in an influenza season. To comply with this requirement, a 
multicountry European passive enhanced safety surveillance study has been set up 
to capture and assess adverse events occurring within 7 days following seasonal 
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influenza vaccination. Here we share our surveillance protocol for the 2018/2019 
influenza season. Methods Nine healthcare professionals (HCPs) in Belgium, 
Germany and Spain have been recruited for this study. Cumulatively, approximately 
1000 vaccinees will be provided with customised adverse event recording cards to 
report adverse events experienced within 7 days following vaccination with GSK's 
split-virion inactivated quadrivalent influenza vaccine. The cards are to be returned 
to the HCPs and the events encoded using an electronic case report form. Adverse 
event reporting rates will be analysed weekly and cumulatively, throughout the study 
period. Event rates will be described by country, age group and by influenza 
morbidity/mortality risk status of vaccinees (based on HCP assessment). Ethics and 
dissemination Ethics committee approval was obtained for all participating sites prior 
to enrolment of the study participants. At the end of the study, each participating site 
will receive their data, and the outputs from the research will be made available to 
regulatory authorities. We intend to seek publication in peer-reviewed journals. GSK 
has posted a summary of the study protocol before the start of the study and results 
will be posted within 12 months of statistical analysis completion, in line with the 
National Institutes of Health recommendations.  
 
     
 End of season influenza vaccine effectiveness in adults and 
children in the United Kingdom in 2017/18.  
Source: Eurosurveillance. 2019 Aug 01; 24(31).  
Author: Pebody R., Djennad A., Ellis J., Andrews N., Marques D.F.P., Cottrell S., 
Reynolds A.J., Gunson R., Galiano M., Hoschler K., Lackenby A., Robertson C., 
O'doherty M., Sinnathamby M., Panagiotopoulos N., Yonova I., Webb R., Moore C., 
Donati M., Sartaj M., Shepherd S.J., McMenamin J., de Lusignan S., Zambon M.  
 
Abstract: Background: In the United Kingdom (UK), in recent influenza seasons, 
children are offered a quadrivalent live attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV4), and 
eligible adults mainly trivalent inactivated vaccine (TIV). Aim: To estimate the UK 
end-of-season 2017/18 adjusted vaccine effectiveness (aVE) and the 
seroprevalence in England of antibodies against influenza viruses cultured in eggs 
or tissue. Methods: This observational study employed the test-negative case–
control approach to estimate aVE in primary care. The pop-ulation-based 
seroprevalence survey used residual age-stratified samples. Results: Influenza 
viruses A(H3N2) (particularly subgroup 3C.2a2) and B (mainly B/Yamagata/16/88-
lineage, similar to the quadrivalent vaccine B-virus component but mismatched to 
TIV) dominated. All-age aVE was 15% (95% confidence interval (CI): −6.3 to 32) 
against all influenza; −16.4% (95% CI: −59.3 to 14.9) against A(H3N2); 24.7% (95% 
CI: 1.1 to 42.7) against B and 66.3% (95% CI: 33.4 to 82.9) against A(H1N1)pdm09. 
For 2–17 year olds, LAIV4 aVE was 26.9% (95% CI: −32.6 to 59.7) against all 

influenza; −75.5% (95% CI: −289.6 to 21) against A(H3N2); 60.8% (95% CI: 8.2 to 
83.3) against B and 90.3% (95% CI: 16.4 to 98.9) against A(H1N1)pdm09. For ≥ 18 
year olds, TIV aVE against influenza B was 1.9% (95% CI: −63.6 to 41.2). The 2017 
seroprevalence of antibody recognising tissue-grown A(H3N2) virus was significantly 
lower than that recognising egg-grown virus in all groups except 15–24 year olds. 
Conclusions: Overall aVE was low driven by no effectiveness against A(H3N2) 
possibly related to vaccine virus egg-adaption and a new A(H3N2) subgroup 
emergence. The TIV was not effective against influenza B. LAIV4 against influenza 
B and A(H1N1)pdm09 was effective.  
 
     
 Observational study to assess the effects of social networks on 
the seasonal influenza vaccine uptake by early career doctors.  
Source: BMJ Open. 2019 Aug 01; 9(8).  
Author: Edge R., Keegan T., Isba R., Diggle P.  
 
Abstract: Objectives To evaluate the effect of social network influences on seasonal 
influenza vaccination uptake by healthcare workers. Design Cross-sectional, 
observational study. Setting A large secondary care NHS Trust which includes four 
hospital sites in Greater Manchester. Participants Foundation doctors (FDs) working 
at the Pennine Acute Hospitals NHS Trust during the study period. Data collection 
took place during compulsory weekly teaching sessions, and there were no 
exclusions. Of the 200 eligible FDs, 138 (70%) provided complete data. Primary 
outcome measures Self-reported seasonal influenza vaccination status. Results 
Among participants, 100 (72%) reported that they had received a seasonal influenza 
vaccination. Statistical modelling demonstrated that having a higher proportion of 
vaccinated neighbours increased an individual's likelihood of being vaccinated. The 
coefficient for 3, the social network parameter, was 0.965 (95% CI: 0.248 to 1.682; 
odds: 2.625 (95% CI: 1.281 to 5.376)), that is, a diffusion effect. Adjusting for year 
group, geographical area and sex did not account for this effect. Conclusions This 
population exhibited higher than expected vaccination coverage levels-providing 
protection both in the workplace and for vulnerable patients. The modelling 
approach allowed covariate effects to be incorporated into social network analysis 
which gave us a better understanding of the network structure. These techniques 
have a range of applications in understanding the role of social networks on health 
behaviours.  
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  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Determinants of Seasonal Influenza Vaccine Uptake Among the 
Elderly in the United States: A Systematic Review and Meta-
Analysis.  
Source: Gerontology and Geriatric Medicine. 2019 Aug 01; 5.  
Author: Okoli G.N., Abou-Setta A.M., Neilson C.J., Chit A., Thommes E., Mahmud 
S.M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Despite the availability of a universal influenza vaccination 
program in the United States and Canada, seasonal influenza vaccine (SIV) uptake 
among the elderly remains suboptimal. Understanding the factors that determine SIV 
uptake in this important population subgroup is essential for designing effective 
interventions to improve seasonal influenza vaccination among the elderly. We 
evaluated the determinants of SIV uptake in the elderly in the United States and 
Canada. Methods: We systematically searched relevant bibliographic databases and 
websites from 2000 to 2017 for population-based clinical trials or observational 
studies conducted in community-based elderly individuals in the United States or 
Canada, irrespective of health status. Two reviewers independently screened the 
identified citations for eligibility using a two-stage sifting approach to review the 
title/abstract and full-text article. We gathered data on determinants of uptake (any 
vaccine receipt) and adherence (receipt of vaccine in more than one season) to 
seasonal influenza vaccination. Where possible, we pooled the data using inverse 
variance methods to minimize the variance of the weighted average. Results: Five 
cross-sectional studies on SIV uptake (none on adherence) from the United States 
met our eligibility criteria. Being older (pooled odds ratio [POR] = 1.44, 95% 
Confidence Interval [CI] = 1.11, 1.86); White (POR = 1.33, 95% CI = [1.10, 1.64]); 
and having higher income (POR = 1.06, 95% CI = [1.04, 1.09]); and health 
insurance (POR = 1.40, 95% CI = [1.25, 1.55]) were associated with increased SIV 
uptake. Conclusion: Older, ethnically White, higher income elderly individuals with 
access to health insurance coverage and a regular health care provider have higher 
SIV uptake in the United States. There was limited evidence for other socioeconomic 
and health-related determinants. Further studies are needed to provide an evidence 
base for planning more effective influenza vaccination programs in the United 
States.  
 
     
 Narcolepsy and Pandemic Influenza Vaccination: What We Need 
to Know to be Ready for the Next Pandemic.  
Source: The Pediatric infectious disease journal. 2019 Aug 01; 38(8):873-876.  
Author: Edwards K., Lambert P.-H., Black S.  

 
Abstract: After the initial identification of the H1N1 pandemic influenza strain in 
Mexico in April 2009 and its subsequent global spread, several monovalent 
influenza vaccines were developed as part of the pandemic response. Three of 
these vaccines, Pandemrix, Arepanrix and Focetria were adjuvanted. One of these, 
the AS03-adjuvanted Pandemrix vaccine, was primarily used in Europe. Following 
widespread Pandemrix vaccine administration in Scandinavia, an increased risk of 
narcolepsy was noted in observational studies. Subsequently, this increased risk 
was also reported in other European countries as well. In contrast, studies from 
Canada of a similar AS03-adjuvanted vaccine, Arepanrix, did not demonstrate a 
similar increased risk of narcolepsy. No studies have identified an increased risk of 
narcolepsy following the MF59-adjuvanted Focetria vaccine. For many potential 
pandemic influenza strains, adjuvants might be required to solicit a protective 
immune response. Thus, it is critical that we understand the nature of the 
association between adjuvanted vaccine receipt and narcolepsy. Here, we present a 
potential hypothesis for narcolepsy seen during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic in AS03-
adjuvanted influenza vaccine recipients.  
 
     
 Relative effectiveness of cell-cultured and egg-based influenza 
vaccines among the U.S. elderly, 2018-19.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):392.  
Author: Izurieta H.S., Chillarige Y., Kelman J., Wei Y., Lu Y., Xu W., Lu M., Pratt D., 
Wernecke M., MaCurdy T., Forshee R.  
 
Abstract: Background: It has been speculated that the low influenza vaccine 
effectiveness (VE) observed during the 2017-18 season may have been due to 
vaccine virus adaptation to growth in eggs. During this influenza A(H3N2)-
predominant season, for the first time, we evaluated the relative VE (RVE) between 
cell-cultured and egg-based vaccines among 13 million Medicare beneficiaries and 
found that cellcultured vaccines had a modestly higher VE than the comparable 
quadrivalent egg-based vaccines in preventing influenza hospital encounters (RVE 
10.0%, 95% CI: 7.0% to 13.0%). In an interim analysis during weeks with a clearer 
A(H3N2) dominance, we found a slightly larger RVE (RVE 16.5%, 95% CI: 10.3% to 
22.2%). The High-dose (HD) vaccine was also more effective than the Standard-
dose eggbased vaccines. Objectives: To analyze the RVE between the cell-cultured 
and eggbased influenza vaccines during the 2018-19 influenza season among 
Medicare beneficiaries ages ≥65 years. Methods: Retrospective cohort study on 
beneficiaries ages ≥65 years who receive an influenza vaccine (cell-cultured, 
recombinant, eggbased quadrivalent; egg-based HD, adjuvanted, or standard-dose 
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trivalent) during the 2018-19 season. We will use inverse probability of treatment 
weighting to adjust for potential confounders and Poisson regression to evaluate 
RVE in preventing influenza hospital encounters (inpatient hospitalizations and 
emergency room visits). Results: Preliminary data as of January 31, 2019 indicate 
that, so far, influenza A(H1N1) has predominated. Among 13,596,330 vaccinated 
Medicare Fee-for-Service beneficiaries ages ≥65 years, 817,680 (6%), 270,992 
(2%), 8,414,613(62%), 2,206,196 (16%), 1,551,096 (11%), and 335,753(3%) 
beneficiaries had received the quadrivalent cel-cultured, quadrivalent recombinant, 
egg-based high dose, adjuvanted, quadrivalent and trivalent standard-dose 
influenza vaccines, respectively. The preliminary demographic breakdown of 
vaccinees showed that their median age was 74 years, 5,712,809 (42%) were male, 
and 1,126,012 (8%) had low income (dual eligible) status. Conclusions: Once the 
(ongoing) 2018-19 season study is completed, the findings will provide new 
evidence for evaluating whether the cellcultured vaccine is more effective than the 
comparable egg-based vaccines during influenza A(H3N2) and A(H1N1)-dominated 
seasons.  
 
     
 Factors associated with the acceptance of the influenza vaccine 
among health workers: knowledge, attitude and practice.  
Source: Ciencia & saude coletiva. 2019 Aug 05; 24(8):3147-3158.  
Author: Souza T.P., Lobao W.M., Santos C.A.S.T., Almeida M.D.C.C., Moreira 
Junior E.D.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Trend of mortality from ischemic heart disease and influenza 
vaccination in older adults in São Paulo.  
Source: Ciencia & saude coletiva. 2019 Aug 05; 24(8):2971-2982.  
Author: Bacurau A.G.M., Ferraz R.O., Donalisio M.R., Francisco P.M.S.B.  
 
Abstract: The aim of the present study was to analyze the mortality trend due to 
ischemic heart disease (IHD) among older adults, identify changes in the trend and 
determine the correlation with influenza vaccine coverage (2000 to 2012) in the state 
of São Paulo between 1980 and 2012. An ecological time series study was 
conducted involving secondary data from Brazilian information systems. Linear and 
polynomial regression models as well as joinpoint regression were used to estimate 
the trends. Pearson's correlation coefficient was used to evaluate the correlation 
between age-standardized mortality coefficients and vaccine coverage. A 

decreasing tendency in mortality due to IHD occurred in both sexes, higher mortality 
rates were found for males and greater reductions were found in the period after the 
vaccination campaigns. However, no statistically significant changes occurred in the 
year coinciding with or near the onset of the campaigns. In the overall sample, no 
evidence of a linear correlation was found between the mortality coefficients and 
vaccination coverage. Other factors directly associated with morbidity and mortality 
due to ischemic heart disease may have influenced the trend.  
 
     
 Host factors impact vaccine efficacy: implications for seasonal 
and universal influenza vaccine programs.  
Source: Journal of virology. 2019 Aug 07;  
Author: Dhakal S., Klein S.L.  
 
Abstract: Influenza is a global public health problem. Current seasonal influenza 
vaccines have highly variable efficacy and hence attempts to develop broadly 
protective universal influenza vaccines with durable protection are underway. While 
much attention is given to the virus-related factors contributing to inconsistent 
vaccine responses, host-associated factors are often neglected. Growing evidences 
suggest that host factors including age, biological sex, pregnancy, and immune 
history play important roles as modifier of influenza virus vaccine efficacy. We 
hypothesize that host genetics, the hormonal milieu, and gut microbiota contribute to 
host-related differences in influenza virus vaccine efficacy. This review highlights the 
current insights and future perspectives into host-specific factors that impact 
influenza vaccine-induced immunity and protection. Consideration of the host factors 
that affect influenza vaccine-induced immunity might improve influenza vaccines by 
providing empirical evidence for optimizing or even personalizing vaccine type, dose, 
and use of adjuvants for current seasonal and future universal influenza vaccines.  
 
     
 Health professionals' attitudes against influenza vaccination in a 
spanish terciary hospital.  
Source: Revista espanola de salud publica. 2019 Aug 08; 93.  
Author: Queipo-Herias Y., Sanchez-Zaballos M., Zuazua-Rico D., Mosteiro-Diaz 
M.P., Maestro-Gonzalez A.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
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 A rapid evidence appraisal of influenza vaccination in health 
workers: An important policy in an area of imperfect evidence.  
Source: Vaccine: X. 2019 Aug 09; 2.  
Author: Jenkin D.C., Mahgoub H., Morales K.F., Lambach P., Nguyen-Van-Tam J.S.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: The World Health Organization recommends vaccination of 
health workers (HWs) against influenza, but low uptake is intransigent. We 
conducted a Rapid Evidence Appraisal on: the risk of influenza in HWs, transmission 
risk from HWs to patients, the benefit of HW vaccination, and strategies for 
improving uptake. We aimed to capture a ‘whole-of-system’ perspective to consider 
possible benefits for HWs, employers and patients. Methods: We executed a 
comprehensive search of the available literature published from 2006 to 2018 in the 
English language. We developed search terms for seven separate questions 
following the PICO framework (population, intervention, comparators, outcomes) and 
queried nine databases. Results: Of 3784 publications identified, 52 met inclusion 
criteria. Seven addressed HW influenza risk, of which four found increased risk; 15 
addressed influenza vaccine benefit to HWs or their employers, of which 10 found 
benefit; 11 addressed influenza transmission from HWs to patients, of which 6 found 
evidence for transmission; 12 unique studies addressed whether vaccinating HWs 
produced patient benefit, of which 9 concluded benefits accrued. Regarding the 
number of HWs needed to vaccinate (NNV) to deliver patient benefit, NNV estimates 
ranged from 3 to 36,000 but were in significant disagreement. Fourteen studies 
provided insights on strategies to improve uptake; the strongest evidence was for 
mandatory vaccination. Conclusions: The evidence on most questions related to 
influenza vaccination in HWs is mixed and often of low-quality. Substantial 
heterogeneity exists in terms of study designs and settings, making comparison 
between studies difficult. Notwithstanding these limitations, a majority of studies 
suggests that influenza vaccination benefit HWs and their employers; and HWs are 
implicated in transmission events. The effects of vaccinating HWs on patient 
morbidity and mortality may include reductions in all-cause mortality and influenza-
like illness (ILI). Taken together, the evidence suggests that HW vaccination is an 
important policy for HWs themselves, their employers, and their patients.  
 
     
 Potential antigenic mismatch of the H3N2 component of the 2019 
Southern Hemisphere influenza vaccine.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 11;  
Author: Gouma S., Weirick M., Hensley S.E.  

 
Abstract: Here, we find that the egg-adapted H3N2 component of the 2019 Southern 
Hemisphere influenza vaccine elicits an antibody response in ferrets that is highly 
focused on antigenic site A of hemagglutinin. This is potentially problematic since 
most H3N2 viruses currently circulating in the Southern Hemisphere possess 
antigenic site A substitutions.  
 
     
 Effectiveness of the live attenuated influenza vaccine: was 
additional of the second type B lineage a step too far?  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 13;  
Author: Monto A.S.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Complexities in predicting the immunogenicity of live attenuated 
influenza vaccines.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 14;  
Author: Lindsey B.B., Hoschler K., de Silva T.I.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Italian midwives and influenza vaccination: problems in 
adherence and perception.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019 Aug 14; 37(35):4851.  
Author: Belingheri M., De Vito G., Riva M.A.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Influenza vaccination in pregnancy among a group of remote 
dwelling Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander mothers in the 
Northern Territory: The 1+1 Healthy Start to Life study.  
Source: Communicable diseases intelligence (2018). 2019 Aug 15; 43.  
Author: McHugh L., Binks M.J., Gao Y., Andrews R.M., Ware R.S., Snelling T., 
Kildea S.  
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Abstract: Remote-living Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women experience a 
higher burden of influenza infection during pregnancy than any other Australian 
women. Despite recommendations of inactivated influenza vaccination (IIV) in 
pregnancy, uptake and safety data are scarce for this population. We examined 
uptake of IIV in pregnancy and report adverse birth outcomes amongst a 
predominantly unvaccinated group of remote-living Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander women from the Northern Territory (NT), using data from the 1+1 Healthy 
Start to Life study. Data were deterministically linked with the NT Immunisation 
Register to ascertain IIV exposure in pregnant women during 2003-2006 and 2009-
2011 inclusive. Overall, IIV uptake in pregnancy was 3% (n=20/697 pregnancies); 
0% (0/414) pre-influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 and 7% (20/293) post-influenza 
A(H1N1)pdm09 (2009-2011). Vaccine uptake was poor in this cohort and it is 
unclear at what stage this policy failure occurred. Women with known comorbidities 
and/or high risk factors were not targeted for vaccination. Much larger study 
participant numbers are required to validate between group comparisons but there 
was no clinically nor statistically significant difference in median gestational ages (38 
weeks for both groups), mean infant birthweights (3,001 g unvaccinated vs 3,175 g 
IIV vaccinated), nor birth outcomes between the few women who received IIV in 
pregnancy and those who did not. There were no stillbirths in women who received 
an IIV in pregnancy.  
 
     
 Influenza and vaccination: beliefs and practices of local authority 
staff.  
Source: Occupational medicine (Oxford, England). 2019 Aug 17;  
Author: Mc Conalogue D., Verle N., Ellis H., Scott S.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Influenza causes large outbreaks every year. 
Professionals outside healthcare, including social care staff and non-care giving 
roles, have a key role in protecting their clients and sustaining operational 
productivity through influenza vaccination. There has been little research on non-
healthcare staff working with vulnerable people and those working in non-caregiving 
settings regarding influenza and influenza vaccination. AIMS: To understand the 
practices, experiences, perceptions and motivations of local authority staff regarding 
influenza and influenza vaccination. METHODS: Semi-structured focus groups were 
carried out with local authority staff in Gloucestershire. Transcripts were thematically 
analysed. RESULTS: Participants tended to perceive influenza as a serious illness, 
where a person had a specific risk factor or during pandemics. They did not feel 
vulnerable unless they had previous experience of infection or had an underlying 
health condition. Motivation to vaccinate was based on previous experience of 

influenza, where they had a close family member at risk or when working directly 
with vulnerable clients. Beliefs about negative side effects of the vaccine were the 
strongest reason for vaccine refusal. Ease of access to vaccination through on-site 
clinics is key to uptake. Management are perceived as key motivators or blockers to 
vaccine uptake. CONCLUSIONS: Workers outside healthcare settings do not feel 
vulnerable to influenza and have low motivation to vaccinate, unless they have 
previous experience of infection or an underlying health condition. Vaccination 
programmes must proactively address workers' beliefs and motivations to ensure 
their participation in flu vaccination programmes.  
 
     
 Effectiveness of Seasonal Inactivated Influenza Vaccination in 
Japanese Schoolchildren: An Epidemiologic Study at the 
Community Level.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Aug 19;  
Author: Kuniyoshi Y., Obara T., Ishikuro M., Matsubara H., Nagai M., Murakami K., 
Noda A., Kikuya M., Kure S., Kuriyama S.  
 
Abstract: Influenza vaccination is the most effective method for preventing influenza 
virus infection. The incidence of influenza is higher in schoolchildren than other age 
groups. This study evaluated the effectiveness of seasonal inactivated influenza 
vaccination (IIV) in a community population of schoolchildren during two seasons. 
This study was a cross-sectional survey of public schoolchildren based on data 
collected in the 2012/2013 and 2014/2015 seasons. The questionnaire was 
distributed to all public schoolchildren of target grade in a survey area, and 7945 
respondents were included in the analysis. The vaccination status and influenza 
onset were defined based on the self-reported questionnaire by parents or 
guardians. Generalized linear mixed models were used to adjust clustering within 
schools and individual covariates and calculate odds ratios (ORs) and 95% 
confidence intervals (CIs) for associations between vaccination status and influenza 
onset. The influenza incidence was higher in the 2015 than the 2013 survey (25% 
versus 17%), although the vaccination rates were comparable between the two 
seasons. Receiving one- or two-dose vaccination was more protective against 
influenza than non-vaccination in both the 2013 (OR, 0.77; 95%CI, 0.65-0.92) and 
2015 (OR, 0.88; 95%CI, 0.75-1.02) surveys. Full vaccination was also more 
protective in both the 2013 (OR, 0.75; 95%CI, 0.62-0.89) and 2015 (OR, 0.86; 
95%CI, 0.74-1.00) surveys. Seasonal IIV was protective against influenza for 
Japanese schoolchildren in a community-based real-world setting. The difference in 
clinical effectiveness of IIV between the two seasons was likely due to the antigenic 
mismatch between the circulating and vaccine strains.  
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 Barriers and Beliefs among Healthcare Workers regarding 
Seasonal Influenza Vaccine in Al-Qassim Region, Saudi Arabia.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Aug 19;  
Author: Alsuhaibani M.  
 
Abstract: This study aimed to assess the seasonal influenza vaccine (SIV) coverage 
rate, and to assess knowledge, attitudes, and practice of healthcare workers 
(HCWs) concerning the SIV. In this multicenter cross-sectional study conducted in 
Qassim region, Saudi Arabia, a validated questionnaire was distributed randomly 
among HCWs. Of 523 responses from HCWs across different institutions, 282 
(53.9%) respondents were females and most respondents were aged between 30 
and 39 years. Overall, 48.6% of participants had been regularly vaccinated with the 
SIV, and 70% were willing to be vaccinated in the coming season. Reasons for 
HCWs' non-adherence to the SIV included their having previously had influenza, 
which was not severe (20.7%), and that they were young and healthy (19.2%). Belief 
in the effectiveness of the SIV (72.3%) and knowledge that the SIV should be 
administered yearly (86.6%) was high among respondents. Less than 50% of 
respondents believed that vaccine safety concern is the main barrier preventing 
healthcare institutions from providing the SIV to patients. Our study results showed 
suboptimal SIV coverage among HCWs in Qassim region. Educational programs 
and campaigns regarding the risk of influenza infection, as well as the provision of 
adequate information, and highlighting the importance of HCWs being vaccinated 
are essential. Easy access to and availability of the SIV in each region is crucial for 
improved vaccine coverage. Healthcare institutions need to more actively encourage 
staff to undergo influenza vaccinations on a regular basis, especially during the 
influenza season.  
 
     
 Prevention and Control of Seasonal Influenza with Vaccines: 
Recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Immunization 
Practices - United States, 2019-20 Influenza Season.  
Source: MMWR. Recommendations and reports : Morbidity and mortality weekly 
report. Recommendations and reports. 2019 Aug 23; 68(3):1-21.  
Author: Grohskopf L.A., Alyanak E., Broder K.R., Walter E.B., Fry A.M., Jernigan 
D.B.  
 
Abstract: This report updates the 2018-19 recommendations of the Advisory 
Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) regarding the use of seasonal 

influenza vaccines in the United States (MMWR Recomm Rep 2018;67[No. RR-3]). 
Routine annual influenza vaccination is recommended for all persons aged ≥6 
months who do not have contraindications. A licensed, recommended, and age-
appropriate vaccine should be used. Inactivated influenza vaccines (IIVs), 
recombinant influenza vaccine (RIV), and live attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV) 
are expected to be available for the 2019-20 season. Standard-dose, unadjuvanted, 
inactivated influenza vaccines will be available in quadrivalent formulations (IIV4s). 
High-dose (HD-IIV3) and adjuvanted (aIIV3) inactivated influenza vaccines will be 
available in trivalent formulations. Recombinant (RIV4) and live attenuated influenza 
vaccine (LAIV4) will be available in quadrivalent formulations.Updates to the 
recommendations described in this report reflect discussions during public meetings 
of ACIP held on October 25, 2018; February 27, 2019; and June 27, 2019. Primary 
updates in this report include the following two items. First, 2019-20 U.S. trivalent 
influenza vaccines will contain hemagglutinin (HA) derived from an 
A/Brisbane/02/2018 (H1N1)pdm09-like virus, an A/Kansas/14/2017 (H3N2)-like 
virus, and a B/Colorado/06/2017-like virus (Victoria lineage). Quadrivalent influenza 
vaccines will contain HA derived from these three viruses, and a 
B/Phuket/3073/2013-like virus (Yamagata lineage). Second, recent labeling changes 
for two IIV4s, Afluria Quadrivalent and Fluzone Quadrivalent, are discussed. The 
age indication for Afluria Quadrivalent has been expanded from ≥5 years to ≥6 
months. The dose volume for Afluria Quadrivalent is 0.25 mL for children aged 6 
through 35 months and 0.5 mL for all persons aged ≥36 months (≥3 years). The 
dose volume for Fluzone Quadrivalent for children aged 6 through 35 months, which 
was previously 0.25 mL, is now either 0.25 mL or 0.5 mL. The dose volume for 
Fluzone Quadrivalent is 0.5 mL for all persons aged ≥36 months (≥3 years).This 
report focuses on the recommendations for use of vaccines for the prevention and 
control of influenza during the 2019-20 season in the United States. A brief summary 
of these recommendations and a Background Document containing additional 
information are available at https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/hcp/acip-recs/vacc-
specific/flu.html. These recommendations apply to U.S.-licensed influenza vaccines 
used within Food and Drug Administration-licensed indications. Updates and other 
information are available from CDC's influenza website (https://www.cdc.gov/flu). 
Vaccination and health care providers should check this site periodically for 
additional information.  
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 Influenza vaccine uptake in the elderly population: Individual and 
general practitioner's determinants in Central Italy, Lazio region, 
2016–2017 season.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019 Aug 23; 37(36):5314-5322.  
Author: Fabiani M., Volpe E., Faraone M., Bella A., Rizzo C., Marchetti S., Pezzotti 
P., Chini F.  
 
Abstract: Background: Elderly people are a priority target group for influenza 
vaccination and their decision to be vaccinated might partly depend on advice 
received from general practitioners (GP). This study aims to investigate the 
association between influenza vaccine uptake in the elderly residents in the Lazio 
region of Italy and the demographic and professional characteristics of their GPs, 
taking simultaneously into account the elderly's individual characteristics. Methods: 
We used data retrieved from different administrative sources to retrospectively 
analyse the cohort of 1,255,657 elderly residents aged ≥65 years who were alive 
and registered in the regional healthcare service at the beginning of the 2016–2017 
influenza vaccination campaign (1 Oct. 2016–31 Jan. 2017). We assessed influenza 
vaccine uptake at the end of the vaccination campaign and evaluated its association 
with both individual and GP-related characteristics through a multilevel Poisson 
regression models accounting for clustering at physician level. Results: Overall, 
vaccination coverage at the end of vaccination campaign was 50.6%. Elderly 
residents who were male, older, vaccinated in the previous seasons, living in smaller 
provinces, and spending more money for specialist medical care showed a 
significantly increased probability to be vaccinated. Vaccine uptake was also 
significantly higher in the elderly residents assisted by GPs who got master's degree 
more recently, assisted a relatively high proportion of elderly patients, received 
influenza vaccination, had a computer assistant, and were associated with other 
physicians. Conclusions: Our results indicate that influenza vaccination coverage in 
the elderly residents of the Lazio region is still unsatisfactorily low. We identified 
several determinants of influenza vaccine uptake, related to both individual and GP 
characteristics. Understanding how GP characteristics affected influenza vaccine 
uptake in the elderly population might provide insight on GPs’ attitudes and 
concerns regarding influenza vaccination, allowing the implementation of targeted 
evidence-based interventions to sensitise GPs and increase vaccination coverage.  
 
     

 Effect of mobile phone text messaging for improving the uptake 
of influenza vaccination in patients with rare diseases.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019 Aug 23; 37(36):5257-5264.  
Author: Esteban-Vasallo M.D., Dominguez-Berjon M.F., Garcia-Riolobos C., Zoni 
A.C., Arejula Torres J.L., Sanchez-Perruca L., Astray-Mochales J.  
 
Abstract: Objectives: Influenza vaccine is recommended in some chronic medical 
conditions, including several rare diseases. The objectives of the study were to 
assess the effect of text message reminders on influenza vaccination uptake of 
patients with selected rare diseases and delayed vaccination, and to describe their 
characteristics. Methods: Quasi-experimental pre-post intervention study performed 
along the 2016 influenza vaccination campaign in the Autonomous Community of 
Madrid. Unvaccinated patients diagnosed with a selected rare disease were targeted 
for intervention. SMS were sent to them at least one month after the beginning of the 
campaign, in four consecutive weeks. Those with no mobile phones available or no 
certainty of message reception, were assigned as controls. The association between 
the reception of the SMS and vaccination uptake was assessed using multiple 
poisson regression models. Results: Of 69.040 patients with delayed vaccination, 
87.2% received an SMS reminder in the asigned contact mobile telephone. Global 
influenza vaccine coverage reached 41.3%. The uptake of influenza vaccine was 
significantly higher among those receiving the reminder (9.3% vs. 7.1% in the control 
group, p < 0.001). Those who received a SMS reminder were 30% more likely to 
uptake seasonal influenza vaccine. By sex and age, the reception of the reminder 
was associated with a significantly higher probability of vaccination in men ≥65 years 
with at least a concurrent chronic condition (IRR: 1.58, CI95%: 1.25–2.00). Among 
women, this higher probability was detected in those between 14 and 64 years of 
age (IRR: 1.41, CI95%: 1.22–1.63), and ≥65 years without concurrent chronic 
conditions (IRR: 1.40, CI95%: 1.05–1.89). Conclusion: Although the intervention was 
modestly effective, it proved beneficial in some cases. It can be an additional 
strategy to improve vaccine uptake, since it is simple, feasible, affordable and easily 
scalable, particularly when immunization and target population data are available in 
population registries.  
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 Trivalent influenza vaccination randomized control trial of 
pregnant women and adverse fetal outcomes.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019 Aug 23; 37(36):5397-5403.  
Author: Simoes E.A.F., Nunes M.C., Carosone-Link P., Madimabe R., Ortiz J.R., 
Neuzil K.M., Klugman K.P., Cutland C.L., Madhi S.A.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the association of 
influenza vaccine during pregnancy and adverse fetal outcomes. Preventing fetal 
death, low birth weight, small for gestational age birth and preterm birth are 
important potential effects of antenatal maternal influenza immunization for which 
there are conflicting data. Materials and methods: A double-blind, randomized, 
placebo-controlled clinical trial of trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine was 
conducted in South Africa from March 2011 until after the 2012 influenza season 
when the infants born had reached the age of 24 weeks. Mothers were administered 
the vaccine or placebo during pregnancy at a gestation of 20 to 36 weeks. A 
comparison of rates of fetal death, low birth weight, small for gestational age birth, 
and preterm birth, between vaccinated and placebo groups was made. Fetal 
outcome differences between the groups were measured using Student's t-tests, 
vaccine efficacy with 95% confidence intervals, and Poisson regression for incidence 
rates. All analyses except fetal death excluded mothers who were administered 
vaccine or placebo after 34 weeks gestational age. Results: There were 2116 HIV-
uninfected pregnant women age 18 to 38 years in the trial; 2005 infants were born to 
mothers where vaccine or placebo had been administered ≥ 14 days prior to 
delivery, and there were 6 miscarriages and 23 stillbirths. There was no significant 
vaccine efficacy (with [95% confidence interval]) on fetal death (−21.2% [−150.8, 
41.4]), low birth weight (−11.1% [−42.3, 12.5]), small for gestational age birth (−9.9% 
[−35.6, 11.0]), or preterm birth (−21.3% [−60.5, 8.3]). Neither was vaccine efficacy 
demonstrated when the analysis was restricted to infants of mothers who were 
exposed to an influenza season (1832 outcomes available). Conclusion: We did not 
find a beneficial effect of trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine during pregnancy on 
adverse fetal outcomes.  
 
     
 Immunogenicity of High Dose Influenza Vaccine for Patients with 
Inflammatory Bowel Disease on Anti-TNF Monotherapy: A 
Randomized Clinical Trial.  
Source: Inflammatory bowel diseases. 2019 Aug 24;  
Author: Caldera F., Hillman L., Saha S., Wald A., Grimes I., Zhang Y., Sharpe A.R., 
Reichelderfer M., Hayney M.S.  

 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) on anti-
tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF) agents may have lower immune response to the 
influenza vaccine. We aimed to evaluate the immunogenicity of the high dose (HD) 
vs standard dose (SD) influenza vaccine in patients with IBD on anti-TNF 
monotherapy. METHODS: We performed a randomized clinical trial at a single 
academic center evaluating the immunogenicity of the HD vs SD influenza vaccine 
in patients with IBD on anti-TNF monotherapy. Influenza antibody concentration was 
measured at immunization, at 2 to 4 weeks postimmunization, and at 6 months. 
RESULTS: Sixty-nine patients with IBD were recruited into the study, 40 on anti-TNF 
monotherapy, and 19 on vedolizumab, along with 20 healthy controls (HC). Patients 
with IBD receiving the HD influenza vaccine had significantly higher H3N2 
postimmunization antibodies compared with those who received the SD influenza 
vaccine (160 [interquartile range 80 to 320] vs 80 [interquartile range 40 to 160]; P = 
0.003). The H1N1 postimmunization levels were not significantly higher in the HD 
influenza vaccine (320 [interquartile range 150 to 320] vs 160 [interquartile range 80 
to 320]; P = 0.18). Patients with IBD receiving the HD influenza vaccine and those 
on vedolizumab who received SD had equivalent antibody concentrations to HC 
(H1N1 P = 0.85; H3N2 P = 0.23; B/Victoria P = 0.20 and H1N1 P = 0.46; H3N2 P = 
0.21; B/Victoria P = 1.00, respectively). CONCLUSIONS: Patients with IBD on anti-
TNF monotherapy receiving the HD influenza vaccine had significantly higher 
postimmunization antibody levels compared with SD vaccine. Clinicaltrials.gov 
(#NCT02461758).  
 
     
 Evidence that blunted CD4 T cells responses underlie deficient 
protective antibody responses to influenza vaccines in repeatedly 
vaccinated human subjects.  
Source: The Journal of infectious diseases. 2019 Aug 26;  
Author: Richards K.A., Shannon I., Treanor J.J., Yang H., Nayak J.L., Sant A.J.  
 
Abstract: Despite the benefits of yearly influenza vaccination, accumulating evidence 
suggests that diminished vaccine efficacy may be related to repeated vaccination. 
Although studied at the level of B cell responses, CD4 T cell responses have not yet 
been examined. Here, we analyze CD4 T cell responses to influenza vaccination in 
subjects who differ in their vaccine history. We find a striking disparity in their 
responses, with previously vaccinated subjects exhibiting significantly blunted CD4 T 
cell responses and diminished antibody responses. These results suggest that 
limiting CD4 T cell help may underlie the diminished or altered antibody responses in 
repeatedly vaccinated subjects.  
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 Pregnancy-related immune suppression leads to altered influenza 
vaccine recall responses.  
Source: Clinical immunology (Orlando, Fla.). 2019 Aug 27; 108254.  
Author: Shah N.M., Imami N., Kelleher P., Barclay W.S., Johnson M.R.  
 
Abstract: Pregnancy is a risk factor for severe influenza infection. Despite achieving 
seroprotective antibody titres post immunisation fewer pregnant women experience 
a reduction in influenza-like illness compared to non-pregnant cohorts. This may be 
due to the effects that immune-modulation in pregnancy has on vaccine efficacy 
leading to a less favourable immunologic response. To understand this, we 
investigated the antigen-specific cellular responses and leukocyte phenotype in 
pregnant and non-pregnant women who achieved seroprotection post immunisation. 
We show that although pregnancy is associated with better antigen-specific 
inflammatory (IFN-γ) responses and an expansion of central memory T cells (Tcm) 
post immunisation, but low-level pregnancy-related immune regulation (HLA-G, 
PIBF) and associated reduced B-cell antibody maintenance (TGF-β) suggest poor 
immunologic responses compared to the non-pregnant. Thus far, studies of 
influenza vaccine immunogenicity have focused on the induction of antibodies but 
understanding additional vaccine-related cellular responses is needed to fully 
appreciate how pregnancy impacts on vaccine effectiveness.  
 
     
 Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness Among Patients With Cancer: A 
Population-Based Study Using Health Administrative and 
Laboratory Testing Data From Ontario, Canada.  
Source: Journal of clinical oncology : official journal of the American Society of 
Clinical Oncology. 2019 Aug 29; JCO1900354.  
Author: Blanchette P.S., Chung H., Pritchard K.I., Earle C.C., Campitelli M.A., 
Buchan S.A., Schwartz K.L., Crowcroft N.S., Gubbay J.B., Karnauchow T., Katz K., 
McGeer A.J., McNally J.D., Richardson D.C., Richardson S.E., Rosella L.C., Simor 
A., Smieja M., Zahariadis G., Campigotto A., Kwong J.C.  
 
Abstract: PURPOSE: Seasonal influenza vaccination is recommended for patients 
with cancer despite concerns of disease or treatment-associated 
immunosuppression. The objective of this study was to evaluate vaccine 
effectiveness (VE) against laboratory-confirmed influenza for patients with cancer. 
PATIENTS AND METHODS: We conducted an observational test-negative design 
study of previously diagnosed patients with cancer 18 years of age and older who 

underwent influenza testing during the 2010-2011 to 2015-2016 influenza seasons 
in Ontario, Canada. We linked individual-level cancer registry, respiratory virus 
testing, and health administrative data to identify the study population and 
outcomes. Vaccination status was determined from physician and pharmacist billing 
claims. We used multivariable logistic regression to estimate VE, adjusting for age, 
sex, rurality, income quintile, cancer characteristics, chemotherapy exposure, 
comorbidities, previous health care use, influenza season, and calendar time. 
RESULTS: We identified 26,463 patients with cancer who underwent influenza 
testing, with 4,320 test-positive cases (16%) and 11,783 (45%) vaccinated. Mean 
age was 70 years, 52% were male, mean time since diagnosis was 6 years, 69% 
had solid tumor malignancies, and 23% received active chemotherapy. VE against 
laboratory-confirmed influenza was 21% (95% CI, 15% to 26%), and VE against 
laboratory-confirmed influenza hospitalization was 20% (95% CI, 13% to 26%). For 
patients with solid tumor malignancies, VE was 25% (95% CI, 18% to 31%), 
compared with 8% (95% CI, -5% to 19%) for patients with hematologic malignancies 
(P = .015). Active chemotherapy usage did not significantly affect VE, especially 
among patients with solid tumor cancer. CONCLUSION: Our results support 
recommendations for influenza vaccination for patients with cancer. VE was 
decreased for patients with hematologic malignancies, and there was no significant 
difference in VE among patients with solid tumor cancer receiving active 
chemotherapy. Strategies to optimize influenza prevention among patients with 
cancer are warranted.  
 
     
 The PanVax Tool to Improve Pandemic Influenza Emergency 
Vaccination Program Readiness and Partnership.  
Source: American journal of public health. 2019 Sep 01; 109(S4):S322-S324.  
Author: Carias C., Lehnert J.D., Greening B., Adhikari B.B., Kahn E.B., Meltzer M.I., 
Graitcer S.B.  
 
Abstract: Objectives. To show how the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's 
Pandemic Vaccine Campaign Planning Tool (PanVax Tool) can help state and local 
public health emergency planners demonstrate and quantify how partnerships with 
community vaccine providers can improve their overall pandemic vaccination 
program readiness.Methods. The PanVax Tool helps planners compare different 
strategies to vaccinate their jurisdiction's population in a severe pandemic by 
allowing users to customize the underlying model inputs in real time, including their 
jurisdiction's size, community vaccine provider types, and how they allocate vaccine 
to these providers. In this report, we used a case study with hypothetical data to 
illustrate how jurisdictions can utilize the PanVax Tool for preparedness 
planning.Results. By using the tool, planners are able to understand the impact of 
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engaging with different vaccine providers in a vaccination campaign.Conclusions. 
The PanVax Tool is a useful tool to help demonstrate the impact of community 
vaccine provider partnerships on pandemic vaccination readiness and identify areas 
for improved partnerships for pandemic response.  
 
     
 Optimal time between the last methotrexate administration and 
seasonal influenza vaccination in rheumatoid arthritis: Post hoc 
analysis of a randomised clinical trial.  
Source: Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases. 2019 Sep 01; 78(9):1283-1284.  
Author: Park J.K., Choi Y., Winthrop K.L., Song Y.W., Lee E.B.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 The risk of de novo anti-hla antibody formation associated with 
seasonal influenza vaccination in hemodialysis-treated patients 
on the kidney transplant waiting list.  
Source: Human Immunology. 2019 Sep 01; 80(Supplement):177-178.  
Author: Liu H., Chen G., Lin L., Tyan D.B., Lenihan C.  
 
Abstract: Aim: To investigate the risk of de novo HLA antibody development 
following flu vaccination in ESRD patients (pts) on the kidney transplant waitlist. 
Methods: ESRD pts on our kidney transplant waitlist receiving hemodialysis were 
eligible for the study. Flu vaccine was offered to all pts in 2017 as routine clinical 
care. We drew blood samples 2 weeks before (baseline), and 10-14 days, 6 weeks 
and 6 months after vaccine was administered/offered. Samples were analyzed by 
LMX SAB for HLA class I and II IgM and IgG antibodies. Antibodies were considered 
de novo if they had a mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) ⩾1000 at any of the 3 post-
vaccine time-points and an MFI ⩽250 at baseline. Results: We enrolled 31 pts, 26% 
female, mean age 48 years. At least one antibody was found at baseline in 90% by 
IgM and 77% by IgG. 28 pts received vaccine, 3 declined. De novoIgM antibody 
occurred in 15/28 (54%) vaccinated and 2/3 unvaccinated pts. De novo IgG antibody 
occurred in 7/28 (25%) vaccinated and 1/3 unvaccinated pts. De novo antibodies 
were mostly low strength and IgM specificities somewhat enriched for ‘natural’ 
antibodies. Three de novo IgG antibodies in 2 vaccinated and 1 unvaccinated pts 
were present in historical samples with MFI ⩾250. 8 de novo IgM antibodies in 4 pts 
were present in historical samples by IgG with MFI ⩾250. De novo IgM and IgG 
antibody to DPA1*02:02/DPB1*05:01 was seen at 6 months post-vaccine in one 
patient (#15) who had recently been hospitalized with pneumonia. De novo IgM-to-

IgG isotype switching temporally consistent with flu vaccine response was not 
observed in any subject. Conclusions: Despite small numbers, de novo HLA 
antibodies occurred in both flu vaccinated and unvaccinated pts. No particular 
specificity was favored. Detection of de novo IgG antibody absent a preceding IgM 
response is unusual and may represent an antibody recall response following 
vaccination or other stimulus but is difficult to definitively assign to vaccine. [Figure 
presented]  
 
     
 High performance of rapid influenza diagnostic test and variable 
effectiveness of influenza vaccines in Mexico.  
Source: International journal of infectious diseases : IJID : official publication of the 
International Society for Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 04;  
Author: Castillejos M., Cabello-Gutierrez C., Choreno-Parra J.A., Hernandez V., 
Romo J., Hernandez-Sanchez F., Martinez D., Hernandez A., Jimenez-Alvarez L., 
Hernandez-Cardenas C.M., Becerril-Vargas E., Martinez-Orozco J.A., Sandoval-
Gutierrez J.L., Guadarrama C., Olvera-Masetto E., Alfaro-Ramos L., Cruz-Lagunas 
A., Ramirez G., Marquez E., Pimentel L., Regino-Zamarripa N.E., Mendoza-Milla C., 
Goodina A., Hernandez-Montiel E., Barquera R., Santibanez A., Dominguez-Cherit 
G., Perez-Padilla R., Regalado J., Santillan-Doherty P., Salas-Hernandez J., Zuniga 
J.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVES: To evaluate the performance of a rapid influenza diagnostic 
tests (RIDT) and influenza vaccines' effectiveness (VE) during an outbreak setting. 
METHODS: We compared the performance of a RIDT with RT-PCR for influenza 
virus detection in influenza-like illness (ILI) patients enrolled during the 2016/17 
season in Mexico City. Using the test-negative design, we estimated influenza VE in 
all participants and stratified by age, virus subtype, and vaccine type (trivalent vs 
quadrivalent inactivated vaccines). The protective value of some clinical variables 
was evaluated by regression analyses. RESULTS: We enrolled 592 patients. RT-
PCR detected 93 cases of influenza A(H1N1)pdm09, 55 of AH3N2, 141 of B, and 13 
A/B virus infections. RIDT showed 90.7% sensitivity and 95.7% specificity for 
influenza A virus detection, and 91.5% sensitivity and 95.3% specificity for influenza 
B virus detection. Overall VE was 33.2% (95% CI: 3.0 - 54.0; p = 0.02) against any 
laboratory-confirmed influenza infection. VE estimates against influenza B were 
higher for the quadrivalent vaccine. Immunization and occupational exposure were 
protective factors against influenza. CONCLUSIONS: The RIDT was useful to detect 
influenza cases during an outbreak setting. Effectiveness of 2016/17 influenza 
vaccines administered in Mexico was low but significant. Our data should be 
considered for future local epidemiological policies.  
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 Dose effect of influenza vaccine on protection against laboratory-
confirmed influenza illness among children aged 6 months to 8 
years of age in southern China, 2013/14-2015/16 seasons: a 
matched case control study.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Sep 05;  
Author: Fu C., Greene C.M., He Q., Liao Y., Wan Y., Shen J., Rong C., Zhou S.  
 
Abstract: Background We conducted a matched case control study in China during 
the 2013/14-2015/16 influenza seasons to estimate influenza vaccine effectiveness 
(VE) by dose among children aged 6 months to 8 years. Methods Cases were 
laboratory-confirmed influenza infections identified through the influenza-like illness 
sentinel surveillance network in Guangzhou. Age and sex matched community 
controls were randomly selected through the expanded immunization program 
database. We defined priming as receipt of ≥1 dose of influenza vaccine during the 
immediate prior season. Results In total, 4,185 case-control pairs were analyzed. 
Among children 6-35 months, VE for current season dose(s) across the three 
seasons during 2013/14-2015/16 were 59% (95% Confidence Interval: 44-71%), 
12% (-11%,30%), 54% (32-69%); among unprimed children 6-35 months, VE for 1 
vs 2 current season doses were 45% (8-67%) vs 65% (46-78%), -2% (-53%,32%) vs 
19% (-11%,40%), and 37% (-24%,68%) vs 61% (32-78%). Among children aged 3-8 
years, VE for current season dose(s) across study seasons were 62% (36-78%), 
43% (22-58%), 32% (1-53%). VE for unprimed children receiving 1 dose only in 
current season was insignificant or lower than among all children. Conclusion 
Findings support utility of providing second dose ("booster dose") of seasonal 
influenza vaccine to unprimed children aged 6-35 months, and the need to study 
further dose effect of a booster dose among unprimed children aged 3-8 years in 
China.  
 
     
 Determinants of vaccination uptake, and influenza vaccine 
effectiveness in preventing deaths and hospital admissions in the 
elderly population; Treviso, Italy, 2014/2015-2016/2017 
seasons.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Sep 05;  
Author: Bellino S., Piovesan C., Bella A., Rizzo C., Pezzotti P., Ramigni M.  
 
Abstract: Seasonal influenza is an important cause of morbidity and mortality 
particularly among the elderly population. Determinants of vaccination uptake, and 

its impact on health outcomes in the seasons 2014/2015-2016/2017 in elderly living 
in Treviso area (Veneto Region, North-Eastern Italy) were evaluated. A retrospective 
cohort study was conducted combining information from several health 
administrative databases, and multiple Poisson regression models were applied to 
evaluate the influenza vaccine effectiveness, also adjusting for confounding factors. 
MF59-adjuvanted trivalent inactivated vaccine was mainly administered. Data from 
more than 83,000 elderly people were analyzed by year. Vaccine coverage was 
about 50%; influenza vaccination uptake was independently associated with older 
age, male sex, increasing number of underlying chronic conditions, previous 
pneumococcal vaccination, annual expenses for specialist medical cares, and 
general practitioner to whom the elderly was in charge. After adjusting for previously 
described characteristics, vaccination was associated with lower mortality and 
influenza-related hospitalization rates. Specifically, during influenza season the 
adjusted incidence rate ratio of death and of influenza-related hospitalizations for 
vaccinated compared to unvaccinated persons was 0.63 [95% confidence interval 
(CI) 0.58-0.69, p<0.001] and 0.86 (95% CI 0.81-0.91, p<0.001), respectively. A 
similar effectiveness was estimated for death in all age groups (≤74, 75-84, ≥85 
years old), whereas a higher effect was found for hospitalizations in subjects aged 
≥75 years old. Vaccination was also effective both in males and females. Findings 
suggest a health benefit of the influenza vaccination in the elderly population. Efforts 
should be focused on strategies to increase the vaccination uptake as important 
instrument of prevention.  
 
     
 Effectiveness of influenza vaccines in adults with chronic liver 
disease: a systematic review and meta-analysis.  
Source: BMJ open. 2019 Sep 06; 9(9):e031070.  
Author: Harmala S., Parisinos C.A., Shallcross L., O'Brien A., Hayward A.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVES: Patients with liver disease frequently require hospitalisation 
with infection often the trigger. Influenza vaccination is an effective infection 
prevention strategy in healthy and elderly but is often perceived less beneficial in 
patients with liver disease. We investigated whether influenza vaccination triggered 
serological response and prevented hospitalisation and death in liver disease. 
DESIGN: Systematic review and meta-analysis. DATA SOURCES: MEDLINE, 
EMBASE, PubMed and CENTRAL up to January 2019. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: 
Randomised or observational studies of the effects of influenza vaccine in adults 
with liver disease. DATA EXTRACTION AND SYNTHESIS: Two reviewers screened 
studies, extracted data and assessed risk of bias and quality of evidence. Primary 
outcomes were all-cause hospitalisation and mortality. Secondary outcomes were 
cause-specific hospitalisation and mortality, and serological vaccine response. 
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Random-effects meta-analysis was used to estimate pooled effects of vaccination. 
RESULTS: We found 10 041 unique records, 286 were eligible for full-text review 
and 12 were included. Most patients had viral liver disease. All studies were of very 
low quality. Liver patients both with and without cirrhosis mounted an antibody 
response to influenza vaccination, and vaccination was associated with a reduction 
in risk of hospital admission from 205/1000 to 149/1000 (risk difference -0.06, 
95% CI -0.07 to 0.04) in patients with viral liver disease. Vaccinated patients were 
27% less likely to be admitted to hospital compared with unvaccinated patients (risk 
ratio 0.73, 95% CI 0.66 to 0.80). No effect against all-cause or cause-specific 
mortality or cause-specific hospitalisation was found. CONCLUSIONS: The low 
quantity and quality of the evidence means that the protective vaccine effect may be 
uncertain. Considering the high risk of serious health outcomes from influenza 
infection in patients with liver disease and the safety and low cost of vaccination, 
overall, the potential benefits of seasonal vaccination both to patients and the 
healthcare systems are likely to outweigh the costs and risks associated with 
vaccination. PROSPERO REGISTRATION NUMBER: CRD42017067277.  
 
     

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 The epidemiological signature of influenza B virus and its 
B/Victoria and B/Yamagata lineages in the 21st century.  
Source: PLoS One. 2019 Sep 12;14(9):e0222381. doi: 
10.1371/journal.pone.0222381. eCollection 2019.  
Author: Caini S, Kusznierz G, Garate VV, Wangchuk S, Thapa B, de Paula Junior 
FJ, Ferreira de Almeida WA, Njouom R, Fasce RA, Bustos P, Feng L, Peng Z, Araya 
JL, Bruno A, de Mora D, Barahona de Gamez MJ, Pebody R, Zambon M, Higueros 
R, Rivera R, Kosasih H, Castrucci MR, Bella A, Kadjo HA, Daouda C, Makusheva A, 
Bessonova O, Chaves SS, Emukule GO, Heraud JM, Razanajatovo NH, Barakat A, 
El Falaki F, Meijer A, Donker GA, Huang QS, Wood T, Balmaseda A, Palekar R, 
Arevalo BM, Rodrigues AP, Guiomar R, Lee VJM, Ang LW, Cohen C, Treurnicht F, 
Mironenko A, Holubka O, Bresee J, Brammer L, Le MTQ, Hoang PVM, El Guerche-
Seblain C, Paget J  
 
Abstract: We describe the epidemiological characteristics, pattern of circulation, and 
geographical distribution of influenza B viruses and its lineages using data from the 
Global Influenza B Study. We included over 1.8 million influenza cases occurred in 
thirty-one countries during 2000-2018. We calculated the proportion of cases caused 
by influenza B and its lineages; determined the timing of influenza A and B 
epidemics; compared the age distribution of B/Victoria and B/Yamagata cases; and 
evaluated the frequency of lineage-level mismatch for the trivalent vaccine. The 

median proportion of influenza cases caused by influenza B virus was 23.4%, with a 
tendency (borderline statistical significance, p = 0.060) to be higher in tropical vs. 
temperate countries. Influenza B was the dominant virus type in about one every 
seven seasons. In temperate countries, influenza B epidemics occurred on average 
three weeks later than influenza A epidemics; no consistent pattern emerged in the 
tropics. The two B lineages caused a comparable proportion of influenza B cases 
globally, however the B/Yamagata was more frequent in temperate countries, and 
the B/Victoria in the tropics (p = 0.048). B/Yamagata patients were significantly older 
than B/Victoria patients in almost all countries. A lineage-level vaccine mismatch 
was observed in over 40% of seasons in temperate countries and in 30% of seasons 
in the tropics. The type B virus caused a substantial proportion of influenza 
infections globally in the 21st century, and its two virus lineages differed in terms of 
age and geographical distribution of patients. These findings will help inform health 
policy decisions aiming to reduce disease burden associated with seasonal 
influenza.  
 
     
 Passage Adaptation Correlates With the Reduced Efficacy of the 
Influenza Vaccine.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 13; 69(7):1198-1204.  
Author: Chen H., Alvarez J.J.S., Ng S.H., Nielsen R., Zhai W.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: As a dominant seasonal influenza virus, H3N2 virus 
rapidly evolves in humans and is a constant threat to public health. Despite 
sustained research efforts, the efficacy of H3N2 vaccine has decreased rapidly. 
Even though antigenic drift and passage adaptation (substitutions accumulated 
during vaccine production in embryonated eggs) have been implicated in reduced 
vaccine efficacy (VE), their respective contributions to the phenomenon remain 
controversial. METHODS: We utilized mutational mapping, a powerful probabilistic 
method for studying sequence evolution, to analyze patterns of substitutions in 
different passage conditions for an unprecedented amount of H3N2 hemagglutinin 
sequences (n = 32 278). RESULTS: We found that passage adaptation in 
embryonated eggs is driven by repeated convergent evolution over 12 codons. 
Based on substitution patterns at these sites, we developed a metric, adaptive 
distance (AD), to quantify the strength of passage adaptation and subsequently 
identified a strong negative correlation between AD and VE. CONCLUSIONS: The 
high correlation between AD and VE implies that passage adaptation in 
embryonated eggs may be a strong contributor to the recent reduction in H3N2 VE. 
We developed a computational package called MADE (Measuring Adaptive Distance 
and vaccine Efficacy based on allelic barcodes) to measure the strength of passage 
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adaptation and predict the efficacy of a candidate vaccine strain. Our findings shed 
light on strategies for reducing Darwinian evolution within the passaging medium in 
order to potentially restore an effective vaccine program in the future.  
 
     
 Relative Effectiveness of Cell-Cultured and Egg-Based Influenza 
Vaccines Among Elderly Persons in the United States, 2017-2018.  
Source: The Journal of infectious diseases. 2019 Sep 13; 220(8):1255-1264.  
Author: Izurieta H.S., Chillarige Y., Kelman J., Wei Y., Lu Y., Xu W., Lu M., Pratt D., 
Chu S., Wernecke M., MaCurdy T., Forshee R.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The low influenza vaccine effectiveness (VE) observed 
during the A(H3N2)-dominated 2017-2018 season may be due to vaccine virus 
adaptation to growth in eggs. We compared the effectiveness of cell-cultured and 
egg-based vaccines among Medicare beneficiaries. METHODS: Retrospective 
cohort study on Medicare beneficiaries aged ≥65 years who received an influenza 
vaccine (cell-cultured, egg-based quadrivalent; egg-based high-dose, adjuvanted, or 
standard-dose trivalent) during the 2017-2018 season. We used Poisson regression 
to evaluate relative VE (RVE) in preventing influenza-related hospital encounters. 
RESULTS: Of >13 million beneficiaries, RVE for cell-cultured vaccines relative to 
egg-based quadrivalent vaccines was 10% (95% confidence interval [CI], 7%-13%). 
In a midseason interim analysis, this estimate was 16.5% (95% CI, 10.3%-22.2%). In 
a 5-way comparison, cell-cultured (RVE, 11%; 95% CI, 8%-14%) and egg-based 
high-dose (RVE, 9%; 95% CI, 7%-11%) vaccines were more effective than egg-
based quadrivalent vaccines. CONCLUSIONS: The modest VE difference between 
cell-cultured and egg-based vaccines only partially explains the low overall VE 
reported by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, suggesting that egg 
adaptation was not the main contributor to the low VE found among individuals aged 
≥65 years. The midseason interim analysis we performed demonstrates that our 
methods can be used to evaluate VE actively during the influenza season.  
 
     
 On field vaccine effectiveness in three periods of 2018/2019 
influenza season in Emilia-Romagna Region.  
Source: Acta bio-medica : Atenei Parmensis. 2019 Sep 13; 90(9S):21-27.  
Author: Colucci M.E., Veronesi L., Bracchi M.T., Zoni R., Caruso L., Capobianco E., 
Rossi D., Bizzarro A., Cantarelli A., Affanni P.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND AND AIM OF THE WORK: Epidemic influenza is 
associated with significant morbidity and mortality, particularly in people at risk. The 

vaccine reduces complications, hospitalization and mortality excess, as well as 
health care and social costs. Aim of the study was to estimate the influenza vaccine 
effectiveness (VE) in Emilia-Romagna Region during the 2018/2019 season. 
METHODS: Within the context of virological surveillance conducted at the Regional 
Reference Laboratory of Parma, nasal/throat swabs were performed by sentinel 
practitioners and clinicians, on patients with ILI (Influenza-like illness). VE estimates, 
overall and against subtype A(H1N1)pdm09 and A(H3N2), were evaluated in three 
periods of the season, using a test-negative case-control design. RESULTS: From 
November 2018 to April 2019, 2,230 specimens were analyzed: 1,674 (75.1%) 
performed by clinicians and 556 (24.9%) by sentinel practitioners of the regional 
network. The season was characterized by the predominant circulation of influenza 
type A viruses: 57.4% belonged to subtype A(H3N2), 41.2% to subtype 
A(H1N1)pdm09. 23.5% of patients was vaccinated against influenza with 
quadrivalent or adjuvate vaccine. The overall VE was -5% (95% CI -33% - 18%) with 
a decreasing trend during the season. The overall VE against subtype 
A(H1N1)pdm09 was 39% (95% CI 11% - 58%) and remained stable during the 
season. The overall VE against subtype A(H3N2) was -43% (95% CI -89% - -9%), 
and showed an important decreasing trend. CONCLUSIONS: The possibility to 
make accurate and continuous VE estimates during the season will help to better 
define the composition of the vaccine for the following season.  
 
     
 Optimizing spatial allocation of seasonal influenza vaccine under 
temporal constraints.  
Source: PLoS computational biology. 2019 Sep 16; 15(9):e1007111.  
Author: Venkatramanan S., Chen J., Fadikar A., Gupta S., Higdon D., Lewis B., 
Marathe M., Mortveit H., Vullikanti A.  
 
Abstract: Prophylactic interventions such as vaccine allocation are some of the most 
effective public health policy planning tools. The supply of vaccines, however, is 
limited and an important challenge is to optimally allocate the vaccines to minimize 
epidemic impact. This resource allocation question (which we refer to as 
VaccIntDesign) has multiple dimensions: when, where, to whom, etc. Most of the 
existing literature in this topic deals with the latter (to whom), proposing policies that 
prioritize individuals by age and disease risk. However, since seasonal influenza 
spread has a typical spatial trend, and due to the temporal constraints enforced by 
the availability schedule, the when and where problems become equally, if not more, 
relevant. In this paper, we study the VaccIntDesign problem in the context of 
seasonal influenza spread in the United States. We develop a national scale 
metapopulation model for influenza that integrates both short and long distance 
human mobility, along with realistic data on vaccine uptake. We also design 
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GreedyAlloc, a greedy algorithm for allocating the vaccine supply at the state level 
under temporal constraints and show that such a strategy improves over the current 
baseline of pro-rata allocation, and the improvement is more pronounced for higher 
vaccine efficacy and moderate flu season intensity. Further, the resulting strategy 
resembles a ring vaccination applied spatiallyacross the US.  
 
     
 Maximizing influenza vaccination uptake among healthcare 
personnel in Israel: lessons learned from mandatory vaccination 
policy in the United States.  
Source: Israel journal of health policy research. 2019 Sep 16; 8(1):60.  
Author: Gur-Arie R.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Maximizing vaccination uptake is crucial in generating 
herd immunity and preventing infection incidence (Quach et al., Am J Infect Control 
11:1017-23, 2013). Vaccination of healthcare personnel (HCP) against influenza is 
vital to influenza infection control in healthcare settings, given the consistent 
exposure of HCP to high-risk patients like: those with compromised immune 
systems, children, and the elderly (Johnson & Talbot, Curr Opin Infect Dis 24: 363-
369, 2011). Influenza vaccination uptake among HCP remains suboptimal: in 2017-
18, 47.6% of HCP who worked in settings where influenza vaccination was not 
mandatory were vaccinated against influenza in United States (Black et al., Morb 
Mortal Wkly Rep 67: 1050, 2018). Mandatory vaccination policies result in HCP 
influenza vaccination uptake rates substantially higher than opt-in influenza 
vaccination campaigns (94.8% vs. 47.6%) (Black et al., Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 67: 
1050, 2018). GOALS: The Israel Journal of Health Policy Research has published 
articles focused on the issues of influenza vaccination (Yamin et al., Isr J Health 
Policy Res 3: 13, 2014), improving influenza vaccination coverage of HCP (Weber et 
al., Isr J Health Policy Res 5: 1-5, 2016), influenza vaccination motivators among 
HCP (Nutman and Yoeli, Isr J Health Policy Res 5: 52, 2016), legal imposition of 
vaccination (Kamin-Friedman, Isr J Health Policy Res 6:58, 2017), and mandatory 
vaccination (Gostin, Cell Biosci 8: 1-4, 2018). Each article explores factors 
influencing disease prevention from different angles within an Israeli context. This 
article attempts to fuse these topics by investigating how to apply aspects 
of American mandatory influenza vaccination policy targeted at HCP in an Israeli 
context. METHODS: Critical document analysis was conducted on relevant literature 
and policy discussing influenza prevention interventions among HCP within the 
United States. Mandatory vaccination policies were highlighted. A discussion of the 
professional responsibility of HCP to vaccinate against influenza serves as 
background. Case studies of hospitals in the United States that implemented 
mandatory vaccination policies for their employees are analyzed. The article 

concludes with analysis exploring how qualities of mandatory influenza vaccination 
policy of HCP could take shape in Israel, giving contextual limitations, urging Israeli 
health policy makers to reflect on lessons learned from the American case study. 
MAIN FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION: Mandatory HCP influenza vaccination 
policies in comparison to non-mandatory interventions are most effective in obtaining 
maximum influenza vaccination uptake among HCP (Black et al., Morb Mortal Wkly 
Rep 67: 1050, 2018). Many HCP cite individual objections to influenza vaccination 
rooted in personal doubts and ethical concerns. The ethical responsibility of HCP to 
their patients and work environments to prevent and lower influenza infection 
incidence arguably overrules such individual objections. Mandatory HCP influenza 
vaccination policies are an effective method of maximizing HCP influenza vaccine 
uptake and minimizing the spread of the influenza virus within healthcare settings. 
Still, cultural, social and political sensitivity must be taken into consideration when 
implementing both full-on mandatory HCP influenza vaccination policies and/or 
aspects of mandatory policies, especially within an Israeli context.  
 
     
 Seasonal Influenza Vaccination among Primary Health Care 
Workers in Southwestern Saudi Arabia.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Sep 17;  
Author: Awadalla N.J., Al-Musa H.M., Al-Musa K.M., Asiri A.M., Albariqi A.A., 
Majrashi H.M., Alasim A.A., Almuslah A.S., Alshehri T.K., AlFlan M.A., Mahfouz 
A.A.R.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Vaccination of primary healthcare workers (PHCWs) help 
to prevent the spread of influenza among at-risk patients. OBJECTIVES: To 
assesses seasonal influenza vaccination (SIV) coverage and the factors affecting 
SIV's utilization among PHCWs in Abha city, southwestern Saudi Arabia. 
METHODS: A cross-sectional survey was carried out between June 2018 and 
August 2018 in all primary healthcare centers in Abha city. It targeted physicians, 
nurses, technicians, and pharmacists. A self-administered questionnaire was used to 
collect data regarding SIV status during the 2017-2018 season, obtain knowledge 
regarding SIV and influenza disease, and identify potential motivators for and 
barriers to SIV. RESULTS: Of 312 PHCWs, the SIV coverage rate was 45.5% in the 
2017-2018 vaccination season. A multivariable logistic regression model showed 
that the risk groups for non-vaccination were PHCWs less than 40 years old 
(adjusted Odds Ratio (aOR) = 4.07, 95% CI: 1.50-11.03), technicians (aOR = 3.73, 
95% CI: 1.20-11.54), single PHCWs (aOR = 2.36, 95% CI:1.20-4.62), and PHCWs 
lacking adequate influenza vaccine knowledge (aOR = 4.22, 95% CI: 2.13-8.35). 
Approximately 23% and 32% of PHCWs were found to have inadequate knowledge 
about SIV and influenza disease, respectively. PHCWs' awareness about their risk 
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of infection and their need for protection was found to be the most common 
motivator (77.5%), and a fear of side effects was found to be the most frequent 
barrier (40%). CONCLUSION: SIV coverage rate is suboptimal. Knowledge gaps 
and misconceptions about the influenza vaccine are the main barriers to an 
adequate coverage. Running head: Influenza vaccination in primary healthcare 
workers in Saudi Arabia.  
 
     
 Using general practice data to monitor influenza vaccination 
coverage in the medically at risk: a data linkage study.  
Source: BMJ open. 2019 Sep 17; 9(9):e031802.  
Author: Badmus D., Menzies R.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVE: To examine the possibility of using data from a network of 
Australian General Practices (GPs) to estimate influenza vaccination coverage in 
Australians medically at risk. DESIGN: Data electronically extracted from a large 
national network of Australian GP clinics (MedicineInsight) was analysed for annual 
influenza vaccination coverage from 2008 to 2014. We compared the results with 
the 2009 and 2014 Adult Vaccination Survey. We adjusted for differences in the 
distribution of age, risk groups and provider types. SETTING: All states in Australia. 
PARTICIPANTS: GPs participating in MedicineInsight programme. 
INTERVENTIONS: Not applicable. MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES: Annual 
vaccination coverage across risk groups as recorded in Adult Vaccination Survey in 
2009 and 2014 were compared with vaccination coverage in MedicineInsight. The 
impact of National Immunisation Programme expansion of free vaccine in 2010 to 
cover patients aged <65 years with medical risk factors. RESULTS: The proportion 
of MedicineInsight patients aged ≥18 years and diagnosed with medical risk factors 
was higher in 2014 (33.2%), compared with the AVS in 2009 (25%). In 2009, 
influenza vaccination coverage estimates for those aged 18-64 years with medical 
risk factors was lower for MedicineInsight patients compared with the AVS (26% vs 
36%). There was no evidence of any change in coverage between 2008 and 2014, 
despite the vaccine being available free of charge to this group from 2010. 
CONCLUSION: General practice databases have the potential to help fill the gap in 
vaccination coverage data in patients with medical risk factors.  
 
     
 
 
 
 

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Immunogenicity and safety of a quadrivalent inactivated 
influenza vaccine in pregnant women: a randomized, observer-
blind trial.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Sep 17;  
Author: Vesikari T., Virta M., Heinonen S., Eymin C., Lavis N., Chabanon A.L., 
Gresset-Bourgeois V.  
 
Abstract: Vaccination against influenza during pregnancy provides direct protection 
to pregnant women and indirect protection to their infants. Trivalent inactivated 
influenza vaccines (IIV3s) are safe and effective during pregnancy, but quadrivalent 
inactivated influenza vaccines (IIV4s) have not been evaluated in pregnant women 
and their infants. Here, we report the results of a randomized phase IV study to 
evaluate the immunogenicity and safety of IIV4 vs. IIV3 in pregnant women. 
Participants aged ≥18 years at weeks 20 to 32 of gestation were randomly assigned 
in a 2:1 ratio to receive a single dose of IIV4 (n=230) or IIV3 (n=116). Between 
baseline and 21 days after vaccination, hemagglutination inhibition (HAI) antibody 
titers increased in both groups by similar magnitudes for the two influenza A strains 
and single B strain common to IIV4 and IIV3. For the additional B strain in IIV4, HAI 
titers were higher in IIV4 recipients than IIV3 recipients (post-/pre-vaccination 
geometric mean titer ratio, 6.3 [95% CI: 5.1-7.7] vs. 3.4 [95% CI: 2.7-4.3]). At 
delivery, in both groups, HAI antibody titers for all strains were 1.5-1.9-fold higher in 
umbilical cord blood than in maternal blood, confirming active transplacental 
antibody transfer. Rates of solicited and unsolicited vaccine-related adverse events 
in mothers were similar between the two groups. Live births were reported for all 
participants and there were no vaccine-related adverse events in newborns. These 
results suggest IIV4 is as safe and immunogenic as IIV3 in pregnant women, and 
that maternal immunization with IIV4 should protect newborns against influenza via 
passively acquired antibodies.  
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 Medical Outcomes in Women Who Became Pregnant after 
Vaccination with a Virus-Like Particle Experimental Vaccine 
against Influenza A (H1N1) 2009 Virus Tested during 2009 
Pandemic Outbreak.  
Source: Viruses. 2019 Sep 17; 11(9).  
Author: Cerbulo-Vazquez A., Arriaga-Pizano L., Cruz-Cureno G., Bosco-Garate I., 
Ferat-Osorio E., Pastelin-Palacios R., Figueroa-Damian R., Castro-Eguiluz D., 
Mancilla-Ramirez J., Isibasi A., Lopez-Macias C.  
 
Abstract: The clinical effects and immunological response to the influenza vaccine in 
women who later become pregnant remain to be thoroughly studied. Here, we report 
the medical outcomes of 40 women volunteers who became pregnant after 
vaccination with an experimental virus-like particle (VLP) vaccine against pandemic 
influenza A(H1N1)2009 (influenza A(H1N1)pdm09) and their infants. When included 
in the VLP vaccine trial, none of the women were pregnant and were randomly 
assigned to one of the following groups: (1) placebo, (2) 15 μg dose of VLP vaccine, 
or (3) 45 μg dose of VLP vaccine. These 40 women reported becoming pregnant 
during the follow-up phase after receiving the placebo or VLP vaccine. Women were 
monitored throughout pregnancy and their infants were monitored until one year 
after birth. Antibody titers against VLP were measured in the mothers and infants at 
delivery and at six months and one year after birth. The incidence of preeclampsia, 
fetal death, preterm delivery, and premature rupture of membranes was similar 
among groups. All vaccinated women and their infants elicited antibody titers 
(≥1:40). Women vaccinated prior to pregnancy had no adverse events that were 
different from the nonvaccinated population. Even though this study is limited by the 
sample size, the results suggest that the anti-influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 VLP 
experimental vaccine applied before pregnancy is safe for both mothers and their 
infants.  
 
     
 Safety and immunogenicity of investigational seasonal influenza 
hemagglutinin DNA vaccine followed by trivalent inactivated 
vaccine administered intradermally or intramuscularly in healthy 
adults: An open-label randomized phase 1 clinical trial.  
Source: PLoS One. 2019 Sep 18;14(9):e0222178. doi: 
10.1371/journal.pone.0222178. eCollection 2019.  
Author: Carter C, Houser KV, Yamshchikov GV, Bellamy AR, May J, Enama ME, 
Sarwar U, Larkin B, Bailer RT, Koup R, Chen GL, Patel SM, Winokur P, Belshe R, 
Dekker CL, Graham BS, Ledgerwood JE  

 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Seasonal influenza results in significant morbidity and 
mortality worldwide, but the currently licensed inactivated vaccines generally have 
low vaccine efficacies and could be improved. In this phase 1 clinical trial, we 
compared seasonal influenza vaccine regimens with different priming strategies, 
prime-boost intervals, and administration routes to determine the impact of these 
variables on the resulting antibody response. METHODS: Between August 17, 2012 
and January 25, 2013, four sites enrolled healthy adults 18-70 years of age. 
Subjects were randomized to receive one of the following vaccination regimens: 
trivalent hemagglutinin (HA) DNA prime followed by trivalent inactivated influenza 
vaccine (IIV3) boost with a 3.5 month interval (DNA-IIV3), IIV3 prime followed by 
IIV3 boost with a 10 month interval (IIV3-IIV3), or concurrent DNA and IIV3 prime 
followed by IIV3 boost with a 10 month interval (DNA/IIV3-IIV3). Each regimen was 
additionally stratified by an IIV3 administration route of either intramuscular (IM) or 
intradermal (ID). DNA vaccines were administered by a needle-free jet injector 
(Biojector). Study objectives included evaluating the safety and tolerability of each 
regimen and measuring the antibody response by hemagglutination inhibition (HAI). 
RESULTS: Three hundred and sixteen subjects enrolled. Local reactogenicity was 
mild to moderate in severity, with higher frequencies recorded following DNA 
vaccine administered by Biojector compared to IIV3 by either route (p <0.02 for pain, 
swelling, and redness) and following IIV3 by ID route compared to IM route (p 
<0.001 for swelling and redness). Systemic reactogenicity was similar between 
regimens. Though no overall differences were observed between regimens, the 
highest titers post boost were observed in the DNA-IIV3 group by ID route and in the 
IIV3-IIV3 group by IM route. CONCLUSIONS: All vaccination regimens were found 
to be safe and tolerable. While there were no overall differences between regimens, 
the DNA-IIV3 group by ID route, and the IIV3-IIV3 group by IM route, showed higher 
responses compared to the other same-route regimens.  
 
     
 Seasonal Influenza Vaccination Coverage Trends Among Adult 
Populations, U.S., 2010–2016.  
Source: American Journal of Preventive Medicine. 2019 Oct 01; 57(4):458-469.  
Author: Lu P.-J., Hung M.-C., O'Halloran A.C., Ding H., Srivastav A., Williams W.W., 
Singleton J.A.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Influenza is a major cause of morbidity and mortality among 
adults. The most effective strategy for preventing influenza is annual vaccination. 
However, vaccination coverage has been suboptimal among adult populations. The 
purpose of this study is to assess trends in influenza vaccination among adult 
populations. Methods: Data from the 2010–2016 National Health Interview Survey 
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were analyzed in 2018 to estimate vaccination coverage during the 2010–2011 
through 2015–2016 seasons. Trends of vaccination in recent years were assessed. 
Vaccination coverage by race/ethnicity within each group was examined. 
Multivariable logistic regression and predictive marginal models were conducted to 
identify factors associated with vaccination, and interactions between race/ethnicity 
and other demographic and access-to-care characteristics were assessed. Results: 
Vaccination coverage among adults aged ≥18 years increased from 38.3% in the 
2010–2011 season to 43.4% in the 2015–2016 season, with an average increase of 
1.3 percentage points annually. From the 2010–2011 through 2015–2016 seasons, 
coverage was stable for adults aged ≥65 years and changed by −0.1 to 9.9 
percentage points for all other examined subgroups. Coverage in 2015–2016 was 
70.4% for adults aged ≥65 years, 46.4% for those aged 50–64 years, and 32.3% for 
those aged 18–49 years; 47.9% for people aged 18–64 years with high-risk 
conditions; 64.8% for healthcare personnel; and 50.3% for pregnant women. Among 
adults aged ≥18 years for the 2015–2016 season, coverage was significantly lower 
among non-Hispanic blacks and Hispanics compared with non-Hispanic whites. 
Conclusions: Overall, influenza vaccination coverage among adults aged ≥18 years 
increased during 2010–2016, but it remained below the national target of 70%. 
Vaccination coverage varied by age, risk status, race/ethnicity, healthcare 
personnel, and pregnancy status. Targeted efforts are needed to improve coverage 
and reduce disparities.  
 
     
 Are social inequalities in influenza vaccination coverage in Japan 
reduced by health policy?  
Source: Preventive Medicine Reports. 2019 Dec 01; 16.  
Author: Chinzorig T., Sugiyama K., Aida J., Tsuboya T., Osaka K.  
 
Abstract: Influenza vaccination is effective to prevent influenza infection. However, 
findings about association between socioeconomic status and influenza vaccination 
coverage are controversial. Online survey was conducted among 4995 participants 
between 20 and 69 years of age throughout Japan, January 2017. We asked about 
history of receiving vaccination in previous year and socioeconomic status, with their 
reasons for having vaccination or not. Age stratified multivariable logistic regression 
model was conducted to estimate the odds ratio (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals 
(CIs) of receiving vaccine for each educational level and income. Sex, self-reported 
health status, marital status and income were included as covariates. The rate for 
receiving influenza vaccine among ≤64 year-olds and ≥65 year-olds was 32.9% and 
35.4%, respectively. Among younger adults, vaccination varied by each education: 
junior high school, 23.6%; senior high school, 27.2%; college, 32.6%; university, 
36.2%; and graduate school, 39.8%. Compared to junior high school, those from 

graduate school tended to be more vaccinated (OR1.88, 95%CI 1.07–3.24). On the 
contrary, those aged above ≥65 years old received vaccination with no significant 
differences across education. Likewise, among respondents aged ≤64 year-olds, 
income was significantly associated with influenza vaccination. Despite being 
“Managed by school or company” (32.5%), having “No particular reason” was the 
frequent reason for both receiving influenza vaccination (23.8%) or not (34.3%). 
Adults with higher educational level were significantly more likely to receive 
vaccination. Subsidizing influenza vaccination may reduce inequality in receiving 
vaccination for adults. Strengthening vaccination through various approaches is 
necessary, such as managing by school or company.  
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RSV    

         
 Single or dual infection with respiratory syncytial virus and 
human rhinovirus: Epidemiology and clinical characteristics in 
hospitalized children in a rural area of South Korea.  
Source: Pediatric Infection and Vaccine. 2019; 26(2):99-111.  
Author: Kwon Y., Cho W.J., Kim H.M., Lee J.  
 
Abstract: Purpose: Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and human rhinovirus (hRV) 
are the most common causes of child respiratory viral infections. We aimed to 
investigate epidemiological and clinical characteristics of RSV and hRV single 
infections and coinfections. Methods: Nasopharyngeal aspirates of hospitalized 
children aged <5 years were tested using multiplex reverse transcription polymerase 
chain reaction (RT-PCR) from October 2014 to April 2017. Their medical records 
were retrospectively reviewed. Results: RSV or hRV was detected in 384 patients 
who divided into 3 groups: patients with RSV (R group, n=258); patients with hRV (H 
group, n=99); and patients with both (RH group, n=27). The R group (median age, 6 
months) consisted of 248 (96.1%) patients with lower respiratory tract infection 
(LRTI), and 14 (5.4%) needed oxygen inhalation. Infants aged <12 months (63.2%) 
had respiratory difficulty and were supplied oxygen more often. The H group 
(median age, 16 months) consisted of 56 (56.6%) patients with LRTI, 4 (4%) 
required oxygen inhalation, and 1 (1.0%) required mechanical ventilation. Infants 
(40.4%) showed longer hospitalization compared to patients aged ≥12 months (5 vs. 
4 days, P<0.05). The RH group consisted of 24 (88.9%) patients with LRTI, and 2 
(7.4%) needed oxygen inhalation. Hospitalization days and oxygen inhalation and 
mechanical ventilation rates did not differ between single infections (R and H 
groups) and coinfections (RH group). Conclusions: RSV was detected more often in 
younger patients and showed higher LRTI rates compared to hRV. Single infections 
and coinfections of RSV and hRV showed no difference in severity.  
 
     
 Pregnant women's knowledge and attitude to maternal 
vaccination including group B streptococcus and respiratory 
syncytial virus vaccines.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Giles M.L., Buttery J., Davey M.-A., Wallace E.  
 
Abstract: Background: Maternal immunisation is an important strategy to reduce 

neonatal mortality and morbidity. New maternal vaccines such as Respiratory 
Syncytial Virus (RSV) and Group B streptococcus (GBS) are in development and/or 
clinical trials. However, little is known about pregnant women's knowledge about 
these diseases. Methods: Women attending antenatal clinics in Melbourne, Australia 
were invited to complete a questionnaire collecting demographic information, past 
vaccination history, understanding of risk of GBS and RSV disease in pregnancy 
and likelihood to accept these theoretical vaccines in the future. Findings: 495 
women (48% born outside of Australia, from 48 different countries) completed the 
questionnaire. A large number of women had never heard of GBS (63%) or RSV 
(83%). Women over 35 years, born in Australia and women who had more than one 
child were more likely to have heard of GBS or RSV (p < 0.001). Women who had 
received influenza or pertussis vaccine in pregnancy were more likely to accept a 
RSV or GBS vaccine (p < 0.001). Conclusions: This study has shown that 
knowledge of GBS and RSV is poor. However, when provided with information about 
the two diseases, acceptance of a hypothetical vaccine for both diseases was high. 
This study highlights the enormous amount of work that needs to be done in 
educating pregnant women about the seriousness of these two diseases if a future 
vaccine is ever to be accepted and high coverage achieved among the target 
population.  
 
     
 Respiratory syncytial virus subunit vaccines based on the viral 
envelope glycoproteins intended for pregnant women and the 
elderly.  
Source: Expert Review of Vaccines. 2019;  
Author: Beugeling M., De Zee J., Woerdenbag H.J., Frijlink H.W., Wilschut J.C., 
Hinrichs W.L.J.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) causes high morbidity and 
mortality rates among infants, young children, and the elderly worldwide. 
Unfortunately, a safe and effective vaccine is still unavailable. In 1966, a formalin-
inactivated RSV vaccine failed and resulted in the death of two young children. This 
failure shifted research toward the development of subunit-based vaccines for 
pregnant women (to passively vaccinate infants) and the elderly. Among these 
subunit-based vaccines, the viral envelope glycoproteins show great potential as 
antigens. Areas covered: In this review, progress in the development of safe and 
effective subunit RSV vaccines based on the viral envelope glycoproteins and 
intended for pregnant women and the elderly, are reviewed and discussed. Studies 
published in the period 2012–2018 were included. Expert opinion: Researchers are 
close to bringing safe and effective subunit-based RSV vaccines to the market using 
the viral envelope glycoproteins as antigens. However, it remains a major challenge 
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to elicit protective immunity, with a formulation that has sufficient (storage) stability. 
These issues may be overcome by using the RSV fusion protein in its pre-fusion 
conformation, and by formulating this protein as a dry powder. It may further be 
convenient to administer this powder via the pulmonary route.  
 
     
 Respiratory syncytial virus hospitalisations among young 
children: a data linkage study.  
Source: Epidemiology and infection. 2019 Jan 01; 147:e246.  
Author: Prasad N., Newbern E.C., Trenholme A.A., Wood T., Thompson M.G., 
Aminisani N., Huang Q.S., Grant C.C.  
 
Abstract: We aimed to provide comprehensive estimates of laboratory-confirmed 
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)-associated hospitalisations. Between 2012 and 
2015, active surveillance of acute respiratory infection (ARI) hospitalisations during 
winter seasons was used to estimate the seasonal incidence of laboratory-confirmed 
RSV hospitalisations in children aged <5 years in Auckland, New Zealand (NZ). 
Incidence rates were estimated by fine age group, ethnicity and socio-economic 
status (SES) strata. Additionally, RSV disease estimates determined through active 
surveillance were compared to rates estimated from hospital discharge codes. There 
were 5309 ARI hospitalisations among children during the study period, of which 
3923 (73.9%) were tested for RSV and 1597 (40.7%) were RSV-positive. The 
seasonal incidence of RSV-associated ARI hospitalisations, once corrected for non-
testing, was 6.1 (95% confidence intervals 5.8-6.4) per 1000 children <5 years old. 
The highest incidence was among children aged <3 months. Being of indigenous 
Māori or Pacific ethnicity or living in a neighbourhood with low SES independently 
increased the risk of an RSV-associated hospitalisation. RSV hospital discharge 
codes had a sensitivity of 71% for identifying laboratory-confirmed RSV cases. RSV 
infection is a leading cause of hospitalisation among children in NZ, with significant 
disparities by ethnicity and SES. Our findings highlight the need for effective RSV 
vaccines and therapies.  
 
     
 A proof of concept for structure-based vaccine design targeting 
RSV in humans.  
Source: Science. 2019 Aug 02; 365(6452):505-509.  
Author: Crank M.C., Ruckwardt T.J., Chen M., Morabito K.M., Phung E., Costner 
P.J., Holman L.A., Hickman S.P., Berkowitz N.M., Gordon I.J., Yamshchikov G.V., 
Gaudinski M.R., Kumar A., Chang L.A., Moin S.M., Hill J.P., DiPiazza A.T., Schwartz 
R.M., Kueltzo L., Cooper J.W., Chen P., Stein J.A., Carlton K., Gall J.G., Nason 

M.C., Kwong P.D., Chen G.L., Mascola J.R., McLellan J.S., Ledgerwood J.E., 
Graham B.S.  
 
Abstract: Technologies that define the atomic-level structure of neutralization-
sensitive epitopes on viral surface proteins are transforming vaccinology and guiding 
new vaccine development approaches. Previously, iterative rounds of protein 
engineering were performed to preserve the prefusion conformation of the 
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) fusion (F) glycoprotein, resulting in a stabilized 
subunit vaccine candidate (DS-Cav1), which showed promising results in mice and 
macaques. Here, phase I human immunogenicity data reveal a more than 10-fold 
boost in neutralizing activity in serum from antibodies targeting prefusion-specific 
surfaces of RSV F. These findings represent a clinical proof of concept for structure-
based vaccine design, suggest that development of a successful RSV vaccine will 
be feasible, and portend an era of precision vaccinology.  
 
     
 Safety and Immunogenicity of a Respiratory Syncytial Virus 
Fusion (F) Protein Nanoparticle Vaccine in Healthy Third-
Trimester Pregnant Women and Their Infants.  
Source: The Journal of infectious diseases. 2019 Aug 12;  
Author: Munoz F.M., Swamy G.K., Hickman S.P., Agrawal S., Piedra P.A., Glenn 
G.M., Patel N., August A.M., Cho I., Fries L.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is the leading cause of 
infant lower respiratory tract disease and hospitalization worldwide. METHODS: 
Safety and immunogenicity of RSV fusion (F) protein nanoparticle vaccine or 
placebo were evaluated in 50 healthy third-trimester pregnant women. Assessments 
included vaccine tolerability and safety in women and infants, and RSV-specific 
antibody measures in women before and after vaccination, at delivery and 
postpartum. RESULTS: The vaccine was well tolerated; no meaningful differences in 
pregnancy or infant outcomes were observed between study groups. RSV-specific 
antibody levels increased significantly among vaccine recipients, including 
responses competitive with well-described monoclonal antibodies specific for 
multiple RSV neutralizing epitopes. No significant antibody increase was seen 
among placebo-recipients, although a shallow upward trend across the RSV season 
was noted. Transplacental antibody transfer ranged between 90%-120% across 
assays for infants of vaccinated women. Women with an interval of ≥30 days 
between vaccination and delivery demonstrated higher placental antibody transfer 
rates than women with an interval <30 days. Half-lives of RSV-specific antibodies in 
infants approximated 40 days. There was no evidence of severe RSV disease in 
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infants of vaccinated mothers. CONCLUSIONS: Data from this phase 2 study 
support a maternal immunization strategy to protect infants from RSV disease.  
 
     
 Fail-fast in respiratory syncytial virus vaccine development.  
Source: American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine. 2019 Aug 15; 
200(4):410-412.  
Author: Besteman S.B., Bont L.J.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Immunogenicity and safety of 3 formulations of a respiratory 
syncytial virus candidate vaccine in non-pregnant women: a 
phase II, randomized trial.  
Source: The Journal of infectious diseases. 2019 Aug 16;  
Author: Schwarz T.F., McPhee R.A., Launay O., Leroux-Roels G., Talli J., Picciolato 
M., Gao F., Cai R., Nguyen T.L.-A., Dieussaert I., Miller J.M., Schmidt A.C.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a common cause of 
respiratory tract illness and hospitalization in neonates and infants. RSV vaccination 
during pregnancy may protect offspring in their first months of life. METHODS: This 
randomized, observer-blind, multi-center, phase II study (NCT02956837) evaluated 
the immunogenicity and safety of an RSV candidate vaccine in healthy non-pregnant 
18-45-year-old women. Four hundred participants were randomized (1:1:1:1) to 
receive a single intramuscular dose of vaccine containing 30µg, 60µg, or 120µg of 
RSV-F protein engineered to preferentially maintain a pre-fusion conformation (RSV-
PreF vaccine) or placebo. RESULTS: Thirty days post-vaccination, RSV-A 
neutralizing antibody geometric mean titers (GMTs) increased 3.75, 4.42 and 
4.36fold; RSV-B neutralizing antibody GMTs 2.36, 2.54 and 2.76fold; and 
palivizumab competing antibody (PCA) concentrations 11.69, 14.38 and 14.24fold 
compared to baseline levels in the 30µg, 60µg and 120µg RSV-PreF groups, 
respectively. Antibody titers and PCA concentrations at Day 30 were significantly 
higher with the 120µg compared to the 30µg RSV-PreF vaccine. All RSV-PreF 
vaccine formulations and the placebo had similar reactogenicity profiles. No serious 
adverse events were considered RSV-PreF vaccine-related. CONCLUSIONS: The 
three formulations of the investigational RSV-PreF vaccine were well-tolerated and 
induced RSV-A and RSV-B neutralizing antibodies and PCAs in healthy, non-
pregnant women.  

 
     
 RSV vaccine based on rhabdoviral vector protects after single 
immunization.  
Source: Vaccines. 2019 Sep 01; 7(3).  
Author: Wilmschen S., Schneider S., Peters F., Bayer L., Issmail L., Banki Z., 
Grunwald T., von Laer D., Kimpel J.  
 
Abstract: The respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is one major cause of lower 
respiratory tract infections in childhood and an effective vaccine is still not available. 
We previously described a new rhabdoviral vector vaccine, VSV-GP, a variant of the 
vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV), where the VSV glycoprotein G is exchanged by the 
glycoprotein GP of the lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus. Here, we evaluated VSV-
GP as vaccine vector for RSV with the aim to induce RSV neutralizing antibodies. 
Wild-type F (Fwt) or a codon optimized version (Fsyn) were introduced at position 5 
into the VSV-GP genome. Both F versions were efficiently expressed in VSV-GP-F 
infected cells and incorporated into VSV-GP particles. In mice, high titers of RSV 
neutralizing antibodies were induced already after prime and subsequently boosted 
by a second immunization. After challenge with RSV, viral loads in the lungs of 
immunized mice were reduced by 2-3 logs with no signs of an enhanced disease 
induced by the vaccination. Even a single intranasal immunization significantly 
reduced viral load by a factor of more than 100-fold. RSV neutralizing antibodies 
were long lasting and mice were still protected when challenged 20 weeks after the 
boost. Therefore, VSV-GP is a promising candidate for an effective RSV vaccine.  
 
     
 Respiratory Syncytial Virus: Spectrum of Clinical Manifestations 
and Complications in Children.  
Source: Pediatric annals. 2019 Sep 01; 48(9):e349-e353.  
Author: Rostad C.A.  
 
Abstract: Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is the leading cause of lower respiratory 
tract infection in infants and young children. Despite its substantial disease burden, 
no effective vaccine is available. Clinical manifestations of RSV encompass the 
spectrum of acute upper and lower respiratory tract infection. Hallmarks of the virus 
are its propensity to progress to lower respiratory disease and to cause 
disproportionate disease severity at extremes of ages. Acute RSV infection may be 
complicated by secondary bacterial infections and respiratory failure requiring 
mechanical ventilation and prolonged hospitalization. In the developed world, most 
RSV infections are self-limited; however, globally, RSV is a significant cause of 
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mortality in children younger than age 5 years. Severe RSV infection in infancy has 
also been associated with the development of childhood asthma. Thus, the 
extensive disease burden of RSV and its attributable mortality portend the urgency 
of vaccine development targeted toward populations disproportionately affected by 
severe disease. [Pediatr Ann. 2019;48(9):e349-e353.].  
 
     
 Respiratory syncytial virus infection in adults.  
Source: The BMJ. 2019 Sep 10; 366.  
Author: Nam H.H., Ison M.G.  
 
Abstract: Human respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) belongs to the recently defined 
Pneumoviridae family, Orthopneumovirus genus. It is a negative sense, single 
stranded RNA virus that results in epidemics of respiratory infections that typically 
peak in the winter in temperate climates and during the rainy season in tropical 
climates. Generally, one of the two genotypes (A and B) predominates in a single 
season, alternating annually, although regional variation occurs. RSV is a cause of 
disease and death in children, older people, and immunocompromised patients, and 
its clinical effect on adults admitted to hospital is clarified with expanded use of 
multiplex molecular assays. Among adults, RSV produces a wide range of clinical 
symptoms including upper respiratory tract infections, severe lower respiratory tract 
infections, and exacerbations of underlying disease. Here we discuss the latest 
evidence on the burden of RSV related disease in adults, especially in those with 
immunocompromise or other comorbidities. We review current therapeutic and 
prevention options, as well as those in development.  
 
     
 Immunological Lessons from Respiratory Syncytial Virus Vaccine 
Development.  
Source: Immunity. 2019 Sep 17; 51(3):429-442.  
Author: Ruckwardt T.J., Morabito K.M., Graham B.S.  
 
Abstract: In this review on respiratory syncytial virus vaccines, Ruckwardt et al. 
discuss immunological lessons learned through five decades of RSV vaccine 
development and testing. Seminal studies of fusion protein structure and 
immunogenicity have modified our understanding of protective immunity to RSV and 
led to precision vaccine approaches that elicit increasingly potent antibodies 
targeting prefusion F.  
 
     

 Molecular characterization of respiratory syncytial viruses 
circulating in a paediatric cohort in Amman, Jordan.  
Source: Microbial genomics. 2019 Sep 18;  
Author: Trovao N.S., Khuri-Bulos N., Tan Y., Puri V., Shilts M.H., Halpin R.A., 
Fedorova N.B., Nelson M.I., Halasa N., Das S.R.  
 
Abstract: Respiratory syncytial viruses (RSVs) are an important cause of mortality 
worldwide and a major cause of respiratory tract infections in children, driving 
development of vaccine candidates. However, there are large gaps in our 
knowledge of the local evolutionary and transmission dynamics of RSVs, particularly 
in understudied regions such as the Middle East. To address this gap, we 
sequenced the complete genomes of 58 RSVA and 27 RSVB samples collected in a 
paediatric cohort in Amman, Jordan, between 2010 and 2013. RSVA and RSVB co-
circulated during each winter epidemic of RSV in Amman, and each epidemic 
comprised multiple independent viral introductions of RSVA and RSVB. However, 
RSVA and RSVB alternated in dominance across years, potential evidence of 
immunological interactions. Children infected with RSVA tended to be older than 
RSVB-infected children [30 months versus 22.4 months, respectively (P value = 
0.02)], and tended to developed bronchopneumonia less frequently than those with 
RSVB, although the difference was not statistically significant (P value = 0.06). 
Differences in spatial patterns were investigated, and RSVA lineages were often 
identified in multiple regions in Amman, whereas RSVB introductions did not spread 
beyond a single region of the city, although these findings were based on small 
sample sizes. Multiple RSVA genotypes were identified in Amman, including GA2 
viruses as well as three viruses from the ON1 sub-genotype that emerged in 2009 
and are now the dominant genotype circulating worldwide. As vaccine development 
advances, further sequencing of RSV is needed to understand viral ecology and 
transmission, particularly in under-studied locations.  
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 Determinants of influenza and pertussis vaccine uptake in 
pregnant women in Ireland: A cross-sectional survey in 2017/18 
influenza season.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Quattrocchi A., Mereckiene J., Fitzgerald M., Cotter S.  
 
Abstract: In Ireland seasonal influenza and pertussis vaccination during pregnancy 
is recommended and every year national campaigns are organised to raise 
awareness and improve uptake. We estimated influenza and pertussis vaccine 
uptake and identified factors associated with vaccination status in pregnant women 
in 2017/18. We conducted a face-to-face omnibus survey, with quota sampling, 
among women aged 18–55 years and collected socio-demographic characteristics, 
self-reported vaccination status, awareness of vaccine campaigns, and attitudes 
towards vaccination. Sample was weighted to ensure representativeness with the 
target population. We performed univariate and multivariable logistic regression 
analyses on survey data. Overall, 241 pregnant women were enrolled. Influenza and 
pertussis vaccine uptake was 61.7% and 49.9%, respectively. Awareness of vaccine 
campaign and socio-economic status (SES) were associated with both influenza and 
pertussis vaccine uptake. The association between SES and uptake of vaccines 
differed by awareness. Women aware of the influenza vaccine campaign and with 
mid and low SES were less likely to be vaccinated, compared to those with high 
SES (aOR = 0.46; 95%CI: 0.22–0.97; aOR = 0.27; 95%CI: 0.12–0.60, respectively); 
women not aware of the pertussis vaccine campaign and with mid and low SES 
were less likely to be vaccinated, compared to those aware and with high SES (aOR 
= 0.15; 95%CI: 0.04–0.48; aOR = 0.05; 95%CI: 0.01–0.24, respectively). General 
practitioner (GP) recommendation was the main reason for receiving influenza 
vaccine (39.2%), and 71.8% of women were recommended pertussis vaccination 
from their GPs. The survey reports moderate uptake of vaccines among pregnant 
women, inequalities in uptake by SES and identifies GPs as primary source for 
vaccine recommendation. We recommend multifaceted campaigns, by engaging 
GPs, to target all socio-economic groups.  
 
 

 Epidemiology of pertussis in Marrakech and contribution of 
molecular diagnosis.  
Source: Infectious Diseases. 2019; 51(9):703-705.  
Author: Rabi A., Rokni T., Bennaoui F., Rada N., El Idrissi Slitine N., Draiss G., 
Bourouss M., Fadl Mrabih Rabou M., Bouskraoui M., Soraa N.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
 
 Paediatric hospitalizations due to whooping cough in Spain 
(1997–2017)  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Gil-Prieto R., Walter S., San-Roman-Montero J., Marin-Garcia P., Gonzalez-
Escalada A., Gil-de-Miguel A.  
 
Abstract: This epidemiological survey estimates the burden of whooping cough in 
infants up to 12 months old in Spain during a twenty-one-year period (1997–2017). 
The survey was conducted by reviewing data from the Spanish Surveillance System 
for Hospital Data. All hospitalizations due to whooping cough for infants, reported 
during the 1997–2017 period, were analysed. Codes were selected from the 
International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification diagnosis 
codes 033.0–033.9. To explore the latest national outbreak and the implementation 
of vaccination in pregnant women, analyses were stratified to compare the following 
periods: 1997–2010, 2011–2015 and 2016–2017. A total of 13,352 hospital 
discharges for whooping cough in infants up to 12 months old were reported. A total 
of 6850 discharges in the period 1997–2010, 5271 in the period 2011–2015 and 
1231 in 2016–2017 were identified. The annual hospitalization rate prior to 2011 was 
131.02 cases per 100,000 infants; in 2011–2015, the rate was significantly higher 
(250.13 cases per 100,000 infants) and in 2016–2017 it decreased (157.69 cases 
per 100,000 infants). Most of the cases (n = 11,446) occurred in infants under 4 
months of age, with hospitalization rates of 328.80, 670.81 and 385.84 cases per 
100,000 infants up to 4 months of age in the periods 1997–2010, 2011–2015 and 
2016–17, respectively. Thirty-four deaths occurred in the period 1997–2010, 36 in 
the period 2011–2015 and 4 in 2016–2017. All of the deaths occurred in infants 
under 4 months old. The case fatality rate did not vary significantly across the study 
periods. Whooping cough infections concentrate in infants up to 4 months of age in 
Spain. Public health measures such as vaccination of pregnant women, caregivers, 
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health care professionals and relatives, especially young parents, could reduce the 
hospitalization burden during the current outbreak.  
 
     
 Proper pertussis vaccination will probably not increase 
vaccination coverage: A case–control study.  
Source: Epidemiology and Infection. 2019; 147.  
Author: Solano R., Sanchez-Callejas A.V., Alvarez-Ibanez M.I., Sandiumenge-Duran 
M., Fernandez-San-Martin M.I.  
 
Abstract: Vaccination coverage (VC) against pertussis can increase when 
management practices and policies at primary care centres (PCCs) are reinforced. 
From 2011 to 2015, we performed a case–control study to evaluate VC among 
pertussis patients treated at PCCs in Barcelona, Spain. We recorded pertussis in 
patients from 8- to 16-year-olds at 52 PCCs. Pertussis cases had laboratory 
diagnostic and controls were healthy outpatients visiting the same facility for reasons 
other than cough. DTaP/dTap VC was recorded as either proper vaccination status 
(five doses recorded) or improper vaccination status (<5 doses recorded). We used 
a logistic regression model to estimate OR and 95% CI. We included 229 cases and 
576 controls. VC was higher in cases (mean 5.01, S.E.: 0.57) than in controls (4.89, 
S.E.: 0.73). Around 69% of the cases had received DTaP primary immunisation after 
2–5 years and 31.4% of cases had the dTap booster immunisation after 7–10 years. 
The 87% of children 5–9 years were properly vaccinated. We found no protection 
from becoming ill among properly vaccinated children (OR 1.87; 95% CI 1.22–2.85). 
The highest VC was observed in patients with confirmed pertussis, which was likely 
due to a more exhaustive follow-up of the VC in these patients. Being properly 
vaccinated against pertussis will probably not increase VC.  
 
     
 Pertussis vaccination in pregnancy: How many pediatric 
hospitalizations could be prevented?  
Source: Minerva Ginecologica. 2019; 71(3):245-248.  
Author: Mesini A., Moscatelli A., Castagnola E.  
 
Abstract: Pertussis is a severe disease in children, especially in neonates and it is 
preventable by vaccination during pregnancy. After the observation of a 2-month-old 
toddler who needed extracorporeal membrane oxygenation for severe RSV plus 
Bordetella pertussis infection, we performed a review of all cases of pertussis 
admitted at the Istituto Giannina Gaslini, Genoa, Italy, from 2012 to 2018. We 
retrieved 72 cases of admission for pertussis, 46% aging less than 3 months, 42% 

with at least one comorbidity. Two patients needed ICU admission. Pertussis 
vaccination during pregnancy could contribute to reduce this burden of 
hospitalizations in youngest subjects.  
 
     
 Advance system testing: Vaccine benefit studies using multi-
country electronic health data – The example of pertussis 
vaccination.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Tin Tin Htar M., de Ridder M., Braeye T., Correa A., McGee C., de Lusignan 
S., Duarte-Salles T., Huerta C., Martin-Merino E., Tramontan L., Danieli G., Picelli 
G., van der Maas N., Berencsi K., Arnheim-Dahlstrom L., Heininger U., Emborg H.-
D., Weibel D., Bollaerts K., Sturkenboom M.  
 
Abstract: The Accelerated Development of VAccine benefit-risk Collaboration in 
Europe (ADVANCE), a public-private consortium, implemented and tested a 
distributed network system for the generation of evidence on the benefits-risks of 
marketed vaccines in Europe. We tested the system by estimating the incidence rate 
(IR) of pertussis and pertussis-related complications in children vaccinated with 
acellular (aP) and whole-cell (wP) pertussis vaccine. Data from seven electronic 
databases from four countries (Denmark: AUH and SSI, Spain: SIDIAP and BIFAP, 
UK: THIN and RCGP RSC and Italy: Pedianet) were included in a retrospective 
cohort analysis. Exposure was defined as any pertussis vaccination (aP or wP). The 
follow-up time started 14 days after the first dose. Children who had received any 
pertussis vaccine from January 1990 to December 2015 were included (those who 
switched type, or had unknown type were excluded). The outcomes of interest were 
confirmed or suspected pertussis and pertussis-related pneumonia and generalised 
convulsions within one month of pertussis diagnosis and death within three months 
of pertussis diagnosis. The cohort comprised 2,886,367 children ≤5 years of age. 
Data on wP and aP vaccination were available in three and seven databases, 
respectively. The IRs (per 100,000 person-years) for pertussis varied largely and 
ranged between 0.15 (95% CI: 0.12; 0.19) and 1.15 (95% CI: 1.07; 1.23), and the 
trends over time was consistent with those observed from national surveillance 
databases for confirmed pertussis. The pertussis IRs decreased as the number of 
wP and aP vaccine doses increased. Pertussis-related complications were rare (89 
pneumonia, 7 generalised convulsions and no deaths) and their relative risk (vs. 
non-pertussis) could not be reliably estimated. The study demonstrated the 
feasibility of the ADVANCE system to estimate the change in pertussis IRs following 
pertussis vaccination. Larger sample sizes would provide additional power to 
compare the risk for complications between children with and without pertussis. The 
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feasibility of vaccine-type specific effectiveness studies may be considered in the 
future.  
 
     
 DTaP-IPV-HepB-Hib Vaccine (Hexyon®): An Updated Review of 
its Use in Primary and Booster Vaccination.  
Source: Pediatric Drugs. 2019;  
Author: Syed Y.Y.  
 
Abstract: Hexyon®is a fully-liquid, ready-to-use, hexavalent vaccine approved in the 
EU since 2013 for primary and booster vaccination in infants and toddlers from age 
6 weeks against diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, hepatitis B (HB), poliomyelitis, and 
invasive diseases caused by Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib). While the source 
of HB antigen in Hexyon®is different from other vaccines, the rest of its valences 
have been extensively used in other approved vaccines. Hexyon®is highly 
immunogenic for all its component toxoids/antigens when used as primary and 
booster vaccine in infants and toddlers, irrespective of vaccination schedule. It 
provides durable protection against hepatitis B. Hexyon®can be used for a mixed 
primary series of hexavalent-pentavalent-hexavalent vaccines or as a booster in 
infants primed with Infanrix hexa™ or pentavalent (whole-cell or acellular pertussis) 
vaccines. Coadministration of Hexyon®with other common childhood vaccines did 
not affect immune response to any vaccines. Hexyon®has a good 
reactogenicity/safety profile. The immunogenicity and safety profile of Hexyon®was 
similar to that of several approved vaccines, including Infanrix hexa™. However, 
Hexyon®offers the convenience of full-liquid, ready-to-use formulation, which may 
minimize vaccination errors and preparation time. Thus, Hexyon®is a convenient, 
useful option for vaccination against childhood diseases caused by six major 
pathogens.  
 
 
 

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Safety and Immunogenicity of Fully Liquid Hexavalent DTaP-IPV-
HepB-Hib Vaccine in Healthy Infants in Russian Federation.  
Source:  
Author: L. S. Namazova-Baranova, S. M. Kharit, O. A. Perminova, V. V. 
Romanenko, I. V. Osipova, А. G. Asatryan, A. V. Goldstein, S. B'Chir, O. I. Lyabis  
 
Abstract: Relevance/aims: Multivalent vaccines are crucial in the control of diseases 

including diphtheria (D), tetanus (T), pertussis (P), polio, hepatitis B (HB), and 
Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib [PRP~T]). To evaluate the safety and 
immunogenicity of a fully liquid, hexavalent DTaP-IPV-HB-PRP~Tvaccine in infants 
in the Russian Federation. Materials & methods. Infants (N=100) who had received 
a standalone HB vaccine within 24 hours after birth and at 1 month of age and a 
pentavalent (DTaP-IPV/PRP~T) vaccine at 3 and 4.5 months of age were enrolled 
and received the hexavalent DTaP-IPV-HB-PRP~T vaccine at 6 months of age. 
Safety was assessed from parental reports and immunogenicity using validated 
assays. Results. There were no safety concerns, with 38.0% and 49.0% of 
participants experiencing ≥ 1 solicited injection site and ≥ 1 solicited systemic 
reaction within 7 days after vaccination, respectively, and 16.0% reporting an 
unsolicited adverse event (AE) within 30 days after vaccination. The incidence of 
each solicited reaction with severity Grade 3 was ≤6.0% and all unsolicited AEs 
were Grade 1 or 2. Most AEs started ≤ 3 days post-vaccination, were short-lived, 
and resolved spontaneously. There were no serious AEs. On month post-
vaccination 100.0% of participants had antibodies ≥ 10 mIU/ mL for anti-HBs, ≥ 0.01 
IU/mL for anti-D and anti-T, ≥8 (1/dil) for anti-polio-1,2, 3, and 97.9% of participants 
had anti-PRP antibodies ≥ 0.15 gg/ml. For anti-PT and anti-FHA, GMCs were in the 
expected range. Conclusion. These results support vaccination with the DTaP-IPV-
HB-PRP~T vaccine in the Russian Federation following the recommended national 
immunization schedule.  
 
     
 Collaborative study for the calibration of the replacement 
International Standard for pertussis toxin for use in histamine 
sensitisation and CHO cell clustering assays.  
Source: Biologicals. 2019;  
Author: Douglas-Bardsley A., Asokanathan C., Tierney S., Hockley J., Markey K.  
 
Abstract: Pertussis toxin (PT) in its detoxified form is one of the major protective 
antigens in vaccines against Bordetella pertussis (whooping cough). Reference 
preparations of native PT are required for the quality control of pertussis vaccines. 
Stocks of the first WHO International Standard (IS) for PT (JNIH-5) were low and a 
replacement was required. One candidate material was donated by a vaccine 
manufacturer to NIBSC. It was formulated, lyophilised into sealed glass ampoules 
and coded 15/126. An international collaborative study assessed the suitability of 
this material to replace JNIH-5. Fourteen laboratories from 12 countries took part in 
the study. Eleven laboratories performed lethal murine histamine sensitisation assay 
(HIST), 14 performed Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cell clustering assay. 
International Units (IU) were assigned to the material using these assays as they 
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were used to assign units to JNIH-5. It was found that, unlike JNIH-5, the activities of 
15/126 in HIST and CHO cell assays did not agree and therefore different unitage 
for each assay was assigned. The preparation 15/126 was established as the 
Second WHO IS for PT for HIST and CHO cell assays. It was assigned a unitage of 
1,881 IU/ampoule in HIST and 680 IU/ampoule in the CHO cell clustering assay.  
 
     
 Maternity staff immunization coverage against pertussis and 
maternal vaccination practices: Results of a 2017 cross-sectional 
survey in five public maternity hospitals.  
Source: Medecine et Maladies Infectieuses. 2019;  
Author: Pellissier G., Lolom I., Cairati N., Cherifi C., Amiel-Taieb C., Farbos S., 
Caillaud V., Gaudelus J., Gozlan C., Pinquier D., Gehanno J.F., Luton D., Bouvet E., 
Abiteboul D.  
 
Abstract: Objectives: To conduct an audit of vaccination practices against pertussis 
in maternity wards to assess immunization practices targeting women, knowledge 
and awareness among health professionals and their involvement in the vaccination 
process, and to estimate their vaccine coverage. Materials and methods: 2017 
cross-sectional descriptive survey using a data collection sheet of immunization 
practices targeting women and an anonymous questionnaire for health professionals 
whose vaccine coverage had been documented by the occupational health service. 
Results: Five public maternity wards participated: one had a vaccination policy for 
women; 426 of 822 health professionals completed the questionnaire, 76% (from 
50% of all residents to 83% of nurses) declared their vaccination status as up to 
date. Staff files in occupational health services showed that 69% of 822 health 
professionals received at least one vaccine booster during adulthood (57% less than 
10 years before the survey); documented vaccination coverage rates ranged from 
75% for residents to 91% for senior physicians. Occupational physicians and family 
physicians respectively performed 41% and 34% of vaccinations. While knowledge 
regarding vaccines was good, only 47% of health professionals declared prescribing 
them and 18% declared administering the anti-pertussis vaccine “often” or “very 
often”. Conclusions: Updated data is needed to confirm the reported increase as 
participating centers are not representative of all birth centers. The active role of 

health professionals in vaccination-based pertussis prevention needs to be 
reinforced.  
 
     
 Impact of nutritional supplementation during pregnancy on 
antibody responses to diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis vaccination in 
infants: A randomised trial in The Gambia.  
Source: PLoS medicine. 2019 Aug 01; 16(8):e1002854.  
Author: Okala S.G., Darboe M.K., Sosseh F., Sonko B., Faye-Joof T., Prentice A.M., 
Moore S.E.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Exposure to a nutritionally deficient environment during 
fetal life and early infancy may adversely alter the ontogeny of the immune system 
and affect an infant's ability to mount an optimal immune response to vaccination. 
We examined the effects of maternal nutritional supplementation during pregnancy 
on infants' antibody responses to the diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis (DTP) vaccine 
included in the Expanded Programme on Immunisation (EPI). METHODS AND 
FINDINGS: The Early Nutrition and Immune Development (ENID) trial was a 
randomised, partially blinded trial conducted between April 2010 and February 2015 
in the rural West Kiang region of The Gambia, a resource-poor region affected by 
chronic undernutrition. Pregnant women (<20 weeks' gestation) with a singleton 
pregnancy (n = 875) were randomised to receive one of four supplements: iron-folic 
acid (FeFol; standard of care), multiple micronutrient (MMN), protein-energy (PE), or 
PE + MMN daily from enrolment (mean [SD] 13.7 [3.3] weeks' gestation) until 
delivery. Infants were administered the DTP vaccine at 8, 12, and 16 weeks of age 
according to the Gambian Government protocol. Results for the primary outcome of 
the trial (infant thymic size) were described previously; here, we report on a 
secondary outcome, infant antibody response to vaccination. The effects of 
supplementation on mean DTP antibody titres measured in blood samples collected 
from infants at 12 weeks (n = 710) and 24 weeks (n = 662) were analysed with 
adjustment for confounders including maternal age, compliance to supplement, and 
infant sex and season. At 12 weeks, following a single dose of the vaccine, 
compared with FeFol (mean 95% confidence interval [CI]; 0.11 IU/mL, 0.09-0.12), 
antenatal supplementation with MMN or MMN + PE resulted in 42.4% (95% CI 20.1-
64.6; p < 0.001) and 29.4% (6.4-52.5; p = 0.012) higher mean anti-diphtheria titres, 
respectively. Mean anti-tetanus titres were higher by 9.0% (5.5-12.5), 7.8% (4.3-
11.4), and 7.3% (4.0-10.7) in MMN, PE, and PE + MMN groups (all, p < 0.001), 
respectively, than in the FeFol group (0.55 IU/mL, 0.52-0.58). Mean anti-pertussis 
titres were not significantly different in the FeFol, MMN, and PE + MNN groups but 
were all higher than in the PE group (all, p < 0.001). At 24 weeks, following all three 
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doses, no significant differences in mean anti-diphtheria titres were detected across 
the supplement groups. Mean anti-tetanus titres were 3.4% (0.19-6.5; p = 0.038) 
higher in the PE + MMN group than in the FeFol group (3.47 IU/mL, 3.29-3.66). 
Mean anti-pertussis titres were higher by 9.4% (3.3-15.5; p = 0.004) and 15.4% (9.6-
21.2; p < 0.001) in PE and PE + MMN groups, compared with the FeFol group (74.9 
IU/mL, 67.8-82.8). Limitations of the study included the lack of maternal antibody 
status (breast milk or plasma) or prevaccination antibody measurements in the 
infants. CONCLUSION: According to our results from rural Gambia, maternal 
supplementation with MMN combined with PE during pregnancy enhanced antibody 
responses to the DTP vaccine in early infancy. Provision of nutritional supplements 
to pregnant women in food insecure settings may improve infant immune 
development and responses to EPI vaccines. TRIAL REGISTRATION: 
ISRCTN49285450.  
 
     
 The unmet need for pertussis prevention in patients with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease in the Italian context.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Aug 12;  
Author: Blasi F., Bonanni P., Braido F., Gabutti G., Marchetti F., Centanni S.  
 
Abstract: Despite high rates of vaccination, pertussis resurgence has been reported 
worldwide in recent years, including in Italy, especially in older adults. Chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a respiratory disease associated with 
progressive inflammation of the respiratory tract. Regional population studies have 
shown the prevalence of COPD in Italy to be approximately 15% with an age-
dependent increase in proportion of COPD cases. Emerging data shows that 
individuals with COPD are at high risk of contracting pertussis. Furthermore, those 
who develop pertussis could experience exacerbation of their pre-existent COPD 
and further susceptibility to other infections. Immunization programs in Italy currently 
recommend a decennial reduced-antigen-content diphtheria-tetanus-acellular 
pertussis booster vaccine dose for adults. Active measures to encourage booster 
vaccination, especially for high-risk adults such as those with COPD, could positively 
impact pertussis morbidity and the associated healthcare burden.  
 
     
 Further investigations of the IgE response to tetanus and 
diphtheria following covaccination with acellular rather than 
cellular Bordetella pertussis.  
Source: Pediatric allergy and immunology : official publication of the European 
Society of Pediatric Allergy and Immunology. 2019 Aug 16;  

Author: Aalberse R.C., Gruber C., Ljungman M., Kakat S., Wahn U., Niggemann B., 
Nilsson L.J.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: It has previously been shown in an uncontrolled study 
that the IgE response to vaccine antigens is downregulated by co-vaccination with 
cellular Bordetella pertussis vaccine. METHODS: In the present study we compared 
in a controlled trial the humoral immune response to diphtheria toxoid (D) and 
tetanus toxoid (T) in relation to co-vaccinated cellular or acellular B.pertussis 
vaccine. IgE, IgG4, and IgG to D and T was analyzed at 2, 7, and 12 months of age 
in sera of children vaccinated with D and T (DT, N=68), cellular (DTPw, N=68), 2 or 
5 component acellular B. pertussis vaccine (DTPa2, N=64; DTPa5, N=65). 
RESULTS: One month after vaccination, D-IgE was detected in 10% sera of DTPw 
vaccinated children, whereas vaccination in the absence of whole-cell pertussis 
resulted in 50-60% IgE positivity. Six months after vaccination, the IgE antibody 
levels were found to be more persistent than the IgG antibodies. These diphtheria 
findings were mirrored by those for tetanus. Only minor differences between vaccine 
groups were found with regard to D-IgG and T-IgG. No immediate-type allergic 
reactions were observed. CONCLUSION: Cellular (but not acellular) B. pertussis 
vaccine down-regulates IgE to co-vaccinated antigens in infants. We assume that 
the absence of immediate-type allergic reactions is due to the high levels of IgG 
antibodies competing with IgE antibodies. This article is protected by copyright. All 
rights reserved.  
 
     
 Quantity and quality of antibodies after acellular versus whole 
cell pertussis vaccines in infants born to mothers who received 
Tdap during pregnancy: a randomised trial.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 16;  
Author: Wanlapakorn N., Maertens K., Vongpunsawad S., Peunpa J., Tran T.M.P., 
Hens N., Van Damme P., Thiriard A., Raze D., Locht C., Poovorawan Y., Leuridan 
E.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The blunting effect of maternal pertussis immunization 
during pregnancy on infant antibody responses induced by whole cell pertussis (wP) 
vaccination is not well-defined. METHODS: This randomized controlled trial 
(NCT02408926) followed term infants born to mothers vaccinated with tetanus-
diphtheria-acellular pertussis (Tdap)-vaccine during pregnancy in Thailand. Infants 
received either acellular pertussis (aP)- or wP-containing vaccine at 2, 4, 6 and 18 
months of age. A comparison group comprised wP-vaccinated children born to 
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mothers not vaccinated during pregnancy. Antibodies against pertussis toxin (PT), 
filamentous haemagglutinin (FHA) and pertactin (PRN) were evaluated using 
commercial enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA). Functionality of 
antibodies against B. pertussis was measured using B. pertussis growth inhibition 
assay (BGIA). RESULTS: After maternal Tdap vaccination, 158 infants vaccinated 
with aP-containing vaccines possessed higher antibody levels (p < 0.001) against all 
tested B. pertussis antigens post-priming compared to 157 infants receiving wP-
containing vaccines. At one-month post-booster, only anti-FHA and anti-PRN 
antibodies were still significantly higher (p < 0.001) in the aP group. Significantly 
higher anti-PT and anti-FHA (p < 0.001), but not anti-PRN IgG, were observed 
among 69 wP-vaccinated infants born to control mothers compared to wP-
vaccinated infants of Tdap-vaccinated mothers after primary and booster 
vaccination. The antibody functionality was higher in all wP vaccinated infants at all 
times. CONCLUSIONS: Maternal Tdap vaccination inhibited more pertussis-specific 
responses in wP vaccinated infants compared to aP vaccinated infants, and the 
control group of unvaccinated women had highest pertussis-specific responses, 
persisting until after the booster dose. Antibody functionality was better in the wP 
groups.  
 
     
 New Pertussis Vaccines: A Need and a Challenge.  
Source: Advances in experimental medicine and biology. 2019 Aug 21;  
Author: Hozbor D.  
 
Abstract: Effective diphtheria, tetanus toxoids, whole-cell pertussis (wP) vaccines 
were used for massive immunization in the 1950s. The broad use of these vaccines 
significantly reduced the morbidity and mortality associated with pertussis. Because 
of reports on the induction of adverse reactions, less-reactogenic acellular vaccines 
(aP) were later developed and in many countries, especially the industrialized ones, 
the use of wP was changed to aP. For many years, the situation of pertussis 
seemed to be controlled with the use of these vaccines, however in the last decades 
the number of pertussis cases increased in several countries. The loss of the 
immunity conferred by the vaccines, which is faster in the individuals vaccinated with 
the acellular vaccines, and the evolution of the pathogen towards geno/phenotypes 
that escape more easily the immunity conferred by the vaccines were proposed as 
the main causes of the disease resurgence. According to their composition of few 
immunogens, the aP vaccines seem to be exerting a greater selection pressure on 
the circulating bacterial population causing the prevalence of bacterial isolates 
defective in the expression of vaccine antigens. Under this context, it is clear that 
new vaccines against pertussis should be developed. Several vaccine candidates 

are in preclinical development and few others have recently completed 
phaseI/phaseII trials. Vaccine candidate based on OMVs is a promising candidate 
since appeared overcoming the major weaknesses of current aP-vaccines. The most 
advanced development is the live attenuated-vaccine BPZE1 which has successfully 
completed a first-in-man clinical trial.  
 
     
 Effectiveness of acellular pertussis vaccine in older adults: nested 
matched case-control study.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 26;  
Author: Liu B., He W.-Q., Newall A.T., Quinn H.E., Bartlett M., Hayen A., Sheppeard 
V., Rose N., MacIntyre C.R., McIntyre P.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Despite recommendations that older adults receive 
acellular pertussis vaccines, data on direct effectiveness in adults aged over 50 
years are sparse. METHODS: Case-control study nested within an adult cohort. 
Cases were identified from linked pertussis notifications and each matched to three 
controls on age, sex and cohort recruitment date. Cases and controls were invited to 
complete a questionnaire, with verification of vaccination status by their primary care 
provider. Vaccine effectiveness (VE) was estimated by conditional logistic 
regression, with adjustment for reported contact with children and area of residence. 
RESULTS: Of 1112 notified cases in the cohort, we had complete data for 333 
cases and 506 controls. Among 172 PCR-diagnosed cases (mean age 61 years), 
11.2% versus 19.5% of controls, had provider-verified pertussis vaccination, on 
average 3.2 years earlier. Adjusted VE against PCR-diagnosed pertussis was 52% 
(95%CI 15 to 73%); non-significantly higher if vaccinated within 2 years (63%, -5 to 
87%). Adjusted VE was similar in adults born before 1950, presumed primed by 
natural infection (51%; -8% to 77%) versus those born 1950 or later who may have 
received whole-cell pertussis vaccine (53%; -11% to 80%); p-heterogeneity=0.9. 
Among 156 cases identified by single-point serology, adjusted VE was -55% (-177% 
to 13%). CONCLUSION: We found modest protection against PCR-confirmed 
pertussis among older adults (mean age 61 years, range 46-81) within five years 
after acellular vaccine. The most likely explanation for the markedly divergent VE 
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estimate from cases identified by single titre serology is misclassification arising from 
limited diagnostic specificity in our setting.  
 
     
 Pertussis vaccine is only modestly effective in adults: Another 
piece in the pertussis puzzle.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 26;  
Author: Crowcroft N.S.  
 

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 A single immunogenicity assay for testing potency of combination 
DTaP vaccines: Simultaneous quantitation of anti-DT, anti-TT, 
anti-PTxd and anti-FHA antibodies in Guinea-pig serum with a 
Luminex(R)-xMAP(R) bead-based serological assay.  
Source: Biologicals. 2019 Sep;61:15-21. doi: 10.1016/j.biologicals.2019.08.002. 
Epub 2019 Aug 23.  
Author: Bandiera S, Lebas A, Canizares-Martinello L, Guinchard F, Lyonnais C, 
Perrin S, Nicolas M, Uhlrich S, Chabaud-Riou M  
 
Abstract: The diphtheria toxoid (DT), tetanus toxoid (TT), and acellular pertussis (aP) 
single immunogenicity assay (DTaP SIA) is a Luminex(R)-xMAP(R)-bead-based 
multiplex immunoassay for estimating the potency of DTaP pediatric combination 
vaccines in guinea pigs. This manuscript describes the validation of this assay for 
the simultaneous quantitation of anti-diphtheria toxoid (anti-DT), anti-tetanus toxoid 
(anti-TT), anti-pertussis toxoid (anti-PTxd), and anti-filamentous hemagglutinin (anti-
FHA) antibodies in guinea pig serum following injection of a DTaP vaccine 
formulation. The results were expressed in arbitrary units/mL (AU/mL) using 
reference serum for comparison. Specificity was demonstrated by>/=75% 
homologous and </=25% heterologous inhibition for all the antigens. The results 
were linear for anti-DT, anti-TT, anti-PTxd and anti-FHA antibodies. Accuracy was 
demonstrated with recovery of between 80% and 120% for all four antibodies. The 
relative standard deviation of repeatability was </=20%. The results demonstrate 
that this SIA can be used for the linear, accurate, and precise simultaneous 

detection of all four antibodies, based on both the ICH Q2 and the EMA guidelines 
on bioanalytical method validation.  
  
 Pertussis vaccination failure in the New Zealand pediatric 
population: Study protocol.  
Source: Vaccines. 2019 Sep 01; 7(3).  
Author: Chisholm H., Howe A., Best E., Petousis-Harris H.  
 
Abstract: Pertussis vaccines have been effective at reducing pertussis-associated 
morbidity and mortality. However, they have a complex array of limitations, 
particularly associated with the duration of protection against clinical disease and 
imperfect immunity (carriage and transmission). Little is known about risk factors for 
pertussis vaccination failure. Understanding pertussis vaccination failure risk is most 
important in the paediatric population. This study aims to investigate risk factors for 
pertussis vaccination failure in (1) infants between birth and six weeks of age born to 
mothers who received pertussis booster vaccinations during pregnancy and (2) 
infants after the completion of the primary series (approximately five months old) to 
four years old. This will be achieved in a two-step process for each study group. 
Pertussis vaccination failure cases will first be described using a case series study 
design, relevant case characteristics will be sourced from six national administrative 
datasets. The case series study results will help select candidate risk factors 
(hypothesis generating step) to be tested in the retrospective cohort study 
(hypothesis testing step. Pattern analysis will be used to investigate risk factor 
patterns in the cohort study. The identification of higher risk groups enables 
targeting strategies, such as additional doses, to better prevent pertussis disease.  
 
 
 Pertussis in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations: 
epidemiology and challenges.  
Source: International Journal of Infectious Diseases. 2019 Oct 01; 87:75-83.  
Author: Thisyakorn U., Tantawichien T., Thisyakorn C., Buchy P.  
 
Abstract: Pertussis is a highly infectious respiratory disease caused by Bordetella 
pertussis. Infants and young children are particularly at risk of severe and life-
threatening disease. Infectious older individuals may transmit Bordetella pertussis to 
unprotected infants. Pertussis control measures have even failed in some countries 
with high pertussis vaccination coverage rates, leading to increased incidence rates. 
In 2014, this caused the World Health Organization to declare pertussis resurgent in 
some countries and led to recommendations regarding pertussis surveillance and 
national immunization programs. Despite the resurgence of pertussis, epidemiology 
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of the disease in Southeast Asia has received little attention. In this narrative review, 
we describe pertussis surveillance systems, control measures, epidemiologic trends, 
and region-specific pertussis research in Southeast Asia. We also make 
recommendations for the intensification of pertussis surveillance and research in the 
region.  
 
 

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Safety of Maternal Immunization Against Pertussis: A Systematic 
Review.  
Source: Infect Dis Ther. 2019 Sep 17. pii: 10.1007/s40121-019-00265-6. doi: 
10.1007/s40121-019-00265-6.  
Author: D'Heilly C, Switzer C, Macina D  
 
Abstract: The WHO recommends vaccination of all children against pertussis. 
However, newborn infants remain vulnerable to infection. Pertussis vaccination 
during pregnancy has been introduced in several countries to protect newborns via 
transplacental transfer of maternal pertussis antibodies to the infant. We reviewed 
the impact of maternal pertussis vaccination on the health of pregnant women, the 
developing fetus, and health of the newborn. We searched PubMed/MEDLINE, 
EMBASE, Scopus (Elsevier), Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, ProQuest, 
and Science Direct to identify studies that assessed the safety of maternal pertussis 
vaccination. Twenty-seven English language publications published between 
January 1995 and December 2018 were included in this review. Pregnant women 
receiving pertussis vaccines did not have increased rates of systemic or local 
reactions. There were no safety concerns with repeat vaccination with other tetanus-
containing vaccines or their concomitant administration with influenza vaccines. 
Maternal pertussis vaccination did not adversely affect pregnancy, birth or neonatal 
outcomes. This review confirms the safety of maternal pertussis vaccination during 
pregnancy. FUNDING: Sanofi Pasteur. Plain language summary available for this 
article.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Immunological and Clinical Benefits of Maternal Immunization 
Against Pertussis: A Systematic Review.  
Source: Infect Dis Ther. 2019 Sep 18. pii: 10.1007/s40121-019-00264-7. doi: 
10.1007/s40121-019-00264-7.  
Author: Switzer C, D'Heilly C, Macina D  
 
Abstract: Infants are vulnerable to pertussis infection particularly before initiation of 
pertussis vaccination. Maternal pertussis vaccination during pregnancy has been 
introduced in a number of countries in order to confer on young infants indirect 
protection from the disease through transplacental transfer of maternal antibodies. 
We reviewed the evidence on the immunogenicity and efficacy of maternal pertussis 
vaccination during pregnancy. A systematic search of PubMed/MEDLINE, EMBASE, 
Scopus, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, ProQuest, and Science Direct 
was undertaken to identify studies published between January 1995 and December 
2018. This review was not specific to any particular pertussis vaccine but included 
applicable data on available pertussis vaccines administered to pregnant women. 
The search identified 40 publications for inclusion in this review. Vaccination during 
pregnancy elicited robust maternal immune responses against all vaccine antigens 
and resulted in high placental transfer of pertussis antibodies to the infant that 
persisted well beyond delivery. Vaccination during the second or early third 
trimesters was considered ideal for antibody quantity and functionality. Although 
blunting of immune responses to some antigens in the primary immunization series 
was documented in neonates born to women vaccinated during pregnancy, there 
was no apparent adverse effect on vaccine efficacy. Multiple studies conducted in 
diverse settings have confirmed the effectiveness of maternal pertussis vaccination 
during pregnancy in preventing pertussis in infants prior to receipt of their first 
primary vaccine dose and beyond. These findings collectively underscore the value 
of maternal pertussis vaccination during pregnancy in protecting vulnerable infants 
too young to be vaccinated.Funding Sanofi Pasteur.Plain Language Summary Plain 
language summary available for this article.  
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  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Impact of oxidative stress on protein production by Bordetella 
pertussis for vaccine production.  
Source: Biochemical Engineering Journal. 2019 Nov 15; 151.  
Author: Zavatti V., Budman H., Legge R.L., Tamer M.  
 
Abstract: The response of Bordetella pertussis to induced oxidative stress during 
fermentation was assessed. B. pertussis is the causal agent of whooping cough in 
humans and purified pertactin (PRN) is used as one of the components in the 
production of acellular pertussis vaccines. When grown in bioreactors, bacteria 
adapt to environmental conditions which may include high levels of reactive 
oxidative species (ROS) that stress cells and can have detrimental effects on growth 
and protein production. ROS that are commonly attributed to oxidative stress were 
tracked and related to PRN production. Oxidative stress was imposed using 
hydrogen peroxide addition in both flask and bioreactor studies. The results indicate 
a clear detrimental effect of oxidative stress on PRN productivity and cell growth, 
and also a significant correlation between oxidative stress and the level of 
extracellular NADPH. The results also showed long term adaptation of cells to stress 
whereby the growth rate increases after the cells were exposed to oxidative stress 
for a sufficiently long time. Furthermore, differences in this adaptation behavior 
between flask and bioreactor operations are identified and explained.  
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Diphtheria - Tetanus 

 Risk factors for diphtheria outbreak in children aged 1-10 years 
in East Kalimantan Province, Indonesia [version 1; referees: 
Awaiting peer review]  
Source: F1000Research. 2018; 7.  
Author: Ramdan I.M., Susanti R., Ifroh R.H., Noviasty R.  
 
Abstract: Background: Diphtheria remains a health problem, especially in developing 
countries. In November 2017, the Indonesian Ministry of Health stated that there 
was a diphtheria outbreak in Indonesia. East Kalimantan is one of the provinces that 
experienced this disease outbreak. This study analyzes the risk factors for diphtheria 
outbreak in children aged 1-10 years. Methods: A case-control study was conducted 
on 37 respondents. Research variables consist of immunization status against 
diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus (DPT), nutritional status, children mobility, source 
of transmission, physical home environment (natural lighting, ventilation area, 
occupancy density, wall and floor type), knowledge of diphtheria and attitudes 
towards thdiphtheria prevention program. Results: We found that the most of the 
children who had diphtheria had been immunized against DPT. Additionally the 
nutritional status of children (p=0.049), mobility (p=0.000) and the source of 
transmission (p=0.020) were significantly associated with diphtheria. Conclusions: 
Child/parent mobility (OR=8.456) is the main risk factor for diphtheria outbreak. It is 
recommended to limit the mobility of children to traveto areas that are experiencing 
increased cases of diphtheria, improve the nutritional status, and further research on 
the effectiveness of diphtheria vaccine.  
 
     
 Diphtheria in Belgium: 2010-2017.  
Source: Journal of medical microbiology. 2019 Aug 16;  
Author: Martini H., Soetens O., Litt D., Fry N.K., Detemmerman L., Wybo I., 
Desombere I., Efstratiou A., Pierard D.  
 
Abstract: In Western Europe, the incidence of both respiratory and cutaneous 
diphtheria, caused by toxin-producing Corynebacterium diphtheriae, 
Corynebacterium ulcerans or Corynebacterium pseudotuberculosis, has been low 
over the past few decades thanks to the use of an effective vaccine and a high level 
of vaccination coverage. However, the disease has still not been eradicated and 
continues to occur in all of Europe. In order to prevent sequelae or a fatal outcome, 
diphtheria antitoxin (DAT) should be administered to suspected diphtheria patients 

as soon as possible, but economic factors and issues concerning regulations have 
led to poor availability of DAT in many countries. The European Centre for Disease 
Prevention and Control and World Health Organization have called for European 
Union-wide solutions to this DAT-shortage. In order to illustrate the importance of 
these efforts and underline the need for continued diphtheria surveillance, we 
present data on all registered cases of toxigenic and non-toxigenic C. diphtheriae, C. 
ulcerans and C. pseudotuberculosis in Belgium during the past decade, up to and 
including 2017.  
 
     
 Improved quadruplex real-time PCR assay for the diagnosis of 
diphtheria.  
Source: Journal of medical microbiology. 2019 Sep 03;  
Author: Badell E., Guillot S., Tulliez M., Pascal M., Panunzi L.G., Rose S., Litt D., 
Fry N.K., Brisse S.  
 
Abstract: Introduction. Diphtheria is caused by toxigenic strains of Corynebacterium 
diphtheriae, Corynebacterium ulcerans and Corynebacterium pseudotuberculosis. 
For diagnostic purposes, species identification and detection of toxigenic strains 
(diphtheria toxin (tox)-positive strains) is typically performed using end-point PCR. A 
faster quadruplex real-time PCR (qPCR) was recently developed (De Zoysa et al. 
J.Med.Microbiol. 2016;65(12):1521-1527).Aims. We aimed to improve the 
quadruplex method by adding a 16S rRNA gene target as an internal processing 
control, providing confirmation of the presence of bacterial DNA in the assays, thus 
avoiding the possibility of false-negative reporting.Methodology. Universal 16S rRNA 
gene primers and a probe were defined. The novel method was tested using 36 
bacterial isolates and 17 clinical samples. Experimental robustness to temperature 
and reagent concentration variations was assessed.Results. The method allows 
detection of the tox gene and distinguishing C. diphtheriae (including the newly 
described species Corynebacterium belfantii) from C. ulcerans and C. 
pseudotuberculosis. Complete diagnostic specificity, sensitivity and experimental 
robustness were demonstrated. The lower limit of detection for C. diphtheriae, C. 
ulcerans and tox targets was 1.86 genome copies per 5 µl reaction volume. The 
method was successfully used on two distinct qPCR technologies (LightCycler 480, 
Roche Diagnostics and Rotor-Gene Q, Qiagen) and in two laboratories (Institut 
Pasteur, Paris, France and Public Health England - National Infection Service, 
London, UK).Conclusion. This work describes validation of the improved qPCR 
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quadruplex method and supports its implementation for the biological diagnosis of 
diphtheria.  
 
     
 Global Epidemiology of Diphtheria, 2000-20171.  
Source: Emerging infectious diseases. 2019 Oct 01; 25(10):1834-1842.  
Author: Clarke K.E.N., MacNeil A., Hadler S., Scott C., Tiwari T.S.P., Cherian T.  
 
Abstract: In 2017, a total of 8,819 cases of diphtheria were reported worldwide, the 
most since 2004. However, recent diphtheria epidemiology has not been well 
described. We analyzed incidence data and data from the literature to describe 
diphtheria epidemiology. World Health Organization surveillance data were 81% 
complete; completeness varied by region, indicating underreporting. As national 
diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis (DTP) 3 coverage increased, the proportion of case-
patients <15 years of age decreased, indicating increased protection of young 
children. In countries with higher case counts, 66% of case-patients were 
unvaccinated and 63% were <15 years of age. In countries with sporadic cases, 
32% of case-patients were unvaccinated and 66% were >15 years of age, consistent 
with waning vaccine immunity. Global DTP3 coverage is suboptimal. Attaining high 
DTP3 coverage and implementing recommended booster doses are necessary to 
decrease diphtheria incidence. Collection and use of data on subnational and 
booster dose coverage, enhanced laboratory capacity, and case-based surveillance 
would improve data quality.  
 
     
 Single doses of diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis and poliomyelitis 
vaccines are sufficient to generate a booster-type response to 
tetanus in most migrant children.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Fougere Y., El Houss S., Suris J.-C., Rouvenaz-Defago S., Miletto D., Von 
der Weid L., Willen F., Williams-Smith J.A., Gehri M., Crisinel P.A.  
 
Abstract: Background: Immunization coverage for three doses of the diphtheria-
tetanus-pertussis and poliomyelitis vaccines in infants is high worldwide, therefore 
despite the lack of documentation of past vaccinations, most migrant children do not 
require complete revaccination. Our strategy was to administer a single dose of a 
tetanus toxoid containing vaccine (TTCV) to migrant children followed by anti-
tetanus toxoid (TT) serology to determine whether additional vaccine doses were 
required. Our goal was to estimate the basic TTCV coverage and to identify potential 
determinants of the vaccination response. Methods: Newly arrived migrant children 

were prospectively enrolled between October 2014 and August 2017. We included 
patients aged 1–18 years with no proof of past vaccinations who accepted a single 
dose of TTCV. Anti-TT serology was performed after 4–6 weeks, and an anti-TT 
level ≥ 1 IU/mL was considered a booster-type antibody response with no need for 
additional doses of TTCV. Potential determinants of the vaccination response were 
identified using univariate and multivariate linear regression analyses. Results: Two 
hundred and eight children were eligible for analysis. The mean age of the children 
was 9 (±4.5) years and 100 (48%) were female. The majority (n = 129, 62%) of the 
children came from the WHO Eastern Mediterranean region. Only three patients 
(1.4%) required additional vaccine doses. A Syrian origin (p < 0.001) and direct 
arrival primarily by airplane into Switzerland without transiting through other 
European countries (p = 0.029) associated with higher anti-TT levels in a 
multivariate regression model (multiple r2 = 0.210, p < 0.001). Conclusion: A single 
dose of TTCV is enough to generate long-term protection in most migrant children. 
In the context of high basic vaccination coverage, the strategy, which consists of 
administration of a single dose of TTCV followed by anti-TT serology, can be 
considered where serotesting is available and economical.  
 
     
 Tetanus Knowledge of Health Care Workers working in Casualty 
Department of Tertiary Care Hospital, Swat.  
Source: Pakistan Journal of Medical and Health Sciences. 2019; 13(2):257-258.  
Author: Jabbar A., Khan W., Ahmad I., Ahad A., Haq A.U., Nawab A.  
 
Abstract: Aim: To assess the basic level of knowledge of health care workers 
working in the casualty and emergency department of a tertiary care hospital about 
tetanus. Duration of Study: From April-2018 to September 2018. Methodology: This 
is a cross sectional study including 152 health care workers working in the Casualty 
department of Saidu group of teaching hospital Swat. A predesigned Performa, 
having questions, was given to each health care worker and was asked to fill it 
according to the question asked, after taking an informed consent. The data was 
analyzed by SPSS Version 20. Results: Among them, 90.8% of health care worker 
knew that tetanus is a complication of wound injuries. Only 47.4% of doctors were 
aware of the correct dosage of tetanus vaccine. Of these, 34.2% of health workers 
had correct knowledge of mortality. 21.7% of health workers were not administering 
TT to patients with tetanus prone injuries. Conclusion: Most of the health care 
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workers have poor knowledge about tetanus prone injuries. Training needs to be 
arranged for health workers at every level to reduce the outcome of tetanus illness.  
 
     
 Forgotten pathogen: Tetanus after gastrointestinal surgery.  
Source: BMJ Case Reports. 2019 Aug 01; 12(8).  
Author: Strypstein S., Claeys S., Smet B., Pattyn P.  
 
Abstract: A previously healthy 79-year-old woman underwent an urgent laparotomy 
and resection of a strangulated loop of small bowel. On the second postoperative 
day, she developed symptoms suspicious for postoperative tetanus. A transfer to the 
intensive care unit was necessary for aggressive supportive therapy. The patient 
required 5 months of intensive physiotherapy and rehabilitation and was 
successfully discharged home. New cases of tetanus have become rare in 
developed countries. This potentially lethal disease affects both non-immunised and 
inadequately immunised patients. The occurrence of tetanus after gastrointestinal 
surgery is extremely rare. Prevention is key and can be achieved with correct 
immunoprophylaxis. Older patients are often inadequately immunised. Should 
tetanus immunoprophylaxis routinely be checked for elderly patients undergoing 
gastrointestinal surgery? Or can we limit the immunisation to severe cases of 
ischaemic bowel injury with necrosis and/or soiling of the abdominal cavity?  
 
     
 The Prevalence and Case-Fatality Rates of Post-Neonatal Tetanus 
in a Population of Hospitalized Nigerian Children: An 8-Year 
Retrospective Review.  
Source: Journal of tropical pediatrics. 2019 Aug 09;  
Author: Okike C.O., Muoneke U.V., Uwaezuoke S.N., Mbagwu E.N., Onyeka-Okite 
E.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Although tetanus is a vaccine-preventable disease, 
reports indicate that it remains a significant cause of morbidity and mortality in both 
neonatal and post-neonatal periods especially in most developing countries. AIM: 
This study aimed to determine the prevalence and case fatality rates of post-
neonatal tetanus among children managed at the Federal Medical Centre Asaba, 
Delta State, Nigeria over 8 years. METHOD: The study was a retrospective review of 
the records of the children above 1 month of age admitted into Federal Medical 
Centre, Asaba, with a clinical diagnosis of tetanus from January 2008 to May 2016. 
Data analysis was conducted on descriptive and inferential statistics using Statistical 
Package for Social Sciences version 22.0. Mean, standard deviation and other 

relevant parameters were calculated. Level of significance was set at p < 0.05. 
RESULTS: During the study period, 32 out of 3693 admitted Paediatric patients had 
post-neonatal tetanus: giving a prevalence rate of 0.9%. The male : female ratio was 
1.9 : 1 and patients' ages ranged from 2 to 15 years with a mean age 8.9 ± 3.1 years. 
Twenty-nine percent of them had complete immunization during infancy, but none 
had booster doses. Also, 60.9% of them presented with lower limb injuries as the 
portal of entry. Over 17.4% of the patients had very severe tetanus. Of the 32 
patients studied, 62.5% resided in the neighbouring rural communities, while 50.0% 
were admitted for ≤10 days. The calculated case fatality rate was 50%. 
CONCLUSION: The prevalence and case fatality rates of post-neonatal tetanus are 
still relatively high in this clime. Given the prevalent nature of the disease in children 
aged 5 years and above, there is a need to include the booster doses of tetanus 
toxoid in the country's National Programme on Immunization schedule.  
 
     
 Effectiveness of booster dose of tetanus and diphtheria toxoids 
(Td) vaccine in management of recurrent aphthous stomatitis: A 
prospective, randomized, triple-blind and placebo-controlled 
clinical trial.  
Source: The Journal of dermatological treatment. 2019 Aug 12; 1-19.  
Author: Habibzadeh S., Sheikh Rahimi M., Edalatkhah H., Piri H., Maleki N.  
 
Abstract: Background: Recurrent aphthous stomatitis (RAS) is the most common 
oral disease. The activation of the immune system by vaccines might reduce the 
interactions between oral mucosa and microorganisms. Aim: To evaluate the effect 
of the tetanus-diphtheria toxoids (Td) vaccine in management of RAS. Design and 
Setting: This prospective, randomized, triple-blind and placebo-controlled clinical trial 
study was conducted on 70 eligible patients with minor RAS at the dermatology 
outpatient clinic. Method: Finally, a total of 66 participants (48 male, 18 female; 
mean age: 38.56 ± 10.98 years) completed the study in two groups, one in which 
colchicine and a single dose of vitamin B6 (placebo group) was treated and one in 
which colchicine and a single dose of Td vaccine (intervention group) was treated. 
Results: After six months of follow-up, the patients were evaluated, which revealed 
significant effects of the Td vaccine on pain intensity, ulcer size, recovery time, and 
the interval between episodes. At the end of the six month follow-up, 27 patients 
(81.8%) in the intervention group and 13 patients (39.4%) in the placebo group 
showed partial or complete recovery, and there was statistically significant difference 
between the groups (p < 0.001). Recovery was not significantly associated with sex, 
education level, marital status and duration of RAS. However, occupation and 
positive family history of RAS had significant relations with recovery. Conclusion: A 
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booster dose of Td vaccine had relatively favorable effects on pain intensity and 
recurrence of RAS, but further research is needed to confirm its efficacy. Trial 
Registration: The Trial has been registered in the Iranian Registry of Clinical Trials 
Registry: IRCT201501213989N1. Registered 3 January 2016.  
 
     
 Generalized tetanus.  
Source: CMAJ. 2019 Aug 26; 191(34):E944.  
Author: Niu K.-Y., Lin Y.-K.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Safety and immunogenicity of tetanus/diphtheria vaccination in 
patients with rheumatic diseases-a prospective multi-centre 
cohort study.  
Source: Rheumatology (Oxford, England). 2019 Sep 01; 58(9):1585-1596.  
Author: Buhler S., Jaeger V.K., Adler S., Bannert B., Brummerhoff C., Ciurea A., 
Distler O., Franz J., Gabay C., Hagenbuch N., Herzog C., Hasler P., Kling K., Kyburz 
D., Muller R., Nissen M.J., Siegrist C.-A., Villiger P.M., Walker U.A., Hatz C.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVES: We aimed to assess the safety and immunogenicity of a 
diphtheria/tetanus vaccine booster dose in three different patient groups with 
rheumatic diseases on a variety of immunosuppressive/immunomodulatory 
medications compared with healthy controls (HCs). METHODS: We conducted a 
multi-centre prospective cohort study in Switzerland. We enrolled patients with RA, 
axial SpA/PsA, vasculitis (Behçet's disease, ANCA-associated vasculitis) and HCs. 
Diphtheria/tetanus vaccination was administered according to the Swiss vaccination 
recommendations. Blood samples were drawn before vaccination, and 1 month and 
3 months afterwards. Antibody concentrations against vaccine antigens were 
measured by ELISA. Immunogenicity was compared between patient and 
medication groups. A mixed model was applied for multivariate analysis. Missing 
data were dealt with using multiple imputation. RESULTS: Between January 2014 
and December 2015, we enrolled 284 patients with rheumatic diseases (131 RA, 
114 SpA/PsA, 39 vasculitis) and 253 HCs. Of the patients, 89% were on 
immunosuppressive/immunomodulatory medication. Three months post-vaccination 
100% of HCs vs 98% of patients were protected against tetanus and 84% vs 73% 
against diphtheria. HCs and SpA/PsA patients had significantly higher responses 
than RA and vasculitis patients. Assessing underlying diseases and medications in a 
multivariate model, rituximab was the only factor negatively influencing tetanus 

immunogenicity, whereas only MTX treatment had a negative influence on 
diphtheria antibody responses. No vaccine-related serious adverse events were 
recorded. CONCLUSION: Diphtheria/tetanus booster vaccination was safe. Tetanus 
vaccination was immunogenic; the diphtheria component was less immunogenic. 
Vaccine responses were blunted by rituximab and MTX. TRIAL REGISTRATION: 
ClinicalTrials.gov, http://clinicaltrials.gov, Identifier: NCT01947465.  
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Hib 

    
 Comparison of Haemophilus influenzae Seroprevalence in Serum 
Samples Collected from 0-5-year-old Children in Japan in 1980, 
1995, 2010, and 2012.  
Source: Japanese journal of infectious diseases. 2019 Aug 30;  
Author: Arai S., Satoh H., Okuno H., Morino S., Oishi K., Tanaka-Taya K.  
 
Abstract: Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib) causes various invasive infections, 
such as meningitis, septic arthritis, and pneumonia, especially in children under 5 
years of age. Despite Hib vaccines protect Hib infection, seroepidemiological 
surveys of Hib infections have not been conducted systematically in Japan thus far. 
We analyzed 1,338 serum samples from 0-5-year-old children that were provided by 
the National Serum Reference Bank of the National Institute of Infectious Diseases 
(Tokyo, Japan). Serum levels of the anti-polyribosylribitol phosphate (PRP) IgG 
antibody against the Hib were determined using an anti-H. influenzae IgG enzyme 
immunoassay kit. We revealed that in samples from 1,168 (87.3%) children, anti-
PRP IgG antibody levels were ≥0.15 µg/mL, i.e., at the minimal natural immunity 
level. Titers expected to provide long-term protection (≥1 µg/mL) were increased 
from 2.7% to 51.6% of <1 year of age after introduction of Hib vaccine (1980: 5.3%, 
1995: 2.7%, 2010: 22.0%, 2012: 51.6%). Our data confirmed that the introduction of 
Hib vaccination under 5 years of age increased the proportion of children with high 
anti-PRP IgG titers that ensured long-term protection.  
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Polio 

 Poliomyelitis outbreak in Papua New Guinea: health system and 
health security implications for PNG and Australia.  
Source: Medical Journal of Australia. 2019;  
Author: Hall J.J., Ambang T., Asante A., Mapira P., Craig A., Schuele E., Pervaz 
Iqbal M.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
 Progress Toward Poliomyelitis Eradication - Nigeria, January 
2018-May 2019.  
Source: MMWR. Morbidity and mortality weekly report. 2019 Jul 26; 68(29):642-646.  
Author: Adamu U.S., Archer W.R., Braka F., Damisa E., Siddique A., Baig S., 
Higgins J., Sume G.E., Banda R., Korir C.K., Waziri N., Gidado S., Bammeke P., 
Edukugo A., Nganda G.W., Forbi J.C., Burns C.C., Liu H., Jorba J., Asekun A., 
Franka R., Wassilak S.G.F., Bolu O.  
 
Abstract: The number of wild poliovirus (WPV) cases in Nigeria decreased from 
1,122 in 2006 to six WPV type 1 (WPV1) in 2014 (1). During August 2014-July 2016, 
no WPV cases were detected; during August-September 2016, four cases were 
reported in Borno State. An insurgency in northeastern Nigeria had resulted in 
468,800 children aged <5 years deprived of health services in Borno by 2016. 
Military activities in mid-2016 freed isolated families to travel to camps, where the 
four WPV1 cases were detected. Oral poliovirus vaccine (OPV) campaigns were 
intensified during August 2016-December 2017; since October 2016, no WPV has 
been detected (2). Vaccination activities in insurgent-held areas are conducted by 
security forces; however, 60,000 unvaccinated children remain in unreached 
settlements. Since 2018, circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2) has 
emerged and spread from Nigeria to Niger and Cameroon; outbreak responses to 
date have not interrupted transmission. This report describes progress in Nigeria 
polio eradication activities during January 2018-May 2019 and updates the previous 
report (2). Interruption of cVDPV2 transmission in Nigeria will need increased efforts 
to improve campaign quality and include insurgent-held areas. Progress in 

surveillance and immunization activities will continue to be reviewed, potentially 
allowing certification of interruption of WPV transmission in Africa in 2020.  
 
     
 Poliomyelitis.  
Source: Emerging Infectious Diseases. 2019 Aug 01; 25(8):1611.  
Author: Henry R.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Progress Toward Poliomyelitis Eradication - Afghanistan, January 
2018-May 2019.  
Source: MMWR. Morbidity and mortality weekly report. 2019 Aug 23; 68(33):729-
733.  
Author: Martinez M., Shukla H., Nikulin J., Mbaeyi C., Jorba J., Ehrhardt D.  
 
Abstract: Since October 2016, Afghanistan and Pakistan have been the only 
countries with reported cases of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) (1). In Afghanistan, 
although the number of cases had declined during 2013-2016, the polio eradication 
program experienced challenges during 2017-2019. This report describes polio 
eradication activities and progress in Afghanistan during January 2018-May 2019 
and updates previous reports (2,3). During May-December 2018, insurgent groups 
(antigovernment elements) banned house-to-house vaccination in most southern 
and southeastern provinces, leaving approximately 1 million children inaccessible to 
oral poliovirus vaccine (OPV) administration. During January-April 2019, vaccination 
targeting children at designated community sites (site-to-site vaccination) was 
permitted; however, at the end of April 2019, vaccination campaigns were banned 
nationally. During 2018, a total of 21 WPV1 cases were reported in Afghanistan, 
compared with 14 during 2017. During January-May 2019, 10 WPV1 cases were 
reported (as of May 31), compared with eight during January-May 2018. Sewage 
sample-testing takes place at 20 sites in the highest-risk areas for poliovirus 
circulation; 17 have detected WPV1 since January 2017, primarily in the southern 
and eastern provinces. Continued discussion with antigovernment elements to 
resume house-to-house campaigns is important to achieving polio eradication in 
Afghanistan. To increase community support for vaccination, collaboration among 
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humanitarian service agencies to address other urgent health and basic needs is 
critical.  
 
     
 Environmental Surveillance of Polioviruses in Armenia, Colombia 
before Trivalent Oral Polio Vaccine Cessation.  
Source: Viruses. 2019 Aug 23; 11(9).  
Author: Gonzalez M.M., Fonseca M.C., Rodriguez C.A., Giraldo A.M., Vila J.J., 
Castano J.C., Padilla L., Sarmiento L.  
 
Abstract: Although acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) surveillance is the "gold standard" 
for detecting cases of polio, environmental surveillance can provide supplementary 
information in the absence of paralytic poliomyelitis cases. This study aimed to 
detect the introduction and/or circulation of wild poliovirus or vaccine-derived 
polioviruses (VDPV) in wastewater, covering a significant population of Armenia, 
Colombia, before trivalent oral polio vaccine (OPV) cessation. Between March and 
September 2015, 24 wastewater samples were collected from eight study sites in 
eight communes of Armenia, Colombia. Virus detection and characterization were 
performed using both cell culture (i.e., RD or L20B cells) and RT-PCR. Polioviruses 
were isolated in 11 (45.8%) of 24 wastewater samples. All isolates were identified as 
Sabin strains (type 1 = 9, type 3 = 2) by intratypic differentiation. Type 2 poliovirus 
was not detected in any of the samples. No wild poliovirus or VDPV was detected 
among the isolates. Non-polio enterovirus was identified in 8.3% (2/24) of the 
samples. This study revealed the excretion of Sabin poliovirus from OPV-immunized 
individuals, as well as the absence of VDPV and wild poliovirus in wastewaters of 
Armenia, Colombia. This confirms that environmental surveillance is an effective 
method, as an additional support to AFP surveillance, to monitor poliovirus during 
the OPV-to-IPV (inactivated polio vaccine) transition period.  
 
     
 Borders and Blood Fractions: Gamma Globulin and Canada's Fight 
against Polio, 1950-55.  
Source: Canadian bulletin of medical history = Bulletin canadien d'histoire de la 
medecine. 2019 Sep 06; e052019.  
Author: Mawdsley S.E.  
 
Abstract: During the early 1950s, Canada's efforts to prevent polio became heavily 
influenced by developments in the United States. America's foremost polio charity, 
the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, sponsored University of Pittsburgh 
researcher Dr. William McD. Hammon to evaluate the efficacy of a human blood 

fraction, gamma globulin (GG), to prevent paralytic polio. When the resulting clinical 
trial data appeared to show that the blood fraction offered some protection against 
the disease, Canadians embraced the concept for reasons of historical trust, 
parental demand, and public health pragmatism. They established Canada's first 
national immunization program to fight polio before the vaccine, as well as 
developed a plan to produce, evaluate, and distribute GG to epidemic areas. 
Despite being an expensive enterprise for a geographically vast and sparsely 
populated nation, Canada's GG program was extended to citizens and it became an 
important response to polio before a safe and effective vaccine was licensed. 
Although the blood fraction was not as effective at preventing polio paralysis as 
researchers had anticipated, its systematic use reveals how Canadian health 
leaders drew on transnational relationships to reduce the incidence of disease.  
 
     
 Polio vaccination controversy in Pakistan.  
Source: The Lancet. 2019 Sep 14; 394(10202):915-916.  
Author: Ali M., Ahmad N., Khan H., Ali S., Akbar F., Hussain Z.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
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Hepatitis B 

      
 A system dynamics modelling simulation based on a cohort of 
hepatitis B epidemic research in east China community.  
Source: Epidemiology and Infection. 2019; 147.  
Author: Yu Z., Deng M., Peng C., Song X., Chen Y., Zhang X., Liu Q., Li Y., Jiang 
H., Xu X., Pan L., Yuan J., Ruan B.  
 
Abstract: Hepatitis B constitutes a severe public health challenge in China. The 
Community-based Collaborative Innovation hepatitis B (CCI-HBV) project is a 
national epidemiological study of hepatitis B and has been conducting a 
comprehensive intervention in southern Zhejiang since 2009. The comprehensive 
intervention in CCI-HBV areas includes the dynamic hepatitis B screening in local 
residents, the normalised treatment for hepatitis B infections and the upcoming full-
aged hepatitis B vaccination. After two rounds of screening (each round taking for 4 
years), the initial epidemiological baseline of hepatitis B in Qinggang was obtained, 
a coastal community in east China. By combining key data and system dynamics 
modelling, the regional hepatitis B epidemic in 20 years was predicted. There were 
1041 HBsAg positive cases out of 12 228 people in Round 1 indicating HBV 
prevalence of 8.5%. Of the 13 146 people tested in Round 2, 1171 people were 
HBsAg positive, with a prevalence of 8.9%. By comparing the two rounds of 
screening, the HBV incidence rate of 0.192 per 100 person-years was observed. By 
consulting electronic medical records, the HBV onset rate of 0.533 per 100 person-
years was obtained. We generated a simulated model to replicate the real-world 
situation for the next two decades. To evaluate the effect of interventions on regional 
HBV prevalence, three comparative experiments were conducted. In this study, the 
regional hepatitis B epidemic in 20 years was predicted and compared with HBV 
prevalence under different interventions. Owing to the existing challenges in 
research methodology, this study combined HBV field research and simulation to 
provide a system dynamics model with close-to-real key data to improve prediction 

accuracy. The simulation also provided a prompt guidance for the field 
implementation.  
 
     
 Anti-hepatitis B antibody levels in immunized medical students: 
Are they at risk?  
Source: Revista da Sociedade Brasileira de Medicina Tropical. 2019; 52.  
Author: Batista K.Z.S., de Azambuja L.P., de Souza S., de Souza M.C., de Cordova 
C.M.M., Filho H.H. S.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Medical students have an occupational risk for hepatitis B 
(HB). This study sought to determine anti-HBs and anti-HBc IgG levels in vaccinated 
students, check their seroconversion, and correlate this with vaccination. Methods: 
One hundred and forty-three students’ blood samples and their vaccination 
schedules were analyzed. Results: 65.7% were positive for anti-HBs; however, anti-
HBs was absent in 34.3%. Only two samples were positive for anti-HBc IgG. 
Conclusions: More than 30% of students did not have minimum protective levels. 
Comparing HBV vaccination and anti-HBs reactivity, the majority of reactive 
individuals received their last dose within the past 16 years.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B vaccination coverage in health care providers in 
tertiary care hospitals: A multicenter study from Pakistan.  
Source: Medical Forum Monthly. 2019; 30(7):33-37.  
Author: Asif M., Zahid M., Ali M., Ali S., Wazir A.K.  
 
Abstract: Objective: To determine the frequency of vaccination coverage against 
hepatitis B virus (HBV) in Health Care Workers (HCWs) in tertiary care hospitals and 
to identify the common barriers to vaccination. Study Design: Descriptive / cross-
sectional study Place and Duration of Study: This study was conducted at the ten 
Tertiary Care Hospitals of Pakistan located in Rawalpindi, Islamabad and Peshawar 
from January 2018 to May 2018. Materials and Methods: HCWs were evaluated 
through a self-administered questionnaire which included questions about 
demographics, HBV vaccination status and reasons for incomplete vaccination. 
Categorical variables were shown in percentages and Chi square test was used to 
determine the determinants of vaccination. Results: Of the total 1130 participants, 
693 (61.3%) were males and mean age of the study participants was 28.8± 6.69 SD 
years. Of the total, 590 (52.2%) were fully vaccinated, 188 (16.6%) partially 
vaccinated, 307 (27.2%) non-vaccinated while 45 (4%) could not recall their 
vaccination history. Negligence followed by lack of knowledge were reported as 
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common barriers to vaccination. Statistically significant association among age 
(p=0.025), type of profession (p< 0.001), duration of employment (p=0.035) and 
hepatitis B vaccine coverage was observed. Conclusion: There was low hepatitis B 
vaccine coverage among HCWs. A free and mandatory immunization program 
should be offered to all HCWs to achieve 100% vaccination coverage and ensure 
their protection against HBV.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B Knowledge, Testing, and Vaccination History among 
Undergraduate Public Health Students in Ghana.  
Source: BioMed Research International. 2019; 2019.  
Author: Osei E., Niyilapah J., Kofi Amenuvegbe G., Liu Y.  
 
Abstract: Background. Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is a serious public health 
problem in many parts of the world. The risk of acquiring the infection through 
exposure to blood, semen, and other bodily fluids is highest among health care 
workers (HCW) including trainees. Ghana is considered a high risk country for HBV; 
however little is known about the knowledge and prevention practices of the 
infection in the country. This study assessed the knowledge, testing, and vaccination 
history of HBV and their related factors among undergraduate public health students 
of University of Health and Allied Sciences in Ghana. Methods. A cross-sectional 
study was conducted among 226 students using a pretested questionnaire to assess 
Hepatitis B knowledge, testing, and vaccination history of the students. We 
performed logistic regression analysis to examine the relationship between Hepatitis 
B testing and vaccination history and participants' characteristics. Data was 
analysed using Stata Version 12. Results. Majority 169 (73.9%) of the 226 
participants studied had moderate knowledge regarding HBV infection. About half 
114 (50.4%) of them had never been tested for HBV infection, and 100 (44.2%) had 
received at least a single dose of Hepatitis B vaccine. The completed vaccination 
rate among the students was 30.5%. Students in their 2nd year (Adjusted Odds 
Ratio [AOR]: 3.13; 95% Confidence Interval [CI]: 1.13, 7.52; p<0.011) and those with 
moderate (AOR: 4.76; 95% CI; 1.35, 16.82; P=0.015) and good (AOR: 5.40; 95% CI: 
1.31, 22.36; P=0.020) level of knowledge were more likely to be tested for HBV. 
With regard to vaccination, females (AOR: 1.85; 95%CI: 1.04-3.29; P=0.037) and 
regular students (AOR: 0.37; 95%CI: 0.19, 0.70; p=0.002) were associated with 
receiving the full dose of Hepatitis B vaccine. Conclusion. This study highlights the 
urgent need for continued health education on HBV infection and strategies that 
ensure that health trainees are screened and fully vaccinated against the infection to 

prevent potential future exposure to the virus. The students' representative council 
can organize free HBV testing and vaccination for all fresh students.  
 
     
 Booster dose vaccine response among children who were primary 
hepatitis B vaccine non-responders and sensitive groups 
concerning vaccine response.  
Source: Turkish Journal of Pediatric Disease. 2019; 13(3):160-164.  
Author: Kara Uzun A., Cuhaci Cakir B., Ozkaya Parlakay A., Paksoy Z.  
 
Abstract: Objective: In this study, booster dose vaccine response was evaluated 
after performing a vaccine schedule at 0, 1st and 6th months among 83 children 
aged between 2 and 16 years who were primary hepatitis B vaccine non-responders 
and we tried to determine which groups were sensitive concerning vaccine 
response. Material and Methods: Euvax B vaccine which included 10 μg HBsAg was 
administered in 3 doses for the second time at 0, 1 and 6 months as 0.5 ml 
intramuscularly in the deltoid muscle to 83 healthy children aged between 2 and 16 
years who were primary hepatitis B vaccine non-responders and their vaccine status 
was determined with tests before minor surgery. Blood tests were taken three times 
from children at 1, 6 and 7 months after the first vaccination and anti-HBs titer was 
evaluated by using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay technique. Results: The 
mean age of the children was 9.3±3.6 years (2-15,9 years). The anti-HBs geometric 
mean concentration was found to be 537.97±377.51 mIU/mL (0.6-1000) after the 
first vaccination, as 309.33± 337.45 mIU/mL (8-1000) after the second vaccination 
and as 609.78±347.43 mIU/mL (11.1-1000) following the third vaccination. Anti-HBs 
positive conversion rates in T1 were compared in 81 children who had been 
checked after the first vaccination and anti-HBs positive conversion rates were found 
to be significantly lower in children whose anti-HBs titer was under 1 mlU/ml before 
vaccination (p=0,01, Z -3.29, U 469). There was no difference concerning T6 and T7 
between these two groups. Anti-HBs positive conversion rates in T6 and T7 were 
found to be significantly higher in children with malnutrition (p=0.008, Z -2.56, U 
60.5, p=0.03, Z -2.11, U 26.5). Conclusion: When observing the rapid decrease in 
T6 in contrast with the two dose vaccination, it is thought that anti-HBs 
seroconversion rates and anti-HBs geometric mean concentration are related with 
reminding, anti-HBs titer before vaccination and checking time of anti-HBs rather 
than the number of reminding doses. In fact, we believe that 3 dose vaccination is 
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better among those children whose anti-HBs titer is under <1 mIU/mL and who have 
malnutrition.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B vaccine uptake among healthcare workers in a 
referral hospital, Accra.  
Source: The Pan African medical journal. 2019; 33:96.  
Author: Ansa G.A., Ofori K.N.A., Houphouet E.E., Amoabeng A.A., Sifa J.S., 
Amenuveve C.K., Odame G.H.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Hepatitis B vaccination among healthcare workers (HCWs) in 
Ghana has not been actively pursued despite the endemicity of the infection. This 
study measures the hepatitis B vaccine uptake among HCWs at the University of 
Ghana Hospital, Legon (UGHL) and identifies the factors associated with 
vaccination. Methods: An analytical cross-sectional study involving all staff who have 
direct contact with patients was conducted. Self-administered questionnaires were 
used to collect data on vaccination status, age, sex, type of staff, duration of work in 
the facility, exposure to blood or blood products, blood stained linens/waste, sharp 
instruments and performance of invasive procedures. Data was analysed using 
STATA 14. Continuous variables were described using median values and 
interquartile ranges (IQR) and categorical variables as proportions. Bivariate and 
multivariate analysis were conducted to identify the factors associated with hepatitis 
B vaccination status. Results: Of the 161 participants interviewed, 63.4% were 
females with median age 35 years (IQR: 27-45). Eighty-six (53.4%) of the 
respondents had taken the hepatitis B vaccine with 79.1% of them having completed 
the vaccination schedule. Factors associated with vaccination were working for more 
than 16 years (OR: 3.8, CI: 1.02-12.72), daily exposure to blood/blood products (OR: 
4.1, CI: 1.43-11.81) and sharp instruments (OR: 4.45, CI: 1.39- 14.24), performing 
invasive procedures daily (OR: 3.0, CI: 1.07-8.45) and frequent exposure to blood 
stained linens/waste (OR: 6.1, CI: 1.41-26.51). Conclusion: The lack of hepatitis B 

vaccination among some HCWs at UGHL puts them at risk of contracting hepatitis B 
infection.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B surface antibody titers at one and two years after 
hepatitis B virus vaccination in healthy young Japanese adults.  
Source: Internal Medicine. 2019; 58(16):2349-2355.  
Author: Kakisaka K., Sakai A., Yoshida Y., Miyasaka A., Takahashi F., Sumazaki R., 
Takikawa Y.  
 
Abstract: Objective Since healthcare providers face an increased risk of hepatitis B 
virus (HBV) infection because of their work, vaccination plays a critical role in 
preventing HBV transmission. However, the duration for which acquired HBV 
surface antibodies (anti-HBs) persist remains unknown. To evaluate the primary 
immunologic response to HBV vaccination and its persistence in healthy Japanese 
adolescents. Methods In total, 690 young adults underwent HBV vaccination with a 
three-dose schedule. The primary response was determined by the anti-HBs titers at 
1-2 months after the final dosage. Subjects with anti-HBs titers of <10, 10-100, and 
>100 mIU/mL were classified as “non-responders,” “low-responders,” and “sufficient 
responders,” respectively. Anti-HB titers were re-measured at 1 or 2 years after 
vaccination. Results First, 95.8% and 72.8% of the subjects had anti-HBs titers of 
>10 and >100 mIU/mL, respectively, as a primary response. The anti-HBs titers 
measured at 1 and 2 years after vaccination were significantly correlated with those 
of the primary response (1 year: r=0.893, p<0.0001; 2 years: r=0.902, p<0.001). 
Most subjects with a titer of >100 mIU/mL at the primary response maintained an 
anti-HBs titer of >10 mIU/mL [1 year after vaccination, 208/209 (99.5%); 2 years 
after vaccination, 72/81 (90.1%)]. However, in subjects with a primary response of 
10-100 mIU/mL the anti-HBs titer frequently declined; 17/38 (44.7%) and 9/10 
(90.0%) subjects had a titer of <10 mIU/mL at 1 and 2 years, respectively. 
Conclusion The primary response was associated with the anti-HBs titers at 1 and 2 
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years after vaccination, and the anti-HBs titers of 54.2% of the low responders were 
not maintained for 2 years, even if they were vaccinated as healthy young adults.  
 
     
 Knowledge, awareness, attitude, and practice of health-care 
professionals toward hepatitis B disease and vaccination in Saudi 
Arabia.  
Source: Human Vaccines and Immunotherapeutics. 2019;  
Author: Alshammari T.M., Aljofan M., Subaie G., Hussain T.  
 
Abstract: Objectives: Health-care professionals (HCPs) are at very high risk for 
accidental exposure to hepatitis B virus (HBV) from infected patients; as such, this 
study aimed to investigate the knowledge, awareness, attitude, and practice of 
HCPs toward hepatitis B vaccination. Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional 
study with a pre-tested, validated questionnaire in seven major cities in Saudi Arabia 
from January to April 2015. The questionnaire consisted of four sections: 
demographics, knowledge, awareness of hepatitis B infection, and attitude of HCPs 
toward HBV. We analyzed the data collected from study participants using SAS® 
V9.2. Results: Approximately 16.5% of participants reported that they had not 
received the hepatitis B vaccine; however, the majority of participants believed that 
hepatitis B is common (73.2%) and that vaccination is an effective strategy to reduce 
disease incidence (75%). Availability of the vaccine was a major barrier to 
vaccination (48.7%), together with safety concerns surrounding the vaccine (37%). 
Approximately 31.2% of non-vaccinated participants believed the hepatitis B vaccine 
is not safe, while only 8% possessed this belief in the vaccinated group. Additionally, 
36.4% of non-vaccinated participants were unsure of the effectiveness of the 
vaccine, compared to 24.3% in the vaccinated group. Inability to afford the vaccine 
was reported by 18.2% of the non-vaccinated group compared to only 4% of 
vaccinated participants. Conclusion: There is notable hepatitis B vaccination 
coverage among HCPs, but observed levels are below global standards. We believe 

the hurdles preventing non-vaccinated HCPs from being immunized must be 
addressed.  
 
     
 Serological changes against hepatitis B surface antigen in 
children and adolescents receiving chemotherapy for acute 
leukemia.  
Source: Mediterranean Journal of Hematology and Infectious Diseases. 2019; 11(1).  
Author: Shin H.J., Lee E.S., Han S.B., Lee J.W., Chung N.-G., Cho B., Kang J.H.  
 
Abstract: Background: Vaccination for hepatitis B virus (HBV) after chemotherapy 
among pediatric patients with acute Leukemia is still a debated issue. We 
investigated HBV immunity before and after chemotherapy and assessed immune 
response to re-vaccination after chemotherapy. Methods: We retrospectively 
analyzed data of children and adolescents aged <19 years requested for vaccination 
after chemotherapy for acute leukemia to evaluate hepatitis B surface antibody 
(HBsAb) status before and after chemotherapy and to identify factors related to 
HBsAb positivity after chemotherapy. Results: Of 89 enrolled patients, 61 (68.5%) 
with acute leukemia were HBsAb positive before chemotherapy. Of these 61 
patients, 48 (78.7%) seroconverted to HBsAb negative status after chemotherapy; 
there were 76 (85.4%) HBsAb negative patients after chemotherapy. HBsAb positive 
patients when compared to HBsAb negative patients after chemotherapy had a 
significantly higher HBsAb positive rate (100.0% vs. 63.2%, p=0.008) before 
chemotherapy. Following HBsAb testing after one dose of the HBV vaccination, 33 
(43.4%) of the 76 HBsAb negative patients seroconverted to an HBsAb positive 
status. HBsAb positive patients after a single dose of HBV vaccination had a 
significantly higher HBsAb positive rate at the time of diagnosis compared to HBsAb 
negative patients (84.8% vs. 48.8%, p=0.001). Conclusions: Based on these results, 
HBV re-vaccination after chemotherapy is recommended for all children and 
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adolescents with acute leukemia. In addition, further investigation is required to 
improve the immunogenicity of HBV re-vaccination.  
 
     
 Modelling cost-effectiveness of tenofovir for prevention of mother 
to child transmission of hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection in South 
Africa.  
Source: BMC public health. 2019 Jun 26; 19(1):829.  
Author: Mokaya J., Burn E.A.O., Tamandjou C.R., Goedhals D., Barnes E.J., 
Andersson M., Pinedo-Villanueva R., Matthews P.C.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: International sustainable development goals for the 
elimination of viral hepatitis as a public health problem by 2030 highlight the need to 
optimize strategies for prevention, diagnosis and treatment of hepatitis B virus (HBV) 
infection. An important priority for Africa is to have affordable, accessible and 
sustainable prevention of mother to child transmission (PMTCT) programmes, 
delivering screening and treatment for antenatal women and implementing timely 
administration of HBV vaccine for their babies. METHODS: We developed a 
decision-analytic model simulating 10,000 singleton pregnancies to assess the cost-
effectiveness of three possible strategies for deployment of tenofovir in pregnancy, 
in combination with routine infant vaccination: S1: no screening nor antiviral therapy; 
S2: screening and antiviral prophylaxis for all women who test HBsAg-positive; S3: 
screening for HBsAg, followed by HBeAg testing and antiviral prophylaxis for women 
who are HBsAg-positive and HBeAg-positive. Our outcome was cost per infant HBV 
infection avoided and the analysis followed a healthcare perspective. RESULTS: 
Based on 10,000 pregnancies, S1 predicts 45 infants would be HBV-infected at six 
months of age, compared to 21 and 28 infants in S2 and S3, respectively. Relative 
to S1, S2 had an incremental cost of $3940 per infection avoided. S3 led to more 
infections and higher costs. CONCLUSION: Given the long-term health burden for 
individuals and economic burden for society associated with chronic HBV infection, 

screening pregnant women and providing tenofovir for all who test HBsAg+ may be 
a cost-effective strategy for South Africa and other low/middle income settings.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B virus infection among oncohematologic disease 
patients in Central Brazil: prevalence, risk factors and 
immunization.  
Source: Hematology, Transfusion and Cell Therapy. 2019 Jul 01; 41(3):199-204.  
Author: Pessoni G.C., Marinho T.A., Carneiro M.M.S., Martins R.M., Soares C.C., 
Silva L.N., Matos M.A., Arantes A.M., Teles J.A., Santos N.C., Araujo Teles S.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Carriers of oncohematological diseases are at high risk for 
hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection. Objective and method: To investigate the 
epidemiology of HBV infection in Goiânia, Central Brazil, 322 individuals with 
oncohematological diseases (leukemias, Hodgkin lymphoma and non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma) were interviewed and blood samples were collected for the detection of 
serological markers of HBV-DNA by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Medical 
records of participants were also reviewed. Results: Non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (n = 
99) and chronic myeloid leukemia (n = 108) were the most frequent 
oncohematological diseases. The overall prevalence of HBV was 13.97% (45/322). 
Of the total participants, 8.69% (28/322) presented isolated positivity for anti-HBs, 
suggesting low vaccine coverage. HBV-DNA was detected in 25% (1/4) of HBsAg 
positive samples and in 25% (3/12) of anti-HBc isolated, suggesting HBV occult 
infection. All samples were identified as subgenotype A1. Entries in patient records 
and the findings of this investigation suggest anti-HBc seroconversion during 
oncologic treatment. Age 50 years or over and use of a central catheter during 
therapy were associated with HBV exposure. Conclusion: The low frequency of 
hepatitis B immunized individuals, detection of HBV DNA in HBsAg negative 
samples, and the suggestion of HBV exposure during treatment evidenced the 
potential for health-related viral dissemination in people with oncohematological 
diseases in our region, reinforcing the importance of serological monitoring, 
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vaccination against hepatitis B, and adoption of strict infection control measures in 
these individuals.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B vaccine and risk of acute myocardial infarction among 
patients with diabetes.  
Source: Annals of Epidemiology. 2019 Aug 01; 36:71.  
Author: Bruxvoort K., Slezak J., Hsu J.W., Reynolds K., Sy L.S., Jacobsen S.  
 
Abstract: Purpose: HepB-CpG (HEPLISAV-B, Dynavax) is a new licensed 
adjuvanted hepatitis B vaccine. In a prelicensure trial, the rate of acute myocardial 
infarction (AMI) was higher (but not statistically significant) in HepB-CpG recipients 
compared to recipients of another hepatitis B vaccine (ENGERIX-B, 
GlaxoSmithKline). Hepatitis B vaccination is recommended for patients with 
diabetes, who are also at higher risk of AMI. To determine if there was an 
association between AMI rates and ENGERIX-B in individuals with diabetes, we 
conducted nested case-control study at Kaiser Permanente Southern California. 
Methods: The study was nested in a cohort of individuals with diabetes ages ≥ 40 
years. AMI cases from 2012 to 2017 identified by primary discharge diagnosis were 
matched to controls without prior AMI by year, race, sex, birthdate, smoking, 
cholesterol, systolic blood pressure, and health plan enrollment length. Adjusted 
odds ratios (aOR) for ENGERIX-B vaccination were compared for cases and 
controls using conditional logistic regression adjusted for prior healthcare utilization 
and diabetes duration. Results: There were 8138 matched pairs, of which 17.4% of 
AMI cases and 15.0% of controls had received ≥1 ENGERIX-B dose and 9.1% and 
7.6%, respectively, had received ≥3 doses. The aOR for receipt of ≥1 dose versus 
no doses was 1.06 (95% CI: 0.96, 1.18), and the aOR for receipt of ≥3 doses versus 
<3 doses was 1.08 (95% CI: 0.94, 1.23). Conclusions: There was no significant 
difference in receipt of ENGERIX-B between AMI cases and controls. More study 
will be required to determine whether this is true for HEPLISAV-B.  
 
     
 Doses of hepatitis B revaccination needed for the seronegative 
youths to be seropositive to antibody against hepatitis B surface 
antigen.  
Source: Family practice. 2019 Aug 03;  
Author: Jan C.-F., Liu T.-H., Ho C.-H., Chien Y.-C., Chang C.-J., Guo F.-R., Huang 
K.-C.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVES: To determine the required hepatitis B vaccine doses for 

subjects who were seronegative for three hepatitis B seromarkers during their youth 
who wish to have seroprotective antibodies against the hepatitis B surface antigen 
(anti-HBs). METHODS: We conducted a retrospective cohort study. From 2012 to 
2015, graduate school students born after 1986 who were seronegative for three 
hepatitis B virus seromarkers at college entrance (n = 1037) were recruited. Four 
groups of subjects received zero to three doses of a hepatitis B vaccine booster at 
their free willingness, and their anti-HBs titre were measured at their graduate school 
entrance. Very low and extremely low antibody titres against the hepatitis B surface 
antigen were elucidated by graphic inference to determine the required booster dose 
cut-off value for seropositivity after revaccination. RESULTS: The anti-HBs 
seropositive rates in the four groups of subjects receiving the hepatitis B booster 
vaccine(s) were 17.7%, 52.1%, 78.6% and 90.9% for those receiving zero, one, two 
and three doses, respectively. In subjects with very low antibody titres against the 
hepatitis B surface antigen after one dose of the vaccine booster and subjects with 
an extremely low titre after two doses of the booster, the seropositive rates reached 
95% at the cut-off value of 3 mIU/ml. CONCLUSION: A seropositive rate of at least 
95% can be reached by the administration of two hepatitis B booster doses to 
youths with extremely low antibody titres against the hepatitis B surface antigen (<3 
mIU/ml) and administering one dose to those with very low titres (3-10 mIU/ml) at 
college.  
 
     
 Selective Hepatitis B Birth-Dose Vaccination in São Tomé and 
Príncipe: A Program Assessment and Cost-Effectiveness Study.  
Source: The American journal of tropical medicine and hygiene. 2019 Aug 05;  
Author: Hagan J.E., Carvalho E., Souza V., Queresma Dos Anjos M., Abimbola 
T.O., Pallas S.W., Tevi Benissan M.C., Shendale S., Hennessey K., Patel M.K.  
 
Abstract: São Tomé and Príncipe (STP) uses a selective hepatitis B birth-dose 
vaccination (HepB-BD) strategy targeting infants born to mothers who test positive 
for hepatitis B virus (HBV) surface antigen. We conducted a field assessment and 
economic analysis of the HepB-BD strategy to provide evidence to guide 
development of cost-effective policies to prevent perinatal HBV transmission in STP. 
We interviewed national stakeholders and key informants to understand policies, 
knowledge, and practices related to HepB-BD, vaccine management, and data 
recording/reporting. Cost-effectiveness of the existing strategy was compared with 
an alternate approach of universal HepB-BD to all newborns using a decision 
analytic model. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) were calculated in 
2015 USD per HBV-associated death and per chronic HBV case prevented, from the 
STP health-care system perspective. We found that STP lacked national or facility-
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specific written policies and procedures related to HepB-BD. Timely HepB-BD to 
eligible newborns was considered a high priority, although timeliness of HepB-BD 
was not monitored. Compared with the existing selective vaccination strategy, 
universal HepB-BD would result in a 19% decrease in chronic HBV infections per 
year at overall cost savings of approximately 44% (savings of USD 5,441 each 
year). We estimate an ICER of USD 5,012 saved per HBV-associated death 
averted. The existing selective HepB-BD strategy in STP could be improved through 
documentation of policies, procedures, and timeliness of HepB-BD. Expansion to 
universal newborn HepB-BD without maternal screening is feasible and could result 
in cost savings if actual implementation costs and effectiveness fall within the ranges 
modeled.  
 
     
 Cost-effectiveness analysis of antiviral treatment for pregnant 
women with high viral load to prevent hepatitis B virus vertical 
transmission.  
Source: Singapore medical journal. 2019 Aug 07;  
Author: Ma T., Lee L.Y., Aw M.M., Lee G.H.  
 
Abstract: INTRODUCTION: Vertical transmission of hepatitis B virus (HBV) is higher 
in infants born to pregnant women with higher HBV DNA viral load despite infants 
completing both active and passive vaccination. Although antiviral treatment is 
recommended to pregnant women during the antenatal period to reduce the vertical 
transmission rate, most of them decline. METHODS: A decision tree was made to 
evaluate the costs and benefits involved when pregnant women agree to take 
antiviral treatment during the antenatal period as well as when they decline. The 
cost-effectiveness price was arrived at by multiplying the reduced vertical 
transmission rate with expenses of future medical care associated with vertical 
transmission. RESULTS: Given the observed medication price and transmission rate 
in Singapore, from an individual's perspective, it was not cost-effective to receive 
antenatal antiviral treatment. However, from the health system's perspective, the 
current price of antiviral treatment was already far below the cost-effectiveness level, 
even without Ministry of Health subsidies. Additionally, pregnant women's 
awareness and perception also made an impact on treatment decisions. 
CONCLUSION: By analysing the decision-making process, our result explained the 
current low uptake rates of antenatal antiviral treatment for HBV among pregnant 
women. We also concluded that from the health system's perspective, it was worth 

providing subsidy for perinatal antiviral treatment to prevent huge expenses 
generated in the future by chronic HBV complications.  
 
     
 Efficacy and safety of telbivudine to prevent mother-to-child 
transmission of hepatitis B virus in middle and late stage 
pregnancy with high viral loads.  
Source: Journal of medical virology. 2019 Aug 09;  
Author: Xu J., Tao L.L., Ma L.X.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVE: To observe the efficacy and safety of telbivudine on mother-
infant blockade in pregnant women with HBV DNA. METHODS: A total of 141 
pregnant women between 24 and 28 weeks of gestation and are chronic HBV 
carriers with HBV DNA≥106 copies/ml were enrolled. 105 in treatment group and 36 
in control group. The treatment group was given telbivudine 600 mg/d oral, and the 
control group did not use antiviral drugs. Hepatitis B immunoglobulin 200 IU 
intramuscular injection and hepatitis B vaccine 10μg subcutaneous injection were 
given to the infants in both groups within 12 hours after birth, and 10μg of hepatitis B 
vaccine was subcutaneously injected when the infants were 1-month and 6-month 
old. Safety endpoints including HBV DNA quantification, liver function, CK were 
observed before treatment, 4 weeks after treatment, before delivery, and 24 weeks 
after delivery. RESULTS: There was no difference in HBV DNA levels between the 
two groups before treatment and 6 months after delivery (P>0.05). The HBV DNA 
level in the treatment group was significantly lower than that in the control group 
before delivery (P<0.05). Between the two groups, Tthe HBV positive rate was 
statistically different between the two groups (P<0.05), and the difference of serum 
HBsAg of infants had statistical significance (P<0.05), but Tthe safety of the 
telbivudine group was not significantly different from that of the control group 
(P>0.05). CONCLUSION: The application of telbivudine antiviral therapy in the 
middle and late stage of pregnancy of HBV high-load pregnant women can 
significantly reduce the HBV DNA level before delivery, reduce the mother-to-child 
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transmission rate of HBV, and have excellent security. This article is protected by 
copyright. All rights reserved.  
 
     
 It is too early to evaluate mother-to-child transmission of 
hepatitis B within 24 hours after delivery.  
Source: Journal of viral hepatitis. 2019 Aug 14;  
Author: Yin X.  
 
Abstract: Song et al.1 found that administering nucleo(t)side analogue to HBV-
infected mothers from the second trimester could further reduce the rate of mother-
to-child transmission (MTCT) than from the third trimester as indicated by HBV DNA. 
In this study, MTCT was defined as the serum seropositivity of hepatitis B surface 
antigen and HBV DNA in newborns within 24 hours after delivery. However, 
neonatal infection should be evaluated at 1-2 months after the 3rd dose of hepatitis 
B vaccine, that is, at least 7 months after delivery. Thus, the improper definition of 
MTCT would affect the reliability of the conclusion in this study. This article is 
protected by copyright. All rights reserved.  
 
     
 Trends in Hepatitis B Infection and Immunity among Women of 
Childbearing Age in the United States.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 26;  
Author: Kushner T., Chen Z., Tressler S., Kaufman H., Feinberg J., Terrault N.A.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The current opioid injection drug use epidemic has been 
associated with an increase in hepatitis C (HCV) infections among women of 
childbearing age in the US, but changes in hepatitis B (HBV) infection have not been 
studied. METHODS: A retrospective analysis of HBV status among women of 
childbearing age nationally and by state was conducted utilizing the Quest 
Diagnostics database. Rates of HBV in women born before and after implementation 
of universal HBV vaccination recommendations were determined. RESULTS: We 
identified 8,871,965 women tested for HBV from 2011-2017. Nationally, the annual 
rate of acute HBV infections was stable, but increased in Kentucky, Alabama and 
Indiana (p<0.03). The national prevalence of new chronic HBV diagnoses decreased 
significantly from 0.83% to 0.19% from 2011 to 2017 (p<0.0001), but increased in 
Mississippi, Kentucky and West Virginia (p≤0.05). A declining prevalence of HBV 
seroprotection was evident over time, especially within the birth-dose cohort (48.5% 
to 38.5%, p<0.0001). CONCLUSIONS: National rates of newly diagnosed acute and 

chronic HBV infection declined or were stable overall, but increased significantly in 
specific Appalachian states. HBV vaccine is effective in decreasing infection, but 
seroprotection wanes over time. These trends in new infections may be related to 
increased injection drug use and highlights potential gaps in HBV vaccine protection.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B Vaccination and Waning Hepatitis B Immunity in 
Persons Living with HIV.  
Source: Current HIV/AIDS reports. 2019 Aug 29;  
Author: Farooq P.D., Sherman K.E.  
 
Abstract: PURPOSE OF REVIEW: Persons with HIV are at a higher risk for 
acquiring HBV (hepatitis B virus) than the general population due to shared modes 
of transmission and are significantly more likely to develop and die from sequelae of 
chronic HBV infection. Early vaccination is key to achieving HBV protective 
immunity, but response rates are still much lower than in the general population, 
ranging from 35 to 70%. Individuals with HIV also experience more rapidly waning 
immunity than those without HIV. Strategies to augment initial response and improve 
long-term immunity in individuals with HIV include alterations in dose, frequency, 
and the use of immune adjuvants. RECENT FINDINGS: Recent studies have 
focused on the use of different vaccine formulations, the use of vaccine adjuvants, 
increased number and strength of vaccine dosages, increased dose frequency, 
alternative routes of administration, dual vaccinations, and the use of booster 
vaccines. Although no consensus has been reached on the use of certain 
vaccination regimens, three and four double-dose vaccine schedules via the 
intramuscular route have demonstrated higher initial response rates. Early 
vaccination when CD4 cell counts are greater than 350/mm3 with low viral loads has 
been shown to improve initial response, along with completion of immunization 
series. Adjuvants such as TLR4 and TLR9 agonists appear to improve response to 
HBV vaccination, but further research is needed in individuals with HIV. Persons 
with HIV have significant lower initial and long-term seroresponse rates after HBV 
vaccination than immunocompetent individuals. Recent and ongoing studies 
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continue to evaluate multiple strategies to improve these rates within a uniquely 
susceptible population.  
 
     
 Prevention and care of hepatitis B in the rural region of Fatick in 
Senegal: a healthcare workers' perspective using a mixed 
methods approach.  
Source: BMC health services research. 2019 Sep 04; 19(1):627.  
Author: Djaogol T., Coste M., Marcellin F., Jaquet A., Chabrol F., Giles-Vernick T., 
Diallo A., Carrieri M.P., Boyer S.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: In countries where hepatitis B virus (HBV) is endemic, 
including Senegal, the World Health Organization recommends systematic HBV 
screening of pregnant women and vaccination at birth to prevent mother-to-child 
transmission (MTCT). This study investigated healthcare workers' (HCW) knowledge 
and practices regarding HBV prevention and care in the rural region of Fatick in 
Senegal, as well as challenges they faced in implementing prevention activities 
related to HBV MTCT. METHODS: A mixed-methods survey was conducted 
between May-July 2017 among 112 HCW working in 15 healthcare facilities in two 
districts of the Fatick region using face-to-face questionnaires and semi-structured 
interviews. Descriptive statistics and chi-square/Mann-Whitney tests were used to 
analyze quantitative data, while qualitative data were analyzed thematically. 
RESULTS: The study population included 87 HCW in the quantitative component 
(83% women, median age [interquartile range, IQR] = 35 [31-40] years) and 11 in the 
qualitative component. A knowledge gap was observed in key areas of HBV 
infection: only 24, 51 and 38%, respectively, correctly reported that early HBV 
acquisition is associated with a high risk of developing chronic infection, that 
perinatal transmission is one of the main modes of HBV transmission in Senegal, 
and that three to four doses of HBV vaccine are required to ensure immunization in 
children. Despite good acceptability of systematic screening of pregnant women and 
vaccination at birth, only 48% of HCW mainly involved in prenatal care and 71% of 
those involved exclusively in vaccination routinely performed these two key 
interventions. HCW reported several structural barriers that may hinder their 
implementation: a lack of training in HBV and in counseling, poor availability of rapid 
diagnostic tests (RDT), high costs of both screening and treatment, a lack of 
adequate information on treatment options and missed opportunities for vaccination 
at birth. CONCLUSIONS: HCW working in the Fatick region may be insufficiently 
trained and supported to effectively implement HBV prevention strategies. Our 
findings suggest an urgent need to strengthen MTCT prevention in this region, by 
improving HCW knowledge in key areas of HBV infection, providing RDT and 

antiviral treatment at low cost, and enhancing community-based interventions for the 
timely vaccination of newborns.  
 
     
 Trends in chronic hepatitis B prevalence in Australian women by 
country of birth, 2000 to 2016.  
Source: Journal of viral hepatitis. 2019 Sep 09;  
Author: He W.-Q., Duong M.C., Gidding H., MacLachlan J., Wood J., Kaldor J.M., 
Liu B.  
 
Abstract: Routine antenatal screening for chronic hepatitis B (HBV) in countries with 
high migrant populations provides an opportunity to monitor trends in HBV 
prevalence and can inform estimates locally and in countries with limited 
seroprevalence data. We linked perinatal birth register records with HBV 
notifications in the largest Australian state, over the period 2000-2016. Among 
women aged 15-44 years we estimated age-standardised chronic HBV prevalence 
overall and by country of birth and, also estimated trends in age-standardised HBV 
prevalence over time using regression modelling. Among 903,831 women, 8001 
linked to a chronic HBV infection record (overall age-standardised prevalence 
0.76%, 95% CI 0.74-0.78). Prevalence varied by country of birth with the highest 
estimates among women born in Sierra Leone (11.13%, 95% CI 8.29-13.96), Taiwan 
(8.08%, 95% CI 6.74-9.43%), Cambodia (7.47%, 95% CI 6.50%-8.45%) and 
Vietnam (7.36%, 95% CI 6.97-7.75%); more moderate estimates among women 
from North Korea (2.76%, 95% CI 1.99-3.53) and Samoa (2.64%, 95% CI 1.99-
3.29%); prevalence was 0.18% (95% CI 0.17-0.19) in Australian-born women. Over 
17 years, there were significant reductions in HBV prevalence among all women 
(from 0.88% in 2000 to 0.57% in 2016; p<0.0001). Among women from high 
prevalence countries, the greatest absolute reductions were observed among those 
from Taiwan (10.1%, p<0.001) followed by Tonga (5.4%, p<0.001), whereas no 
reductions were observed for women born in Vietnam (p=0.08), South Korea 
(p=0.41) and Sudan (p=0.06). In conclusion, routine antenatal HBV testing can be 
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used to inform HBV prevalence estimates and vaccine program impact in 
countries with limited surveillance and high migration to Australia.  
 
     
 Survey of Impediments to Prevention of Mother-to-Infant 
Transmission of Hepatitis B Virus by International Societies.  
Source: Journal of pediatric gastroenterology and nutrition. 2019 Sep 09;  
Author: Chang M.-H., Fischler B., Blauvelt B., Ciocca M., Dhawan A., Ekong U., Ni 
Y.-H., Porta G., Sibal A., DAgostino D., Wirth S., Morhan N., Schwarz K.B.  
 
Abstract: Mother-to-infant transmission (MIT) is the leading cause of hepatitis B virus 
(HBV) infections globally. The aim of this international study was to assess the 
impediments to prevention of (MIT) of HBV. METHODS: A cross-sectional survey 
was developed by the Federation of the International Societies for Pediatric 
Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition. (FISPGHAN) The survey was sent to 
HBV experts of the five member societies of FISPGHAN, and 
63/91 countries/regions responded. Main outcome measures include percentage of 
countries having vaccine programs, timing of the first dose of HBV vaccine, 
availability of HBV vaccine for out-born neonates, payment of HBV vaccine and 
HBIG, screening HBV markers during pregnancy, and antivirals to highly infectious 
pregnant mothers. RESULTS: Among the participating countries/regions, 11% did 
not implement infant HBV immunization programs. The first dose of vaccine was 
given >24 hours in 36% of the total countries and 100% of African countries. The 
recommended birth dose was unavailable for out-born neonates in 45% of the total 
countries, including 92% of African and 50% of Latin American countries/regions. 
During pregnancy, 44% countries do not screen maternal viral markers, and 46% do 
not provide third trimester antiviral therapy for highly viremic pregnant mothers. 
CONCLUSIONS: Our study demonstrated multiple obstacles to achieving the goal of 
preventing MIT of HBV. Comprehensive public health programs to enhance vaccine 
coverage rate, supply HBV vaccine for out-born neonates, screening maternal HBV 
markers, treating highly viremic pregnant mothers are proposed to overcome these 
obstacles and achieve the goal of preventing MIT of HBV.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B vaccination coverage across India: exploring the 
spatial heterogeneity and contextual determinants.  
Source: BMC public health. 2019 Sep 12; 19(1):1263.  
Author: Khan J., Shil A., Mohanty S.K.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Although hepatitis B vaccinations have been integrated in 

the Universal Immunization Program (UIP) in India over a decade, only half of the 
children are immunized against hepatitis B. The national average in hepatitis B 
vaccination conceals large variations across states, districts and socio-economic 
groups. In this context, the aim of this paper is to examine the spatial heterogeneity 
and contextual determinants of hepatitis B vaccination across the districts of India. 
METHODS: Using data of 199,899 children aged 12-59 months from the National 
Family Health Survey-4 (NFHS-4), 2015-16 we have examined the district level 
spatial distribution and clustering of hepatitis B vaccination with the help of Moran's I 
and Local Indicator of Spatial Autocorrelation (LISA) measures. We investigated the 
low coverage of HBV vaccination using spatial autoregressive models (SAR) at the 
meso scale. And we applied multivariate binary logistic regression analysis to 
understand the micro-level predictors of hepatitis B vaccination. RESULTS: In 2015-
16, 45% of the children aged 12-59 months were not vaccinated against hepatitis B 
in India. The coverage of hepatitis B vaccine across the districts of India showed a 
highly significant spatial dependence (Moran's I = 0.580). Bivariate Moran's I 
confirmed the spatial clustering of hepatitis B vaccination with mother's education, 
full antenatal care (ANC) utilization, post natal care (PNC) utilization, institutional 
births and registration of births at the district level. Districts with a very low coverage 
of HBV vaccine are clustered in the western, north-eastern regions and in some 
parts of central India. At the unit (child) level, children's hepatitis B immunization 
status is mostly determined by the socio-economic and demographic characteristics 
like their mother's educational status, caste, religion, household's wealth condition, 
birth order, year of birth and the region they belong to. CONCLUSIONS: District level 
variation in hepatitis B vaccination is spatially heterogeneous and clustered in India 
with a strong neighbourhood effect. Uptake of hepatitis B vaccine among Indian 
children is predominantly dependent upon their socio-economic and demographic 
characteristics.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B Vaccination in Patients with Liver Cirrhosis Evaluated 
for Liver Transplantation - A Simple Intervention Ensures High 
Adherence.  
Source: Annals of transplantation. 2019 Sep 13; 24:527-531.  
Author: Herta T., Petroff D., Engelmann C., Herber A., Aehling N., Scheuermann U., 
Bartels M., Seehofer D., Berg T., Wiegand J.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND There is an unmet need to improve the HBV vaccination 
status in patients with chronic liver diseases. Primary care physicians and outpatient 
hepatologists often fail to vaccinate as recommended. Thus, new strategies to 
improve the HBV vaccination rate are required. MATERIAL AND METHODS This 
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study was performed in a cohort of patients with chronic liver diseases evaluated for 
liver transplantation. Vaccination status was taken from the patients' vaccination 
cards. HBsAg-, anti-HBc-, and anti-HBs-negative individuals were vaccinated 
against HBV at hospital discharge, and subsequent outpatient completion of the 
standard vaccination protocol was recommended in detail in the discharge letter. At 
months 2 and 8, titer controls were performed, and completion of vaccination was 
evaluated. RESULTS We prospectively recruited 37 patients. At baseline, the 
vaccination rate against HBV was 24% (N=9/37), and 3/9 HBV vaccinated patients 
presented with an anti-HBs-titer >10 IU/L. Thus, N=34 were vaccinated with 
Engerix® or Twinrix®. We evaluated 26/34 patients at month 2 and 10/26 again at 
month 8. The second vaccine dose was obtained by 21/26 (80%) of the patients 
seen at month 2, and 9/10 (90%) seen at month 8 obtained the third vaccine dose 
by primary care physicians or ambulant hepatologists. Only 2 patients presented 
with an anti-HBs-titer >10 IU/L at month 8. CONCLUSIONS Initiation of HBV 
vaccination during hospitalization and detailed recommendations on subsequent 
vaccinations in the discharge letter improve previously inadequate vaccination rates 
in the outpatient setting. Similar measures should be implemented at earlier time 
points of chronic liver diseases to achieve higher immune response rates.  
 
     
 High prevalence of occult hepatitis B infection (OBI) among 
healthy children and their parents in Alborz province, Iran; 
Vertical OBI, myth or truth?  
Source: Liver international : official journal of the International Association for the 
Study of the Liver. 2019 Sep 13;  
Author: Ghaziasadi A., Fakhari Z., Aghcheli B., Poortahmasebi V., Farahmand M., 
Norouzi M., Ghalichi L., Soleimani A., Hedayat Yaghoobi M., Ravanshad M., 
Jazayeri S.M.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Occult Hepatitis B infection (OBI) has been described in 
various clinical settings including after Hepatitis B virus (HBV) immunization. The 
purpose of study was to characterize the prevalence of OBI among immunized 
children from a subset of general population and the parents of OBI-positive cases. 
METHODS: Sera of 1200 children from general population who previously 
immunized by HBV vaccine were assayed for anti-HBs. 660 were randomly selected 
for HBV DNA testing by different Polymerase Chain reaction (PCR) methods and 
were analyzed by direct sequencing on surface genes. RESULTS: None of 
participants were positive for HBsAg and anti-HBc. 549 (45.7%) and 651 (54.3%) 
cases had anti-HBs >10 mIU/mL (responders) and <10 mIU/mL (nonresponders), 
respectively. Of 660 selected specimens, 91 (16%) of children were positive for OBI. 

23 (25.2%) and 68 (74.8%) of HBV DNA positive cases were belonged to 
responders and nonresponders, respectively showing significant difference (P value 
<0001). The mean levels of anti-HBs in OBI-positive and OBI-negative groups, 
showed no considerable variations. The mean viral load for OBI-positive cases 
showed substantial differences between responders and nonresponders (P value 
0.007). Of 49 parents (98 individuals) of OBI-positive children 11 (22%) and 18 
(36%) were positive for anti-HBc and anti-HBs, respectively. Molecular testing was 
positive in 32 subjects (16 couples, 32.6%) In total, 6 mothers and 11 fathers were 
positive for OBI. CONCLUSION: A proportion of OBI-positive vaccinated children 
could be existed in different populations. This finding could be arisen from vertical 
HBV transmission or vertical OBI possibly from their parents.  
 
     
 Long-term Persistence of Anti-HBs after Hepatitis B Vaccination 
among Adults: 8-year Results.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Sep 17;  
Author: Ren W., Ren J., Wu Z., Shen L., Shan H., Dai X., Li J., Liu Y., Qiu Y., Yao J., 
Li L.  
 
Abstract: The long-term persistence of hepatitis B surface antibody (anti-HBs) after 
hepatitis B vaccination among adults was not known clearly. This study aimed to 
assess the immunogenicity and persistence of antibodies 8 years after hepatitis B 
immunization with different vaccination schedules among adults who tested negative 
for hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg), anti-HBs, and hepatitis B core antibody 
(anti-HBc). A total of 771 participants who received the full vaccination course (three 
doses) and also had a blood sample taken 1 month after the first vaccination were 
recruited. Of these, 529 were excluded due to the missing data of anti-HBs 8 years 
after the first vaccination. Vaccinations were carried out at 0-1-3, 0-1-6 and 0-1-12 
month vaccination schedules, and 104, 45, and 93 participants were included, 
respectively. The positive seroprotection rate was 85.9% 1 month after the third 
vaccination, and 58.3% 8 years later (χ2 = 54.52, P < 0.001), while the geometric 
mean titer (GMT) of anti-HBs was 158.49 mIU/mL [95% confidence interval (CI): 
131.83-190.55)] and 15.14 mIU/mL (95% CI: 10.96-20.42) after 1 month and 8 
years, respectively. Compared with the standard 0-1-6 month vaccination schedule, 
the positive seroprotection rate and the GMT of the 0-1-3 month vaccination 
schedule had no difference. The long-term immune effect of the 0-1-3 month 
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vaccination schedule was better than that of the 0-1-12 month vaccination schedule. 
No correlation was found between the GMT of anti-HBs 1 month and 8 years later.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B infection in the general population of China: a 
systematic review and meta-analysis.  
Source: BMC infectious diseases. 2019 Sep 18; 19(1):811.  
Author: Wang H., Men P., Xiao Y., Gao P., Lv M., Yuan Q., Chen W., Bai S., Wu J.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is a major public health 
problem in China. Over a decade has passed since the last National Hepatitis 
Seroepidemiological Survey was conducted in 2006. The lack of updated data on 
hepatitis B in China makes assessing the current prevalence and burden of the 
disease inadequate. In response to the above situation, a systematic review and 
meta-analysis was conducted to provide a better understanding of hepatitis B 
epidemiology in the general population of China. METHODS: A systematic search 
was conducted in international databases (Medline through PubMed, EMBASE, 
Cochrane, Web of Science) and national databases (CBM, CNKI, WanFang Data) to 
retrieve primary studies published between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 
2017. The pooled prevalence of HBV infection and 95% confidence intervals were 
calculated. Quality assessment, heterogeneity testing and publication bias 
assessment were also performed. RESULTS: Of the 27 studies included in the 
meta-analysis, the pooled estimated prevalence of HBV infection in the general 
population of China from 2013 to 2017 was 6.89% (95% CI:5.84-7.95%), which 
could be extrapolated to an estimated population of 84 million living with HBsAg in 
2018. The prevalence of HBV infection in males was higher than that in females 
(5.88% vs 5.05%), and rural areas had a higher prevalence than urban areas 
(5.86% vs 3.29%). The highest prevalence of HBV infection was reported in Western 
provinces (8.92, 95% CI: 7.19-10.64%). In adults older than 20 years, the prevalence 
of HBV infection was approximately 7%, which was higher than that in children. 
CONCLUSION: The prevalence of HBV infection in the general population of China 
was classified as higher intermediate prevalence (5-7.99%), of which more than 90% 
of the HBV infection population included adults older than 20 years. The blocking of 
mother-to-infant hepatitis B transmission and plans involving timely birth dose of 
hepatitis B vaccine within 24 h should be implemented. Additionally, improving the 
quality of life and survival rate of the infected population through antiviral therapy 
and high-risk adult vaccination will be the priority of our future work. Moreover, 

various control measures should be implemented in different provinces across 
China.  
 
     
 Ongoing evolution of hepatitis B virus during viremia in febrile 
patients in Central Africa.  
Source: Journal of medical virology. 2019 Sep 20;  
Author: Abe H., Ushijima Y., Bikangui R., Loembe M.M., Agnandji S.T., de Vries 
S.G., Grobusch M.P., Lell B., Yasuda J.  
 
Abstract: Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection remains to be a major public health issue 
worldwide, although there is currently a safe vaccine and effective antiviral 
treatments. In surveillance of infectious diseases in Gabon, HBV viremia was 
detected in febrile patients. Whole-genome sequencing was conducted to 
characterize the HBV strains currently circulating in Gabon and to investigate HBV 
genome diversity during viremia. Phylogenetic analysis revealed the existence of 
former subgenotype A5, which exhibits a particular pattern of distribution from 
several West and Central African countries to Haiti. Furthermore, sequencing 
analysis identified two similar HBV strains mixed in one sample, and a very rare 1-
base pair insertion in the viral pre-core region. This insertion caused a frameshift 
mutation, indicating the production of an aberrant fusion protein of the HBV x and e 
antigens (HBxAg-HBeAg). Our data showed that the detected HBV strain was 
possibly in an "evolving" state during viremia, a phase of active replication. This 
article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.  
 
     
 Hepatitis B Birth Dose: First Shot at Timely Early Childhood 
Vaccination.  
Source: American Journal of Preventive Medicine. 2019 Oct 01; 57(4):e117-
e124.  
Author: Oster N.V., Williams E.C., Unger J.M., Newcomb P.A., Jacobson E.N., 
deHart M.P., Englund J.A., Hofstetter A.M.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Current U.S. recommendations state that newborns 
weighing ≥2,000 grams should receive a birth dose of hepatitis B vaccine, yet 
approximately one quarter do not receive this first dose as scheduled. The 
relationship between timely receipt of the first hepatitis B vaccine and other 
early childhood vaccines remains unclear. Methods: Washington State 
newborns (birth weight ≥2,000 grams) who received birth hospitalization care 
at an urban academic medical center between 2008 and 2013 were included. 
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Multivariable logistic regression was used to assess whether hepatitis B 
vaccine receipt during the birth hospitalization was associated with 
completing the seven-vaccine series by 19 months, adjusting for select 
sociodemographic, clinical, and birth hospitalization characteristics. Analyses 
were conducted in 2017–2018. Results: Of the 9,080 study participants, 75.5% 
received hepatitis B vaccine during the birth hospitalization, and 53.6% 
completed the seven-vaccine series by 19 months. Overall, 60.0% of infants 
vaccinated against hepatitis B during the birth hospitalization completed the 
seven-vaccine series by 19 months compared with 33.8% of those who were 
unvaccinated at discharge (p<0.001). The odds of series completion were 
nearly 3 times higher among infants who received versus did not receive 
hepatitis B vaccine during the birth hospitalization (AOR=2.92, 95% CI=2.61, 
3.26). Conclusions: Infants who received hepatitis B vaccine during their birth 
hospitalization had higher odds of receiving all recommended vaccines by 19 
months independent of other factors associated with vaccine receipt. 
Understanding the factors that influence this first parental vaccine decision 
and how hepatitis B vaccine delay or declination may affect subsequent 
vaccination requires further research.  
 
     
 Host genetic background affects the course of infection and 
treatment response in patients with chronic hepatitis B.  
Source: Journal of Clinical Virology. 2019 Nov 01; 120:1-5.  
Author: Rybicka M., Woziwodzka A., Romanowski T., Sznarkowska A., Stalke P., 
Dreczewski M., Bielawski K.P.  
 
Abstract: Background: Hepatitis B virus (HBV) utilizes proteins encoded by the host 
to infect hepatocytes and replicate. Recently, several novel host factors have been 
identified and described as important to the HBV lifecycle. The influence of host 
genetic background on chronic hepatitis B (CHB) pathogenesis is still poorly 
understood. Objectives: Here, we aimed to investigate the association of NTCP, 
FXRα, HNF1α, HNF4α, and TDP2 genetic polymorphisms with the natural course of 
CHB and antiviral treatment response. Study design: We genotyped 18 single-
nucleotide polymorphisms using MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry in 136 patients with 
CHB and 100 healthy individuals. We investigated associations of the selected 
polymorphisms with biochemical, serological and hepatic markers of disease 
progression and treatment response. Results: No significant differences in genotypic 
or allelic distribution between CHB and control groups were observed. Within TDP2, 
rs3087943 variations were associated with treatment response, and rs1047782 
modified the risk of advanced liver inflammation. Rs7154439 within NTCP was 

associated with HBeAg seroconversion after 48 weeks of nucleos(t)ide analogue 
treatment. HNF1α genotypes were associated with treatment response, liver 
damage and baseline HBeAg presence. HNF4α rs1800961 predicted PEG-IFNα 
treatment-induced HBsAg clearance in long-term follow up. Conclusions: This study 
indicates host genetic background relevance in the course of CHB and confirms the 
role of recently described genes for HBV infection. The obtained results might serve 
as a starting point for validation studies on the clinical application of selected genetic 
variants to predict individual risks of CHB-induced liver failure and treatment 
response.  
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/Meninge Pneumo  
 Pediatric Bacterial Meningitis Surveillance in Niger: Increased 
Importance of Neisseria meningitidis Serogroup C, and a Decrease 
in Streptococcus pneumoniae Following 13-Valent Pneumococcal 
Conjugate Vaccine Introduction.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S133-S139.  
Author: Kourna Hama M., Khan D., Laouali B., Okoi C., Yam A., Haladou M., 
Worwui A., Ndow P.S., Nse Obama R., Mwenda J.M., Biey J., Ntsama B., 
Kwambana-Adams B.A., Antonio M.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Meningitis is endemic in Niger. Haemophilus influenzae 
type b (Hib) vaccine and the 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV13) 
were introduced in 2008 and 2014, respectively. Vaccination campaign against 
Neisseria meningitidis serogroup A was carried out in 2010-2011. We evaluated 
changes in pathogen distribution using data from hospital-based surveillance in 
Niger from 2010 through 2016. METHODS: Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) specimens 
from children <5 years old with suspected meningitis were tested to detect vaccine-
preventable bacterial pathogens. Confirmatory identification and serotyping/grouping 
of Streptococcus pneumoniae, N. meningitidis, and H. influenzae were done. 
Antimicrobial susceptibility testing and whole genome sequencing were performed 
on S. pneumoniae isolates. RESULTS: The surveillance included 2580 patients with 
suspected meningitis, of whom 80.8% (2085/2580) had CSF collected. Bacterial 
meningitis was confirmed in 273 patients: 48% (131/273) was N. meningitidis, 45% 
(123/273) S. pneumoniae, and 7% (19/273) H. influenzae. Streptococcus 
pneumoniae meningitis decreased from 34 in 2014, to 16 in 2016. PCV13 serotypes 
made up 88% (7/8) of S. pneumoniae meningitis prevaccination and 20% (5/20) 
postvaccination. Neisseria meningitidis serogroup C (NmC) was responsible for 59% 
(10/17) of serogrouped N. meningitidis meningitis. Hib caused 67% (2/3) of the H. 
influenzae meningitis isolates serotyped. Penicillin resistance was found in 16% 
(4/25) of S. pneumoniae isolates. Sequence type 217 was the most common lineage 
among S. pneumoniae isolates. CONCLUSIONS: Neisseria meningitidis and S. 
pneumoniae remain important causes of meningitis in children in Niger. The decline 
in the numbers of S. pneumoniae meningitis post-PCV13 is encouraging and should 
continue to be monitored. NmC is the predominant serogroup causing N. 
meningitidis meningitis.  

 

Meninge  

 Up-to-date coverage with meningococcal vaccine among 
adolescents age 17 years: Patterns and correlates in the United 
States, 2017.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Niccolai L.M., Yakely A.E., Hansen C.E.  
 
Abstract: Limited research has explored reasons for low up-to-date coverage with 
meningococcal vaccine (UTD MenACWY) among adolescents at age 17 years. This 
analysis used National Immunization Survey–Teen data from 2017 to examine 
patterns of UTD MenACWY coverage. Correlates of higher UTD MenACWY 
coverage included black race and Hispanic ethnicity, residing in Northeast census 
region, recent health care visits, and receipt of recommendation for HPV vaccine. 
Median UTD MenACWY coverage was significantly higher in states with 1 and 2-
dose requirements for school entry compared to no requirement; exemption policies 
were not associated. Approximately 13% of adolescents had a missed opportunity 
for UTD MenACWY. Future research should examine barriers to coverage at the 
patient, parent, provider and structural (clinic, social, policy) levels so that programs 
and interventions can be designed and implemented to increase coverage.  
 
     
 Surveillance of invasive meningococcal disease in the Tel Aviv 
District, Israel, 2007–2017.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Salama M., Kopel E., Jaffe J., Amitai Z., Sheffer R., Rahmani S., Yuabov I., 
Dardik L., Valinsky L.  
 
Abstract: Invasive meningococcal disease (IMD) is one of the leading causes of 
bacterial meningitis and septicemia in Israel. The purpose of the study was to 
describe the IMD in the Tel Aviv District and to identify specific populations who 
could benefit from vaccine introduction. In the Tel Aviv District, the incidence rates 
ranged from 0.4 to 1.4 cases per 100,000 population per year during 2007–2017. 
During the study period, seventy-nine patients (65%) occurred among children 
younger than four years of age. Eight deaths occurred (7%), most of them among 
children under the age of 1 year (5 deaths; 15%). A serogroup was identified in 82 
isolates. Most of the isolates (69 cases − 84%) belonged to serogroup B (NmB). IMD 
clustered geographically in the city of Bnei Brak, with a predominantly Ultra-
Orthodox Jewish population. It is the youngest and most densely populated city in 
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the district. The overall incidence rates of IMD among children in Bnei Brak were 
more than seven times higher in children up to nine years, compared to the rest of 
the district. Specifically for NmB, disease rates were 9.08 times higher in children up 
to the age of four, and 7.74 times higher in children from five to nine years old in 
Bnei Brak, compared to the rest of the district. Our findings describe the burden of a 
vaccine-preventable disease and reinforce the need for routine 4CmenB 
introduction, especially in groups where the disease clusters.  
 
     
 Risk of antibiotic resistant meningococcal infections in Hajj 
pilgrims.  
Source: The BMJ. 2019; 366.  
Author: Zumla A., Memish Z.A.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Carriage prevalence of Neisseria meningitidis in the Americas in 
the 21st century: a systematic review.  
Source: Brazilian Journal of Infectious Diseases. 2019;  
Author: Jose Francisco S.-N., Viviane Matos F., Caroline Alves F., Martha Silva M.-
S., Leila Carvalho C.  
 
Abstract: Neisseria meningitidis is a bacterium that colonizes the human 
nasopharynx and is transmitted by respiratory droplets from asymptomatic or 
symptomatic carriers. Occasionally, the pathogen invades the mucosa and enters 
the bloodstream, causing invasive meningococcal disease, a life-threatening 
infection. While meningococcal colonization is the first step in the development of 
invasive disease, the risk factors that predict progression from asymptomatic to 
symptomatic status are not well-known. The present report aimed to describe the 
prevalence of N. meningitidis carriers throughout the Americas, emphasizing the risk 
factors associated with carrier status, as well as the most prevalent serogroups in 
each studied population. We conducted a systematic review by searching for original 
studies in the MEDLINE/PubMed, Embase, LILACS and SciELO databases, 
published between 2001 and 2018. Exclusion criteria were articles published in a 
review format, case studies, case control studies, investigations involving animal 
models, and techniques or publications that did not address the prevalence of 
asymptomatic carriers in an American country. A total of 784 articles were identified, 
of which 23 were selected. The results indicate that the highest prevalence rates are 
concentrated in Cuba (31.9%), the United States (24%), and Brazil (21.5%), with 

increased prevalence found among adolescents and young adults, specifically 
university students and males. The present systematic review was designed to 
support epidemiological surveillance and prevention measures to aid in the 
formulation of strategies designed to control the transmission of meningococci in a 
variety of populations and countries throughout the Americas.  
 
     
 Study of the Immune Response in the Elderly: Is It Necessary to 
Develop a Vaccine against Neisseria meningitidis for the Aged?  
Source: Journal of Aging Research. 2019; 2019.  
Author: De Lima G.T., De Gaspari E.  
 
Abstract: Literature reports the association between aging and decline in the 
immune system function. The elderly have a higher risk of developing infectious 
diseases and are often less responsive to vaccines that are effective in the young. 
The case fatality rate of invasive meningococcal disease is higher in the elderly; 
therefore, vaccination for this population should be evaluated. Although new 
vaccines have been developed against Neisseria meningitidis, there is still a need to 
evaluate a vaccine for those older than 60 years, as the currently licensed vaccines 
are not indicated for this population.  
 
     
 Differential effects of therapeutic complement inhibitors on 
serum bactericidal activity against non-groupable meningococcal 
isolates recovered from patients treated with eculizumab.  
Source: Haematologica. 2019 Jul 31; 104(8):e340-e344.  
Author: Granoff D.M., Kim H., Topaz N., Macneil J., Wang X., McNamara L.A.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Safety surveillance of the four component meningococcal group B 
vaccine (Bexsero®): Vaccine adverse event reporting system 
(VAERS), January 2015-June 2018.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):450-451.  
Author: Perez-Vilar S., Dores G.M., Lewis P.W., Ng C.S., Su J.R., Cano M.V., Duffy 
J.M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Bexsero® (GlaxoSmithKline) is a four-component Neisseria 
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meningitidis serogroup B vaccine (MenB-4C). It was licensed in the United States in 
2015 under accelerated approval regulations for use among individuals ages 10-25 
years. The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices recommends MenB-4C 
for persons ages ≥10 years at high risk for meningococcal B disease; adolescents 
and young adults ages 16-23 years may also be vaccinated. Objectives: To assess 
the post-licensure safety profile of MenB-4C by analyzing reports to the Vaccine 
Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS). Methods: VAERS is a national passive 
surveillance system for adverse events (AE) following immunization that uses the 
Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) to code reported adverse 
events (AEs) and the Code of Federal Regulations to classify reports by 
seriousness. We analyzed U.S. reports involving MenB-4C received through June 
30, 2018. We used Empirical Bayesian data mining to identify MenB-
4C/AEcombinations reported at least twice as often as expected. Results: VAERS 
received 1,470 reports following MenB-4C vaccination (39% described concurrent 
administration of other vaccines). Most reports were among females (59%), with a 
median age of 17 years (interquartile range: 16-18 years). The most commonly 
reported AEs included injection site pain (23%), pyrexia (15%), and headache 
(15%). Median time from vaccination to AE onset was 0 days (interquartile range: 0-
1 days). There were 64 (4.4%) serious non-fatal and two (0.1%) death reports (none 
attributed to MenB-4C). Data mining identified disproportionate reporting for “injected 
limb mobility decreased” (secondary to injection site reactions including extensive 
swelling of the vaccinated limb and injection site pain). Conclusions: The reported 
AEs for MenB-4C are consistent with the safety experience described in clinical 
studies and the product's package insert. We did not identify new safety concerns.  
 
     
 Meningococcal disease in Italy: public concern, media coverage 
and policy change.  
Source: BMC public health. 2019 Aug 07; 19(1):1061.  
Author: Covolo L., Croce E., Moneda M., Zanardini E., Gelatti U., Schulz P.J., Ceretti 
E.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Between 2015 and 2017 six deaths due to meningitis in 
the Lombardy Region, Northern Italy, caught the attention of media and increased 
concern among the population, with a consequent increase in demand for 
vaccination. Considering the evidence about the impact of media coverage of health 
issues on public behaviour, this paper investigates the trend of media coverage and 
internet searches regarding meningitis in the Lombardy Region. METHODS: Content 
analysis of online articles published from January 2015 to May 2017 and analysis of 
Google Trends were carried out. A codebook was created in order to assess the 
content of each article analysed, based on six areas: article characteristics, 

information about meningococcal disease and vaccination, Local Health Authority 
activities, accuracy of information and tone of the message. RESULTS: Both public 
interest and media attention peaked in December 2016 and January 2017, when the 
Lombardy Regional Authority changed its policy by offering co-payment to adults 
with a saving of 50%. The frequency of meningitis coverage decreased after the 
announcement of policy change. For example, articles containing new information 
on meningitis or meningococcal vaccine (76 to 48%, p = 0.01) and preventive 
recommendations (31% down to 10%, p = 0.006) decreased significantly. An 
alarmist tone appeared in 21% of pre-policy articles that decreased to 5% post-
policy (p = 0.03). CONCLUSIONS: The findings suggest a role for the media in 
fostering public pressure towards health services and policy-makers. A collaboration 
between Public Health institutions and the media would be beneficial in order to 
improve communication with the public.  
 
     
 Safety Profile of the Meningococcal Conjugate Vaccine 
(Menafrivac™) in Clinical Trials and Vaccination Campaigns: A 
Review of Published Studies.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Aug 12;  
Author: Ateudjieu J., Stoll B., Bisseck A.C., Tembei A.M., Genton B.  
 
Abstract: The study aimed to assess the capacity of AEFI surveillance during 
vaccination campaigns with the new conjugate meningitis vaccine (MenAfrivac). A 
systematic review of studies on MenAfrivac™ published in English during 2001-2016 
was done.AEFIs incidence (I) were estimated and compared between MenAfrivac™ 
clinical trials and immunization campaigns using incidence difference (Id).Nine 
studies were included with an overall local AEFI I of 11,496/100,000 doses 
administered per week in clinical trials and 0.72/100,000 doses in immunization 
campaigns. An Id of 11,497.92 [11,497.91-11,497.93] and 17,243.20 [17,241.80-
17,245.90] per 100,000 doses administered per week for overall local and systemic 
AEFI respectively were observed with highest from clinical trials. The incidence of 
AEFIs after MenAfrivac™ vaccination was far lower in campaigns than in clinical trial 
studies. Current capacity of AEFI surveillance during vaccination campaigns require 
extensive re-assessment of its structure and capacity.  
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 Epidemiologic Trends, Global Shifts in Meningococcal Vaccination 
Guidelines, and Data Supporting the Use of MenACWY-TT Vaccine: 
A Review.  
Source: Infectious Diseases and Therapy. 2019 Sep 01; 8(3):307-333.  
Author: Presa J., Findlow J., Vojicic J., Williams S., Serra L.  
 
Abstract: Abstract: Neisseria meningitidis is a major cause of meningitis and 
septicemia with cases, outbreaks, and epidemics reported globally in industrialized 
and non-industrialized countries. N. meningitidis is categorized into 12 serogroups; 
however, only 5 serogroups (A, B, C, W, Y) are responsible for the majority of 
disease. Invasive meningococcal disease (IMD) occurs unpredictably; protection is 
therefore best achieved by initiating proactive vaccination strategies. Vaccines are 
currently available for the five main disease-causing serogroups. With the evolution 
of meningococcal vaccines and changes in IMD epidemiology, different vaccination 
strategies have been used. Recently, the rapid clonal expansion of meningococcal 
serogroup W (MenW) has been associated with a change in the national and 
regional vaccination recommendations from monovalent meningococcal serogroup 
C vaccines to meningococcal serogroup A, C, W, Y (MenACWY) vaccines in several 
countries. This review highlights these and other changes in IMD epidemiology and 
meningococcal vaccination recommendations, summarizes information available for 
currently available conjugate MenACWY vaccines, and focuses on clinical study 
data for the most recently approved MenACWY conjugate vaccine, MenACWY 
vaccine conjugated to tetanus toxoid (MenACWY-TT). MenACWY-TT studies 
spanned multiple age groups and generally demonstrated safety and 
immunogenicity in comparison with other meningococcal vaccines and under 
concomitant administration of other routine vaccines. Continuous updates to 
meningococcal vaccine recommendations in response to changing epidemiology, as 
have been undertaken for MenW, are necessary to ensure optimal population 
protection. Funding: Pfizer, Inc.  
 
     
 Distribution of Neisseria meningitidis serogroup B (NmB) vaccine 
antigens in meningococcal disease causing isolates in the United 
States during 2009-2014, prior to NmB vaccine licensure.  
Source: The Journal of infection. 2019 Sep 07;  
Author: Chang H.-Y., Vuong J., Hu F., Liberator P., Chen A., Kretz C.B., Blain A., 
Hao L., Retchless A.C., Whaley M.J., Anderson A.S., Wang X.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVES: Two Neisseria meningitidis serogroup B (NmB) vaccines 
are licensed in the United States. To estimate their potential coverage, we examined 

the vaccine antigen diversity among meningococcal isolates prior to vaccine 
licensure. METHODS: NmB vaccine antigen genes of invasive isolates collected in 
the U.S. from 2009-2014 were characterized by Sanger or whole-genome 
sequencing. RESULTS: During 2009-2014, the predominant antigen types have 
remained similar to those reported in 2000-2008 for NmB and 2006-2008 for NmC, 
NmY, with the emergence of a few new types. FHbp of subfamily B or variant 1 
(B/v1) remained prevalent among NmB whereas FHbp of subfamily A or variant 2 
and 3 (A/v2-3) were more prevalent among non-NmB. FHbp peptide 1 (B24/1.1) 
remains the most prevalent type in NmB. Full-length NadA peptide was detected in 
26% of isolates, primarily in NmB and NmW. The greatest diversity of NhbA peptides 
was detected among NmB, with p0005 as the most prevalent type. CONCLUSIONS: 
The prevalence and diversity of the NmB vaccine antigens have remained stable 
with common antigen types persisting over time. The data collected prior to NmB 
vaccine licensure provide the baseline to understand the potential impact of NmB 
vaccines on antigen diversity and strain coverage.  
 
     
 Genetic Similarity of Gonococcal Homologs to Meningococcal 
Outer Membrane Proteins of Serogroup B Vaccine.  
Source: mBio. 2019 Sep 10; 10(5).  
Author: Marjuki H., Topaz N., Joseph S.J., Gernert K.M., Kersh E.N., Wang X.  
 
Abstract: The human pathogens Neisseria gonorrhoeae and Neisseria meningitidis 
share high genome identity. Retrospective analysis of surveillance data from New 
Zealand indicates the potential cross-protective effect of outer membrane vesicle 
(OMV) meningococcal serogroup B vaccine (MeNZB) against N. gonorrhoeae A 
licensed OMV-based MenB vaccine, MenB-4C, consists of a recombinant FHbp, 
NhbA, NadA, and the MeNZB OMV. Previous work has identified several abundantly 
expressed outer membrane proteins (OMPs) as major components of the MenB-4C 
OMV with high sequence similarity between N. gonorrhoeae and N. meningitidis, 
suggesting a mechanism for cross-protection. To build off these findings, we 
performed comparative genomic analysis on 970 recent N. gonorrhoeae isolates 
collected through a U.S surveillance system against N. meningitidis serogroup B 
(NmB) reference sequences. We identified 1,525 proteins that were common to both 
Neisseria species, of which 57 proteins were predicted to be OMPs using in silico 
methods. Among the MenB-4C antigens, NhbA showed moderate sequence identity 
(73%) to the respective gonococcal homolog, was highly conserved within N. 
gonorrhoeae, and was predicted to be surface expressed. In contrast, the 
gonococcal FHbp was predicted not to be surface expressed, while NadA was 
absent in all N. gonorrhoeae isolates. Our work confirmed recent observations (E. A. 
Semchenko, A. Tan, R. Borrow, and K. L. Seib, Clin Infect Dis, 2018, 
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https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/ciy1061) and describes homologous OMPs from a large 
panel of epidemiologically relevant N. gonorrhoeae strains in the United States 
against NmB reference strains. Based on our results, we report a set of OMPs that 
may contribute to the previously observed cross-protection and provide potential 
antigen targets to guide the next steps in gonorrhea vaccine 
development.IMPORTANCE Gonorrhea, a sexually transmitted disease, causes 
substantial global morbidity and economic burden. New prevention and control 
measures for this disease are urgently needed, as strains resistant to almost all 
classes of antibiotics available for treatment have emerged. Previous reports 
demonstrate that cross-protection from gonococcal infections may be conferred by 
meningococcal serogroup B (MenB) outer membrane vesicle (OMV)-based 
vaccines. Among 1,525 common proteins shared across the genomes of both N. 
gonorrhoeae and N. meningitidis, 57 proteins were predicted to be surface 
expressed (outer membrane proteins [OMPs]) and thus preferred targets for vaccine 
development. The majority of these OMPs showed high sequence identity between 
the 2 bacterial species. Our results provide valuable insight into the meningococcal 
antigens present in the current OMV-containing MenB-4C vaccine that may 
contribute to cross-protection against gonorrhea and may inform next steps in 
gonorrhea vaccine development.  
 
     
 Development a multi-epitope driven subunit vaccine for immune 
response reinforcement against Serogroup B of Neisseria 
meningitidis using comprehensive immunoinformatics 
approaches.  
Source: Infection, Genetics and Evolution. 2019 Nov 01; 75.  
Author: Rostamtabar M., Rahmani A., Baee M., Karkhah A., Prajapati V.K., 
Ebrahimpour S., Nouri H.R.  
 
Abstract: Serogroup B of Neisseria meningitidis is the main cause of mortality due to 
meningococcal meningitis. Despite of many investigations, there is still no effective 
vaccine to prevent this serious infection. Therefore, this study was conducted to 
design a multi-epitope based vaccine through immunoinformatics approaches. The T 
CD4+and TCD8+cells along with IFN-γ inducing epitopes were selected from TspA, 
FHbp, NspA, TbpB, PilQ and NspA antigens form serogroup B of Neisseria 
meningitidis. Furthermore, to induce strong helper T lymphocytes (HTLs) responses, 
Pan HLA DR-binding epitope (PADRE) was used. In addition, loop 5 and 7 of the 
PorB as a TLR2 agonist were added to the vaccine construct. Physico-chemical 
properties, secondary and tertiary structures of the proposed construct were 
assessed. Finally, homology modeling, refinement and molecular docking were 

carried out to evaluated the construct tertiary structure and protein-protein 
interaction, respectively. By fusing the CTL, HTL and IFN-γ predicted epitopes along 
with suitable adjuvant and linkers, a multi-epitope vaccine was constructed with a 
TAT sequence of HIV at the N-terminal. Immunoinformatics analyses confirmed a 
soluble and non-allergic protein with a molecular weight of 62.5 kDa and high 
antigenicity. Furthermore, the stability of the multi–epitope construct was established 
and showed strong potential to generate humoral and cell-mediated immune 
responses. In addition, through molecular docking and dynamic simulation, the 
microscopic interaction between the vaccine construct and TLR-2 were verified. In 
summary, immunoinformatics analysis demonstrated that the constructed multi-
epitope vaccine had a strong potential of T and B-cell stimulation and it could 
possibly be used for prophylactic or therapeutic aims to protect against serogroup B 
of N. meningitidis.  
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Pneumo 

      
 Using pneumococcal carriage studies to monitor vaccine impact 
in low- and middle-income countries.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Chan J., Nguyen C.D., Dunne E.M., Kim Mulholland E., Mungun T., Pomat 
W.S., Rafai E., Satzke C., Weinberger D.M., Russell F.M.  
 
Abstract: Pneumococcal disease is a leading cause of childhood mortality, globally. 
The pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV) has been introduced to many countries 
worldwide. However there are few studies evaluating PCV impacts in low- and 
middle-income countries (LMIC) because measuring the impact of PCV on 
pneumococcal disease in LMICs is challenging. We review the role of pneumococcal 
carriage studies for the evaluation of PCVs in LMICs and discuss optimal methods 
for conducting these studies. Fifteen carriage studies from 13 LMICs quantified the 
effects of PCV on carriage, and identified replacement carriage serotypes in the 
post-PCV era. Ten studies reported on the indirect effects of PCV on carriage. 
Results can be used to inform cost-effectiveness evaluations, guide policy decisions 
on dosing and product, and monitor equity in program implementation. Critically, we 
highlight gaps in our understanding of serotype replacement disease in LMICs and 
identify priorities for research to address this gap.  
 
     
 Twelve years of pneumococcal conjugate vaccination in the 
Netherlands: Impact on incidence and clinical outcomes of 
invasive pneumococcal disease.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Vestjens S.M.T., Sanders E.A.M., Vlaminckx B.J., de Melker H.E., van der 
Ende A., Knol M.J.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: In 2006, the Netherlands introduced the 7-valent 
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV7) in their national immunisation programme. 
In 2011, PCV7 was replaced by the 10-valent vaccine (PCV10). We report on the 
impact of PCV on invasive pneumococcal disease (IPD) incidence, clinical 
syndromes and patient outcomes. Methods: Pneumococcal isolates of hospitalised 
IPD patients between June 2004 and May 2018 were obtained from nine sentinel 
laboratories, covering 25% of the Dutch population. All isolates were serotyped. IPD 
incidence and clinical outcome were determined before and after introduction of 

PCV7 and after the switch to PCV10, stratified by age and serotype. Results: 
Compared to before PCV7 introduction, significant declines in IPD incidence were 
observed in 2016–2018 in children <5 years (69%), 18–49 year olds (31%) and ≥65 
year olds (19%). Compared to before PCV10 introduction, the IPD incidence in 
2016–2018 declined in children <5 years (RR:0.68, 95%CI:0.42–1.11), 5–17 year 
olds (RR:0.58, 95%CI:0.29–1.14) and 18–49 year olds (RR:0.72, 95%CI:0.57–0.90), 
but not in 50–64 year olds (RR:0.94, 95%CI:0.81–1.10) and ≥65 year olds (RR:1.04, 
95%CI:0.0.93–1.15). While the case fatality rate (CFR) decreased from 16.2% pre-
PCV to 13.4% post-PCV10 (RR:0.83, 95%CI:0.70–0.99), the switch to PCV10 had 
no further impact on CFR (RR:1.14, 95%CI:0.96–1.36). Conclusion: Twelve years of 
PCV in the Netherlands has resulted in a sustained reduction of IPD incidence in 
children and younger adults. The switch from PCV7 to PCV10 did not have 
additional impact on the IPD incidence in older adults and CFR due to emerging 
non-vaccine serotypes.  
 
     
 Prevention of pneumococcal infections in adults using conjugate 
vaccines: No easy answers.  
Source: Clinical Infectious Diseases. 2019; 69(1):50-51.  
Author: Weinberger D.M., Shapiro E.D.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Pneumonia hospitalisation and case-fatality rates in older 
australians with and without risk factors for pneumococcal 
disease: Implications for vaccine policy.  
Source: Epidemiology and Infection. 2019; 147.  
Author: Dirmesropian S., Liu B., Wood J.G., MacIntyre C.R., McIntyre P., Karki S., 
Jayasinghe S., Newall A.T.  
 
Abstract: Community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) results in substantial numbers of 
hospitalisations and deaths in older adults. There are known lifestyle and medical 
risk factors for pneumococcal disease but the magnitude of the additional risk is not 
well quantified in Australia. We used a large population-based prospective cohort 
study of older adults in the state of New South Wales (45 and Up Study) linked to 
cause-specific hospitalisations, disease notifications and death registrations from 
2006 to 2015. We estimated the age-specific incidence of CAP hospitalisation (ICD-
10 J12-18), invasive pneumococcal disease (IPD) notification and presumptive non-
invasive pneumococcal CAP hospitalisation (J13 + J18.1, excluding IPD), comparing 
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those with at least one risk factor to those with no risk factors. The hospitalised 
case-fatality rate (CFR) included deaths in a 30-day window after hospitalisation. 
Among 266 951 participants followed for 1 850 000 person-years there were 8747 
first hospitalisations for CAP, 157 IPD notifications and 305 non-invasive 
pneumococcal CAP hospitalisations. In persons 65–84 years, 54.7% had at least 
one identified risk factor, increasing to 57.0% in those 85 years. The incidence of 
CAP hospitalisation in those 65 years with at least one risk factor was twofold higher 
than in those without risk factors, 1091/100 000 (95% confidence interval (CI) 1060–
1122) compared with 522/100 000 (95% CI 501–545) and IPD in equivalent groups 
was almost threefold higher (18.40/100 000 (95% CI 14.61–22.87) vs. 6.82/100 000 
(95% CI 4.56–9.79)). The CFR increased with age but there were limited difference 
by risk status, except in those aged 45 to 64 years. Adults 65 years with at least one 
risk factor have much higher rates of CAP and IPD suggesting that additional risk 
factor-based vaccination strategies may be cost-effective.  
 
     
 Infants at risk for invasive pneumococcal disease in the 13-valent 
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine era.  
Source: Clinical Infectious Diseases. 2019; 69(1):91-92.  
Author: Yildirim I., Pelton S.I.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Pneumococcal conjugate vaccine against serotype 3 
pneumococcal pneumonia in adults: A systematic review and 
pooled analysis.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: McLaughlin J.M., Jiang Q., Gessner B.D., Swerdlow D.L., Sings H.L., Isturiz 
R.E., Jodar L.  
 
Abstract: Background: Serotype 3 pneumococcal disease has not substantially 
declined at the population level after the routine introduction of 13-valent 
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV13) into pediatric immunization programs 
across the globe. This epidemiological finding has generated debate regarding the 
effectiveness of PCV13 against serotype 3 disease. Evaluating PCV13 effectiveness 
against serotype 3 is especially critical in adults, where serotype 3 makes up an 
important amount of remaining pneumococcal disease. Methods: We performed a 
systematic review of the published literature to assess the direct effectiveness of 
PCV13 against serotype 3 community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) among adults. We 

then estimated overall vaccine effectiveness (VE) using a pooled analysis of the 
individual-level, raw data. Results: Two published studies met inclusion criteria. One 
was a randomized controlled trial conducted in the Netherlands and published in 
2014. The other was a recently-published case-control study conducted in Louisville, 
Kentucky that used a test-negative design (TND). We also identified a third TND 
study conducted in Argentina that was recently presented as a conference abstract 
but is not yet published. All three studies were conducted in adults aged ≥65 years. 
PCV13 VE against serotype 3 hospitalized CAP was 52.5% (95%CI: 6.2–75.9%) 
from the pooled analysis of individual-level data from all three studies. Results were 
similar if the unpublished estimate was excluded (serotype 3 VE = 53.6% [95%CI: 
6.7–76.9%]). No heterogeneity was observed. Conclusions: Currently-available 
evidence, although limited to three studies, suggests that PCV13 provides direct 
protection against serotype 3 hospitalized CAP in adults aged ≥65 years.  
 
     
 Invasive pneumococcal disease in hospitalised children from 
Lima, Peru before and after introduction of the 7-valent 
conjugated vaccine.  
Source: Epidemiology and Infection. 2019; 147.  
Author: Luna-Muschi A., Castillo-Tokumori F., Deza M.P., Mercado E.H., Egoavil M., 
Sedano K., Castillo M.E., Reyes I., Chaparro E., Hernandez R., Silva W., Del Aguila 
O., Campos F., Saenz A., Ochoa T.J.  
 
Abstract: The objective of this study was to determine the serotype distribution and 
antibiotic resistance of invasive pneumococcal disease (IPD) strains in children from 
Lima, Peru, before and after the introduction of the 7-valent pneumococcal 
conjugate vaccine (PCV7), which was introduced in the national immunisation 
program on 2009. We conducted a prospective, multicentre, passive surveillance 
IPD study during 2006–2008 and 2009–2011, before and right after the introduction 
of PCV7 in Peru. The study was performed in 11 hospitals and five private 
laboratories in Lima, Peru, in patients <18 years old, with sterile site cultures yielding 
Streptococcus pneumoniae. In total 159 S. pneumoniae isolates were recovered. 
There was a decrease in the incidence of IPD in children <2 years old after the 
introduction of PCV7 (18.4/100 000 vs. 5.1/100 000, P = 0.004). Meningitis cases 
decreased significantly in the second period (P = 0.036) as well as the overall case 
fatality rate (P = 0.025), including a decreased case fatality rate of pneumonia 
(16.3% to 0%, P = 0.04). PCV7 serotypes showed a downward trend. Vaccine-
preventable serotypes caused 78.9% of IPD cases, mainly 14, 6B, 5, 19F and 23F. 
A non-significant increase in erythromycin resistance was reported. Our findings 
suggest that the introduction of PCV7 led to a significant decrease of IPD in children 
under 2 years old and in the overall case fatality rate.  
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 Phase 1 trial of a 20-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine in 
healthy adults.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Thompson A., Lamberth E., Severs J., Scully I., Tarabar S., Ginis J., Jansen 
K.U., Gruber W.C., Scott D.A., Watson W.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Streptococcus pneumoniae is a leading cause of bacteremia, 
bacterial pneumonia, and meningitis, and is associated with substantial morbidity 
and mortality, particularly in those under 2 years of age and those over 65 years of 
age. While significant progress against S. pneumoniae-related disease has been 
made as a result of the introduction of pneumococcal conjugate vaccines (PCV7, 
PCV10 and PCV13), there remains value in further expanding pneumococcal 
vaccine serotype coverage. Here we present the first report of a 20-valent 
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV20) containing capsular polysaccharide 
conjugates present in PCV13 as well as 7 new serotypes (8, 10A, 11A, 12F, 15B, 
22F, and 33F) which are important contributors to pneumococcal disease. Methods: 
This Phase I first-in-human study was a randomized, controlled, observer-blinded 
study with a two-arm parallel design to assess the safety, tolerability, and 
immunogenicity of PCV20 in adults. A total of 66 healthy adults 18–49 years of age 
with no history of pneumococcal vaccination were enrolled and randomized to 
receive a single dose of PCV20 or a licensed tetanus, diphtheria, acellular pertussis 
combination vaccine (Tdap) control. Local injection site reactions, select systemic 
symptoms, laboratory studies, and adverse events were assessed. 
Opsonophagocytic activity (OPA) titers and IgG concentrations were measured in 
sera collected prior to, and approximately one month (28–35 days) after vaccination. 
Results: Vaccination with PCV20 elicited substantial IgG and functional bactericidal 
immune responses as demonstrated by increases in IgG geometric mean 
concentrations (GMCs) and OPA geometric mean titers (GMTs) to the 20 vaccine 
serotypes. The overall safety profile of PCV20 was similar to Tdap, and generally 
consistent with that observed after PCV13 administration. Conclusions: Vaccination 
with PCV20 was well tolerated and induced substantial functional (OPA) and IgG 
responses to all vaccine serotypes. There were no safety issues identified in this 
Phase 1 study, and the data supported further evaluation of PCV20.  
 
     

 Persistence of antibodies to pneumococcal conjugate vaccine 
compared to polysaccharide vaccine in patients with Crohn’s 
disease–one year follow up.  
Source: Infectious Diseases. 2019; 51(9):651-658.  
Author: Kantso B., Halkjaer S.I., Ostergaard Thomsen O., Belard E., Gottschalck 
I.B., Jorgensen C.S., Krogfelt K.A., Slotved H.-C., Ingels H., Petersen A.M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Patients suffering from Crohn’s disease (CD) are at increased 
risk of infectious diseases, such as pneumococcal infection. The risk increases with 
immunotherapy. Pneumococcal infection can be prevented by vaccination. Methods: 
We conducted a randomized trial of the 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide 
vaccine (PPV23) and the 13-valent pneumococcal conjugated vaccine (PCV13) in 
groups of CD patients treated with immunosuppressive (IS) drugs in the form of 
thiopurines (PPV23 n = 28, PCV13 n = 28) alone or in combination with TNF-α 
antagonists (PPV23 n = 13, PCV13 n = 13) and CD patients not treated with any of 
these drugs (untreated) (PPV23 n = 30, PCV13 n = 24). In this article, we report the 
immunogenicity of PPC23 and PCV13 one year after vaccination. Results: No 
overall differences in vaccine-induced serotype-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) 
antibodies or functional antibodies (opsonophagocytic activity (OPA)) were found 
between the two vaccines. PCV13 induced a higher concentration of IgG antibodies 
for serotype 9V than PPV23 in untreated patients. In contrast, PPV23 induced 
higher OPA for serotypes 6B and 19F than PCV13 in IS treated patients. Untreated 
patients showed generally higher IgG and OPA antibody levels than patients treated 
with IS and TNF-α antagonists. Conclusions: In conclusion, we found no general 
differences in the persistence of induced antibodies when comparing PPV23 with 
PCV13 regardless of treatment and also within treatment groups (IS, IS + TNF-α and 
untreated). This was demonstrated for both serotype-specific IgG antibodies and as 
functional antibodies (OPA). Patients treated with thiopurines in combination with 
TNF-α inhibitors have an impaired immune response against both PPV23 and 
PCV13, as compared to untreated patients. This study has been registered in the 
European Clinical Trials Database (EudraCT, record no 2012-002867-86) and 
ClinicalTrials.gov (record no. NCT01947010).  
 
     
 Is effective anti-pneumococcal vaccine to avoid pneumococcal 
disease in immunosuppressed adults?  
Source: Vacunas. 2019;  
Author: Aller Blanco A.I., Monclus Lopez M.  
 
Abstract: The following clinical question is posed: Is pneumococcal vaccination 
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effective for prevention of pneumonia and invasive pneumococcal disease in 
immunosuppressed patients or with immunosuppressive, immunomodulatory or 
biological drugs? In spite of the current recommendations to administer the 
pneumococcal vaccine to adults with immunosuppression, the data to support this 
approach in this population group are scarce. The evidence indicates that current 
vaccination in patients older than 65 years is more effective in the prevention of 
invasive pneumococcal disease than preventing the development of pneumococcal 
pneumonia and pneumonia from all causes. In the absence of further evidence, the 
healths teams, follow the recommendations given by the scientific societies and by 
the Spanish Ministry of Health, Consumption and Social Welfare on pneumococcal 
vaccination to patients with immunosuppression who advise sequential vaccination 
of patients with immunosuppression with VNC13 + VNP23, with 8 weeks of 
difference and revaccination at 5 years.  
 
     
 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine improves 
survival in dialysis patients by preventing cardiac events.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Ihara H., Kikuchi K., Taniguchi H., Fujita S., Tsuruta Y., Kato M., Mitsuishi 
Y., Tajima K., Kodama Y., Takahashi F., Takahashi K., Azuma N.  
 
Abstract: Background: Immunodeficient patients are recommended to receive 
pneumococcal vaccination. However, there is limited evidence showing 
effectiveness of the polysaccharide vaccine. Polysaccharide vaccination has shown 
an association with cardiovascular event risk reduction. We assessed the efficacy of 
the 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine (PPSV23) in relation to the risk 
of hospitalization and death due to pneumonia and acute cardiac events. Methods: 
The medical records of all dialysis patients attending our 8 study centers in 2010 
were studied, and we selected 1038 consecutive patients. One-to-one propensity 
score matching was used to correct for potential selection bias in a PPSV23-
vaccinated group versus a non-vaccinated group, and a total of 510 patients were 
identified for outcome analysis. Time to first admission, or deaths due to all-cause 
pneumonia or cardiac events until 2015 were compared between both groups. 
Results: The all-cause death rate was significantly decreased in the PPSV23-
vaccinated group, (hazard ratio [HR] 0.62, 95% confidence interval [CI]; 0.46–0.83, 
P = 0.002). All-cause death was considered to be a competing risk for the other 
outcomes. Further outcomes were evaluated by competing risk analysis adjusting for 
mortality. There was no statistically significant difference in the hospitalization rate 
for pneumonia; however, the hospitalization rate due to cardiac events was 
significantly lower in the PPSV23-vaccinated group than in the non-vaccinated group 
(HR 0.44, 95% CI; 0.20–0.96, P = 0.040). There was no statistically significant 

difference in the death rate due to pneumonia; however, the rate of cardiac death 
was significantly lower in the PPSV23-vaccinated group than in the non-vaccinated 
group (HR 0.36, 95% CI; 0.18–0.71, P = 0.003). Conclusions: The PPSV23 
vaccination is associated with a good prognosis and a low-risk of cardiac events in 
dialysis patients; however, there was no evidence indicating enhanced protective 
efficacy against pneumonia, suggesting the PPSV23 vaccination might improve the 
prognosis by directly preventing cardiovascular events.  
 
     
 Cost-effectiveness analysis on elderly pneumococcal vaccination 
in the Netherlands: Challenging the Dutch Health Council's advice.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Zeevat F., van der Schans J., Boersma W.G., Boersma C., Postma M.J.  
 
Abstract: Recently, the Dutch Health Council advised on elderly pneumococcal 
vaccination favouring the conventional polysaccharide vaccine over the novel 
conjugated vaccine. This advice was strongly inspired by a cost-effectiveness 
analysis considered to show favourable outcomes for the polysaccharide but not for 
the conjugated vaccine. We argue that using the same data and methods as 
presented by the Health Council, a different perspective on the results leads to a 
conclusion that not only the polysaccharide but also the conjugated pneumococcal 
vaccine is cost-effective. Our alternative perspective concerns the use of realistic 
vaccine prices, and applying an adequate time horizon for cost-effectiveness 
modelling. Notably, for one-off vaccination of 65-years old elderly, in all investigated 
analyses, also the conjugated vaccine seems cost-effective; i.e. well below the 
threshold of €20,000 per quality-adjusted life year, reflecting the most stringent 
threshold used for vaccines in the Netherlands.  
 
     
 Causes of delayed immunization with pneumococcal vaccine and 
aetiological patterns of pneumonia in young children.  
Source: Revista Latinoamericana de Hipertension. 2019; 14(3):337-345.  
Author: Tukbekova B.T., Kizatova S.T., Zhanpeissova A.A., Dyussenova S.B., 
Serikova G.B., Isaeva A.A., Tlegenova K.S., Kiryanova T.A.  
 
Abstract: To analyze the causes of delayed immunization with pneumococcal 
vaccine, as well as the impact of vaccination on the aetiology and severity of 
pneumonia in young children. Individual health records (f112/u) and vaccination 
records (f 063) of 309 children with delayed pneumonia vaccination were studied. 
The children were divided into two groups. The first group includes children (n=163) 
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with vaccination refusals, the second group includes those with temporary medical 
contraindications (n=146). Additionally, retrospective study of health records of 71 
children aged 0 days to 1.5 years was conducted. They were divided into 2 groups: 
The first included vaccinated children (n=36), the second-unvaccinated (n=35). To 
compare the data of 2 groups, IBM SPSS Statistics 20 was used for the calculation 
of CI (Confidence interval) for the ratio with the specified p-level-0.05. Vaccination 
refusals in the described cases amounted to 52.7%, temporary medical 
contraindication was 47.2%. Among the main reasons for vaccination refusals, 
distrust of the vaccine is a prevailing one-39.9%. Severe pneumonia in unvaccinated 
children was 42.9% (CI 95%, 26.5-59.3) of the total number of cases. In vac-cinated 
children, the proportion of severe pneumonia was 22.2 % (CI 95%, 8.6-35.8) of the 
total number of cases. Thus, cases of severe pneumonia development in 
unvaccinated children are 20.7% more than in vaccinated children, p>0.05. It should 
be noted that the applied for the comparison 95 % CI did not show statistically 
significant differences in the two groups, which indicates the need for further study of 
the issue of increasing the sample size.  
 
     
 Kawasaki disease and 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate 
vaccination among young children: A self-controlled risk interval 
and cohort study with null results.  
Source: PLoS Medicine. 2019 Jul 01; 16(7).  
Author: Baker M.A., Baer B., Kulldorff M., Zichittella L., Reindel R., DeLuccia S., 
Lipowicz H., Freitas K., Jin R., Yih W.K.  
 
Abstract: Background: Kawasaki disease is an acute vasculitis that primarily affects 
children younger than 5 years of age. Its etiology is unknown. The United States 
Vaccine Safety Datalink conducted postlicensure safety surveillance for 13-valent 
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV13), comparing the risk of Kawasaki disease 
within 28 days of PCV13 vaccination with the historical risk after 7-valent PCV 
(PCV7) vaccination and using chart-validation. A relative risk (RR) of 2.38 (95% CI 
0.92–6.38) was found. Concurrently, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
conducted a postlicensure safety review that identified cases of Kawasaki disease 
through adverse event reporting. The FDA decided to initiate a larger study of 
Kawasaki disease risk following PCV13 vaccination in the claims-based 
Sentinel/Postlicensure Rapid Immunization Safety Monitoring (PRISM) surveillance 
system. The objective of this study was to determine the existence and magnitude of 
any increased risk of Kawasaki disease in the 28 days following PCV13 vaccination. 
Methods and findings: The study population included mostly commercially insured 
children from birth to <24 months of age in 2010 to 2015 from across the US. Using 
claims data of participating Sentinel/PRISM data-providing organizations, PCV13 

vaccinations were identified by means of current procedural terminology (CPT), 
Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS), and National Drug Code 
(NDC) codes. Potential cases of Kawasaki disease were identified by first-in-365-
days International Classification of Diseases 9th revision (ICD-9) code 446.1 or 
International Classification of Diseases 10th revision (ICD-10) code M30.3 in the 
inpatient setting. Medical records were sought for potential cases and adjudicated by 
board-certified pediatricians. The primary analysis used chart-confirmed cases with 
adjudicated symptom onset in a self-controlled risk interval (SCRI) design, which 
controls for time-invariant potential confounders. The prespecified risk interval was 
Days 1–28 after vaccination; a 28-day-long control interval followed this risk interval. 
A secondary analytic approach used a cohort design, with alternative potential risk 
intervals of Days 1–28 and Days 1–42. The varying background risk of Kawasaki 
disease by age was adjusted for in both designs. In the primary analysis, there were 
43 confirmed cases of Kawasaki disease in the risk interval and 44 in the control 
interval. The age-adjusted risk estimate was 1.07 (95% CI 0.70–1.63; p = 0.76). In 
the secondary, cohort analyses, which included roughly 700 potential cases and 
more than 3 million person-years, the risk estimates of potential Kawasaki disease in 
the risk interval versus in unexposed person-time were 0.84 (95% CI 0.65–1.08; p = 
0.18) for the Days 1–28 risk interval and 0.97 (95% CI 0.79–1.19; p = 0.80) for the 
Days 1–42 risk interval. The main limitation of the study was that we lacked the 
resources to conduct medical record review for all the potential cases of Kawasaki 
disease. As a result, potential cases rather than chart-confirmed cases were used in 
the cohort analyses. Conclusions: With more than 6 million doses of PCV13 
administered, no evidence was found of an association between PCV13 vaccination 
and Kawasaki disease onset in the 4 weeks after vaccination nor of an elevated risk 
extending or concentrated somewhat beyond 4 weeks. These null results were 
consistent across alternative designs, age-adjustment methods, control intervals, 
and categories of Kawasaki disease case included.  
 
     
 Estimated impact of revising the 13-valent pneumococcal 
conjugate vaccine schedule from 2+1 to 1+1 in England and 
Wales: A modelling study.  
Source: PLoS Medicine. 2019 Jul 01; 16(7).  
Author: Choi Y.H., Andrews N., Miller E.  
 
Abstract: Background: In October 2017, the United Kingdom Joint Committee on 
Vaccination and Immunisation (JCVI) recommended removal of one primary dose of 
the 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV13) from the existing 2+1 
schedule (2, 4, 12 months). We conducted a mathematical modelling study to 
investigate the potential impact of a 1+1 (3, 12 month) schedule on invasive 
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pneumococcal disease (IPD) and pneumococcal community-acquired pneumonia 
(CAP). Our results and those from a 1+1 immunogenicity study formed the key 
evidence reviewed by JCVI. Methods and findings: We developed age-structured, 
dynamic, deterministic models of pneumococcal transmission in England and Wales 
to describe the impact on IPD of 7-valent PCV (PCV7; introduced in 2006) and 
PCV13 (introduced in 2010). Key transmission and vaccine parameters were 
estimated by fitting to carriage data from 2001/2002 and post-PCV IPD data to 2015, 
using vaccine coverage, mixing patterns between ages, and population data. We 
considered various models to investigate potential reasons for the rapid increase in 
non-PCV13 (non-vaccine serotype [NVT]) IPD cases since 2014. After searching a 
large parameter space, 500 parameter sets were identified with a likelihood 
statistically close to the maximum and these used to predict future cases (median, 
prediction range from 500 parameter sets). Our findings indicated that the 
emergence of individual NVTs with higher virulence resulting from ongoing 
replacement was likely responsible; the NVT increase was predicted to plateau from 
2020. Long-term simulation results suggest that changing to a 1+1 schedule would 
have little overall impact, as the small increase in vaccine-type IPD would be offset 
by a reduction in NVT IPD. Our results were robust to changes in vaccine 
assumptions in a sensitivity analysis. Under the base case scenario, a change to a 
1+1 schedule in 2018 was predicted to produce 31 (6, 76) additional IPD cases over 
five years and 83 (−10, 242) additional pneumococcal-CAP cases, with together 8 
(−2, 24) additional deaths, none in children under 15 years. Long-term continuation 
with the 2+1 schedule, or changing to a 1+1, was predicted to sustain current 
reductions in IPD cases in under-64-year-olds, but cases in 65+-year-olds would 
continue to increase because of the effects of an aging population. Limitations of our 
model include difficulty in fitting to past trends in NVT IPD in some age groups and 
inherent uncertainty about future NVT behaviour, sparse data for defining the mixing 
matrix in 65+-year-olds, and the methodological challenge of defining uncertainty on 
predictions. Conclusions: Our findings suggest that, with the current mature status of 
the PCV programme in England and Wales, removing one primary dose in the first 
year of life would have little impact on IPD or pneumococcal CAP cases or 
associated deaths at any age. A reduction in the number of priming doses would 
improve programmatic efficiency and facilitate the introduction of new vaccines by 
reducing the number of coadministered vaccines given at 2 and 4 months of age in 
the current UK schedule. Our findings should not be applied to other settings with 
different pneumococcal epidemiology or with immature programmes and poor herd 
immunity.  
 
     

 Skin necrosis following 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide 
vaccination.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):450.  
Author: Thompson D.L., Dores G.M., Ahluwalia J., Arya D.P., Niu M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Skin necrosis after vaccination is a rare local adverse event 
(AE) that can result in serious complications. Objectives: Describe the 
characteristics of skin necrosis cases after administration of 23-valent pneumococcal 
polysaccharide vaccine (PPSV23). Methods: A case series was conducted in the 
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS). PPSV23 reports submitted 
from 1990 (VAERS inception) through January 9, 2019 associated with AEs of 
“injection site necrosis,” “necrosis,” “skin necrosis,” or “vaccination site necrosis” 
were ascertained. A case of vaccination-site skin necrosis was defined as an 
individual whose report included a description of skin necrosis at or near the 
PPSV23 injection site. Empirical Bayesian data mining analyses were conducted to 
determine if skin necrosis was disproportionally associated with PPSV23 vaccine 
compared to other vaccine-AE pairs reported to VAERS. Results: A total of 71 
reports were ascertained, of which 44 (62%) met the case definition for vaccination-
site skin necrosis. The median age of cases was 66 years (range = 51-96 years), 
and most were female (86%). The median time to onset of symptoms was one day 
(range = 0-18 days). Thirty (68%) cases received PPSV23 without concomitant 
vaccinations. The route of vaccine administration was noted for 29 (66%) cases, of 
which 21 (48%) received PPSV23 intramuscularly and 8 (18%) subcutaneously. 
Almost all cases (n = 42, 95%) were reported to have cellulitis or were described as 
having a cellulitis-like reaction in conjunction with skin necrosis. Blood or wound 
cultures were obtained in 10 (23%) cases, and in all but one case, culture results 
were negative. Fifteen cases (34%) were hospitalized, 19 (43%) required wound 
debridement, and 2 (5%) required a skin graft.Nopatternswereidentifiedby onset 
date, reporting source, or product lotnumber.Datamining did not reveal 
disproportional reporting values for PPSV23 and skin necrosis. Conclusions: Review 
of 28 years of US and international VAERS data revealed skin necrosis as a rare AE 
following PPSV23 vaccination. Most cases were associated with cellulitis or cellulitis-
like reactions, not known to be of infectious origin, with some cases requiring 
hospitalization, wound debridement, and/or skin grafting. In addition to ensuring 
proper injection technique (optimizing injection site location, correct needle size), 
early recognition of skin necrosis and prompt evaluation and management are 
warranted.  
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 Pneumococcal vaccine safety surveillance using three statistical 
methods: Disproportionality analysis, tree-based scan statistics, 
and empirical Bayes geometric mean.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):238.  
Author: Lee H., Kim J.H., Shin J.-Y.  
 
Abstract: Background: Concerns on the safety profile of pneumococcal vaccine (PV) 
have been raised due to increased spontaneous adverse event (AE) reports over 
the recent years in South Korea. Empirical Bayes geometric mean (EBGM) and tree-
based scan statistics were introduced newly in local AE database to generate safety 
signals compared with disproportionality analysis. Objectives: To identify safety 
signals after pneumococcal vaccination using disproportionality analysis, tree-based 
scan statistics, and EBGM, and to compare detected signals across statistical 
methods to confirm the consistency of results. Methods: We conducted a vaccine 
safety surveillance study by applying the three statistical methods in the Korea 
Institute of Drug Safety & Risk Management-Korea adverse event reporting system 
database (KIDS-KD) between 1989 and 2017. The following statistical methods 
were used for signal detection: disproportional analysis using proportional reporting 
ratio, reporting odds ratio and information component simultaneously; EBGM using 
the lower bound of the 90% posterior probability interval; tree-based scan statistics 
at a significance level of 0.05. We repeated signal detection for pneumococcal 
polysaccharide vaccine (PPSV) and pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV) to 
identify the difference among the subtypes of PV. Results: A total of 20,156 
spontaneous reports were related to any vaccine, and 1,272 spontaneous reports 
were related to PV. We identified 111 AE-pairs, and signals detected by 
disproportionality analysis, tree-based scan statistics, and EBGM were 21 (18.9%), 
14 (12.6%), and 11 (9.9%), respectively. Only six signals (5.4%) were 
simultaneously detected by three statistical methods: fever (369); injection site 
discharge (218); cellulitis (52); oedema (19); injection site inflammation (14); 
angioedema (12). We identified 79 and 77 AE-pairs from PPSV and PCV, and 
different number of signals were detected by the three methods, respectively: PPSV 
(13 (16.5%), 14 (17.7%), 7 (8.9%)); PCV (14 (18.2%), 5 (6.5%), 3 (3.9%)). Cellulitis 
was the only AE detected simultaneously from PPSV and PCV by all statistical 
methods. Conclusions: Discrepancy in the detected signals were observed among 
the three statistical methods. Compared to disproportionality analysis, EBGM 
generated the least signals, and tree-based scan statistics generated either less or 
equal number of signals; both seems to calibrate noise. Nonetheless, the difference 
of results should be interpreted with caution due to lack of gold standard of signal 
detection.  

 
     
 Detection of adverse events after pneumococcal vaccines 
immunization from Korea adverse events reporting system 
database, 2005-2016.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):395.  
Author: Kim K.S., Kim H.J., Oh I.-S., Park M.S., Shin J.-Y.  
 
Abstract: Background: As part of Korea's National Immunization Program, 
Pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccines and Pneumococcal conjugate vaccines are 
being used. However, safety concerns regarding these vaccines persists as 
undetected adverse events (AEs) may exist. Objectives: We aimed to compare 
adverse events of Pneumococcal vaccines with all other vaccines using Korea 
Adverse Events Reporting System (KAERS) database and to determine the signal of 
Pneumococcal vaccines by comparing the information with the drug labels of Korea. 
Methods: We analyzed the cases of adverse events for Pneumococcal vaccines and 
all other vaccines reported through KAERS Database from 2005 to 2016. In this 
study, adverse events which were detected by all three indices of data-mining, PRR 
(Proportional Reporting Ratio), ROR (Proportional Odds Ratio) and IC (Information 
Component) were defined as a signal. After then, we determined the signals by 
comparing the information on the drug labels of Korea. Results: Of total 24,105 
reports corresponding to 125,437 vaccines- AE pairs, 4,748 (26.4%) AE-pairs were 
Pneumococcal Vaccines related. The detected signals for Pneumococcal vaccines 
by met the criteria of three data mining indices were 97 AEs. Among them, the total 
number of 13 AEs were not listed on the drug label of Korea: the most frequent AEs 
were tremor (49), back pain (15), hypotension (12), neuritis (12), anxiety (11), and 
circulatory failure (11); all AEs were reported in more than 10 cases. Conclusions: 
Our signal detection found 13 new AEs associated with Pneumococcal vaccines 
which may be causal, with respect to other vaccines. Further research is needed to 
confirm causality associated with Pneumococcal vaccines.  
 
     
 Using Lean Six Sigma to Improve Pneumococcal Vaccination 
Rates in a Veterans Affairs Rheumatology Clinic.  
Source: Journal for healthcare quality : official publication of the National Association 
for Healthcare Quality. 2019 Aug 02;  
Author: Wilson J., Swee M., Mosher H., Scott-Cawiezell J., Levins L., Fort K., Kumar 
B.  
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Abstract: Pneumonia is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in the United 
States. Therefore, prevention of pneumococcal pneumonia by administering 
effective and well-tolerated vaccines is an important goal, especially in the 
immunocompromised patients who are at an increased risk of infections. At a large 
Midwestern Veterans Affairs Rheumatology Clinic, an internal audit revealed a 
baseline immunization rate of 3%. Through the Lean Six Sigma approach, the 
investigators sought to increase the rate to 70%. An interprofessional approach 
incorporating provider education, reinforcement at the point of care, and workflow 
simplification was sequentially implemented. Lean Six Sigma tools, including 
process mapping, voice of the customer, and statistical process control charts were 
utilized. These interventions increased the percentage of eligible patients receiving 
vaccinations from 3% (n = 19/687) to 23% (n = 11/48) and decreased the vaccine 
administration time from 15 to 7 minutes. No adverse reactions were reported. This 
was balanced by an increase in appointment time by 4 minutes in those who 
received vaccines. The Lean Six Sigma approach was critical to reducing waste and 
improving value for patients and providers by increasing pneumococcal vaccination 
rates among the immunocompromised veteran population in a Midwestern Veterans 
Affairs Rheumatology Clinic.  
 
     
 Long-term impact of pneumococcal conjugate vaccines on 
invasive disease and pneumonia hospitalisations in Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous Australians.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 07;  
Author: Meder K.N., Jayasinghe S., Beard F., Dey A., Kirk M., Cook H., Strachan J., 
Sintchenko V., Smith H., Giele C., Howden B., Krause V., McIntyre P.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Universal pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV) 
programs began in Indigenous Australian children in 2001 and all children in 2005, 
changing to PCV13 in 2011. We used laboratory data for invasive pneumococcal 
disease (IPD) and coded hospitalisations for non-invasive pneumococcal community 
acquired pneumonia (PnCAP) to evaluate long-term impact. METHODS: Annual 
incidence (per 100,000 population) was calculated for age-specific total IPD, 
PCV13-non7v serotypes and PnCAP by Indigenous status. Incidence in the pre-
universal PCV7 (2002-2004), early-PCV7 (2005-2007), pre-PCV13 (2008-mid 2011) 
and post-PCV13 (mid 2011-2016) periods was used to calculate incidence rate 
ratios (IRRs). RESULTS: In the total population, all-age incidence of IPD declined 
from 11.8 pre-PCV7 to 7.1 post-PCV13 (IRR 0.61, 95% CI 0.59-0.63) but for PnCAP 

declined <1 year (IRR 0.34, 95% CI 0.25-0.45) and 1-4 years (IRR 0.50, 95% CI 
0.43-0.57) but increased significantly ≥5 years (IRRs 1.08 to 1.14). In Indigenous 
people, baseline PCV13-non7v IPD incidence was 3-fold higher, amplified by a 
serotype 1 epidemic in 2011. By 2015-6, although incidence of IPD and PnCAP in 
children <5 years decreased by 38%, neither decreased in people ≥5 years. 
CONCLUSIONS: 15 years post PCV and 5 years post PCV13, direct and indirect 
impact on IPD and PnCAP differed by age and between Indigenous and non-
Indigenous people, with potential implications for long-term PCV impact in 
comparable settings.  
 
     
 Pneumococcal Vaccines for Adults: What's Next?  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 12;  
Author: Weinberger D.M., Shapiro E.D.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Early Impact of 13-valent Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine Use 
on Invasive Pneumococcal Disease among Adults with and 
without Underlying Medical Conditions-United States.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 12;  
Author: Ahmed S.S., Pondo T., Xing W., McGee L., Farley M., Schaffner W., 
Thomas A., Reingold A., Harrison L., Lynfield R., Rowlands J., Bennett N., Petit S., 
Barnes M., Smelser C., Beall B., Whitney C.G., Pilishvili T.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The 13-valent pneumococcal vaccine (PCV13) was 
introduced for U.S. children in 2010, and for immunocompromised adults ≥19 years 
old in series with the 23-valent polysaccharide vaccine (PPSV23) in 2012. To 
quantify indirect effects before the 2014 introduction of PCV13 for all adults ≥65 
years old, we evaluated PCV13 impact on invasive pneumococcal disease (IPD) 
among adults with and without PCV13 indications. METHODS: We estimated IPD 
incidence using Active Bacterial Core surveillance and National Health Interview 
Survey. We compared incidence in 2013-2014 and 2007-2008, by age and serotype 
group (PCV13, PPSV23-unique, or types in neither vaccine [NVT]), among adults 
with and without PCV13 indications. RESULTS: IPD incidence declined among all 
adults. Among adults 19-64 years, PCV13-type IPD declined 57% (95%CI:-68,-43) 
in adults with immunocompromising conditions (IC, indication for PCV13 use), 57% 
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(95%CI:-62, -52) in immunocompetent adults with chronic medical conditions (CMC, 
indications for PPSV23 use alone), and 74% (95%CI:-78,-70) in adults with neither 
vaccine indication. Among adults ≥65 years, PCV13-type IPD decreased 68% 
(95%CI:-76,-60) in those with IC, 68% (95%CI:-72,-63) in those with CMC, and 71% 
(95%CI:-77,-64) in healthy adults. PPSV23-unique types increased in adults 19‒64 
years with CMC, and NVT did not change among adults with or without PCV13 
indications. From 2013-2014, non-PCV13 serotypes accounted for nearly 80% of 
IPD. CONCLUSION: IPD incidence among U.S. adults declined after PCV13 
introduction in children. Similar reductions in PCV13-type IPD in those with and 
without PCV13 indications suggest observed benefits are largely due to indirect 
effects from pediatric PCV13 use rather than direct use among adults.  
 
     
 Invasive Pneumococcal Disease in Children's Hospitals: 2014-
2017.  
Source: Pediatrics. 2019 Aug 16;  
Author: Kaplan S.L., Barson W.J., Lin P.L., Romero J.R., Bradley J.S., Tan T.Q., 
Pannaraj P.S., Givner L.B., Hulten K.G.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV13) 
was licensed in the United States in 2010. We describe invasive pneumococcal 
disease (IPD) in children at 8 children's hospitals in the US from 2014 to 2017. 
METHODS: Children with IPD occurring from 2014 to 2017 were identified from a 
prospective study. Demographic and clinical data, including results of any immune 
evaluation along with the number and dates of previous pneumococcal conjugate 
vaccines administered, were recorded on case report forms. Isolate serotypes were 
determined in a central laboratory. Pneumococcal conjugate vaccine doses were 
counted if IPD occurred ≥2 weeks after a dose. RESULTS: PCV13 serotypes 
accounted for 23.9% (115 out of 482) of IPD isolates from 2014 to 2017. Serotypes 
3, 19A, and 19F accounted for 91% of PCV13 serotypes. The most common non-
PCV13 serotypes were 35B, 23B, 33F, and 22F. An underlying condition was 
significantly (P < .0001) more common in children with IPD due to non-PCV13 
serotypes (200 out of 367, 54.5%) than for children with PCV13 serotypes (27 out of 
115, 23.5%). An immune evaluation was undertaken in 28 children who received ≥2 
PCV13 doses before IPD caused by a PCV13 serotype. Only 1 was found to have 
an immunodeficiency. CONCLUSIONS: PCV13 serotypes (especially serotypes 3, 
19A, and 19F) continue to account for nearly a quarter of IPD in US children 4 to 7 
years after PCV13 was introduced. Underlying conditions are more common in 
children with non-PCV13 serotype IPD. Immune evaluations in otherwise healthy 
children with PCV13 serotype IPD despite receiving ≥2 PCV13 doses did not identify 
an immunodeficiency.  

 
     
 Impact of the 13-Valent Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine on the 
incidences of acute otitis media, recurrent otitis media and 
tympanostomy tube insertion in children after its implementation 
into the national immunization program in Turkey.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Aug 19;  
Author: Soysal A., Gonullu E., Yildiz I., Aydemir G., Tunc T., Firat Y., Erdamar B., 
Karabocuoglu M.  
 
Abstract: The aim of this study was to investigate changes in the incidences of acute 
otitis media (AOM), recurrent AOM (rAOM) and tympanostomy tube (TT) insertion in 
children following the introduction of 13- valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine 
(PCV13) into the national immunization program (NIP) of Turkey in April 2011. 
National coverage for the PCV7 was 97% in 2009, 93% in 2010, 96% in 2011 and 
for the PVC13 was 97% in 2012, 97% in 2013, 96% in 2014, 97% in 2015, 98% in 
2016 and 96% in 2017 for Turkish children younger than 12 months of age. A total of 
499932 pediatric visits were recorded, and AOM was diagnosed in 23005 (4.6%) 
children. The incidence of AOM in children ≤ 5 years of age decreased from 
10700/100000 (2011) to 4712/100000 (2017), with a significant decreasing trend (p 
<0.001, r=-0.965). When the mean annual incidences of AOM between the transition 
period of PCV13 (years 2011/2012) were compared with those of a post-PCV13 
period (years 2016/2017) for children ≤ 5 years of age, the incidence of AOM was 
found to be decreased by 54% (p=0.013). The mean incidence of TT insertion was 
found to be decreased by 65% (p=0.003) between the transition period of PCV13 
and a post-PCV13 period for children ≤ 5 years of age. On the other hand, rAOM 
incidence was found to be increased in whole pediatric age groups Our study 
showed a significant decrease in the incidences of AOM and TT insertion in children 
≤ 5 years old after implementation of PCV13 in the NIP in Turkey.  
 
     
 Effectiveness of pneumococcal conjugate vaccine against hospital 
admissions for pneumonia in Australian children: a retrospective, 
population-based, record-linked cohort study.  
Source: The Lancet. Child & adolescent health. 2019 Aug 19;  
Author: Fathima P., Gidding H.F., McIntyre P.B., Snelling T.L., McCallum L., de 
Klerk N., Blyth C.C., Liu B., Moore H.C.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Reductions in pneumonia hospitalisations following 
introduction of pneumococcal conjugate vaccines (PCVs) have been reported from 
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high-incidence and low-incidence settings but long-term data comparing vaccinated 
with unvaccinated children are sparse. METHODS: We did a retrospective, 
population-based, record-linkage cohort study in Australian children using 
administrative health data from the Western Australian Midwives' Notification 
System and New South Wales Perinatal Data Collection, and the birth and death 
registries in both states. PCV vaccination details, pneumonia-coded hospital 
admissions, and invasive pneumococcal disease notification records were 
individually linked for children born between 2001 and 2012. The primary outcome 
was defined as the first hospital admission for all-cause pneumonia. Cox models 
were used to calculate adjusted hazard ratios (HR) to estimate the effect of PCV 
doses on pneumonia-coded hospital admissions by Aboriginal status, birth period, 
remoteness, and pneumonia diagnostic category in children younger than 2 years. 
Person-time of follow-up time for each child started at birth and was censored at the 
earliest of first hospital admission for all-cause pneumonia, death, invalid PCV dose, 
when the child reached age 24 months, or the end date of the study period (Dec 31, 
2013) FINDINGS: The study cohort comprised 1 365 893 children liveborn between 
Jan 1, 2001, and Dec 31, 2012, of whom 66 484 (4·9%) were identified as 
Aboriginal. The overall rate for all-cause pneumonia hospital admissions for children 
younger than 2 years over the entire study period was 17·6/1000 child-years in 
Aboriginal children and 5·5/1000 child-years in non-Aboriginal children. Compared 
with children born between 2001 and 2004 (ie, the pre-universal PCV period), the 
incidence of pneumonia-coded hospital admissions decreased in both vaccinated 
(6·5 vs 5·7 per 1000 child-years [12% reduction, 95% CI 3-21; p=0·01]) and 
unvaccinated non-Aboriginal children (6·8 vs 3·7 [45% reduction; 41-49]) born 2005-
12 (the universal PCV period); among Aboriginal children, declines were significant 
only among those vaccinated (27·4 vs 14·1 [49% reduction, 40-55]). Among 
Aboriginal children born 2005-12, the risk of pneumonia-coded hospital admission 
after three doses of PCV was lower than those unvaccinated (adjusted HR 0·83, 
95% CI 0·65-0·99) but, among non-Aboriginal children, the risk was similar (adjusted 
HR 1·09, 0·98-1·22). Overall, remote-born Aboriginal children had the highest 
incidence of hospital admission for pneumonia and among children born 2005-12, 
the adjusted risk was 37% lower (adjusted HR 0·63, 95% CI 0·42-0·96) among 
those fully vaccinated than those unvaccinated. INTERPRETATION: Reductions in 
pneumonia-coded hospital admissions in unvaccinated children predominated in 
non-Aboriginal children with low incidence of pneumonia but were not significant in 
Aboriginal children with high incidence. These findings have potential implications 
for measuring PCV effect using a non-specific endpoint such as all-cause 
pneumonia in high-incidence populations. FUNDING: Commonwealth Government 
Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy and Education Investment Fund 
Super Science Initiative and the Australian National Health and Medical Research 
Council.  

 
     
 Pneumococcal vaccination responses in adults with subnormal 
IgG subclass concentrations.  
Source: BMC Immunology. 2019 Aug 20; 20(1).  
Author: Parker A.R., Skold M., Harding S., Clayborn Barton J., Bertoli L.F., Barton 
J.C.  
 
Abstract: Background: We sought to compare Pneumovax®23 responses in adults 
with subnormal IgG subclass concentrations. We studied adults with normal total 
IgG, frequent/severe respiratory infection, and subnormal IgG1, IgG3, or IgG1 + 
IgG3 before and after Pneumovax®23. We defined response as serotype-specific 
IgG > 1.3 μg/mL and aggregate response as IgG > 1.3 μg/mL for ≥70% of all 
serotypes tested. We compared patients with and without serotype-specific 
responses and performed logistic regression on aggregate responses using: Age; 
male sex; body mass index; autoimmune condition(s); atopy; other allergies; 
subnormal IgGSc immunophenotypes; IgA; and IgM. Results: There were 59 
patients (mean age 44 ± 13 (SD) years; 83.1% women). Median days between pre-
and post-Pneumovax®23 testing was 33 (range 19-158). The median post-
vaccination summated concentration of serotype-specific IgG was higher in patients 
with subnormal IgG1 than subnormal IgG3 (responders and non-responders). All 
subnormal IgG1 + IgG3 non-responders responded to serotypes 8, 9 and 26, unlike 
other non-responders. Subnormal IgG3 responders had lower responses to 
serotypes 1, 4, 12, 23, 26, and 51. Subnormal IgG3 non-responders had higher 
responses to serotypes 1, 3, 8, 9, 12, 14, 19, 51, and 56. Response rates decreased 
with increasing age. Aggregate responders were: subnormal IgG1, 54%; IgG3, 46%; 
and IgG1 + IgG3, 46%. Regression on aggregate response revealed lower response 
with male sex (odds ratio 0.09 [95% CI 0.01, 0.77]) and atopy (0.17 [0.03, 0.83]). 
Conclusions: Serotype-specific IgG responses to Pneumovax®23 were greater in 
patients with subnormal IgG1 than subnormal IgG3. Male sex and atopy were 
associated with lower aggregate responses.  
 
     
 Effect of Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccines on Pneumococcal 
Meningitis, England and Wales, July 1, 2000-June 30, 2016.  
Source: Emerging infectious diseases. 2019 Sep 01; 25(9):1708-1718.  
Author: Oligbu G., Collins S., Djennad A., Sheppard C.L., Fry N.K., Andrews N.J., 
Borrow R., Ramsay M.E., Ladhani S.N.  
 
Abstract: We describe the effects of the 7-valent (PCV7) and 13-valent (PCV13) 
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pneumococcal conjugate vaccines on pneumococcal meningitis in England and 
Wales during July 1, 2000-June 30, 2016. Overall, 84,473 laboratory-confirmed 
invasive pneumococcal disease cases, including 4,160 (4.9%) cases with meningitis, 
occurred. PCV7 implementation in 2006 did not lower overall pneumococcal 
meningitis incidence because of replacement with non-PCV7-type meningitis 
incidence. Replacement with PCV13 in 2010, however, led to a 48% reduction in 
pneumococcal meningitis incidence by 2015-16. The overall case-fatality rate was 
17.5%: 10.7% among patients <5 years of age, 17.3% among patients 5-64 years of 
age, and 31.9% among patients >65 years of age. Serotype 8 was associated with 
increased odds of death (adjusted odds ratio 2.9, 95% CI 1.8-4.7). In England and 
Wales, an effect on pneumococcal meningitis was observed only after PCV13 
implementation. Further studies are needed to assess pneumococcal meningitis 
caused by the replacing serotypes.  
 
     
 Long-term Vaccine Impact on Invasive Pneumococcal Disease 
Among Children With Significant Comorbidities in a Large 
Australian Birth Cohort.  
Source: The Pediatric infectious disease journal. 2019 Sep 01; 38(9):967-973.  
Author: Jayasinghe S., Liu B., Gidding H., Gibson A., Chiu C., McIntyre P.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Little is known about long-term invasive pneumococcal 
disease (IPD) incidence in children with risk factors (RFs) in populations with high 
coverage pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV) programs. We measured IPD 
burden and changes with PCV use in children by RF status. METHODS: A 
retrospective cohort of all live births in 2001-2012 in New South Wales, Australia 
was linked to IPD, hospitalization and death data. RFs were identified from 
International Classification of Diseases codes in linked hospitalizations. For each RF 
adjusted hazard ratios (aHRs, using Cox models), population attributable fractions 
(PAFs) and changes post-PCV relative to baseline for IPD were calculated. 
RESULTS: One-thousand two-hundred fifty-one IPD cases occurred in ~1.1 million 
children in 12-year study cohort. The 75,404 children (6.8% of cohort) with RFs 
accounted for 255 (20.4%) IPD cases [rate (per 100,000 person-years) of 61 
compared with 14 in no RFs]. Asthma was most common RF (n = 41,074; 3.6%) but 
highest IPD risk was in 2452 children (0.2%) with immunosuppression, splenic 
dysfunction or breach in cerebrospinal fluid barrier (aHR~20; PAF 0.7-1.8%) versus 
asthma (aHR 5.3; PAF 14.8%). Compared with 2001-2004 birth cohort (baseline), 
IPD incidence in PCV-eligible 2009-2012 birth cohort was 78% (95% confidence 
interval: -72% to -82%) less in children without RFs. IPD declined nonsignificantly 
(13%; 95% confidence interval: -70% to +138%) in highest IPD risk group, but by 
67% (-43% to -82%) in children with other RFs. CONCLUSIONS: By 8 years of 

universal PCV, IPD incidence reduced significantly in all children except in the 0.2% 
at highest risk, for whom antibiotic prophylaxis and additional vaccine doses are 
recommended but compliance and effectiveness remain uncertain.  
 
     
 Development of a new 15-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine 
(PCV15) and evaluation of its immunogenicity.  
Source: Biologicals. 2019 Sep 01; 61:32-37.  
Author: Lee C., Choi S.K., Kim R.K., Kim H., Whang Y.H., Pharm H., Cheon H., 
Yoon D.-Y., Kim C.W., Baik Y.O., Park S.S., Lee I.  
 
Abstract: A new 15-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV15) against 
serotypes 1, 3, 4, 5, 6A, 6B, 7F, 9V, 11A, 14, 18C, 19A, 19F, 22F, and 23F has 
been developed using aluminum phosphate as an adjuvant. Using the rabbit model, 
immunogenicity of each serotype was evaluated by measuring antigen specific 
antibodies and functional antibody titers and comparing them to a control vaccine, 
Prevnar13®. Among the shared serotypes in both PCV15 and Prevnar13®, Type 3 
and 23F in PCV15 exhibited a lower opsonic index than Prevnar13®. Conversely, 
the other types showed greater or nearly the same immunogenic effects. Type 11A 
and 22F are two additional serotypes included in PCV15, and only 22F showed a 
reasonable opsonic index compared with other types. Type 11A exhibited a basal 
level fold-increase in OPA; thus, we further optimized 11A as well as 3 and 23F by 
controlling the polysaccharide-to-protein conjugation ratio as a variable. Antibody 
levels and functional antibody activities were evaluated by ELISA and OPA, and 
improved levels of immunogenic activities were observed for all three serotypes. In 
this study, we propose a new PCV15 candidate, in which the common 13 serotypes 
and a licensed control vaccine have equivalent efficacy while two additional 
serotypes showed adequate immunogenicity in the rabbit model.  
 
     
 Vaccine strategies for prevention of community-acquired 
pneumonia in Canada: Who would benefit most from 
pneumococcal immunization?  
Source: Canadian family physician Medecin de famille canadien. 2019 Sep 01; 
65(9):625-633.  
Author: Kaplan A., Arsenault P., Aw B., Brown V., Fox G., Grossman R., Jadavji T., 
Laferriere C., Levitz S., Loeb M., McIvor A., Mody C.H., Poulin Y., Shapiro M., 
Tessier D., Theoret F., Weiss K., Yaremko J., Zhanel G.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVE: To describe the burden of pneumococcal disease and 
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associated risk factors in the Canadian adult population, delineate available 
pneumococcal vaccines and associated efficacy and effectiveness data, and review 
current pneumococcal vaccine recommendations and community-acquired 
pneumonia (CAP) prevention strategies in Canada. QUALITY OF EVIDENCE: 
Pneumococcal vaccination guidelines from the Canadian National Advisory 
Committee on Immunization in 2013 and 2016 constitute level III evidence for CAP 
prevention in the Canadian adult population. MAIN MESSAGE: It is recommended 
that immunosuppressed adults of all ages receive the 13-valent pneumococcal 
conjugate vaccine (PCV13) (grades A and B recommendations). In 2016, the 
National Advisory Committee on Immunization also recommended that all adults 
aged 65 years and older receive PCV13 (grade A recommendation) on an individual 
basis, followed by the 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine (grade B 
recommendation). This update is based on a large clinical study that demonstrated 
PCV13 efficacy against vaccine-type CAP in this population. CONCLUSION: 
Physicians should focus on improving pneumococcal vaccination rates among 
adults, which remain low. Vaccination with PCV13 should also be considered for 
adults with chronic conditions, whose baseline risk is often higher than that for 
healthy individuals aged 65 years and older.  
 
     
 Pneumococcal Vaccination Strategies Among HIV-infected Adult 
Patients: A Review of the Literature.  
Source: In vivo (Athens, Greece). 2019 Sep 01; 33(5):1425-1430.  
Author: Garmpi A., Damaskos C., Garmpis N., Patsouras A., Savvanis S., Gravvanis 
N., Diamantis E.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND/AIM: Streptococcus pneumoniae is the leading cause of 
bacterial pneumonia and an important cause of invasive disease. Despite the 
antiretroviral therapies, adults infected with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) are 
at particular risk for invasive pneumococcal disease (IPD). The purpose of this study 
was to report the efficacy of the strategies currently being used in pneumococcal 
vaccination for HIV-infected adults. MATERIALS AND METHODS: A literature 
search was performed through electronic databases, for original articles in English, 
from years 2000 to 2019. Clinical trials controlled or randomized, and cohort studies 
were included. RESULTS: While 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine 
(PPV23) is recommended for immunocompromised patients, it has been reported 
that it is less suitable for HIV-infected patients. Recent guidelines have added 
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV) to the list of recommended vaccines. 
CONCLUSION: Further studies are needed to determine the optimal vaccines and 
intervals for subsequent revaccinations during the lifetime.  

 
     
 Stable dynamics of pneumococcal carriage over a decade in the 
pre-PCV era.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019 Sep 03; 37(37):5625-5629.  
Author: Wagner B.G., Althouse B.M., Givon-Lavi N., Hu H., Dagan R.  
 
Abstract: Streptococcus pneumoniae (SP) nasopharyngeal carriage studies are 
important to understand SP circulation prior to implementation of vaccination 
programs. It is generally not known how stable these carriage rates are over time. 
Carriage studies were conducted in Southern Israel during a decade preceding 
Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine (PCV) introduction. We estimated total and 
vaccine-type SP carriage at 6 months of age to be stable at 35% (95% CI: 26, 44) 
and 19% (95% CI: 15, 24), respectively in Jewish and 70% (95% CI, 62, 77) and 
41% (95% CI: 38, 45) in Bedouin populations. The stability of carriage rates in two 
disparate populations over 10 years suggests a single survey may be sufficient to 
characterize pneumococcal carriage pre-PCV.  
 
     
 Pneumococcal carriage among children under five in Accra, 
Ghana, five years after the introduction of pneumococcal 
conjugate vaccine.  
Source: BMC pediatrics. 2019 Sep 05; 19(1):316.  
Author: Dayie N.T.K.D., Tettey E.Y., Newman M.J., Bannerman E., Donkor E.S., 
Labi A.-K., Slotved H.-C.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The study objective was to determine the carriage and 
serotype distribution of Streptococcus pneumoniae among children in Accra, Ghana, 
five years after the introduction of the pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV-13) in 
2012. METHODS: Nasopharyngeal swab samples were collected from 410 children 
below 5 years of age in Accra, Ghana, from September to December, 2016. 
Pneumococcal isolates were identified by optochin sensitivity and bile solubility. 
Serotyping was performed using the latex agglutination kit and Quellung reaction. 
The isolates were furthermore tested for antimicrobial susceptibility for different 
antimicrobials, including penicillin (PEN). Twelve isolates including seven non-
typeable (NT) isolates were characterized using whole-genome sequencing analysis 
(WGS). RESULTS: The overall carriage prevalence was found to be 54% (95% CI, 
49-59%), and 20% (95% CI, 49-59%) of the children were carrying PCV-13 included 
serotypes, while 37% (95% CI, 33-42%) of the children were carrying non-PCV-13 
serotypes. Based on the serotype distribution, 33% of all observed serotypes were 
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included in PCV-13 while 66% were non-PCV-13 serotypes. The dominating non-
PCV-13 serotypes were 23B, 16F, and 11A followed by PCV-13 serotypes 23F and 
19F. The PCV-13 covers the majority of resistant isolates in Accra. A proportion of 
22.3% of the isolates showed intermediate resistance to penicillin G, while only one 
isolate showed full resistance. Forty-five isolates (20.5%) were defined as multidrug-
resistant (MDR) as they were intermediate/resistant to three or more classes of 
antimicrobials. Of the seven NT isolates characterized by WGS, four showed highest 
match to genotype 38, while the remaining three showed highest match to genotype 
14. Four MDR serotype 19A isolates were found to be MLST 320. CONCLUSION: 
PCV-13 introduced in Ghana did not eliminate PCV-13 covered serotypes, and the 
carriage rate of 54% in this study is similar to carriage studies from pre PCV-13 
period. However, the penicillin non-susceptible isolates have been reduced from 
45% of carriage isolates before PCV-13 introduction to 22.3% of the isolates in this 
study. Continuous monitoring of serotype distribution is important, and in addition, 
an evaluation of an alternative vaccination schedule from 3 + 0 to 2 + 1 will be 
important to consider.  
 
     
 Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine Impact on Meningitis and 
Pneumonia Among Children Aged  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S72-S80.  
Author: Dondo V., Mujuru H., Nathoo K., Jacha V., Tapfumanei O., Chirisa P., 
Manangazira P., Macharaga J., de Gouveia L., Mwenda J.M., Katsande R., 
Weldegebriel G., Pondo T., Matanock A., Lessa F.C.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Streptococcus pneumoniae is a leading cause of 
pneumonia and meningitis in children aged <5 years. Zimbabwe introduced 13-
valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV13) in 2012 using a 3-dose infant 
schedule with no booster dose or catch-up campaign. We evaluated the impact of 
PCV13 on pediatric pneumonia and meningitis. METHODS: We examined annual 
changes in the proportion of hospitalizations due to pneumonia and meningitis 
among children aged <5 years at Harare Central Hospital (HCH) pre-PCV13 
(January 2010-June 2012) and post-PCV13 (July 2013-December 2016) using a 
negative binomial regression model, adjusting for seasonality. We also evaluated 
post-PCV13 changes in serotype distribution among children with confirmed 
pneumococcal meningitis at HCH and acute respiratory infection (ARI) trends using 
Ministry of Health outpatient data. RESULTS: Pneumonia hospitalizations among 
children aged <5 years steadily declined pre-PCV13; no significant change in annual 
decline was observed post-PCV13. Post-PCV13 introduction, meningitis 
hospitalization decreased 30% annually (95% confidence interval [CI], -42, -14) 

among children aged 12-59 months, and no change was observed among children 
aged 0-11 months. Pneumococcal meningitis caused by PCV13 serotypes 
decreased from 100% in 2011 to 50% in 2016. Annual severe and moderate 
outpatient ARI decreased by 30% (95% CI, -33, -26) and 7% (95% CI, -11, -2), 
respectively, post-PCV13 introduction. CONCLUSIONS: We observed declines in 
pediatric meningitis hospitalizations, PCV13-type pneumococcal meningitis, and 
severe and moderate ARI outpatient visits post-PCV13 introduction. Low specificity 
of discharge codes, changes in referral patterns, and improvements in human 
immunodeficiency virus care may have contributed to the lack of additional declines 
in pneumonia hospitalizations post-PCV13 introduction.  
 
     
 Impact of 13-Valent Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine on 
Meningitis and Pneumonia Hospitalizations in Children aged  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S66-S71.  
Author: Faye P.M., Sonko M.A., Diop A., Thiongane A., Ba I.D., Spiller M., Ndiaye 
O., Dieye B., Mwenda J.M., Sow A.I., Diop B., Diallo A., Farrar J.L.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Senegal introduced a 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate 
vaccine (PCV13) in October 2013, given at 6, 10, and 14 weeks of age. We 
document trends of meningitis and pneumonia after the PCV13 introduction. 
METHODS: From October 2010-October 2016, hospitalization data for clinical 
meningitis and pneumonia in children aged <5 years were collected from logbooks 
at a large, tertiary, pediatric hospital in Dakar. We used a set of predetermined 
keywords to define hospitalizations for extraction from hospital registers. We 
conducted a time-series analysis and compared hospitalizations before and after the 
PCV13 introduction, accounting for seasonality. The initial PCV13 uptake period 
(October 2013-September 2014) was considered to be transitional and was 
excluded. RESULTS: Over the 7-year period, 1836 and 889 hospitalizations with a 
discharge diagnosis of pneumonia and meningitis, respectively, occurred in children 
aged <5 years. In children aged <12 months, a small, significant reduction in 
pneumonia was observed post-PCV13 (-3.8%, 95% confidence interval [CI] -1.5 to -
5.9%). No decline was observed among children aged 12-59 months (-0.7%, 95% CI 
-0.8 to 2.2%). Meningitis hospitalizations remained stable for children aged <12 
months (1.8%, 95% CI -0.9 to 4.4%) and 12-59 months (-0.5%, 95% CI -3.6 to 
2.6%). CONCLUSIONS: We used data from 1 hospital to detect a small, significant 
reduction in all-cause pneumonia hospitalizations 2 years post-PCV13 introduction 
in infants; the same trend was not measurable in children aged 12-59 months or in 
meningitis cases. There is a need for continued surveillance to assess the long-term 
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impact of sustained PCV13 use and to monitor how pneumococcus is causing 
disease in the meningitis belt.  
 
     
 Impact of 10-Valent Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine on 
Bacterial Meningitis in Madagascar.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S121-S125.  
Author: Andriatahirintsoa E.J.P.R., Raboba J.L., Rahajamanana V.L., Rakotozanany 
A.L., Nimpa M.M., Vuo Masembe Y., Weldegebriel G., De Gouveia L., Mwenda J.M., 
Robinson A.L.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The 10-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV10) 
was introduced in Madagascar in 2012. The objective of this study was to determine 
the impact of PCV10 on bacterial meningitis in hospitalized children <5 years of age. 
METHODS: During 2010-2017, data from the hospital admission logbook were 
recorded for bacterial meningitis and pneumonia hospitalizations in children <5 
years of age. Between April 2011 and December 2017, 3312 cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) samples collected from children who fulfilled the World Health Organization 
case definition of suspected bacterial meningitis were analyzed at the sentinel site 
laboratory (SSL) by microscopy, culture, and antigen detection tests. A total of 2065 
CSF samples were referred to the regional reference laboratory for real-time 
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis. 2010-2011 was defined as the 
prevaccine period, 2012 as vaccine introduction year, and 2013-2017 the 
postvaccine period. The number of cases, causative agent, and pneumonia 
hospitalizations were compared before and after PCV10 introduction. RESULTS: In 
the prevaccine period, bacterial meningitis and pneumonia hospitalizations 
accounted for 4.5% and 24.5% of all hospitalizations while there were 2.6% and 
19%, respectively, in the postvaccine period (P < .001). In samples tested at the 
SSL, 154 were positive with 80% Streptococcus pneumoniae and 20% other 
bacteria. Pneumococcal meningitis diagnosed by RT-PCR declined from 14% in 
2012 to 3% in 2017. Also, 14% of children with pneumococcal meningitis died. 
CONCLUSIONS: Following PCV10 introduction, pneumococcal meningitis, bacterial 
meningitis, and pneumonia hospitalizations declined. Surveillance should continue 
to monitor the impact of PCV10.  
 
     

 Declining Trends of Pneumococcal Meningitis in Gambian Children 
After the Introduction of Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccines.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S126-S132.  
Author: Sanneh B., Okoi C., Grey-Johnson M., Bah-Camara H., Kunta Fofana B., 
Baldeh I., Papa Sey A., Labbo Bah M., Cham M., Samateh A., Usuf E., Ndow P.S., 
Senghore M., Worwui A., Mwenda J.M., Kwambana-Adams B., Antonio M.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Acute bacterial meningitis remains a major cause of 
childhood mortality in sub-Saharan Africa. We document findings from hospital-
based sentinel surveillance of bacterial meningitis among children <5 years of age in 
The Gambia, from 2010 to 2016. METHODS: Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was 
collected from children admitted to the Edward Francis Small Teaching Hospital with 
suspected meningitis. Identification of Streptococcus pneumoniae (pneumococcus), 
Neisseria meningitidis (meningococcus), and Haemophilus influenzae was 
performed by microbiological culture and/or polymerase chain reaction where 
possible. Whole genome sequencing was performed on pneumococcal isolates. 
RESULTS: A total of 438 children were admitted with suspected meningitis during 
the surveillance period. The median age of the patients was 13 (interquartile range, 
3-30) months. Bacterial meningitis was confirmed in 21.4% (69/323) of all CSF 
samples analyzed. Pneumococcus, meningococcus, and H. influenzae accounted 
for 52.2%, 31.9%, and 16.0% of confirmed cases, respectively. There was a 
significant reduction of pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV) serotypes, from 
44.4% in 2011 to 0.0% in 2014, 5 years after PCV implementation. The majority of 
serotyped meningococcus and H. influenzae belonged to meningococcus serogroup 
W (45.5%) and H. influenzae type b (54.5%), respectively. Meningitis pathogens 
were more frequently isolated during the dry dusty season of the year. Reduced 
susceptibility to tetracycline, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, and chloramphenicol 
was observed. No resistance to penicillin was found. CONCLUSIONS: The 
proportion of meningitis cases due to pneumococcus declined in the post-PCV era. 
However, the persistence of vaccine-preventable meningitis in children aged <5 
years is a major concern and demonstrates the need for sustained high-quality 
surveillance.  
 
     
 Declines in Pneumonia and Meningitis Hospitalizations in Children 
Under 5 Years of Age After Introduction of 10-Valent 
Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine in Zambia, 2010-2016.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S58-S65.  
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Author: Mpabalwani E.M., Lukwesa-Musyani C., Imamba A., Nakazwe R., Matapo 
B., Muzongwe C.M., Mufune T., Soda E., Mwenda J.M., Lutz C.S., Pondo T., Lessa 
F.C.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Pneumococcus is a leading cause of pneumonia and 
meningitis. Zambia introduced a 10-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine 
(PCV10) in July 2013 using a 3-dose primary series at ages 6, 10, and 14 weeks 
with no booster. We evaluated the impact of PCV10 on meningitis and pneumonia 
hospitalizations. METHODS: Using hospitalization data from first-level care 
hospitals, available at the Ministry of Health, and from the largest pediatric referral 
hospital in Lusaka, we identified children aged <5 years who were hospitalized with 
pneumonia or meningitis from January 2010-December 2016. We used time-series 
analyses to measure the effect of PCV10 on monthly case counts by outcome and 
age group (<1 year, 1-4 years), accounting for seasonality. We defined the pre- and 
post-PCV10 periods as January 2010-June 2013 and July 2014-December 2016, 
respectively. RESULTS: At first-level care hospitals, pneumonia and meningitis 
hospitalizations among children aged <5 years accounted for 108 884 and 1742 
admissions in the 42 months pre-PCV10, respectively, and 44 715 and 646 
admissions in the 30 months post-PCV10, respectively. Pneumonia hospitalizations 
declined by 37.8% (95% confidence interval [CI] 21.4-50.3%) and 28.8% (95% CI 
17.7-38.7%) among children aged <1 year and 1-4 years, respectively, while 
meningitis hospitalizations declined by 72.1% (95% CI 63.2-79.0%) and 61.6% (95% 
CI 50.4-70.8%), respectively, in these age groups. In contrast, at the referral 
hospital, pneumonia hospitalizations remained stable and a smaller but significant 
decline in meningitis was observed among children aged 1-4 years (39.3%, 95% CI 
16.2-57.5%). CONCLUSIONS: PCV10 introduction was associated with declines in 
meningitis and pneumonia hospitalizations in Zambia, especially in first-level care 
hospitals.  
 
     
 Declines in Pediatric Bacterial Meningitis in the Republic of Benin 
Following Introduction of Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine: 
Epidemiological and Etiological Findings, 2011-2016.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S140-S147.  
Author: Agossou J., Ebruke C., Noudamadjo A., Adedemy J.D., Denon E.Y., 
Bankole H.S., Dogo M.A., Assogba R., Alassane M., Conde A., Mohamed F.A., 
Kpanidja G., Gomina M., Hounsou F., Aouanou B.G., Okoi C., Oluwalana C., 
Worwui A., Ndow P.S., Nounagnon J., Mwenda J.M., Sossou R.A., Kwambana-
Adams B.A., Antonio M.  

 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Pediatric bacterial meningitis (PBM) remains an important 
cause of disease in children in Africa. We describe findings from sentinel site 
bacterial meningitis surveillance in children <5 years of age in the Republic of Benin, 
2011-2016. METHODS: Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was collected from children 
admitted to Parakou, Natitingou, and Tanguieta sentinel hospitals with suspected 
meningitis. Identification of Streptococcus pneumoniae (pneumococcus), 
Haemophilus influenzae, and Neisseria meningitidis (meningococcus) was 
performed by rapid diagnostic tests, microbiological culture, and/or polymerase 
chain reaction; where possible, serotyping/grouping was performed. RESULTS: A 
total of 10 919 suspected cases of meningitis were admitted to the sentinel 
hospitals. Most patients were 0-11 months old (4863 [44.5%]) and there were 542 
(5.0%) in-hospital deaths. Overall, 4168 CSF samples were screened for pathogens 
and a total of 194 (4.7%) PBM cases were confirmed, predominantly caused by 
pneumococcus (98 [50.5%]). Following pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV) 
introduction in 2011, annual suspected meningitis cases and deaths (case fatality 
rate) progressively declined from 2534 to 1359 and from 164 (6.5%) to 14 (1.0%) in 
2012 and 2016, respectively (P < .001). Additionally, there was a gradual decline in 
the proportion of meningitis cases caused by pneumococcus, from 77.3% (17/22) in 
2011 to 32.4% (11/34) in 2016 (odds ratio, 7.11 [95% confidence interval, 2.08-
24.30]). Haemophilus influenzae meningitis fluctuated over the surveillance period 
and was the predominant pathogen (16/34 [47.1%]) by 2016. CONCLUSIONS: The 
observed decrease in pneumococcal meningitis after PCV introduction may be 
indicative of changing patterns of PBM etiology in Benin. Maintaining vigilant and 
effective surveillance is critical for understanding these changes and their wider 
public health implications.  
 
     
 Pediatric Bacterial Meningitis Surveillance in Nigeria From 2010 
to 2016, Prior to and During the Phased Introduction of the 10-
Valent Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S81-S88.  
Author: Tagbo B.N., Bancroft R.E., Fajolu I., Abdulkadir M.B., Bashir M.F., Okunola 
O.P., Isiaka A.H., Lawal N.M., Edelu B.O., Onyejiaka N., Ihuoma C.J., Ndu F., 
Ozumba U.C., Udeinya F., Ogunsola F., Saka A.O., Fadeyi A., Aderibigbe S.A., 
Abdulraheem J., Yusuf A.G., Sylvanus Ndow P., Ogbogu P., Kanu C., Emina V., 
Makinwa O.J., Gehre F., Yusuf K., Braka F., Mwenda J.M., Ticha J.M., Nwodo D., 
Worwui A., Biey J.N., Kwambana-Adams B.A., Antonio M.  
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Abstract: BACKGROUND: Historically, Nigeria has experienced large bacterial 
meningitis outbreaks with high mortality in children. Streptococcus pneumoniae 
(pneumococcus), Neisseria meningitidis (meningococcus), and Haemophilus 
influenzae are major causes of this invasive disease. In collaboration with the World 
Health Organization, we conducted longitudinal surveillance in sentinel hospitals 
within Nigeria to establish the burden of pediatric bacterial meningitis (PBM). 
METHODS: From 2010 to 2016, cerebrospinal fluid was collected from children <5 
years of age, admitted to 5 sentinel hospitals in 5 Nigerian states. Microbiological 
and latex agglutination techniques were performed to detect the presence of 
pneumococcus, meningococcus, and H. influenzae. Species-specific polymerase 
chain reaction and serotyping/grouping were conducted to determine specific 
causative agents of PBM. RESULTS: A total of 5134 children with suspected 
meningitis were enrolled at the participating hospitals; of these 153 (2.9%) were 
confirmed PBM cases. The mortality rate for those infected was 15.0% (23/153). The 
dominant pathogen was pneumococcus (46.4%: 71/153) followed by 
meningococcus (34.6%: 53/153) and H. influenzae (19.0%: 29/153). Nearly half the 
pneumococcal meningitis cases successfully serotyped (46.4%: 13/28) were caused 
by serotypes that are included in the 10-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine. 
The most prevalent meningococcal and H. influenzae strains were serogroup W and 
serotype b, respectively. CONCLUSIONS: Vaccine-type bacterial meningitis 
continues to be common among children <5 years in Nigeria. Challenges with 
vaccine introduction and coverage may explain some of these finding. Continued 
surveillance is needed to determine the distribution of serotypes/groups of 
meningeal pathogens across Nigeria and help inform and sustain vaccination 
policies in the country.  
 
     
 Changes in the Molecular Epidemiology of Pediatric Bacterial 
Meningitis in Senegal After Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine 
Introduction.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S156-S163.  
Author: Sonko M.A., Dube F.S., Okoi C.B., Diop A., Thiongane A., Senghore M., 
Ndow P., Worwui A., Faye P.M., Dieye B., Ba I.D., Diallo A., Boly D., Ndiaye O., 
Cisse M.F., Mwenda J.M., Kwambana-Adams B.A., Antonio M.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Bacterial meningitis is a major cause of mortality among 
children under 5 years of age. Senegal is part of World Health Organization-
coordinated sentinel site surveillance for pediatric bacterial meningitis surveillance. 

We conducted this analysis to describe the epidemiology and etiology of bacterial 
meningitis among children less than 5 years in Senegal from 2010 and to 2016. 
METHODS: Children who met the inclusion criteria for suspected meningitis at the 
Centre Hospitalier National d'Enfants Albert Royer, Senegal, from 2010 to 2016 
were included. Cerebrospinal fluid specimens were collected from suspected cases 
examined by routine bacteriology and molecular assays. Serotyping, antimicrobial 
susceptibility testing, and whole-genome sequencing were performed. RESULTS: A 
total of 1013 children were admitted with suspected meningitis during the 
surveillance period. Streptococcus pneumoniae, Neisseria meningitidis, and 
Haemophilus accounted for 66% (76/115), 25% (29/115), and 9% (10/115) of all 
confirmed cases, respectively. Most of the suspected cases (63%; 639/1013) and 
laboratory-confirmed (57%; 66/115) cases occurred during the first year of life. 
Pneumococcal meningitis case fatality rate was 6-fold higher than that of 
meningococcal meningitis (28% vs 5%). The predominant pneumococcal lineage 
causing meningitis was sequence type 618 (n = 7), commonly found among 
serotype 1 isolates. An ST 2174 lineage that included serotypes 19A and 23F was 
resistant to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole. CONCLUSIONS: There has been a 
decline in pneumococcal meningitis post-pneumococcal conjugate vaccine 
introduction in Senegal. However, disease caused by pathogens covered by 
vaccines in widespread use still persists. There is need for continued effective 
monitoring of vaccine-preventable meningitis.  
 
     
 Hospital-based Surveillance for Pediatric Bacterial Meningitis in 
the Era of the 13-Valent Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine in 
Ghana.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S89-S96.  
Author: Renner L.A., Usuf E., Mohammed N.I., Ansong D., Dankwah T., Kusah J.T., 
Owusu S.K., Awunyo M., Arhin B., Addo Y., Asamoah J., Biey J.N.-M., Ndow P.S., 
Worwui A., Senghore M., Ntsama B., Mwenda J.M., Diamenu S.K., Adams B.K., 
Antonio M.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Global surveillance for vaccine preventable invasive 
bacterial diseases has been set up by the World Health Organization to provide 
disease burden data to support decisions on introducing pneumococcal conjugate 
vaccine (PCV). We present data from 2010 to 2016 collected at the 2 sentinel sites 
in Ghana. METHODS: Data were collected from children <5 years of age presenting 
at the 2 major teaching hospitals with clinical signs of meningitis. Cerebrospinal fluid 
specimens were collected and tested first at the sentinel site laboratory with 
conventional microbiology methods and subsequently with molecular analysis, at the 
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World Health Organization Regional Reference Laboratory housed at the Medical 
Research Council Unit The Gambia, for identification of Streptococcus pneumoniae, 
Haemophilus influenzae, and Neisseria meningitidis, the 3 most common bacteria 
causing meningitis. RESULTS: There were 4008 suspected cases of meningitis 
during the surveillance period, of which 31 (0.8%) were laboratory confirmed. 
Suspected meningitis cases decreased from 923 in 2010 to 219 in 2016. Of 3817 
patients with available outcome data, 226 (5.9%) died. S. pneumoniae was the most 
common bacterial pathogen, accounting for 68.5% of confirmed cases (50 of 73). H. 
influenzae and N. meningitidis accounted for 6.8% (5 of 73) and 21.9% (16 of 73), 
respectively. The proportion of pneumococcal vaccine serotypes causing meningitis 
decreased from 81.3% (13 of 16) before the introduction of 13-valent PCV (2010-
2012) to 40.0% (8 of 20) after its introduction (2013-2016). CONCLUSIONS: Cases 
of suspected meningitis decreased among children <5 years of age between 2010 
and 2016, with declines in the proportion of vaccine-type pneumococcal meningitis 
after the introduction of 13-valent PCV in Ghana.  
 
     
 A public health evaluation of 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate 
vaccine impact on adult disease outcomes from a randomized 
clinical trial in the Netherlands.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019 Sep 10; 37(38):5777-5787.  
Author: Gessner B.D., Jiang Q., Van Werkhoven C.H., Sings H.L., Webber C., Scott 
D., Neuzil K.M., O'Brien K.L., Wunderink R.G., Grobbee D.E., Bonten M.J.M., Jodar 
L.  
 
Abstract: Background: We conducted a post-hoc analysis of a double blind, 
randomized, placebo-controlled trial of 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine 
(PCV13) among adults aged 65 years or older to assess public health impact. 
Methods: For all outcomes, we included all randomized subjects, using a modified 
intention-to-treat (mITT) approach to determine vaccine efficacy (VE), vaccine 
preventable disease incidence (VPDI) defined as control minus vaccinated group 
incidence, and numbers needed to vaccinate (NNV) (based on a five-year duration 
of protection). Results: Results are reported for, in order, clinical, adjudicated 
(clinical plus radiologic infiltrate determined by committee), pneumococcal, and 
vaccine-type pneumococcal (VT-Sp) community-acquired pneumonia; invasive 
pneumococcal disease (IPD) and VT-IPD. VEs (95% CI) for all hospital episodes 
were 8.1% (−0.6%, 16.1%), 6.7% (−4.1%, 16.3%), 22.2% (2.0%, 38.3%), 37.5% 
(14.3%, 54.5%), 49.3% (23.2%, 66.5%), and 75.8% (47.6%, 88.8%). VPDIs per 
100,000 person-years of observation (PYOs) were 72, 37, 25, 25, 20, and 15 with 
NNVs of 277, 535, 816, 798, 1016, and 1342. For clinical CAP, PCV13 was 
associated with a reduction of 909 (−115, 2013) hospital days per 100,000 PYOs 

translating to a reduction over 5 years of one hospital day for every 22 people 
vaccinated. When comparing at-risk persons (defined by self-report of diabetes, 
chronic lung disease, or other underlying conditions) to not at-risk persons, VEs 
were similar or lower, but because baseline incidences were higher the VPDIs were 
approximately 2–10 times higher and NNVs 50–90% lower. Conclusion: A public 
health analysis of pneumonia and IPD outcomes in a randomized controlled trial 
found substantial burden reduction following adult PCV13 immunization 
implemented in a setting with an ongoing infant PCV7-PCV10 program. VPDIs were 
higher among at-risk adults. Funding: The original study and the current analysis 
were funded by Pfizer.  
 
     
 Pneumococcal vaccination in Australian children: divergent 
outcomes.  
Source: The Lancet Child and Adolescent Health. 2019 Oct 01; 3(10):668-669.  
Author: Eades S.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Case Studies and Literature Review of Pneumococcal Septic 
Arthritis in Adults.  
Source: Emerging infectious diseases. 2019 Oct 01; 25(10).  
Author: Dernoncourt A., El Samad Y., Schmidt J., Emond J.P., Gouraud C., Brocard 
A., El Hamri M., Plassart C., Rousseau F., Salle V., Diouf M., Varon E., Hamdad F.  
 
Abstract: We conducted a retrospective study on all cases of pneumococcal septic 
arthritis (SA) in patients >18 years of age reported to the Picardie Regional 
Pneumococcal Network in France during 2005-2016. Among 1,062 cases of 
invasive pneumococcal disease, we observed 16 (1.5%) SA cases. Although SA is 
uncommon in adult patients, the prevalence of pneumococcal SA in the Picardie 
region increased from 0.69% during 2005-2010 to 2.47% during 2011-2016 after 
introduction of the pneumococcal 13-valent conjugate vaccine. We highlight the 
emergence of SA cases caused by the 23B serotype, which is not covered in the 
vaccine.  
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 Characterization of acute otitis media otopathogens before the 
introduction of the pneumococcal conjugated vaccine into the 
national immunization program in Poland.  
Source: International Journal of Pediatric Otorhinolaryngology. 2019 Dec 01; 127.  
Author: Gorska-Kot A., Greenberg D., Gastol K., Zielinski A., Givon-Lavi N.  
 
Abstract: Background: Bacterial etiologic data for acute otitis media (AOM) 
otopathogens in Poland are scarce. The aim of this study was to determine the 
bacterial etiology and antibiotic susceptibility patterns of otopathogens in children 
prior to the introduction of the pneumococcal conjugated vaccine (PCV) into the 
national immunization program (NIP) in Poland. Methods: Demographic and 
laboratory data of children < 5 years old who underwent tympanocentesis due to 
AOM in Nieklanska Hospital Warsaw between 2010 and 2016, were collected. All 
middle ear fluids (MEF) cultures were processed at the hospital according to 
conventional culture methods. Results: Out of 940 MEF cultures, 407 (43.3%) were 
positive for 419 isolates. The most common etiologies of positive cultures were: S. 
pneumonaie, nontypeable H. infuenzae (NTHi), and S. pyogenes. Children aged 12–
23 months had significantly more S. pneumoniae and NTHi positive cultures than 
children <12 months of age. S. pneumoniae isolates non-susceptible to penicillin, 
erythromycin, and clindamycin, declined over the study period (2010–2016). 
Conclusions: This is the largest dataset of MEF isolates from AOM patients in 
Poland, collected during the pre-PCV period. These data can help determine the 
appropriate treatment for AOM patients and can serve as a baseline for the period 
before the introduction of PCV to the NIP in Poland.  
 
     
 Pediatric Bacterial Meningitis Surveillance in Niger: Increased 
Importance of Neisseria meningitidis Serogroup C, and a Decrease 
in Streptococcus pneumoniae Following 13-Valent Pneumococcal 
Conjugate Vaccine Introduction.  
 
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Sep 05; 69(2 Supplementement):S133-S139.  
Author: Kourna Hama M., Khan D., Laouali B., Okoi C., Yam A., Haladou M., 
Worwui A., Ndow P.S., Nse Obama R., Mwenda J.M., Biey J., Ntsama B., 
Kwambana-Adams B.A., Antonio M.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Meningitis is endemic in Niger. Haemophilus influenzae 
type b (Hib) vaccine and the 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV13) 
were introduced in 2008 and 2014, respectively. Vaccination campaign against 

Neisseria meningitidis serogroup A was carried out in 2010-2011. We evaluated 
changes in pathogen distribution using data from hospital-based surveillance in 
Niger from 2010 through 2016. METHODS: Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) specimens 
from children <5 years old with suspected meningitis were tested to detect vaccine-
preventable bacterial pathogens. Confirmatory identification and serotyping/grouping 
of Streptococcus pneumoniae, N. meningitidis, and H. influenzae were done. 
Antimicrobial susceptibility testing and whole genome sequencing were performed 
on S. pneumoniae isolates. RESULTS: The surveillance included 2580 patients with 
suspected meningitis, of whom 80.8% (2085/2580) had CSF collected. Bacterial 
meningitis was confirmed in 273 patients: 48% (131/273) was N. meningitidis, 45% 
(123/273) S. pneumoniae, and 7% (19/273) H. influenzae. Streptococcus 
pneumoniae meningitis decreased from 34 in 2014, to 16 in 2016. PCV13 serotypes 
made up 88% (7/8) of S. pneumoniae meningitis prevaccination and 20% (5/20) 
postvaccination. Neisseria meningitidis serogroup C (NmC) was responsible for 59% 
(10/17) of serogrouped N. meningitidis meningitis. Hib caused 67% (2/3) of the H. 
influenzae meningitis isolates serotyped. Penicillin resistance was found in 16% 
(4/25) of S. pneumoniae isolates. Sequence type 217 was the most common lineage 
among S. pneumoniae isolates. CONCLUSIONS: Neisseria meningitidis and S. 
pneumoniae remain important causes of meningitis in children in Niger. The decline 
in the numbers of S. pneumoniae meningitis post-PCV13 is encouraging and should 
continue to be monitored. NmC is the predominant serogroup causing N. 
meningitidis meningitis.  
 
 
 
Etiology of Bacterial Meningitis Among Children <5 Years Old in 
Côte d'Ivoire: Findings of Hospital-based Surveillance Before and 
After Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine Introduction. 
Source: Clin Infect Dis. 2019 Sep 5;69(Supplement_2):S114-S120. doi: 
10.1093/cid/ciz475. 
Author: Boni-Cisse C(1)(2), Jarju S(3), Bancroft RE(3), Lepri NA(1), Kone H(1), Kofi 
N(4), Britoh-Mlan A(2), Zaba FS(2), Usuf E(3), Ndow PS(3), Worwui A(3), Mwenda 
JM(5), Biey JN(6), Ntsama B(6), Kwambana-Adams BA(3), Antonio M(3)(7). 
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Bacterial meningitis remains a major disease affecting 
children in Côte d'Ivoire. Thus, with support from the World Health Organization 
(WHO), Côte  d'Ivoire has implemented pediatric bacterial meningitis (PBM) 
surveillance at 2 sentinel hospitals in Abidjan, targeting the main causes of PBM: 
Streptococcuspneumoniae (pneumococcus), Haemophilus influenzae, and Neisseria 
meningitidis (meningococcus). Herein we describe the epidemiological 
characteristics of PBM observed in Côte d'Ivoire during 2010-2016. 
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METHODS: Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was collected from children aged <5 years 
admitted to the Abobo General Hospital or University Hospital Center Yopougon 
with suspected meningitis. Microbiology and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
techniques were used to detect the presence of pathogens in CSF. Where possible,  
serotyping/grouping was performed to determine the specific causative agents. 
RESULTS: Overall, 2762 cases of suspected meningitis were reported, with CSF 
from 39.2% (1083/2762) of patients analyzed at the WHO regional reference 
laboratory in The Gambia. In total, 82 (3.0% [82/2762]) CSF samples were positive 
for bacterial meningitis. Pneumococcus was the main pathogen responsible for 
PBM, accounting for 69.5% (52/82) of positive cases. Pneumococcal conjugate 
vaccine serotypes 5, 18C, 19F, and 6A/B were identified post-vaccine introduction. 
Emergence of H. influenzae nontypeable meningitis was observed after H. 
influenzae type b vaccine introduction. 
CONCLUSIONS: Despite widespread use and high coverage of conjugate vaccines, 
pneumococcal vaccine serotypes and H. influenzae type b remain associated with 
bacterial meningitis among children aged <5 years in Côte d'Ivoire. This 
reinforces the need for enhanced surveillance for vaccine-preventable diseases to 
determine the prevalence of bacterial meningitis and vaccine impact across the 
country. 
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 Controversy and debate on dengue vaccine series—paper 1: 
review of a licensed dengue vaccine: inappropriate subgroup 
analyses and selective reporting may cause harm in mass 
vaccination programs.  
Source: Journal of Clinical Epidemiology. 2018 Mar 01; 95:137-139.  
Author: Dans A.L., Dans L.F., Lansang M.A.D., Silvestre M.A.A., Guyatt G.H.  
 
Abstract: Severe life-threatening dengue fever usually occurs when a child is 
infected by dengue virus a second time. This is caused by a phenomenon called 
antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE). Since dengue vaccines can mimic a first 
infection in seronegative children (those with no previous infection), a natural 
infection later in life could lead to severe disease. The possibility that dengue 
vaccines can cause severe dengue through ADE has led to serious concern 
regarding the safety of mass vaccination programs. A published meta-analysis 
addressed this safety issue for a new vaccine against dengue fever—Dengvaxia. 
The trials in this meta-analysis have been used to campaign for mass vaccination 
programs in developing countries. We discuss the results of this paper and point out 
problems in the analyses. Reporting the findings in an Asian trial (CYD14), the 
authors show a sevenfold rise in one outcome—hospitalization for dengue fever in 
children <5 years old. However, they fail to point out two signals of harm for another 
outcome—hospitalization for severe dengue fever (as confirmed by an independent 
data monitoring committee): 1. In children younger than 9 years, the relative risk was 
8.5 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.5, 146.8), and 2. In the overall study group, the 
relative risk was 5.5 (95% CI: 0.9, 33). The authors conduct a subgroup analysis to 
support claims that the vaccine is probably safe among children aged 9 years or 
more. This subgroup analysis has limited credibility because: (1) it was a post hoc 
analysis; (2) it was one of a large number of subgroup analyses; (3) the test of 
interaction was not reported, but was insignificant (P = 0.14); and (4) there is no 
biological basis for a threshold age of 9 years. The more likely explanation for the 
higher risk in younger children is ADE, that is, more frequent seronegativity, rather 
than age itself. The selective reporting and inappropriate subgroup claims mask the 
potential harm of dengue mass vaccination programs. Countries planning public use 
of the vaccine must conduct diligent postmarketing surveillance, secure informed 
consent from parents of potential recipients, and closely monitor the results of 
ongoing long-term follow-up of clinical trial participants.  

 
     
 Which Dengue Vaccine Approach Is the Most Promising, and 
Should We Be Concerned about Enhanced Disease after 
Vaccination? The Challenges of a Dengue Vaccine.  
Source: Cold Spring Harbor perspectives in biology. 2018 Jun 01; 10(6).  
Author: Screaton G., Mongkolsapaya J.  
 
Abstract: A dengue vaccine has been pursued for more than 50 years and, unlike 
other flaviviral vaccines such as that against yellow fever, progress has been slow. 
In this review, we describe progress toward the first licensed dengue vaccine 
Dengvaxia, which does not give complete protection against disease. The antibody 
response to the dengue virion is reviewed, highlighting immunodominant yet poorly 
neutralizing responses in the context of a highly dynamic structurally flexible dengue 
virus particle. Finally, we review recent evidence for cross-reactivity between 
antibody responses to Zika and dengue viruses, which may further complicate the 
development of broadly protective dengue virus vaccines.  
 
     
 Can complementary prime-boost immunization strategies be an 
alternative and promising vaccine approach against dengue virus?  
Source: Frontiers in Immunology. 2019; 10(AUG).  
Author: Valdes I., Lazo L., Hermida L., Guillen G., Gil L.  
 
Abstract: Dengue is one of the most important diseases transmitted by mosquitoes. 
Dengvaxia®, a vaccine registered in several countries, cannot be administered to 
non-immune individuals and children younger than 9 years old, due to safety 
reasons. There are two vaccine candidates in phase 3 efficacy trials, but their 
registration date is completely unknown at this moment. So, the development of new 
vaccines or vaccine strategies continues to be a priority for the WHO. This work 
reviews some complementary prime-boost immunization studies against important 
human pathogens. Additionally, it reviews the results obtained using this regimen of 
immunization against dengue virus as a potential alternative approach for finding a 
safe and efficient vaccine. Finally, the main elements associated with this strategy 
are also discussed. The generation of new strategies of vaccination against dengue 
virus, must be directed to reduce the risk of increasing viral load through sub-
neutralizing antibodies and it must be also directed to induce a polyfunctional T cell 
response. Complementary prime-boost immunization strategies could emerge as an 
interesting approach to induce solid immunity or at least to reduce viral load after 
natural infection, avoiding severe dengue. Subunit vaccine could be safe and 
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attractive antigens for this strategy, especially proteins including B, and T-cells 
epitopes for inducing humoral and cellular immune responses, which can play an 
important role controlling the disease.  
 
     
 Usage of traditional and complementary medicine among dengue 
fever patients in the Northeast region of Peninsular Malaysia.  
Source: Malaysian Journal of Medical Sciences. 2019; 26(3):90-101.  
Author: Ismail I.S., Suhaily M.H., Najib M.Y., Alwi M.B., Abdullah S.  
 
Abstract: Background: The recent epidemic of dengue fever (DF) in Malaysia was 
alarming. The treatment of DF remains supportive as there is no anti-viral agent or 
vaccine available as yet. Traditional and complementary medicine (T&CM) provides 
an alternative option for the treatment of DF but there is limited evidence with regard 
to its usage. The aim of this study was to determine the prevalence, types and 
predictor factors of T&CM usage among DF patients in the northeast region of 
Peninsular Malaysia. Methodology: This was a cross-sectional study of DF patients 
in the northeast region of Peninsular Malaysia who had been admitted to a tertiary 
centre from January 2014 until December 2015. Serologically-confirmed DF patients 
aged 18 years and above were randomly selected. Phone interviews were 
conducted to obtain information regarding the use of T&CM during hospitalisation. 
Notes were made regarding the prevalence and type of T&CM used. Binary logistic 
regressions were used to identify the predictor factors of T&CM usage. Results: A 
total of 241 DF patients with a mean age of 36.62 (SD = 14.62) years were included. 
The estimated prevalence of T&CM usage was 84.6% (95%CI: 80.1%, 89.2%). The 
most common T&CM used were crab soup (85.3%), papaya leaf extract (64.2%) and 
isotonic drinks (61.8%). The significant predictors for T&CM usage were age 
[adjusted odds ratio (AOR) 0.97; 95%CI: 0.94, 0.99], tertiary education (AOR 3.86; 
95%CI: 1.21, 12.32) and unemployment (AOR 2.55; 95%CI: 1.02, 6.42). Conclusion: 
The prevalence of T&CM usage in our population is high. Age, tertiary education 
and unemployment influence the use of T&CM.  
 
     
 Herbal remedies, vaccines and drugs for dengue fever: Emerging 
prevention and treatment strategies.  
Source: Asian Pacific Journal of Tropical Medicine. 2019; 12(4):147-152.  
Author: Rozera R., Verma S., Kumar R., Haque A., Attri A.  
 
Abstract: Dengue fever is a disease that is caused by five dengue virus (DENV) 
serotypes. It is endemic in more than 128 countries. Millions of people are affected 

by this disease. But still, there is no specific treatment available till now to combat it. 
Some of the preventive measures using plant extracts showed certain promising 
ovicidal activity against Aedes aegypti. There are some vaccines as preventive 
measure and antiviral agents to cure the dengue fever, which are under clinical trials 
but their results have not been reported or approved yet. Dengvaxia is the only 
licensed vaccine to prevent dengue fever in some South American countries, but it is 
not approved by other regulatory authorities worldwide. Scientific research has been 
going on to find a permanent cure for dengue fever, but till now, no successful 
invention has been done. There are some general treatments for dengue patient by 
employing analgesics and fluid replacement; however, specific treatment is needed 
to overcome the lethal effect of dengue fever. Since this disease has affected 
millions of people and not much invention has been made in this field; therefore, 
advancement in dengue therapy is required for the safety and well-being of dengue 
patients. Herein we collectively describe the different chemotherapeutics agents, 
alternative methods like vaccines and antiviral agents to prevent and cure this lethal 
disease. Furthermore, the future perspective for the treatment of dengue is 
discussed in this review.  
 
     
 Recent advances in understanding dengue [version 1; peer 
review: 2 approved]  
Source: F1000Research. 2019; 8.  
Author: Halstead S.  
 
Abstract: This is a selective review of recent publications on dengue clinical features, 
epidemiology, pathogenesis, and vaccine development placed in a context of 
observations made over the past half century. Four dengue viruses (DENVs) are 
transmitted by urban cycle mosquitoes causing diseases whose nature and severity 
are influenced by interacting factors such as virus, age, immune status of the host, 
and human genetic variability. A phenomenon that controls the kinetics of DENV 
infection, antibody-dependent enhancement, best explains the correlation of the 
vascular permeability syndrome with second heterotypic DENV infections and 
infection in the presence of passively acquired antibodies. Based on growing 
evidence in vivo and in vitro, the tissue-damaging DENV non-structural protein 1 
(NS1) is responsible for most of the pathophysiological features of severe dengue. 
This review considers the contribution of hemophagocytic histiocytosis syndrome to 
cases of severe dengue, the role of movement of humans in dengue epidemiology, 
and modeling and planning control programs and describes a country-wide survey 
for dengue infections in Bangladesh and efforts to learn what controls the clinical 
outcome of dengue infections. Progress and problems with three tetravalent live-
attenuated vaccines are reviewed. Several research mysteries remain: why is the 
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risk of severe disease during second heterotypic DENV infection so low, why is the 
onset of vascular permeability correlated with defervescence, and what are the 
crucial components of protective immunity?.  
 
     
 Optimal dengue vaccination strategies of seropositive individuals.  
Source: Mathematical biosciences and engineering : MBE. 2019 Feb 15; 
16(3):1171-1189.  
Author: Shim E.  
 
Abstract: The dengue vaccine, CYD-TDV (Dengvaxia), has been licensed in 20 
countries in Latin America and Southeast Asia beginning in 2015. In April 2018, the 
World Health Organization (WHO) advised that CYD-TDV should only be 
administered to individuals with a history of previous dengue virus infection. Using 
literature-based parameters, a mathematical model of dengue transmission and 
vaccination was developed to determine the optimal vaccination strategy while 
considering the effect of antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE). We computed 
the optimal vaccination rates under various vaccination costs and serological 
profiles. We observe that the optimal dengue vaccination rates for seropositive 
individuals are highest at the initial phase of a vaccination program, requiring intense 
effort at the early phase of an epidemic. The model shows that even in the presence 
of ADE, vaccination could reduce dengue incidence and provide population benefits. 
Specifically, optimal vaccination rates increase with a higher proportion of monotypic 
seropositive individuals, resulting in a higher impact of vaccination. Even in the 
presence of ADE and with limited vaccine efficacy, our work provides a population-
level perspective on the potential merits of dengue vaccination.  
 
     
 Model-based assessment of public health impact and cost-
effectiveness of dengue vaccination following screening for prior 
exposure.  
Source: PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases. 2019 Jul 01; 13(7).  
Author: Espana G., Yao Y., Anderson K.B., Fitzpatrick M.C., Smith D.L., Morrison 
A.C., Wilder-Smith A., Scott T.W., Perkins T.A.  
 
Abstract: The tetravalent dengue vaccine CYD-TDV (Dengvaxia) is the first licensed 
vaccine against dengue, but recent findings indicate an elevated risk of severe 
disease among vaccinees without prior dengue virus (DENV) exposure. The World 
Health Organization currently recommends CYD-TDV only for individuals with 
serological confirmation of past DENV exposure. Our objective was to evaluate the 

potential health impact and cost-effectiveness of vaccination following serological 
screening. To do so, we used an agent-based model to simulate DENV transmission 
with and without vaccination over a 10-year timeframe. Across a range of values for 
the proportion of vaccinees with prior DENV exposure, we projected the proportion 
of symptomatic and hospitalized cases averted as a function of the sensitivity and 
specificity of serological screening. Scenarios about the cost-effectiveness of 
screening and vaccination were chosen to be representative of Brazil and the 
Philippines. We found that public health impact depended primarily on sensitivity in 
high-transmission settings and on specificity in low-transmission settings. Cost-
effectiveness could be achievable from the perspective of a public payer provided 
that sensitivity and the value of a disability-adjusted life-year were both high, but 
only in high-transmission settings. Requirements for reducing relative risk and 
achieving cost-effectiveness from an individual perspective were more restricted, 
due to the fact that those who test negative pay for screening but receive no benefit. 
Our results predict that cost-effectiveness could be achieved only in high-
transmission areas of dengue-endemic countries with a relatively high per capita 
GDP, such as Panamá (13,680 USD), Brazil (8,649 USD), México (8,201 USD), or 
Thailand (5,807 USD). In conclusion, vaccination with CYD-TDV following 
serological screening could have a positive impact in some high-transmission 
settings, provided that screening is highly specific (to minimize individual harm), at 
least moderately sensitive (to maximize population benefit), and sufficiently 
inexpensive (depending on the setting).  
 
     

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 3 years of post-licensure safety data on a live attenuated 
tetravalent dengue vaccine (CYD-TDV)  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):390-391.  
Author: Rojas A., Haney O., Marcelon L., Khromava A.  
 
Abstract: Background: The live attenuated tetravalent dengue vaccine (CYDTDV) 
was first licensed in Dec 2015. Vaccine exposure through public campaigns started 
in The Philippines and Brazil. Of the 2.9 million doses distributed worldwide, ~2.3 
million have been used in these campaigns as of Dec 2018. Objectives: To provide 
an update of the initial post-licensure safety data of CYD-TDV over a 3-year period. 
Methods: We have summarized the post-marketing safety reports for CYD-TDV from 
worldwide sources at the marketing authorization holder (MAH) pharmacovigilance 
department from 8 Dec 2015 through to 7 Dec 2018. Results: As of 7 Dec 2018, 
2,992 adverse event cases have been reported, including 553 serious cases. The 
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most frequently reported adverse events (pyrexia, headache, dizziness, myalgia, 
and vomiting) are consistent with those observed in the clinical development 
program and in the product label. Treatment-emergent allergic and anaphylactic 
reactions were reported at an estimated frequency of <0.01%. There were 3 cases 
of anaphylactic reactions meeting the Brighton Collaboration case definition, and 
134 allergic reactions within the first 7 days post vaccination, 69 of which occurred 
within the first 24 hours. A total of 151 dengue cases, of which 101 hospitalized, 
were reported post vaccination either spontaneously from market research studies, 
or from the Post-authorization Safety study (PASS) conducted by Sanofi Pasteur 
(DNG15; NCT02948933). Among them, 51 cases were virologically-confirmed 
dengue and 10 suspected cases with a negative dengue NS1 antigen rapid 
diagnostic test. No cases of yellow fever vaccine-associated viscerotropic (YEL-
AVD) or neurotropic (YEL-AND) disease were reported. Of the 58 cases with a fatal 
outcome, 16 had a dengue diagnosis, 5/16 were virologically confirmed, and 15/16 
occurred in the Philippines. In a report from July 2018, the WHO Global Advisory 
Committee on Vaccine Safety (GACVS) concluded that, as it was not possible to 
differentiate cases linked to vaccine failure from cases caused by vaccine-related 
immune enhancement in The Philippines, individual cases should not be attributed 
to one or the other but classified as indeterminate. Conclusions: Safety surveillance 
in the initial post-marketing stage has been key to better assess the safety profile of 
CYD-TDV vaccine. The WHO GACVS considered indeterminate cause in fatal 
dengue cases. Overall, the MAH considers that the safety profile of CYD-TDV in 
persons with previous dengue exposure is favorable.  
 
     
 Dengue infection and advances in dengue vaccines for children.  
Source: The Lancet. Child & adolescent health. 2019 Aug 01;  
Author: Halstead S.B., Dans L.F.  
 
Abstract: Dengue viruses are endemic in most tropical and subtropical countries 
where they produce disease ranging from a mild fever to a severe, potentially fatal 
vascular permeability syndrome. We reviewed the status of development and testing 
in children of three vaccines designed to protect against the four dengue viruses. 
The first dengue virus vaccine, Dengvaxia, now licensed in 20 endemic countries, 
the EU and the USA, provides protection against severe dengue in seropositive 
individuals but increases the risk for naive recipients to develop severe dengue and 
to be hospitalised. We discuss mechanisms and implications of shortcomings of the 
licensed vaccine and describe the structure and attributes of two other dengue virus 
vaccines. Based upon human dengue challenge studies, one of these vaccines 
promises to deliver solid, long-lasting immunity after a single dose. Because dengue 
virus infections are ubiquitous in residents and visitors to tropical countries, in the 

absence of a protective vaccine paediatricians should recognise the early signs and 
clinical presentation of severe dengue, understand its pathophysiology and 
appropriate management.  
 
     

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Estimated dengue force of infection and burden of primary 
infections among Indian children.  
Source: BMC Public Health. 2019 Aug 14;19(1):1116. doi: 10.1186/s12889-019-
7432-7.  
Author: Bhavsar A, Tam CC, Garg S, Jammy GR, Taurel AF, Chong SN, Nealon J  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Comprehensive, age-stratified dengue surveillance data 
are unavailable from India and many more dengue cases occur than are reported. 
Additional information on dengue transmission dynamics can inform understanding 
of disease endemicity and infection risk. METHODS: Using age-stratified dengue 
IgG seroprevalence data from 2556 Indian children aged 5-10 years, we estimated 
annual force of infection (FOI) at each of 6 sites using a binomial regression model. 
We estimated the ages by which 50 and 70% of children were first infected; and 
predicted seroprevalence in children aged 1-10 years assuming constant force-of-
infection. Applying these infection rates to national census data, we then calculated 
the number of primary dengue infections occurring, annually, in Indian children. 
RESULTS: Annual force-of-infection at all sites combined was 11.9% (95% CI 8.8-
16.2), varying across sites from 3.5% (95% CI 2.8-4.4) to 21.2% (95% CI 18.4-24.5). 
Overall, 50 and 70% of children were infected by 5.8 (95% CI 4.3-7.9) and 10.1 
(95% CI 7.4-13.7) years respectively. In all sites except Kalyani, > 70% of children 
had been infected before their 11th birthday, and goodness-of-fit statistics indicated 
a relatively constant force-of-infection over time except at two sites (Wardha and 
Hyderabad). Nationwide, we estimated 17,013,527 children (95% CI: 14,518,438- 
19,218,733), equivalent to 6.5% of children aged < 11 years, experience their first 
infection annually. CONCLUSIONS: Dengue force-of-infection in India is comparable 
to other highly endemic countries. Significant variation across sites exists, likely 
reflecting local epidemiological variation. The number of annual primary infections is 
indicative of a significant, under-reported burden of secondary infections and 
symptomatic episodes. TRIAL REGISTRATION: Registered retrospectively with 
clinicaltrials.gov ( NCT01477671 ; 18/11/2011) and clinical trials registry of India 
(ctri.nic.in; CTRI/2011/12/002243 ; 15/12/2011). Date of enrollment of 1st subject: 
22/9/2011.  
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 Severe dengue in travellers: pathogenesis, risk and clinical 
management.  
Source: Journal of travel medicine. 2019 Aug 19;  
Author: Halstead S., Wilder-Smith A.  
 
Abstract: Rationale for review: Dengue is a frequent cause of febrile illness among 
travellers and has overtaken malaria as the leading cause of febrile illness for those 
traveling to South East Asia. The purpose is to review the risk of dengue and severe 
dengue in travellers with a particular focus on the pathogenesis and clinical 
management of severe dengue. Risk, pathogenesis and clinical management: The 
risk of travel-acquired dengue depends on destination, season and duration of travel 
and activities during travel. Seroconversion rates reported in travellers therefore vary 
between less than 1% to more than 20%. The most common life-threatening clinical 
response to dengue infection is the dengue vascular permeability syndrome, 
epidemiologically linked to secondary infection, but can also occur in primary 
infection. Tertiary and quaternary infections are usually associated with mild or no 
disease. Antibody-dependent enhancement, viral factors, age, host factors, and 
clinical experience of the managing physician modulate the risk of progressing to 
severe dengue. The relative risk of severe dengue in secondary versus primary 
infection ranges from 2 to 7. The absolute risk of severe dengue in highly endemic 
areas in children is about 0.1% per year for primary infections, and 0.4% for 
secondary infections. About 2-4% of secondary infections lead to severe dengue. 
Severe dengue and death are both relatively rare in general travellers, but more 
frequently in those visiting friends and relatives (VFR). Clinical management of 
severe dengue depends on judicious use of fluid rehydration. Conclusions: Although 
dengue is a frequent cause of travel illness, severe dengue and deaths are rare. 
Nevertheless, dengue infections can interrupt travel, lead to evacuation and major 
out-of-pocket costs. Dengue is more frequent than many other travel-related vaccine 
preventable diseases such as hepatitis A, hepatitis B, rabies, Japanese encephalitis, 
and yellow fever, indicating a need for a dengue vaccine for travellers.  
 
     
 Systematic review of dengue vaccine efficacy.  
Source: BMC Infectious Diseases. 2019 Aug 28; 19(1).  
Author: Da Silveira L.T.C., Tura B., Santos M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Dengue is an arbovirus that has rapidly spread worldwide, 
and the incidence of dengue has greatly increased in recent decades. The actual 
numbers of dengue cases are underreported, and many cases are not classified 
correctly. Recent estimates indicate that 390 million dengue infections occur per 

year (95% CI, 284-528 million), of which 96 million (67-136 million) are symptomatic 
infections of any severity. One of the goals of the World Health Organization is to 
reduce dengue mortality by 50% by the year 2020. The use of a vaccine can be an 
important strategy to achieve this goal. Vaccines for dengue are in various stages of 
development; in Brazil, only one commercial formulation is available (CYD-TDV), 
which was developed by Sanofi Pasteur. Methods: To evaluate the efficacy of 
Dengue vaccine, a systematic review with a meta-analysis was conducted using 
randomized controlled clinical trials published between 2000 and 2017 that were 
identified in the MEDLINE databases via PubMed, LILACS, Cochrane Library, and 
EMBASE. The selection was performed by two reviewers independently, with 
disagreements resolved by a third reviewer. Results: Seven clinical trials were 
included, with a total of 36,371 participants (66,511 person-years) between the ages 
of 2 and 45 years. The meta-analysis using the random-effects model estimated the 
efficacy of the vaccine at 44%, with a range from 25 to 59% and high heterogeneity 
(I2= 80.1%). The serotype-stratified meta-analysis was homogeneous, except for 
serotype 2, with the heterogeneity of 64.5%. Most of the vaccinated individuals had 
previous immunity for at least one serotype, which generated safety concerns in 
individuals without previous immunity. Conclusions: Compared with other 
commercially available vaccines, the dengue vaccine showed poor efficacy.  
 
     

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Immunogenicity and safety of a dengue vaccine given as a 
booster in Singapore: a randomized Phase II, placebo-controlled 
trial evaluating its effects 5-6 years after completion of the 
primary series.  
Source: Hum Vaccin Immunother. 2019 Aug 29. doi: 
10.1080/21645515.2019.1661204.  
Author: Park J, Archuleta S, Oh MH, Shek LP, Jin J, Bonaparte M, Fargo C, 
Bouckenooghe A  
 
Abstract: The tetravalent dengue vaccine (CYD-TDV; Dengvaxia(R)) is administered 
on a three-dose schedule, 6 months apart in those aged >/=9 years in a number of 
dengue-endemic countries in Asia and Latin America. In this study, CYD63 
(NCT02824198), participants aged 9-45 years at first vaccination, and who had 
received three doses of CYD-TDV in the CYD28 study more than 5 years previously, 
were randomized 3:1 to receive a booster CYD-TDV dose (Group 1) or placebo 
(Group 2). Dengue neutralizing antibody geometric mean titres (PRNT50 GMTs) for 
each of the four dengue serotypes were assessed in sera collected before and 28 
days after booster injections. Non-inferiority of the booster immune response versus 
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that induced after the third dose was demonstrated for each serotype if the lower 
limit of the two-sided 95% confidence interval (CI) was >0.5 for the GMT ratios 
(GMTRs) between post-booster CYD-TDV dose and post-dose 3 in Group 1. 
Overall, 118 participants received CYD-TDV booster or placebo and 116 (98.3%) 
completed the study; two participants were withdrawn because of noncompliance. 
GMTs in the booster CYD-TDV group increased across all serotypes post-booster 
injection by 1.74- (serotype 1) to 3.58-fold (serotype 4). No discernible increases 
were observed in the placebo group. Non-inferiority was demonstrated for serotypes 
1, 3 and 4, but not for serotype 2 (GMTR; 0.603 [95% CI, 0.439; 0.829]). No safety 
issues were observed. These data show that the CYD-TDV booster given 5 or more 
years later tended to restore GMTs back to levels observed post-dose 3.  
 
     
 Serostatus testing and dengue vaccine cost-benefit thresholds.  
Source: Journal of the Royal Society, Interface. 2019 Aug 30; 16(157):20190234.  
Author: Pearson C.A.B., Abbas K.M., Clifford S., Flasche S., Hladish T.J.  
 
Abstract: The World Health Organization (WHO) currently recommends pre-
screening for past infection prior to administration of the only licensed dengue 
vaccine, CYD-TDV. Using a threshold modelling analysis, we identify settings where 
this guidance prohibits positive net-benefits, and are thus unfavourable. Generally, 
however, our model shows test-then-vaccinate strategies can improve CYD-TDV 
economic viability: effective testing reduces unnecessary vaccination costs while 
increasing health benefits. With sufficiently low testing cost, those trends outweigh 
additional screening costs, expanding the range of settings with positive net-
benefits. This work highlights two aspects for further analysis of test-then-vaccinate 
strategies. We found that starting routine testing at younger ages could increase 
benefits; if real tests are shown to sufficiently address safety concerns, the 
manufacturer, regulators and WHO should revisit guidance restricting use to 9-
years-and-older recipients. We also found that repeat testing could improve return-
on-investment (ROI), despite increasing intervention costs. Thus, more detailed 
analyses should address questions on repeat testing and testing periodicity, in 
addition to real test sensitivity and specificity. Our results follow from a mathematical 
model relating ROI to epidemiology, intervention strategy, and costs for testing, 
vaccination and dengue infections. We applied this model to a range of strategies, 
costs and epidemiological settings pertinent to CYD-TDV. However, general trends 
may not apply locally, so we provide our model and analyses as an R package 
available via CRAN, denvax. To apply to their setting, decision-makers need only 
local estimates of age-specific seroprevalence and costs for secondary infections.  
 
     

 Controversy over dengue vaccine risk.  
Source: Science (New York, N.Y.). 2019 Sep 06; 365(6457):961-962.  
Author: Cohen J.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Estimating the burden of dengue and the impact of release of 
wMel Wolbachia-infected mosquitoes in Indonesia: a modelling 
study.  
Source: BMC medicine. 2019 Sep 09; 17(1):172.  
Author: O'Reilly K.M., Hendrickx E., Kharisma D.D., Wilastonegoro N.N., Carrington 
L.B., Elyazar I.R.F., Kucharski A.J., Lowe R., Flasche S., Pigott D.M., Reiner R.C., 
Edmunds W.J., Hay S.I., Yakob L., Shepard D.S., Brady O.J.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Wolbachia-infected mosquitoes reduce dengue virus 
transmission, and city-wide releases in Yogyakarta city, Indonesia, are showing 
promising entomological results. Accurate estimates of the burden of dengue, its 
spatial distribution and the potential impact of Wolbachia are critical in guiding 
funder and government decisions on its future wider use. METHODS: Here, we 
combine multiple modelling methods for burden estimation to predict national case 
burden disaggregated by severity and map the distribution of burden across the 
country using three separate data sources. An ensemble of transmission models 
then predicts the estimated reduction in dengue transmission following a nationwide 
roll-out of wMel Wolbachia. RESULTS: We estimate that 7.8 million (95% 
uncertainty interval [UI] 1.8-17.7 million) symptomatic dengue cases occurred in 
Indonesia in 2015 and were associated with 332,865 (UI 94,175-754,203) lost 
disability-adjusted life years (DALYs). The majority of dengue's burden was due to 
non-severe cases that did not seek treatment or were challenging to diagnose in 
outpatient settings leading to substantial underreporting. Estimated burden was 
highly concentrated in a small number of large cities with 90% of dengue cases 
occurring in 15.3% of land area. Implementing a nationwide Wolbachia population 
replacement programme was estimated to avert 86.2% (UI 36.2-99.9%) of cases 
over a long-term average. CONCLUSIONS: These results suggest interventions 
targeted to the highest burden cities can have a disproportionate impact on dengue 
burden. Area-wide interventions, such as Wolbachia, that are deployed based on the 
area covered could protect people more efficiently than individual-based 
interventions, such as vaccines, in such dense environments.  
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 The first licensed dengue vaccine: Can it be used in travelers?  
Source: Current Opinion in Infectious Diseases. 2019 Oct 01; 32(5):394-400.  
Author: Wilder-Smith A.  
 
Abstract: Purpose of review: The first dengue vaccine (Dengvaxia) was endorsed by 
the European Medicine Agency and the US Food and Drug Administration. Given 
the excess risk of severe dengue in seronegative vaccinees, use is restricted to 
seropositive individuals. Dengvaxia confers high protection against severe dengue in 
seropositive vaccinees. Recent findings: With increasing global travel, the probability 
of travelers being seropositive increases. Such seropositive travelers may be at 
increased risk of severe dengue as a result of a second dengue infection during 
repeat travel. Nevertheless, the use of Dengvaxia in travelers requires a careful 
analysis of all the factors. Seropositive travelers only present a minority of all 
travelers. A validated rapid diagnostic test to screen for dengue serostatus is not yet 
available. Such a test should be highly specific to avoid inadvertent vaccination of 
seronegative individuals. The three-dose regimen precludes the use in most 
travelers who tend to present at travel clinics less than 6 weeks prior to departure. 
Furthermore, questions about potential sub-optimal immunogenicity in seropositives 
in nonendemic settings, and the need and timing of boosters remain unanswered. 
Summary: Although there could potentially be substantial protection against severe 
dengue in seropositive travelers, Dengvaxia is far from an ideal travel vaccine.  
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/Nosocomial Franchise 

Staphylococcus 

     
 
 Broad and Effective Protection against Staphylococcus aureus Is 
Elicited by a Multivalent Vaccine Formulated with Novel Antigens.  
Source: mSphere. 2019 Sep 04; 4(5).  
Author: Deng J., Wang X., Zhang B.-Z., Gao P., Lin Q., Kao R.Y.-T., Gustafsson K., 
Yuen K.-Y., Huang J.-D.  
 
Abstract: The demand for a prophylactic vaccine against methicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) has motivated numerous dedicated research 
groups to design and develop such a vaccine. In this study, we have developed a 
multivalent vaccine, Sta-V5, composed of five conserved antigens involved in three 
important virulence mechanisms. This prototype vaccine conferred up to 100% 
protection against multiple epidemiologically relevant S. aureus isolates in five 
different murine disease models. The vaccine not only elicits functional antibodies 
that mediate opsonophagocytic killing of S. aureus but also mounts robust antigen-
specific T-cell responses. In addition, our data implied that γδ T cells contribute to 
the protection induced by Sta-V5 in a murine skin infection 
model.IMPORTANCEStaphylococcus aureus infections, especially MRSA infections, 
are becoming a major global health issue and are resulting in mortality rates that are 
increasing every year. However, an effective vaccine is lacking due to the complexity 
of the infection process of S. aureus In this study, we found that the addition of two 
novel protein components to three well-studied vaccine candidates significantly 
improved the efficacy of the combined vaccine. Furthermore, the five-component 
vaccine not only elicits a robust antibody response but also induces cytokine 
secretion by T cells, making it a promising vaccine candidate to fill the void.  
 
     
 Immunofluorescence Microscopy for the Detection of Surface 
Antigens in Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)  
Source: Methods in molecular biology (Clifton, N.J.). 2020; 2069:47-58.  
Author: Timofeyeva Y., Scully I.L., Anderson A.S.  
 
Abstract: Immunofluorescence microscopy is a widely used laboratory method which 

allows detection and visualization of specific antigens. The method employs the 
specificity of antibodies to deliver fluorophore to a specific target and then visualize it 
with a microscope. The power of the technique is that it requires relatively little 
manipulation and relatively few bacterial cells, enabling the detection of antigen 
expression where other methods cannot, such as during an actual infection in an 
animal. Here, we apply the method to follow antigen expression on the surface of 
MRSA cells over time in in vivo infection models.  
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Traveler 

    
     
 Identikit of the Umbrian traveller: analysis of clinical activity in a 
travel medicine unit, Italy.  
Source: Annali dell'Istituto superiore di sanita. 2019 Jan 01; 55(1):63-67.  
Author: Gianfredi V., Moretti M., Gigli M., Fusco-Moffa I.  
 
Abstract: A travel medicine clinic is the proper medical centre aimed to provide 
updated recommendations before any journey. The study aim was to assess the 
number of accesses during 2016 at the Travel Medicine Clinic of the Local Health 
Unit in the Umbria Region. An electronic ad hoc database was developed. Paper-
based data referring to 2016 were recorded in this electronic registry, developed on 
Microsoft Office Access®. In 2016, 891 subjects came in our clinic in order to get 
information before travelling. In our sample, 53.3% were male and the mean age 
was 35.33 years ± 0.58. Almost half had a higher education, and 20% were foreign. 
Vaccines against food- and water-borne diseases were the most frequently 
administered. Approximately, 74% of the attenders were suggested to do an anti-
malaria prophylaxis (Mefloquine in one-half, approximately). Every traveller received 
a pre-travel counselling. Performance activity of our clinic and the adherence to 
preventive protocols in case of international travels, have been assessed.  
 
     
 Determinants of Compliance of Travelers with Vaccination and 
Malaria Prophylaxis at a Travel Clinic.  
Source: Journal of Korean medical science. 2019 Aug 26; 34(33):e217.  
Author: Kwon H.Y., Lee H., Im J.H., Park S.G., Lee Y.J., Baek J.H., Lee J.S.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Pre-travel medical consultation is essential to reduce 
health impairment during travel. Yellow fever vaccination (YFV) is mandatory to 
enter some endemic countries. In this study, we evaluated the factors that affect 
compliance with appropriate prevention of infectious diseases in travelers who 
visited clinic for YFV. METHODS: For this retrospective study, chart reviews for 658 
patients who visited a travel clinic for YFV before travel were conducted. The period 
of this study was from January 2016 to September 2018. The associations between 

appropriate vaccination and factors such as travel duration, destination, time of 
visiting clinic before departure, and purpose of travel were analyzed. RESULTS: 
Among 658 patients who got YFV during the study period, 344 patients (52.3%) 
received additional vaccination or malaria prophylaxis following a physician's 
recommendation. Travelers who visited the clinic more than 21 days before 
departure were more compliant than those who visited 14 days or fewer before 
departure (odds ratio [OR], 1.90; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.23-2.93; P = 0.004). 
Travelers visiting Africa were more compliant than were those traveling to South and 
Central America (OR, 1.97; 95% CI, 1.34-2.90; P = 0.001). Travelers in age groups 
of 40-49 years and over 70 years were less compliant than the 18-29 years old 
population (OR, 0.51; 95% CI, 0.28-0.93; P = 0.027 and OR, 0.19; 95% CI, 0.04-
0.84; P = 0.03, respectively). Also, those who traveled for tour or to visit friends or 
relatives were more compliant than those who departed for business (OR, 0.77; 95% 
CI, 1.03-3.56; P = 0.04). CONCLUSION: For appropriate vaccination, pre-travel 
consultation at least 3 weeks before departure is crucial. Travelers should be aware 
of required vaccination and malaria prophylaxis before visiting South and Central 
America and Asia. Plans to enhance compliance of the elderly and business 
travelers should be contrived.  
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Rabies 

     
 Overview of rabies post-exposure prophylaxis access, 
procurement and distribution in selected countries in Asia and 
Africa, 2017–2018.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Sreenivasan N., Li A., Shiferaw M., Tran C.H., Wallace R., Blanton J., Knopf 
L., Abela-Ridder B., Hyde T., Siddiqi U.R., Tahmina S., Penjor K., Sovann L., 
Doeurn Y., Sim K., Houssiere V., Tejiokem M., Mindekem R., Yu L., Wenwu Y., 
Benie J., Tetchi M., Tiembre I., Deressa A., Haile A., Hurisa B., Yawson N.A., Ohene 
S.A., Sudarshan M.K., Narayana A., Mwatondo A., Thumbi S.M., Edosoa G., Baril 
L., Ramiandrasoa R., Rajeev M., Fofana M.S., Traore A., Matchaya M., Burdon 
Bailey J.L., Yale G., Dolgorkhand A., Tsogbadrakh N., Ochirpurev A., Shrestha K., 
Balami J., Qureshi H., Salahuddin N., Villalon E., Blumberg L., Gunesekara A., 
Changalucha J., Nguyen H.  
 
Abstract: Background: Rabies is a neglected zoonotic disease with a global burden 
of approximately 59,000 human deaths a year. Once clinical symptoms appear, 
rabies is almost invariably fatal; however, with timely and appropriate post-exposure 
prophylaxis (PEP) consisting of wound washing, vaccine, and in some cases rabies 
immunoglobulin (RIG), the disease is almost entirely preventable. Access to PEP is 
limited in many countries, and when available, is often very expensive. Methods: We 
distributed a standardized assessment tool electronically to a convenience sample 
of 25 low- and middle-income countries in Asia and Africa to collect information on 
rabies PEP procurement, forecasting, distribution, monitoring and reporting. 
Information was collected from national rabies focal points, focal points at the World 
Health Organization (WHO) country offices, and others involved in procurement, 
logistics and distribution of PEP. Because RIG was limited in availability or 
unavailable in many countries, the assessment focused on vaccine. Data were 
collected between January 2017 and May 2018. Results: We received responses 
from key informants in 23 countries: 11 countries in Asia and 12 countries in Africa. 
In 9 of 23 (39%) countries, rabies vaccine was provided for free in the public sector 
and was consistently available. In 10 (43%) countries, all or some patients were 
required to pay for the vaccine in the public sector, with the cost of a single dose 
ranging from US$ 6.60 to US$ 20/dose. The primary reason for the high cost of the 
vaccine for patients was a lack of funding at the central level to subsidize vaccine 
costs. In the remaining 4 (17%) countries, vaccine was provided for free but was 
often unavailable so patients were required to purchase it instead. The majority of 

countries used the intramuscular route for vaccine administration and only 5 
countries exclusively used the dose-sparing intradermal (ID) route. Half (11/22; 50%) 
of all countries assessed had a standardized distribution system for PEP, separate 
from the systems used for routine childhood vaccines, and almost half used 
separate storage facilities at both central and health facility levels. Approximately 
half (9/22; 41%) of all countries assessed reported having regular weekly, monthly or 
quarterly reporting on rabies vaccination. Conclusions: While all countries in our 
assessment had rabies vaccines available in the public sector to some extent, 
barriers to access include the high cost of the vaccine to the government as well as 
to patients. Countries should be encouraged to use ID administration as this would 
provide access to rabies vaccine for many more people with the same number of 
vaccine vials. In addition, standardized monitoring and reporting of vaccine 
utilization should be encouraged, in order to improve data on PEP needs.  
 
     
 Trying to treat the untreatable: Experimental approaches to clear 
rabies virus infection from the CNS.  
Source: Journal of General Virology. 2019; 100(8):1171-1186.  
Author: Smith S.P., Wu G., Fooks A.R., Ma J., Banyard A.C.  
 
Abstract: Rabies virus causes an invariably fatal encephalitis following the onset of 
clinical disease. Despite the availability of safe and effective vaccines, the clinical 
stages of rabies encephalitis remain untreatable, with few survivors being 
documented. A principal obstacle to the treatment of rabies is the neurotropic nature 
of the virus, with the blood–brain barrier size exclusion limit rendering the delivery of 
antiviral drugs and molecules to the central nervous system inherently problematic. 
This review focuses on efforts to try and overcome barriers to molecule delivery to 
treat clinical rabies and overviews current progress in the development of 
experimental live rabies virus vaccines that may have future applications in the 
treatment of clinical rabies, including the attenuation of rabies virus vectors through 
either the duplication or mutation of existing genes or the incorporation of non-viral 
elements within the genome. Rabies post-infection treatment (PIT) remains the holy 
grail of rabies research.  
 
     
 A retrospective descriptive analysis of rabies post-exposure 
prophylaxis cases in Dalian from 2016 to 2017.  
Source: Epidemiology and Infection. 2019; 147.  
Author: Song Y., Lu X., Jiang X., Zhao W., Fan Z., Kang X., Wang Y.  
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Abstract: Dalian, China, is a city free of rabies in recent 20 years, but the annual cost 
for rabies vaccination still brings an economic burden on society and individuals. We 
did a retrospective descriptive analysis to analyse the reason for this and try to find 
some ways to resolve it. A total of 10 028 post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) cases 
were recorded from January 2016 to December 2017. According to the exposure 
grades, 32 cases were grade I; 7712 cases were grade II; 2284 cases were grade 
III. All the patients in the cases were injured by pet dogs without abnormal clinical 
signs, and 80% of them were home pet dogs. Fifty-two per cent of the pet dogs were 
vaccinated. All the dogs survived during the PEP vaccination period. The data 
showed that a considerable proportion of people who did not have exposure risk for 
rabies had received vaccination. The underlying reasons included social, medical 
and personal factors. So here we proposed to replace the current ‘five-course’ 
intramuscular injection with intradermal injection method in the cities free of rabies in 
China, this can not only achieve effective vaccination but also save resources and 
eliminate the fear of rabies from victims. Meanwhile we should strengthen 
communication on rabies knowledge and make a routine evaluation of rabies 
surveillance system to improve understanding of the risk for rabies from biting 
animals.  
 
     
 Rabies virus glycoprotein serology ELISA for measurement of 
neutralizing antibodies in sera of vaccinated human subjects.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Zhao R., Yu P., Shan Y., Thirumeni N., Li M., Lv Y., Li J., Ren W., Huang L., 
Wei J., Sun Y., Zhu W., Sun L.  
 
Abstract: Background: Vaccination provides protection against infection by inducing 
VNAs mainly against RABV surface GP. The measurement of VNAs to RABV is 
commonly used to assess the level of immunity in humans and animals after 
vaccination. A VNA titer of ≥ 0.5 IU/mL of sera indicates adequate response to 
vaccination. Here, we report the development and validation of a RABV GP serology 
ELISA kit for semi-quantitative measurement of VNA titers in sera of vaccinated 
human subjects. Methods: Using a recombinant RABV GP expressed in mammalian 
cells as the capture antigen, the ELISA method was established using HuMAb 
NM57 reference initially and HRIG reference subsequently. The limit of detection 
(LOD), linear range, reproducibility, and precision of the method were examined. 
Specificity and sensitivity were established to assess the diagnostic accuracy. 
Results: RABV GP for ELISA plate coating and optimal dilution of human serum 
sample was 1 µg/mL and 1:20, respectively. Multiple assays were carried out by 
different technicians at different laboratories for assay standardization. Using the 

HRIG reference, the LOD was found to be 0.02–0.06 IU/mL and the linear range 
was 0.2–10.0 IU/ mL. The inter-assay CVs were in the range of 6.60–10.79%, 
indicating the reproducibility. None of the 12 known negative human sera, tested 
positive by ELISA, highlighting the specificity. A total of 415 unknown positive 
human sera were double-blind tested by the RFFIT and ELISA. The VNA titer cut-off 
value of ELISA was set at 1.5 IU/mL to ensure no false-positive. The diagnostic 
specificity and sensitivity were 100% and 91.1%, respectively. Conclusions: The 
validation data characterize this ELISA as a suitable method for semi-quantitative 
measurement of VNA titers in human serum samples to assess vaccination status. 
The ELISA kit can offer simplicity, speed, low cost and high throughput, making it a 
practical tool for monitoring the immune response following vaccination.  
 
     
 Testing a low-cost approach to giving eRIG for rabies PEP: Ethical 
issues.  
Source: Indian journal of medical ethics. 2019 Apr 01; 4(2):144-145.  
Author: Cash R.A.  
 
Abstract: Ethical concerns in using a lower dose of equine rabies immune globulin 
(eRIG) to irrigate wounds from dog bites to prevent rabies are discussed. A lower 
dose of eRIG was used because of a general shortage of eRIG and the high market 
cost in the Himachal Pradesh state of India. The cost and availability of drugs in low- 
and middle-income countries (LMIC) often necessitates testing a lower dose of a 
vaccine or treatment than that recommended by international organizations (eg 
WHO). It raises the issue that recommendations may be designed for higher income 
countries without taking into consideration issues of supply and cost. Secondly a 
case-control design to compare dosages or delivery systems is usually not an option 
so investigators must often use historical data for comparison or other study 
designs. The ethical issues in the testing of drugs and vaccines in LMIC must be 
continuously reviewed by the international community.  
 
     
 Achieving scientific and regulatory success in implementing non-
animal approaches to human and veterinary rabies vaccine 
testing: A NICEATM and IABS workshop report.  
Source: Biologicals. 2019 Jul 01; 60:8-14.  
Author: Poston R., Hill R., Allen C., Casey W., Gatewood D., Levis R., Mallet L., 
Smith D., Srinivas G., Stirling C., Allen D.  
 
Abstract: This two-day workshop, co-sponsored by NICEATM and IABS-NA, brought 
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together over 60 international scientists from government, academia, and industry to 
advance alternative methods for human and veterinary Rabies Virus Vaccine (RVV) 
potency testing. On day one, workshop presentations focused on regulatory 
perspectives related to in vitro potency testing, including recent additions to the 
European Pharmacopoeia (5.2.14) that provide a scientific rationale for why in vivo 
methods may be less suitable for vaccine quality control than appropriately designed 
in vitro methods. Further presentations reviewed the role of the consistency 
approach to manufacturing and vaccine batch comparison to provide supportive 
data for the substitution of existing animal-based methods with in vitro assays. In 
addition, updates from research programs evaluating and validating RVV 
glycoprotein (G) quantitation by ELISA as an in vitro potency test were presented. 
On the second day, RVV stakeholders participated in separate human and 
veterinary vaccine discussion groups focused on identifying potential obstacles or 
additional requirements for successful implementation of non-animal alternatives to 
the in vivo potency test. Workshop outcomes and proposed follow up activities are 
discussed herein.  
 
     
 Modelling targeted rabies vaccination strategies for a domestic 
dog population with heterogeneous roaming patterns.  
Source: PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases. 2019 Jul 01; 13(7).  
Author: Hudson E.G., Brookes V.J., Durr S., Ward M.P.  
 
Abstract: Australia is currently canine rabies free. However, communities located on 
the northern coastline–such as the Northern Peninsula Area (NPA), Queensland–
are at risk of an incursion due to their large populations of susceptible free-roaming 
dogs and proximity to rabies-infected Indonesian islands. A rabies-spread model 
was used to simulate potential outbreaks and evaluate various disease control 
strategies. A heterogeneous contact structure previously described in the population 
of interest–explorer dogs, roamer dogs and stay-at-home dogs–was incorporated 
into the model using six spatial kernels describing contacts between dog roaming 
categories. Twenty-seven vaccination strategies were investigated based on a 
complete block design of 50%, 70% and 90% coverage for each of the three 
roaming categories to simulate various targeted vaccination strategies. The 27 
strategies were implemented in four population structures in which the proportion of 
dogs in each category varied–explorer dominant, roamer dominant, stay-at-home 
dominant and a field population (based on field estimates of population structure). 
The overall vaccination coverage varied depending on the subpopulation targeted 
for vaccination and the population structure modelled. A total of 108 scenarios were 
simulated 2000 times and the model outputs (outbreak size and duration) were 
compared to Strategy 14 (a standard recommended overall 70% vaccination 

coverage). In general, targeting explorer dogs–and to a lesser extent roamer dogs–
produced similar outbreaks to Strategy 14 but with a lower overall vaccination 
coverage. Similarly, strategies that targeted stay-at-home dogs required a higher 
vaccination coverage to produce significantly smaller and shorter outbreaks. This 
study provides some theoretical evidence that targeting subpopulations of dogs for 
vaccination based on their roaming behaviours (and therefore risk of rabies 
transmission) could be more efficient than blanket 70% vaccination campaigns. 
Such information can be used in preparedness planning to help improve control of a 
potential rabies incursion in Australia.  
 
     
 Ecological and epidemiological findings associated with zoonotic 
rabies outbreaks and control in Moshi, Tanzania, 2017–2018.  
Source: International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health. 2019 
Aug 02; 16(16).  
Author: Mtui-Malamsha N., Sallu R., Mahiti G.R., Mohamed H., Oleneselle M., 
Rubegwa B., Swai E.S., Makungu S., Otieno E.G., Lupindu A.M., Komba E., 
Mdegela R., Assenga J.A., Bernard J., Marandu W., Warioba J., Makondo Z., 
Chang'a J., Mramba F., Nonga H., Killewo J., Kafeero F., Makonnen Y.J., Rivas 
A.L., Fasina F.O.  
 
Abstract: Approximately 1500 people die annually due to rabies in the United 
Republic of Tanzania. Moshi, in the Kilimanjaro Region, reported sporadic cases of 
human rabies between 2017 and 2018. In response and following a One Health 
approach, we implemented surveillance, monitoring, as well as a mass vaccinations 
of domestic pets concurrently in >150 villages, achieving a 74.5% vaccination 
coverage (n = 29, 885 dogs and cats) by September 2018. As of April 2019, no 
single human or animal case has been recorded. We have observed a disparity 
between awareness and knowledge levels of community members on rabies 
epidemiology. Self-adherence to protective rabies vaccination in animals was poor 
due to the challenges of costs and distances to vaccination centers, among others. 
Incidence of dog bites was high and only a fraction (65%) of dog bite victims 
(humans) received post-exposure prophylaxis. A high proportion of unvaccinated 
dogs and cats and the relative intense interactions with wild dog species at 
interfaces were the risk factors for seropositivity to rabies virus infection in dogs. A 
percentage of the previously vaccinated dogs remained unimmunized and some 
unvaccinated dogs were seropositive. Evidence of community engagement and 
multi-coordinated implementation of One Health in Moshi serves as an example of 
best practice in tackling zoonotic diseases using multi-level government efforts. The 
district-level establishment of the One Health rapid response team (OHRRT), 
implementation of a carefully structured routine vaccination campaign, improved 
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health education, and the implementation of barriers between domestic animals and 
wildlife at the interfaces are necessary to reduce the burden of rabies in Moshi and 
communities with similar profiles.  
 
     
 Simplification of Rabies Postexposure Prophylaxis: A New 2-Visit 
Intradermal Vaccine Regimen.  
Source: The American journal of tropical medicine and hygiene. 2019 Aug 05;  
Author: Warrell M.J.  
 
Abstract: A 2-visit multiple-site intradermal (ID) vaccine protocol would be the most 
economical, immunogenic, and practicable regimen for postexposure rabies 
prophylaxis (PEP) in clinics seeing few patients a month. This regimen with an 
additional day 28 dose is now recommended by the WHO. The difficulties 
surrounding ID rabies vaccination have hindered progress in provision of 
prophylaxis, especially in rural Asia and Africa. Although the latest WHO 
recommendations include 1-week ID postexposure vaccine regimens, these are 
unlikely to prove economical where rabies vaccination is presently unavailable. The 
new protocol uses a whole vial of vaccine divided between 4-site ID on the first day 
and half a vial at 2-site ID on day 7. Gavi has recently approved support for rabies 
PEP. This 2-visit 4-site ID regimen, with or without a day 28 dose, should be 
considered for implementation in this remarkable new initiative.  
 
     
 An evaluation of Brazil's surveillance and prophylaxis of canine 
rabies between 2008 and 2017.  
Source: PLoS neglected tropical diseases. 2019 Aug 05; 13(8):e0007564.  
Author: Benavides J.A., Megid J., Campos A., Rocha S., Vigilato M.A.N., Hampson 
K.  
 
Abstract: An effective surveillance system is critical for the elimination of canine 
rabies in Latin America. Brazil has made substantial progress towards canine rabies 
elimination, but outbreaks still occurred in the last decade in two states. Brazil uses 
a health information system (SINAN) to record patients seeking post-exposure 
prophylaxis (PEP) following contact with an animal suspected of having rabies. This 
study evaluated: (i) whether SINAN can be reliably used for rabies surveillance; (ii) if 
patients in Brazil are receiving appropriate PEP and (iii) the benefits of implementing 
the latest World Health Organization (WHO) recommendations on PEP. Analysing 
SINAN records from 2008 to 2017 reveals an average of 506,148 bite-injury 
patients/year [range: 437k -545k] in the country, equivalent to an incidence of 255 

bite-injuries/100,000 people/year [range: 231-280]. The number of reports of bites 
from suspect rabid dogs generally increased over time. In most states, records from 
SINAN indicating a suspect rabid dog do not correlate with confirmed dog rabies 
cases reported to the Regional Information System for Epidemiological Surveillance 
of Rabies (SIRVERA) maintained by the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO). 
Analyses showed that in 2017, only 45% of patients received appropriate PEP as 
indicated by the Brazilian Ministry of Health guidance. Implementation of the latest 
WHO guidance using an abridged intradermal post-exposure vaccination regimen 
including one precautionary dose for dog bites prior to observation would reduce the 
volume of vaccine required by up to 64%, with potential for annual savings of over 
USD 6 million from reduced vaccine use. Our results highlight the need to improve 
the implementation of SINAN, including training of health workers responsible for 
delivering PEP using an Integrated Bite Case Management approach so that SINAN 
can serve as a reliable surveillance tool for canine rabies elimination.  
 
     
 Inactivated rabies virus-vectored immunocontraceptive vaccine 
in a thermo-responsive hydrogel induces high and persistent 
antibodies against rabies, but insufficient antibodies against 
gonadotropin-releasing hormone for contraception.  
Source: Vaccines. 2019 Sep 01; 7(3).  
Author: Wu X., Yang Y., Kling C., Seigler L., Gallardo-Romero N.F., Martin B.E., 
Smith T.G., Olson V.A.  
 
Abstract: Rabies is preventable through vaccination, but the need to mount annual 
canine vaccination campaigns presents major challenges in rabies control and 
prevention. The development of a rabies vaccine that ensures lifelong immunity and 
animal population management in one dose could be extremely advantageous. A 
nonsurgical alternative to spay/neuter is a high priority for animal welfare, but 
irreversible infertility in one dose has not been achieved. Towards this goal, we 
developed a rabies virus-vectored immunocontraceptive vaccine ERA-2GnRH, 
which protected against rabies virus challenge and induced >80% infertility in mice 
after three doses in a live, liquid-vaccine formulation (Wu et al., 2014). To improve 
safety and use, we formulated an inactivated vaccine in a thermo-responsive 
chitosan hydrogel for one-dose delivery and studied the immune responses in mice. 
The hydrogel did not cause any injection site reactions, and the killed ERA-2GnRH 
vaccine induced high and persistent rabies virus neutralizing antibodies (rVNA) in 
mice. The rVNA in the hydrogel group reached an average of 327.40 IU/mL, more 
than 200 times higher than the liquid vaccine alone. The Gonadotropin-releasing 
hormone (GnRH) antibodies were also present and lasted longer in the hydrogel 
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group, but did not prevent fertility in mice, reflecting a possible threshold level of 
GnRH antibodies for contraception. In conclusion, the hydrogel facilitated a high and 
long-lasting immunity, and ERA-2GnRH is a promising dual vaccine candidate. 
Future studies will focus on rabies protection in target species and improving the 
anti-GnRH response.  
 
     
 Time of administration of rabies immunoglobulins and adequacy 
of antibody response upon post-exposure prophylaxis: a 
descriptive retrospective study in Belgium.  
Source: Acta clinica Belgica. 2019 Sep 04; 1-7.  
Author: Soentjens P., Croughs M., Burm C., Declerq S., Clerinx J., Maniewski U., 
Van Den Broucke S., Theunissen C., Huits R., Brosius I., Florence E., Kenyon C., 
Van Griensven J., Van Ierssel S., Lynen L., Balliauw K., Van Gucht S., Van 
Esbroeck M., Vlieghe E., Bottieau E., Van Herrewege Y.  
 
Abstract: Background: Data on rabies post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) and the use 
of human rabies immunoglobulins (HRIG) in Belgium are scarce. The main objective 
of this study was to evaluate the timely administration of HRIG after rabies exposure. 
The secondary objective was to evaluate the adequate antibody response following 
PEP. Methods: We reviewed all medical records from July 2017 to June 2018 of 
patients seeking care at, or referred to, the Institute of Tropical Medicine and the 
University Hospital, Antwerp for the administration of human rabies immunoglobulins 
following potential rabies exposure abroad or in Belgium. A timely response was 
defined as starting HRIG with a delay of ≤48 h and rabies vaccination in the first 7 
days after exposure. Adequate antibody response was defined as a titer of >5.0 
IU/mL in case of bat-related exposure and >3.0 IU/mL in case of exposure to other 
animals. Titers were measured 10 days after the last PEP vaccine dose, using the 
rapid fluorescent focus inhibition test (RFFIT). Results: Of the 92 cases treated with 
HRIG, 75 were evaluated. The majority of injuries were acquired in Asia (n = 
26,34%) and in Western Europe (n = 18, 24%), of which 17 in Belgium. The five 
most frequently recorded countries overseas were Indonesia (n = 13), Thailand (n = 
7), Morocco (n = 4), Peru (n = 3) and Costa Rica (n = 3). Administration of 
immunoglobulins was related to injuries by dogs (36%), monkeys (25%) or bats 
(22%). A timely response was observed in 16 (21,33%) and in 55 (73,33%) of 
subjects receiving HRIG (≤48 h) or rabies vaccine (<7days) respectively. The mean 
time between exposure and the first administered dose of rabies vaccine and HRIG 
was 7.7 and 8.7 days, respectively. The mean delay for HRIG administration was 9.6 
days and 6 days for abroad and inland risks, respectively. In 15 of 16 (94%) bat-
related cases the antibody titer after full PEP was >5.0 IU/ml. In 38 of 47 (81%) 
cases related to other animals the RFFIT titer was >3.0 IU/ml. All low-responders 

received additional rabies injections. Conclusion: This study showed a substantial 
time delay between the animal-related risk and the administration of HRIG, in 
particular when the injury occurred abroad. More targeted communication about the 
risks of rabies and preventable measures may reduce this delay. Furthermore, the 
antibody response was inadequate in some cases following full PEP administration 
according to the Belgian recommendation.  
 
     
 Impact of One-Health framework on vaccination cost-
effectiveness: A case study of rabies in Ethiopia.  
Source: One Health. 2019 Dec 01; 8.  
Author: Beyene T.J., Fitzpatrick M.C., Galvani A.P., Mourits M.C.M., Revie C.W., 
Cernicchiaro N., Sanderson M.W., Hogeveen H.  
 
Abstract: Livestock losses due to rabies and health and the corresponding benefits 
of controlling the disease are not often considered when the cost-effectiveness of 
rabies control is evaluated. In this research, assessed the benefits of applying a One 
Health perspective that includes these losses to the case of canine rabies 
vaccination in Ethiopia. We constructed a dynamic epidemiological model of rabies 
transmission. The model was fit to district-specific data on human rabies exposures 
and canine demography for two districts with distinct agro-ecologies. The 
epidemiological model was coupled with human and livestock economic outcomes to 
predict the health and economic impacts under a range of vaccination scenarios. 
The model indicates that human exposures, human deaths, and rabies-related 
livestock losses would decrease monotonically with increasing vaccination coverage. 
In the rural district, all vaccination scenarios were found to be cost-saving compared 
to the status quo of no vaccination, as more money could be saved by preventing 
livestock losses than would be required to fund the vaccination campaigns. 
Vaccination coverages of 70% and 80% were identified as most likely to provide the 
greatest net health benefits at the WHO cost-effectiveness threshold over a period of 
5 years, in urban and rural districts respectively. Shorter time frames led to 
recommendations for higher coverage in both districts, as did even a minor threat of 
rabies re-introduction. Exclusion of rabies-related livestock losses reduced the 
optimal vaccination coverage for the rural district to 50%. This study demonstrated 
the importance of including all economic consequences of zoonotic disease into 
control decisions. Analyses that include cattle and other rabies-susceptible livestock 
are likely better suited to many rural communities in Africa wishing to maximize the 
benefits of canine vaccination.  
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 Knowledge, attitude & practices (KAPs) regarding rabies 
endemicity among the community members, Pakistan.  
Source: Acta Tropica. 2019 Dec 01; 200.  
Author: Khan A., Ayaz R., Mehtab A., Naz K., Haider W., Gondal M.A., Umer M., 
Afzal M.I., Shah N.A., Afzal M.S., Yayi G., Ahmad K.S., Ahmed H.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Rabies is one of the most neglected tropical diseases in 
numerous regions of the world. Annually, 60,000 deaths have been reported, mostly 
in Asia and Africa. Dogs are responsible for approximately 99% of human deaths 
due to rabies. Consequently, incidences of canine bites are increased yet rabies 
continues to remain a neglected disease in Pakistan. The objective of the study was 
to investigate the Knowledge, Attitude and Practices (KAP) for rabies, among the 
participants from urban and rural population of Rawalpindi and Islamabad, Pakistan. 
Methods: Data was collected by conducting household based cross-sectional survey 
over a period of 5 months (from January 2018 to May 2018). Quantitative data was 
collected in the form of questionnaires to investigate awareness and knowledge of 
rabies among the participants. The questionnaire compromised of socio-
demographic features and degree of KAP with respect to rabies management and 
control. Results: A total sample size of 434 participants responded in the study. 
Among them, 89.4% were found to have heard about rabies, 38.7% have no 
knowledge of signs and symptoms, 93.3% knew that infected dogs are the major 
cause of spreading rabies and 77.6% considered that the vaccination of animals is 
important for prevention of rabies. However, only 39.8% actively seek medical 
treatment at a hospital if bitten by a dog. From the 434 participants 61 reported dog 
bites, of which 68.8% (42/61) were male and 49.1% (30/61) belonged to age group 
of 6–25 years. Conclusion: This study concludes that respondents have relatively 
limited knowledge, inconsistent attitude and poor practices towards rabies 
prevention and control. There is a high need of imparting knowledge to the 
population from multidisciplinary programs for effective management and prevention 
of rabies.  
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Yellow fever 

         
 Long-term protection after fractional-dose yellow fever 
vaccination.  
Source: Annals of Internal Medicine. 2019 Jul 16; 171(2):145-146.  
Author: Wilder-Smith A., Barrett A., Vannice K., Hombach J.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 A yellow flag on the horizon: the looming threat of yellow fever to 
North America.  
Source: International journal of infectious diseases : IJID : official publication of the 
International Society for Infectious Diseases. 2019 Aug 02;  
Author: Jacome R., Carrasco-Hernandez R., Campillo-Balderas J.A., Lopez-Vidal Y., 
Lazcano A., Wenzel R.P., de Leon S.P.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVES: Yellow fever virus historically was a frequent threat to 
American and European coasts. Medical milestones such as the discovery of 
mosquitoes as vectors and subsequently an effective vaccine, significantly reduced 
its incidence, in spite of which, thousands of cases of this deathly disease still occur 
regularly in Sub-Saharan Africa and the Amazonian basin in South America, which 
are usually not reported. An urban outbreak in Angola, consecutive years of 
increasing incidence near major Brazilian cities, and imported cases in China, South 
America and Europe, have brought this virus back to the global spotlight. The aim of 
this article is to underline that the preventive YFV measures, such as vaccination, 
need to be carefully revised in order to minimize the risks of new YFV outbreaks, 
especially in urban or immunologically vulnerable places. Furthermore, the article 
highlights the diverse factors that have favored the spread of other Aedes spp.-
associated arboviral diseases like Dengue, Chikungunya and Zika, to northern 
latitudes causing epidemics in the United States and Europe, emphasizing the 
possibility that YFV might follow the path of these viruses unless enhanced 
surveillance and efficient control systems are urgently initiated.  
 
     

 Midgut barriers prevent the replication and dissemination of the 
yellow fever vaccine in Aedes aegypti.  
Source: PLoS neglected tropical diseases. 2019 Aug 14; 13(8):e0007299.  
Author: Danet L., Beauclair G., Berthet M., Moratorio G., Gracias S., Tangy F., 
Choumet V., Jouvenet N.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: To be transmitted to vertebrate hosts via the saliva of 
their vectors, arthropod-borne viruses have to cross several barriers in the mosquito 
body, including the midgut infection and escape barriers. Yellow fever virus (YFV) 
belongs to the genus Flavivirus, which includes human viruses transmitted by Aedes 
mosquitoes, such as dengue and Zika viruses. The live-attenuated YFV-17D vaccine 
has been used safely and efficiently on a large scale since the end of World War II. 
Early studies have shown, using viral titration from salivary glands of infected 
mosquitoes, that YFV-17D can infect Aedes aegypti midgut, but does not 
disseminate to other tissues. METHODOLOGY/PRINCIPAL FINDINGS: Here, we 
re-visited this issue using a panel of techniques, such as RT-qPCR, Western blot, 
immunofluorescence and titration assays. We showed that YFV-17D replication was 
not efficient in Aedes aegypti midgut, as compared to the clinical isolate YFV-Dakar. 
Viruses that replicated in the midgut failed to disseminate to secondary organs. 
When injected into the thorax of mosquitoes, viruses succeeded in replicating into 
midgut-associated tissues, suggesting that, during natural infection, the block for 
YFV-17D replication occurs at the basal membrane of the midgut. 
CONCLUSIONS/SIGNIFICANCE: The two barriers associated with Ae. aegypti 
midgut prevent YFV-17D replication. Our study contributes to our basic 
understanding of vector-pathogen interactions and may also aid in the development 
of non-transmissible live virus vaccines.  
 
     
 Mosquito and primate ecology predict human risk of yellow fever 
virus spillover in Brazil.  
Source: Philosophical transactions of the Royal Society of London. Series B, 
Biological sciences. 2019 Sep 30; 374(1782):20180335.  
Author: Childs M.L., Nova N., Colvin J., Mordecai E.A.  
 
Abstract: Many (re)emerging infectious diseases in humans arise from pathogen 
spillover from wildlife or livestock, and accurately predicting pathogen spillover is an 
important public health goal. In the Americas, yellow fever in humans primarily 
occurs following spillover from non-human primates via mosquitoes. Predicting 
yellow fever spillover can improve public health responses through vector control 
and mass vaccination. Here, we develop and test a mechanistic model of pathogen 
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spillover to predict human risk for yellow fever in Brazil. This environmental risk 
model, based on the ecology of mosquito vectors and non-human primate hosts, 
distinguished municipality-months with yellow fever spillover from 2001 to 2016 with 
high accuracy (AUC = 0.72). Incorporating hypothesized cyclical dynamics of 
infected primates improved accuracy (AUC = 0.79). Using boosted regression trees 
to identify gaps in the mechanistic model, we found that important predictors include 
current and one-month lagged environmental risk, vaccine coverage, population 
density, temperature and precipitation. More broadly, we show that for a widespread 
human viral pathogen, the ecological interactions between environment, vectors, 
reservoir hosts and humans can predict spillover with surprising accuracy, 
suggesting the potential to improve preventive action to reduce yellow fever spillover 
and avert onward epidemics in humans. This article is part of the theme issue 
'Dynamic and integrative approaches to understanding pathogen spillover'.  
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Japanese encephalitis 

 Japanese Encephalitis Vaccine: Recommendations of the Advisory 
Committee on Immunization Practices.  
Source: MMWR. Recommendations and reports : Morbidity and mortality weekly 
report. Recommendations and reports. 2019 Jul 19; 68(2):1-33.  
Author: Hills S.L., Walter E.B., Atmar R.L., Fischer M.  
 
Abstract: This report updates the 2010 recommendations from the CDC Advisory 
Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) regarding prevention of Japanese 
encephalitis (JE) among U.S. travelers and laboratory workers (Fischer M, Lindsey 
N, Staples JE, Hills S. Japanese encephalitis vaccines: recommendations of the 
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP). MMWR Recomm Rep 
2010;59[No. RR-1]). The report summarizes the epidemiology of JE, describes the 
JE vaccine that is licensed and available in the United States, and provides 
recommendations for its use among travelers and laboratory workers.JE virus, a 
mosquitoborne flavivirus, is the most common vaccine-preventable cause of 
encephalitis in Asia. JE occurs throughout most of Asia and parts of the western 
Pacific. Approximately 20%-30% of patients die, and 30%-50% of survivors have 
neurologic, cognitive, or behavioral sequelae. No antiviral treatment is 
available.Inactivated Vero cell culture-derived JE vaccine (Ixiaro [JE-VC]) is the only 
JE vaccine that is licensed and available in the United States. In 2009, the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) licensed JE-VC for use in persons aged ≥17 
years; in 2013, licensure was extended to include children aged ≥2 months.Most 
travelers to countries where the disease is endemic are at very low risk for JE. 
However, some travelers are at increased risk for infection on the basis of their 
travel plans. Factors that increase the risk for JE virus exposure include 1) traveling 
for a longer period; 2) travel during the JE virus transmission season; 3) spending 
time in rural areas; 4) participating in extensive outdoor activities; and 5) staying in 
accommodations without air conditioning, screens, or bed nets. All travelers to 
countries where JE is endemic should be advised to take precautions to avoid 
mosquito bites to reduce the risk for JE and other vectorborne diseases. For some 
persons who might be at increased risk for JE, the vaccine can further reduce the 
risk for infection. The decision about whether to vaccinate should be individualized 
and consider the 1) risks related to the specific travel itinerary, 2) likelihood of future 
travel to countries where JE is endemic, 3) high morbidity and mortality of JE, 4) 
availability of an effective vaccine, 5) possibility (but low probability) of serious 
adverse events after vaccination, and 6) the traveler's personal perception and 
tolerance of risk.JE vaccine is recommended for persons moving to a JE-endemic 
country to take up residence, longer-term (e.g., ≥1 month) travelers to JE-endemic 

areas, and frequent travelers to JE-endemic areas. JE vaccine also should be 
considered for shorter-term (e.g., <1 month) travelers with an increased risk for JE 
on the basis of planned travel duration, season, location, activities, and 
accommodations and for travelers to JE-endemic areas who are uncertain about 
their specific travel duration, destinations, or activities. JE vaccine is not 
recommended for travelers with very low-risk itineraries, such as shorter-term travel 
limited to urban areas or outside of a well-defined JE virus transmission season.  
 
     
 'More than devastating'-patient experiences and neurological 
sequelae of Japanese Encephalitis.  
Source: Journal of travel medicine. 2019 Aug 28;  
Author: Turtle L., Easton A., Defres S., Ellul M., Bovill B., Hoyle J., Jung A., 
Lewthwaite P., Solomon T.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Japanese encephalitis (JE), caused by the mosquito-
borne JE virus (JEV), is a vaccine preventable disease endemic to much of Asia. 
Travellers from non-endemic areas are susceptible if they travel to a JE endemic 
area. Although the risk to travellers of JE is low, the consequences may be severe. 
METHODS: Here, we describe three cases of JE in British travellers occurring in 
2014-15. In addition, we report, through interviews with survivors and their families, 
personal experiences of life after JE. RESULTS: Three cases of JE were diagnosed 
in British travellers in 2014/15. One was acquired in Thailand, one in China and one 
in either Thailand, Laos or Cambodia. All three patients suffered severe, life-
threatening illnesses, all were admitted to intensive care units and required medical 
evacuation back to the UK. One patient suffered a cardiac arrest during the acute 
stage but made a good recovery. The other two patients remain significantly 
paralysed and ventilator dependent. All three cases had clear indications for 
vaccination, and all have been left with life-changing neurological sequelae. 
CONCLUSIONS: Travel health providers should be aware of the severity of JE, as 
well as the risk, allowing travellers to make fully informed decisions on JE 
vaccination.  
 
     
 Review of emerging japanese encephalitis virus: New aspects and 
concepts about entry into the brain and inter-cellular spreading.  
Source: Pathogens. 2019 Sep 01; 8(3).  
Author: Filgueira L., Lannes N.  
 
Abstract: Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) is an emerging flavivirus of the Asia-
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Pacific region. More than two billion people live in endemic or epidemic areas and 
are at risk of infection. Recently, the first autochthonous human case was recorded 
in Africa, and infected birds have been found in Europe. JEV may spread even 
further to other continents. The first section of this review covers established and 
new information about the epidemiology of JEV. The subsequent sections focus on 
the impact of JEV on humans, including the natural course and immunity. 
Furthermore, new concepts are discussed about JEV's entry into the brain. Finally, 
interactions of JEV and host cells are covered, as well as how JEV may spread in 
the body through latently infected immune cells and cell-to-cell transmission of 
virions or via other infectious material, including JEV genomic RNA.  
 
     
 Enhancement of autophagy as a strategy for development of new 
DNA vaccine candidates against Japanese encephalitis.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019 Sep 03; 37(37):5588-5595.  
Author: Zhao F., Zhai Y., Zhu J., Xiao P., Feng G.  
 
Abstract: For decades, an on-going concerted effort has been made to develop a 
universal DNA vaccine to combat the looming threat of a potential outbreak of the 
emerging Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) infection. However, effective strategies 
are urgently required to counter poor immunogenicity and insufficient long-term 
protection. Recent reports have confirmed the critical role of autophagy in antigen 
presentation, long-term immune memory and immune responses against JEV. In 
this study, JEV prM and E protein with strong immunogenicity were fused with 
microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 (LC3) encoding gene to construct an 
autophagy-mediated pJME-LC3 DNA vaccine. Researches indicated significant 
increase of autophagosomes or LC3 Ⅱ expression in pJME-LC3 transfected cells. 
Furthermore, prME-LC3 fused protein was observed co-localized with GFP-LC3 to 
autophagosomes, which means it was successfully targeted to autophagosomes. 
After immunizing with pJME-LC3, mice were detected highest proportion of 
CD3+CD8+T lymphocytes, CD8+effector memory T cells (TEMs) and JEV specific 
cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) activity to eliminate JEV. pJME-LC3 also enhanced 
IgG2a antibody in serum and cytokines IFN-γ, IL-12 produced by splenocytes, thus 
skew toward Th1 type immune response by activating the JAK2/STAT1 signaling 
pathway and upregulating expression of transcription factor T-bet. Notably, mice 
immunized with pJME-LC3 showed highest survival rate and long-lasting 
neutralizing antibody when challenged with virulent JEV, which were consistent with 
augment in percentage of CD4+central memory T cells (TCMs). In brief, our studies 
suggested that autophagy can be used as a optimization strategy to enhance JEV 

specific immune response and long-term immune memory. Our attempt will 
contribute towards future efforts to develop an efficacious JEV vaccine.  
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HSV 

 HSV-2 serostatus and HPV incidence, persistence, and 
precancerous lesions in a cohort of HPV-vaccinated women living 
with HIV.  
Source: Sexually Transmitted Infections. 2019 Jul 01; 95(Supplement 1):A350.  
Author: Mcclymont E., Coutlee F., Lee M., Albert A., Walmsley S., Lipsky N., Ogilvie 
G., Tan D., Money D.  
 
Abstract: Background In understanding HPV oncogenesis, several co-factors have 
been proposed including co-infection with HSV-2. We assessed the relationship 
between HSV-2 serostatus and HPV-related outcomes in a cohort of quadrivalent 
HPV-vaccinated women living with HIV (WLWH). Methods In this multi-site study of 
immunogenicity and efficacy of the qHPV vaccine in WLWH, three doses of qHPV 
vaccine were offered. Visits were at months -3, 0, 2, 6, 12, 18, 24, and annually 
thereafter. Participants provided clinical data and cervico-vaginal swabs for HPV 
DNA detection (Linear array assay) at each visit; baseline serum was tested for 
HSV-2 type-specific serology (Focus EIA). We used non-parametric statistics to 
compare the HPV-related outcomes (including 37 high and low-risk HPV types) 
according to HSV-2 serostatus. Results 151 women aged ≥16 provided baseline 
serum samples for HSV-2 testing. The predominant regions of origin were Canada 
(51%) and Africa (30%). At baseline, median age was 39 years (IQR: 34-45), 
median CD4 count was 500 cells/mm3(IQR: 382-692), and 70% had an HIV viral 
load <50 copies/mL. Baseline seroprevalence of HSV-2 was 76.2%, and median 
years of follow-up was similar for HSV-2 positive (6, IQR: 5.0-7.8) and negative (6, 
IQR: 5.2-7.9) participants. HSV-2 positivity was significantly associated with 
increased age. HSV-2 seropositive and seronegative participants had similar 
frequencies of HPV persistence (86/115 vs 27/36, p=1), clearance of incident HPV 
infections (88/115 vs 26/36, p=0.8), number of HPV types detected during the study 
(4.5 vs 5.7, p=0.1), HSIL cytology during the study (11/115 vs 2/ 36, p=0.7), and 
CIN2+ histology ever (15/115 vs 5/36, p=1). Results were similar in sensitivity 
analyses in which HSV-2 seropositivity was defined as an index value ≥3.5. 
Conclusion HSV-2 seropositivity was common in this cohort of WLWH in Canada, 
but was not associated with multiple measures of HPV incidence, persistence, and 
precancerous lesions.  
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Measles – Mumps - Rubella 

            
 The cost saving opportunity of introducing a card review into 
measles-containing vaccination campaigns.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Hagedorn B.L., Dabbagh A., McCarthy K.A.  
 
Abstract: Measles vaccination is a cost-effective way to prevent infection and reduce 
mortality and morbidity. However, in countries with fragile routine immunization 
infrastructure, coverage rates are still low and supplementary immunization 
campaigns (SIAs) are used to reach previously unvaccinated children. During 
campaigns, vaccine is generally administered to every child, regardless of their 
vaccination status and as a result, there is the possibility that a child that is already 
immune to measles (i.e. who has had 2+ vaccinations) would receive an 
unnecessary dose, resulting in excess cost. Selective vaccination has been 
proposed as one solution to this; children who were able to provide documentation 
of previous vaccination would not be vaccinated repeatedly. While this would result 
in reduced vaccine and supply cost, it would also require additional staff time and 
increased social mobilization investment, potentially outweighing the benefits. We 
utilize Monte Carlo simulation to assess under what conditions a selective 
vaccination policy would indeed result in net savings. We demonstrate that cost 
savings are possible in contexts with a high joint probability of an individual child 
having both 2+ previous measles doses and also an available record. We also find 
that the magnitude of net cost savings is highly dependent on whether a country is 
using measles-only or measles-rubella vaccine and on the required skill set of the 
individual who would review the previous vaccination records.  
 
     
 Measles and the MMR vaccine.  
Source: U.S. Pharmacist. 2019; 44(7):8-13.  
Author: Kwong A., Ambizas E.M.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     

 Optimization of frequency and targeting of measles supplemental 
immunization activities in Nigeria: A cost-effectiveness analysis.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Zimmermann M., Frey K., Hagedorn B., Oteri A.J., Yahya A., Hamisu M., 
Mogekwu F., Shuaib F., McCarthy K.A., Chabot-Couture G.  
 
Abstract: Background: Measles causes significant childhood morbidity in Nigeria. 
Routine immunization (RI) coverage is around 40% country-wide, with very high 
levels of spatial heterogeneity (3–86%), with supplemental immunization activities 
(SIAs) at 2-year or 3-year intervals. We investigated cost savings and burden 
reduction that could be achieved by adjusting the inter-campaign interval by region. 
Methods: We modeled 81 scenarios; permuting SIA calendars of every one, two, or 
three years in each of four regions of Nigeria (North-west, North-central, North-east, 
and South). We used an agent-based disease transmission model to estimate the 
number of measles cases and ingredients-based cost models to estimate RI and SIA 
costs for each scenario over a 10 year period. Results: Decreasing SIAs to every 
three years in the North-central and South (regions of above national-average RI 
coverage) while increasing to every year in either the North-east or North-west 
(regions of below national-average RI coverage) would avert measles cases (0.4 or 
1.4 million, respectively), and save vaccination costs (save $19.4 or $5.4 million, 
respectively), compared to a base-case of national SIAs every two years. 
Decreasing SIA frequency to every three years in the South while increasing to 
every year in the just the North-west, or in all Northern regions would prevent more 
cases (2.1 or 5.0 million, respectively), but would increase vaccination costs (add 
$3.5 million or $34.6 million, respectively), for $1.65 or $6.99 per case averted, 
respectively. Conclusions: Our modeling shows how increasing SIA frequency in 
Northern regions, where RI is low and birth rates are high, while decreasing 
frequency in the South of Nigeria would reduce the number of measles cases with 
relatively little or no increase in vaccination costs. A national vaccination strategy 
that incorporates regional SIA targeting in contexts with a high level of sub-national 
variation would lead to improved health outcomes and/or lower costs.  
 
     
 Measles and rubella immunity in the population of Bhutan, 2017.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Wangchuk S., Nogareda F., Tshering N., Khandu L., Pelden S., 
Wannemuehler K., Wangdi S., Wangchuk U., Mulders M., Tamang T., Patel M.K.  
 
Abstract: Background: In 2017, measles elimination was verified in Bhutan, and the 
country appears to have sufficiently high vaccination coverage to achieve rubella 
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elimination. However, a measles and rubella serosurvey was conducted to find if any 
hidden immunity gaps existed that could threaten Bhutan's elimination status. 
Methods: A nationwide, three-stage, cluster seroprevalence survey was conducted 
among individuals aged 1–4, 5–17, and >20 years in 2017. Demographic information 
and children's vaccination history were collected, and a blood specimen was drawn. 
Serum was tested for measles and rubella immunoglobulin G (IgG). Frequencies, 
weighted proportions, and prevalence ratios for measles and rubella seropositivity 
were calculated by demographic and vaccination history, taking into account the 
study design. Results: Of the 1325 individuals tested, 1045 (81%, 95% CI 78%–
85%) were measles IgG seropositive, and 1290 (97%, 95% CI 95%–99%) were 
rubella IgG seropositive. Rubella IgG seropositivity was high in all three age strata, 
but only 47% of those aged 5–17 years were measles IgG seropositive. Additionally, 
only 41% of those aged 5–17 years who had documented receipt of two doses of 
measles– or measles-rubella–containing vaccine were seropositive for measles IgG, 
but almost all these children were rubella IgG seropositive. Conclusions: An 
unexpected measles immunity gap was identified among children 5–17 years of age. 
It is unclear why this immunity gap exists; however, it could have led to a large 
outbreak and threatened sustaining of measles elimination in Bhutan. Based on this 
finding, a mass vaccination campaign was conducted to close the immunity gap.  
 
     
 Mumps outbreak and MMR IgG surveillance as a predictor for 
immunity in military trainees.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Nielsen L.E., Kelly D.C., Gyorffy J., Ager E.P., Markelz A.E.  
 
Abstract: In 2017, a mumps outbreak occurred in a barrack holding 249 service 
members. Suspected cases were evaluated with a combination of mumps IgG, IgM, 
viral culture, PCR and sequencing. Seven cases were diagnosed in febrile patients 
presenting with parotitis or orchitis. Mumps infection was confirmed by IgM or 
positive PCR with 5/7 cases having notable IgG levels before infection. Sequencing 
confirmed mumps genotype G strain. Serum from all 249 service members collected 
prior to the outbreak was withdrawn from the Department of Defense (DoD) Serum 
Repository and the IgG values of measles, mumps and rubella determined with 
20.2%, 12.3% and 9.7% service members being seronegative, respectively. No 
specific IgG seronegativity combination predicted IgG marker levels to another virus 
within the same vaccine. This paper provides additional evidence that mumps 
serology is not a reliable surrogate for mumps immunity and that we need better 
laboratory correlates to confirm immunity.  

 
     
 Art of prevention: The importance of measles recognition and 
vaccination.  
Source: International Journal of Women's Dermatology. 2019;  
Author: Vassantachart J.M., Yeo A.H., Vassantachart A.Y., Jacob S.E., Golkar L.  
 
Abstract: Measles is a viral infection that has a characteristic pattern of prodromal 
symptoms followed by a rash. Previously considered an inevitable childhood 
condition, measles is known as the “first” classic childhood exanthem. For most 
children, measles was a one-time, short-term illness; however, some children 
developed complications that led to severe sequelae and death. The introduction of 
the measles vaccine dramatically decreased the number of cases, but the current 
trend against vaccination has caused outbreaks of the condition. We propose the 
implementation of the AAA approach (assume, advise, and answer) as a way for 
providers to directly encourage the administration of the vaccine and prevent future 
cases of measles.  
 
     
 Lessons learned from detecting and responding to recurrent 
measles outbreak in Liberia post Ebola-Epidemic 2016-2017.  
Source: The Pan African medical journal. 2019; 33(Supplement 2):7.  
Author: Nagbe T., Williams G.S., Rude J.M., Flomo S., Yeabah T., Fallah M., Skrip 
L., Agbo C., Mahmoud N., Okeibunor J.C., Yealue K., Talisuna A., Yahaya A.A., 
Rajatonirina S., Clarke A., Hamblion E., Nyenswah T., Dahn B., Gasasira A., Fall 
I.S.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Measles is an acute viral disease that remains endemic in 
much of sub-Sahara Africa, including Liberia. The 2014 Ebola epidemic disrupted an 
already fragile health system contributing to low uptake of immunization services, 
population immunity remained low thus facilitating recurrent outbreaks of measles in 
Liberia. We describe lessons learnt from detecting and responding to recurrent 
outbreaks of measles two years post the 2014 Ebola epidemic in Liberia. Methods: 
We conducted a descriptive study using the findings from Integrated Diseases 
Surveillance and Response (IDSR) 15 counties, National Public Health Institute of 
Liberia (NPHIL), National Public Health Reference Laboratory (NPHRL) and District 
Health Information Software (DIHS2) data conducted from October to December, 
2017. We perused the outbreaks line lists and other key documents submitted by 
the counties to the national level from January 2016 to December 2017. Results: 
From January 2016 to December 2017, 2,954 suspected cases of measles were 
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reported through IDSR. Four hundred sixty-seven (467) were laboratory confirmed 
(IgM-positive), 776 epidemiologically linked, 574 clinically confirmed, and 1,137 
discarded (IgM-negative). Nine deaths out of 1817 cases were reported, a case 
fatality rate of 0.5%; 49% were children below the age of 5 years. Twenty-two 
percent (405/1817) of the confirmed cases were vaccinated while the vaccination 
status of 55% (994/1817) was unknown. Conclusion: Revitalization of IDSR 
contributed to increased detection and reporting of suspected cases of measles thus 
facilitating early identification and response to outbreaks. Priority needs to be given 
to increasing the uptake of routine immunization services, introducing a second dose 
of measles vaccine in the routine immunization program and conducting a high-
quality supplementary measles immunization campaign for age group 1 to 10 years 
to provide protection for a huge cohort of susceptible.  
 
     
 Measles-Rubella Campaign: Could Things Have Been Done 
Differently?  
Source: Indian pediatrics. 2019 Apr 15; 56(4):335.  
Author: Sanklecha M.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Seroprevalence of Transplacentally acquired Measles antibodies 
in unvaccinated infants at nine months of age and its relation to 
the feeding practices.  
Source: BMC Infectious Diseases. 2019 Jul 05; 19(1).  
Author: Javed N., Saqib M.A.N., Hassan Bullo M.M., Asghar R.J.  
 
Abstract: Background: In recent years Pakistan has faced frequent measles 
outbreaks killing hundreds of children despite the availability of vaccine for decades. 
This study was undertaken to determine the persistence of maternal transferred 
measles antibody levels in infants before measles vaccination with relation to their 
feeding practices. Methods: A cross sectional study was conducted at district 
Islamabad over 1 year between 1st October 2013 to 30th Sept. 2016. Any infant less 
than 9 months of age, not suffering from an acute or debilitating illness and not 
vaccinated was enrolled in the study. After taking written informed consent from 
parents / guardians, information was collected on a pretested questionnaire. About 3 
cc venous blood was taken to quantify any measles IgG antibodies. Data was 
analyzed by using Epi Info 7.2 version. Results: Three hundred eighty-four infants 
were enrolled and were divided into three age groups, 1-90, 91-180 and 181-270 

days age groups. Mean age of infants was 4.4 months ±3.2 SD. Male to female ratio 
was 1.2:1. A level of maternal measles IgG antibodies ≥12 U/ml was taken as 
protective. Of total 384 infants, 91(24%) had protective measles antibody titters (> 
12 U/ml). and 65 (73%) of them were on breast milk. Highest antibody levels were 
found in 1-90 days age group. Analysis showed that 181-270 days aged infants had 
3.1875 more odds of having unprotected/ low levels of antibodies against measles 
than children aged less than 180 days. Age group < 180 days found to be 
statistically significant with protective IgG levels (OR: 3.1875, P value: < 0.000063). 
Conclusion: Measles protective antibodies were found in infants < 180 days age 
group. Breast feeding provides early protection against measles. Levels drop down 
to low levels immediately after birth and then after 06 months. It is, therefore, 
recommended that measles vaccination should be considered for administration at 6 
months or even earlier if measles immunity is desired.  
 
     
 Letter to the editor: Measles outbreak in gothenburg urban area, 
sweden, 2017 to 2018: Low viral load in breakthrough infections.  
Source: Eurosurveillance. 2019 Jul 25; 24(30).  
Author: Bolotin S., Crowcroft N.S., Hughes S.L., De Serres G.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Preventing Measles among Immunosuppressed Cancer and 
Hematopoietic Cell Transplant Patients: A Position Statement by 
the American Society for Transplantation and Cellular Therapy.  
Source: Biology of blood and marrow transplantation : journal of the American 
Society for Blood and Marrow Transplantation. 2019 Aug 05;  
Author: Pergam S.A., Englund J.A., Kamboj M., Gans H.A., Young J.-A.H., Hill J.A., 
Savani B., Chemaly R.F., Dadwal S.S., Storek J., Duchin J., Carpenter P.A.  
 
Abstract: Until recently, measles exposures were relatively rare, and so 
consequently, were an afterthought for cancer and/or blood and marrow transplant 
recipients and their providers. Declines in measles herd immunity have reached 
critical levels in many communities throughout the US, due to increasing vaccine 
hesitancy, so that community-based outbreaks have occurred. The reemergence of 
measles as a clinical disease has raised serious concern among 
immunocompromised patients and those who work within the cancer and 
hematopoietic cell transplant (HCT) community. Since live attenuated vaccines such 
as measles mumps rubella (MMR) are contraindicated in immunocompromised 
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patients and without approved antiviral therapies for measles, community exposures 
in these patients can lead to life-threatening infection. The lack of data regarding 
measles prevention in this population poses a number of clinical dilemmas. Herein, 
specialists in Infectious Diseases and HCT/cellular therapy endorsed by the 
American Society of Transplant and Cellular Therapy, address frequently asked 
questions about measles in these high-risk cancer and HCT patients, and provide 
their expert opinion based on the limited available data.  
 
     
 Measles Outbreaks and Public Attitudes Towards Vaccine 
Exemptions: Some Cautions and Strategies for Addressing Vaccine 
Hesitancy.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Aug 12;  
Author: Quinn S.C., Jamison A.M., Freimuth V.S.  
 
Abstract: Today, the United States and countries throughout the world are 
experienced measles outbreaks that have sickened thousands of children. From the 
Disneyland outbreak in 2014 to today, some states have responded with changes in 
laws on vaccine requirements and exemptions. In this article, we examine the history 
of vaccine laws, and using our 2015 survey data, explore to what extent the news 
coverage of the Disneyland outbreak altered parents' attitudes toward required 
vaccination and non-medical exemptions. We explore those results in the context of 
today's increasing polarized and politicalized battle over vaccine laws, and consider 
how health care providers and policy makers can work to improve public attitudes 
about vaccines.  
 
     
 Measles and the 2019 Hajj: Risk of International Transmission.  
Source: Journal of travel medicine. 2019 Aug 13;  
Author: Shetty S., Murmann M., Tuite A.R., Watts A.G., Bogoch I., Khan K.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Field Test and Validation of the Multiplier Measles, Mumps, 
Rubella, and Varicella-Zoster Multiplexed Assay System in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo by Using Dried Blood Spots.  
Source: mSphere. 2019 Aug 14; 4(4).  
Author: Higgins S.G., Hoff N.A., Gadoth A., Fusellier A., Mukadi P., Alfonso V., 

Randall C., Ashbaugh H., Poncheri M., Doshi R.H., Gerber S., Budd R., Wolfert R., 
Williams R., Okitolonda-Wemakoy E., Muyembe-Tamfum J.-J., Rimoin A.W.  
 
Abstract: Here we describe baseline validation studies and field performance of a 
research-use-only chemiluminescent multiplex serology panel for measles, mumps, 
rubella, and varicella-zoster virus used with dried blood spots in support of the 2013-
2014 Democratic Republic of the Congo Demographic and Health Survey. 
Characterization of the panel using U.S. FDA-cleared commercial kits shows good 
concordance for measles, mumps, rubella, and varicella-zoster with average 
sensitivity across assays of 94.9% and an average specificity of 91.4%. As 
expected, performance versus available standards validated for plaque-reduction 
assays does not provide a 1:1 correspondence with international units and yet 
demonstrates excellent linearity (average Hill's slope = 1.02) and ∼4 logs of dynamic 
range. In addition, for the four assays, the multiplexed format allowed for inclusion of 
three positive and two negative controls for each sample. A prototype Dynex 
Multiplier chemiluminescent automated immunoassay instrument with a charge-
coupled device camera provided a rugged and robust processing and data 
acquisition platform. Performance of a multiplex instrument for serological testing in 
a substantially resource-limited environment shows excellent reproducibility, minimal 
cross-reactivity, and a clear discrimination between specific assays and should be 
considered a viable option for future serosurveys.IMPORTANCE The critical 
evaluation of immunization programs is key to identifying areas of suboptimal 
vaccination coverage, monitoring activities, and aiding development of public health 
policy. For evaluation of vaccine effectiveness, direct antibody binding assay 
methods, including enzyme immunoassay, enzyme-linked fluorescence assays, and 
indirect immunofluorescence assay, are most commonly used for detection of IgG 
antibodies. However, despite their well-demonstrated, reliable performance, they 
can be labor-intensive and time-consuming and require separate assays for each 
individual marker. This necessitates increased sample volumes, processing time, 
and personnel, which may limit assessment to a few key targets in resource-limited 
settings, that is, low- and middle-income locations where funding for public health or 
general infrastructure that directly impacts public health is restricted, limiting access 
to equipment, infrastructure, and trained personnel. One solution is a multiplexed 
immunoassay, which allows for the detection of multiple analytes in a single reaction 
for increased efficiency and rapid surveillance of infectious diseases in limited-
resource settings. Thus, the scope of the project precluded a full validation, and here 
we present abbreviated validation studies demonstrating adequate sensitivity, 
specificity, and reproducibility.  
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 MMR vaccine: Johnson urges new impetus to increase uptake as 
UK loses measles-free status.  
Source: BMJ (Clinical research ed.). 2019 Aug 20; 366:l5219.  
Author: Wise J.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Measles Elimination: Identifying Susceptible Sub-Populations to 
Tailor Immunization Strategies.  
Source: Viruses. 2019 Aug 20; 11(8).  
Author: Kreidl P., Ammerer D., Wurzner R., Luckner Hornischer A., von Laer D., 
Borena W.  
 
Abstract: Measles elimination has been identified as a public health priority in 
Europe for a long time but has not yet been achieved. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) recommends identification of susceptible sub-populations to 
target supplementary immunization activities. We used three different sources of 
information: retrospective samples investigated for measles IgG between 1997 and 
2016, vaccine coverage data from the existing electronic registry for birth cohorts 
2015 to 1999, and surveillance data from 2009 until 20 July 2019. We calculated 
susceptibility by birth cohort using seroprevalence data, adjusting vaccine coverage 
data with reported effectiveness (93% for the first and 97% for the second dose, 
respectively), and compared it with measles incidence data, aggregated by birth 
cohorts and districts. Susceptibility levels for persons 10-41 years (birth cohorts 
2007-1976) were 10.4% and thus far above the recommended values of WHO (5%). 
Older birth cohorts were sufficiently protected. Districts with the highest susceptibility 
estimates corresponded with districts with the highest incidence rates. Birth cohorts 
with susceptibility levels > 10% showed a 4.7 increased relative risk of having had 
more than one measles case. We conclude that retrospective serosurveys are a 
cheap and useful approach in identifying susceptible sub-populations, especially for 
older birth cohorts whose coverage data remain scarce.  
 
     
 Forecasted size of measles outbreaks associated with vaccination 
exemptions for schoolchildren.  
Source: JAMA Network Open. 2019 Aug 21; 2(8).  
Author: Sinclair D.R., Grefenstette J.J., Krauland M.G., Galloway D.D., Frankeny 
R.J., Travis C., Burke D.S., Roberts M.S.  

 
Abstract: Importance: Vaccine exemptions, which allow unvaccinated children to 
attend school, have increased by a factor of 28 since 2003 in Texas. Geographic 
clustering of unvaccinated children facilitates the spread of measles introductions, 
but the potential size of outbreaks is unclear. Objective: To forecast the range of 
measles outbreak sizes in each metropolitan area of Texas at 2018 and future 
reduced school vaccination rates. Design, Setting, and Participants: An agent-based 
decision analytical model using a synthetic population of Texas, derived from the 
2010 US Census, was used to simulate measles transmission in the Texas 
population. Real schools were represented in the simulations, and the 2018 
vaccination rate of each real school was applied to a simulated hypothetical 
equivalent. Single cases of measles were introduced, daily activities and interactions 
were modeled for each population member, and the number of infections over the 
course of 9 months was counted for 1000 simulated runs in each Texas metropolitan 
area. Interventions: To determine the outcomes of further decreases in vaccination 
coverage, additional simulations were performed with vaccination rates reduced by 
1% to 10% in schools with populations that are currently undervaccinated. Main 
Outcomes and Measures: Expected distributions of outbreak sizes in each 
metropolitan area of Texas at 2018 and reduced vaccination rates. Results: At 2018 
vaccination rates, the median number of cases in large metropolitan areas was 
typically small, ranging from 1 to 3 cases, which is consistent with outbreaks in 
Texas 2006 to 2017. However, the upper limit of the distribution of plausible 
outbreaks (the 95th percentile, associated with 1 in 20 measles introductions) 
exceeded 400 cases in both the Austin and Dallas metropolitan areas, similar to the 
largest US outbreaks since measles was eliminated in 2000. Decreases in 
vaccination rates in schools with undervaccinated populations in 2018 were 
associated with exponential increases in the potential size of outbreaks: a 5% 
decrease in vaccination rate was associated with a 40% to 4000% increase in 
potential outbreak size, depending on the metropolitan area. A mean (SD) of 64% 
(11%) of cases occurred in students for whom a vaccine had been refused, but a 
mean (SD) of 36% (11%) occurred in others (ie, bystanders). Conclusions and 
Relevance: This study suggests that vaccination rates in some Texas schools are 
currently low enough to allow large measles outbreaks. Further decreases are 
associated with dramatic increases in the probability of large outbreaks. Limiting 
vaccine exemptions could be associated with a decrease in the risk of large measles 
outbreaks..  
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 Blood Lead Concentrations and Antibody Levels to Measles, 
Mumps, and Rubella among U.S. Children.  
Source: International journal of environmental research and public health. 2019 Aug 
22; 16(17).  
Author: Jusko T.A., Singh K., Greener E.A., Oktapodas Feiler M., Thevenet-Morrison 
K., Lawrence B.P., Wright R.O., Thurston S.W.  
 
Abstract: Child blood lead concentrations have been associated with measures of 
immune dysregulation in nationally representative study samples. However, 
response to vaccination-often considered the gold standard in immunotoxicity 
testing-has not been examined in relation to typical background lead concentrations 
common among U.S. children. The present study estimated the association between 
blood lead concentrations and antigen-specific antibody levels to measles, mumps, 
and rubella in a nationally representative sample of 7005 U.S. children aged 6-17 
years. Data from the 1999-2004 cycles of the National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey (NHANES) were used. In the adjusted models, children with 
blood lead concentrations between 1 and 5 µg/dL had an 11% lower anti-measles 
(95% CI: -16, -5) and a 6% lower anti-mumps antibody level (95% CI: -11, -2) 
compared to children with blood lead concentrations <1 µg/dL. The odds of a 
seronegative anti-measles antibody level was approximately two-fold greater for 
children with blood lead concentrations between 1 and 5 µg/dL compared to children 
with blood lead concentrations <1 µg/dL (OR = 2.0, 95% CI: 1.4, 3.1). The adverse 
associations observed in the present study provide further evidence of potential 
immunosuppression at blood lead concentrations <5 µg/dL, the present Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention action level.  
 
     
 Estimating the immunogenicity of measles-rubella vaccination 
administered during a mass campaign in Lao People's Democratic 
Republic using multi-valent seroprevalence data.  
Source: Scientific reports. 2019 Aug 29; 9(1):12545.  
Author: Vynnycky E., Miyano S., Komase K., Mori Y., Takeda M., Kitamura T., 
Xeuatvongsa A., Hachiya M.  
 
Abstract: Measles and rubella are important causes of morbidity and mortality 
globally. Despite high coverage reported for measles vaccination, outbreaks 
continue to occur in some countries. The reasons for these outbreaks are poorly 
understood. We apply Bayesian methods to multi-valent seroprevalence data for 
measles and rubella, collected 2 years and 3 months after a mass measles-rubella 
vaccination campaign in Lao PDR to estimate the immunogenicity and vaccination 

coverage. When the vaccination coverage was constrained to exceed 95% or 90%, 
consistent with officially-reported values, the immunogenicity of the measles vaccine 
component was unexpectedly low (75% (95% CR: 63-82%) and 79% (CR: 70-87%) 
respectively. The estimated immunogenicity increased after relaxing constraints on 
the vaccination coverage, with best-fitting values of 83% (95% CR: 73-91%) and 
97% (95% CR: 90-100%) for the measles and rubella components respectively, with 
an estimated coverage of 83% (95% CR: 80-88%). The findings suggest that, if the 
vaccine coverage was as high as that reported, continuing measles outbreaks in Lao 
PDR, and potentially elsewhere, may be attributable to suboptimal immunogenicity 
attained in mass campaigns. Vaccine management in countries with high reported 
levels of coverage and ongoing measles outbreaks needs to be reviewed if measles 
elimination targets are to be achieved.  
 
     
 Geographical variation and associated factors of childhood 
measles vaccination in Ethiopia: a spatial and multilevel analysis.  
Source: BMC public health. 2019 Aug 30; 19(1):1194.  
Author: Geremew T.T., Gezie L.D., Abejie A.N.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: In Ethiopia, despite considerable improvement of 
measles vaccination, measles outbreaks is occurring in most parts of the country. 
Understanding the neighborhood variation in childhood measles vaccination is 
crucial for evidence-based decision-making. However, the spatial pattern of 
measles-containing vaccine (MCV1) and its predictors are poorly understood. 
Hence, this study aimed to explore the spatial pattern and associated factors of 
childhood MCV1 coverage. METHODS: An in-depth analysis of the 2016 Ethiopia 
demographic and health survey data was conducted, and a total of 3722 children 
nested in 611 enumeration areas were included in the analysis. Global Moran's I 
statistic and Poisson-based purely spatial scan statistics were employed to explore 
spatial patterns and detect spatial clusters of childhood MCV1, respectively. 
Multilevel logistic regression models were fitted to identify factors associated with 
childhood MCV1. RESULTS: Spatial hetrogeniety of childhood MCV1 was observed 
(Global Moran's I = 0.13, p-value < 0.0001), and seven significant SaTScan clusters 
of areas with low MCV1 coverage were detected. The most likely primary SaTScan 
cluster was detected in the Afar Region, secondary cluster in Somali Region, and 
tertiary cluster in Gambella Region. In the final model of the multilevel analysis, 
individual and community level factors accounted for 82% of the variance in the 
odds of MCV1 vaccination. Child age (AOR = 1.53; 95%CI: 1.25-1.88), pentavalent 
vaccination first dose (AOR = 9.09; 95%CI: 6.86-12.03) and third dose (AOR = 7.12; 
95%CI: 5.51-9.18, secondary and above maternal education (AOR = 1.62; 95%CI: 
1.03-2.55) and media exposure were the factors that increased the odds of MCV1 
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vaccination at the individual level. Children with older maternal age had lower odds 
of receiving MCV1. Living in Afar, Oromia, Somali, Gambella and Harari regions 
were factors associated with lower odds of MCV1 from the community-level factors. 
Children far from health facilities had higher odds of receiving MCV1 (AOR = 1.31, 
95%CI = 1.12-1.61). CONCLUSION: A clustered pattern of areas with low childhood 
MCV1 coverage was observed in Ethiopia. Both individual and community level 
factors were significant predictors of childhood MCV1. Hence, it is good to give 
priority for the areas with low childhood MCV1 coverage, and to consider the 
identified factors for vaccination interventions.  
 
     
 Understanding the role of vaccination exemption in the recent 
measles outbreaks.  
Source: Journal of the American Pharmacists Association. 2019 Sep 01; 59(5):753-
755.  
Author: Hecht H., Hayney M.S.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Out-of-sequence DTP and measles vaccinations and child 
mortality in Guinea-Bissau: A reanalysis.  
Source: BMJ Open. 2019 Sep 01; 9(9).  
Author: Thysen S.M., Rodrigues A., Aaby P., Fisker A.B.  
 
Abstract: Objectives: To assess whether the sequence of diphtheria-tetanus-
pertussis vaccine (DTP) and measles vaccine (MV) was associated with child 
survival in a dataset previously used to assess non-specific effects of vaccines with 
no consideration of vaccination sequence. Design: Prospective cohort study 
analysed using the landmark approach. Setting: Bandim Health Project's Health and 
Demographic Surveillance System covering 100 village clusters in rural Guinea-
Bissau. The recommended vaccination schedule was BCG and oral polio vaccine 
(OPV) at birth, DTP and OPV at 6, 10 and 14 weeks, MV at 9 months and booster 
DTP and OPV at 18 months of age. Participants: Children aged 9-17 months (main 
analysis) and 18-35 months (secondary analysis: age of booster DTP) with 
vaccination status assessed between April 1991 and April 1996. Methods: Survival 
during the 6 months after assessing vaccination status was compared by vaccination 
sequence in Cox-proportional hazards models with age as underlying time. Analyses 
were stratified by sex and village cluster. Main outcome measure: Mortality rate ratio 
(MRR) for out-of-sequence vaccinations compared with in-sequence vaccinations. 

Results: Among children aged 9-17 months, 60% of observations (3574/5937) were 
from children who had received both MV and DTP. Among these, 1590 observations 
were classified as in-sequence vaccinations (last DTP before MV), and 1984 
observations were out-of-sequence vaccinations (1491: MV with DTP and 493: MV 
before DTP). Out-of-sequence vaccinations were associated with higher mortality 
than in-sequence vaccinations (MRR 2.10, 95% CI 1.07 to 4.11); the MRR was 2.30 
(95% CI 1.15 to 4.58) for MV with DTP and 1.45 (95% CI 0.50 to 4.22) for DTP after 
MV. Associations were similar for boys and girls (p=0.77). Between 18 and 35 
months the mortality rate increased among children vaccinated in-sequence and the 
differential effect of out-of-sequence vaccinations disappeared. Conclusion: Out-of-
sequence vaccinations may increase child mortality. Hence, sequence of 
vaccinations should be considered when planning vaccination programmes or 
introducing new vaccines into the current vaccination schedule.  
 
     
 Phylogeography of rubella virus in Asia: Vaccination and 
demography shape synchronous outbreaks.  
Source: Epidemics. 2019 Sep 01; 28.  
Author: Bozick B.A., Worby C.J., Metcalf C.J.E.  
 
Abstract: Rubella virus causes mild disease in children but for women in the early 
stages of pregnancy, it can cause spontaneous abortion, congenital rubella 
syndrome (CRS) and associated birth defects. Despite the availability of an effective 
vaccine, rubella virus continues to circulate endemically in several regions of the 
world. This is particularly true in East and Southeast (E/SE) Asia, where control 
efforts vary widely among countries that are well connected through travel and 
immigration. It is therefore important to understand how the regional persistence of 
rubella is affected both by dynamics occurring across countries and susceptibility 
within countries. Here, we use genetic and epidemiological data from countries in 
E/SE Asia to explore the phylogeography of rubella virus in this region. Our results 
underline that metapopulation dynamics are key for rubella persistence and highlight 
the source-sink population structure of the region. We identify countries that 
contribute to the regional metapopulation network and link epidemic dynamics to 
susceptibility profiles within each country. Our results indicate that human movement 
plays an important role in driving epidemic dynamics in E/SE Asia.  
 
     
 Fever and a rash: Measles: a re-emerging epidemic.  
Source: Postgraduate Medical Journal. 2019 Sep 01; 95(1127):511-512.  
Author: Gallahue F., Duncan A., Frank M.  
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Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Parental vaccination to reduce measles immunity gaps in Italy.  
Source: eLife. 2019 Sep 03; 8.  
Author: Marziano V., Poletti P., Trentini F., Melegaro A., Ajelli M., Merler S.  
 
Abstract: High-income countries are experiencing measles reemergence as the 
result of suboptimal vaccine uptake and marked immunity gaps among adults. In 
2017, the Italian Government introduced mandatory vaccination at school entry for 
ten infectious diseases, including measles. However, sustainable and effective 
vaccination strategies targeting adults are still lacking. We use a data-driven model 
of household demography to estimate the potential impact on future measles 
epidemiology of a novel immunization strategy, to be implemented on top of the 
2017 regulation, which consists of offering measles vaccine to the parents of 
children who get vaccinated. Model simulations suggest that the current vaccination 
efforts in Italy would not be sufficient to interrupt measles transmission before 2045 
because of the frequency of susceptible individuals between 17 and 44 years of age. 
The integration of the current policy with parental vaccination has the potential to 
reduce susceptible adults by 17-35%, increasing the chance of measles elimination 
before 2045 up to 78.9-96.5%.  
 
     
 Measles, mumps, rubella vaccination and autism.  
Source: Annals of Internal Medicine. 2019 Sep 03; 171(5):386-387.  
Author: Mawson A.R.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Decreased humoral immunity to mumps in young adults 
immunized with MMR vaccine in childhood.  
Source: Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of 
America. 2019 Sep 03;  
Author: Rasheed M.A.U., Hickman C.J., McGrew M., Sowers S.B., Mercader S., 
Hopkins A., Grimes V., Yu T., Wrammert J., Mulligan M.J., Bellini W.J., Rota P.A., 
Orenstein W.A., Ahmed R., Edupuganti S.  
 
Abstract: In the past decade, multiple mumps outbreaks have occurred in the United 

States, primarily in close-contact, high-density settings such as colleges, with a high 
attack rate among young adults, many of whom had the recommended 2 doses of 
mumps-measles-rubella (MMR) vaccine. Waning humoral immunity and the 
circulation of divergent wild-type mumps strains have been proposed as contributing 
factors to mumps resurgence. Blood samples from 71 healthy 18- to 23-year-old 
college students living in a non-outbreak area were assayed for antibodies and 
memory B cells (MBCs) to mumps, measles, and rubella. Seroprevalence rates of 
mumps, measles, and rubella determined by IgG enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay (ELISA) were 93, 93, and 100%, respectively. The index standard ratio 
indicated that the concentration of IgG was significantly lower for mumps than 
rubella. High IgG avidity to mumps Enders strain was detected in sera of 59/71 
participants who had sufficient IgG levels. The frequency of circulating mumps-
specific MBCs was 5 to 10 times lower than measles and rubella, and 10% of the 
participants had no detectable MBCs to mumps. Geometric mean neutralizing 
antibody titers (GMTs) by plaque reduction neutralization to the predominant 
circulating wild-type mumps strain (genotype G) were 6-fold lower than the GMTs 
against the Jeryl Lynn vaccine strain (genotype A). The majority of the participants 
(80%) received their second MMR vaccine ≥10 years prior to study participation. 
Additional efforts are needed to fully characterize B and T cell immune responses to 
mumps vaccine and to develop strategies to improve the quality and durability of 
vaccine-induced immunity.  
 
     
 Universities' experience with mumps outbreak response and use 
of a third dose of MMR vaccine.  
Source: Journal of American college health : J of ACH. 2019 Sep 03; 1-6.  
Author: Marlow M., Even S., Hoban M.T., Moore K., Patel M., Marin M.  
 
Abstract: Objective: During January 2016-June 2017, 75 mumps outbreaks occurred 
in US universities, despite high vaccine coverage among students. We evaluated 
universities' experiences with mumps outbreaks to inform policy deliberations on use 
of a third dose of MMR vaccine and CDC guidance. Participants: American College 
Health Association members in September 2017. Methods: Online survey assessing 
mumps outbreak characteristics and response measures distributed to 980 
members. Results: Administrators from 251 (26%) universities from 47 states 
responded. Seventy-nine (31%) universities had mumps cases on campus during 
August 2014-August 2017; 17 (22%) recommended a third MMR dose. The main 
challenges reported in outbreak response were exclusion of persons without 
presumptive immunity and isolation of students with mumps. Universities' advice on 
addressing challenges is described. Conclusion: We identified common challenges 
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faced by universities during mumps outbreaks, and lessons learned. These findings 
informed the October 2017 recommendation for use of a third MMR dose.  
 
     
 Containing a measles outbreak in Minnesota, 2017: methods and 
challenges.  
Source: Perspectives in public health. 2019 Sep 04; 1757913919871072.  
Author: Banerjee E., Griffith J., Kenyon C., Christianson B., Strain A., Martin K., 
McMahon M., Bagstad E., Laine E., Hardy K., Grilli G., Walters J., Dunn D., Roddy 
M., Ehresmann K.  
 
Abstract: AIMS: We report on a measles outbreak largely occurring in Minnesota's 
under-vaccinated Somali community in the spring of 2017. The outbreak was 
already into its third generation when the first two cases were confirmed, and rapid 
public health actions were needed. The aim of our response was to quickly end 
transmission and contain the outbreak. METHODS: The state public health 
department performed laboratory testing on suspect cases and activated an Incident 
Command staffed by subject matter experts that was operational within 2 h of case 
confirmation. Epidemiologic interviews identified exposures in settings where risk of 
transmission was high, that is, healthcare, childcare, and school settings. 
Vaccination status of exposed persons was assessed, and postexposure 
prophylaxis (PEP) was offered, if applicable. Exposed persons who did not receive 
PEP were excluded from childcare centers or schools for 21 days. An accelerated 
statewide measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) recommendation was made for 
Somali Minnesota children and children in affected outbreak counties. Partnerships 
with the Somali Minnesota community were deepened, building off outreach work 
done with the community since 2008. RESULTS: Public health identified 75 measles 
cases from 30 March to 25 August 2017: 43% were female, 81% Somali 
Minnesotan, 91% unvaccinated, and 28% hospitalized. The median age of cases 
was 2 years (range: 3 months-57 years). Most transmission (78%) occurred in 
childcare centers and households. A secondary attack rate of 91% was calculated 
for unvaccinated household contacts. Over 51,000 doses of MMR were administered 
during the outbreak above expected baseline. At least 8490 individuals were 
exposed to measles; 155 individuals received PEP; and over 500 persons were 
excluded from childcare and school. State and key public health partners spent an 
estimated $2.3 million on response. CONCLUSION: This outbreak demonstrates the 
necessity of immediate, targeted disease control actions and strong public health, 
healthcare, and community partnerships to end a measles outbreak.  
 
     

 Outbreak of measles among persons with secondary vaccine 
failure, China, 2018.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Sep 05; 1-5.  
Author: Zhang Z., Chen M., Ma R., Pan J., Suo L., Lu L.  
 
Abstract: Although the incidence of measles has been dramatically reduced by the 
highly effective measles vaccine, cases of measles and outbreaks continue to occur 
in vaccinated population because of immunization failure. We report on an outbreak 
in which two cases had previous evidence of measles immunity and then one of 
them transmitted measles infection to an unvaccinated contact. The cases and 
contacts exposed during the outbreak were investigated. Clinical information and 
epidemiological information were obtained. Serum samples were collected for 
measles-specific immunoglobulin M (IgM), immunoglobulin G (IgG) and IgG avidity. 
Throat swabs were obtained to test for measles virus RNA. Two measles cases 
(case 1 and case 2) who have received one dose of MCV in past 5 years, and both 
working at a hospital in Beijing, occurred in 18th and 20nd of January, respectively. 
Out of the 102 contacts, one additional case (case 3) who had a close, long-term co-
exposure with case 1 was reported subsequently. No additional cases of measles 
occurred among 15 contacts of case 3. The index case was not ascertained through 
the outbreak review. All three cases had laboratory confirmation of measles 
infection. Both case 1 and case 2 had high-avidity IgG antibody characteristic of a 
secondary immune response and developed a modified clinical presentation. This 
report confirms that a vaccinated individual with documented secondary vaccine 
failure (SVF) could transmit measles and is the second report since a New York City 
outbreak (the first report in China). The outbreak represented a series of rare events, 
so we can conclude that the SVF individuals in the transmission chain of measles 
are unlikely to threaten measles elimination. The importance of the herd immunity in 
preventing transmission and sensitive surveillance activities in case of misdiagnosis 
is emphasized.  
 
     
 WHO international standard for anti-rubella: learning from its 
application.  
Source: The Lancet. Infectious diseases. 2019 Sep 06;  
Author: Kempster S.L., Almond N., Dimech W., Grangeot-Keros L., Huzly D., 
Icenogle J., El Mubarak H.S., Mulders M.N., Nubling C.M.  
 
Abstract: The WHO international standard for anti-rubella was first established in the 
1960s when clinical diagnostics were in their infancy. Since the endorsement of the 
first international standard for anti-rubella IgG (RUBI-1-94), new rubella vaccines 
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have been developed and global coverage of rubella vaccination has increased. 
Methods used to measure concentrations of anti-rubella IgG have also evolved to 
rapid, high-throughput binding assays, which have replaced often cumbersome and 
highly technical functional assays. During this timeframe, the protective 
concentration of antibody was set at 10 IU/mL by extrapolation of functional assay 
correlates; however, the subpopulation of antibodies within a polyclonal serum that 
confer protection remained undefined. Anti-rubella assays have variable formats, 
including antigens used, such that the same clinical sample tested on different 
assays can report different values with potentially devastating consequences, such 
as recommending to terminate pregnancy. WHO convened a meeting of experts in 
the rubella field to discuss the use of RUBI-1-94 and the potential future role of this 
international standard. The main conclusions of this meeting questioned the 
appropriateness of 10 IU/mL as the cutoff for protection and acknowledged the 
continuing role of RUBI-1-94 as a reference preparation to address analytical 
sensitivity and assay variation.  
 
     
 Measles-related hospitalizations and associated complications in 
jerusalem, 2018-2019.  
Source: Clinical microbiology and infection : the official publication of the European 
Society of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 06;  
Author: Ben-Chetrit E., Oster Y., Jarjou'i A., Megged O., Lachish T., Cohen M.J., 
Stein-Zamir C., Ivgi H., Rivkin M., Milgrom Y., Averbuch D., Korem M., Wolf D.G., 
Wiener-Well Y.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVES: The 2018 measles outbreak in Israel has affected > 2000 
patients in Jerusalem. The aim of the study was to describe clinical features and 
complications of hospitalized measles patients in Jerusalem, as related to age group 
and risk factors. METHODS: All patients hospitalized with measles in the three main 
hospitals in Jerusalem during March 2018-February 2019 were included. 
Demographic, clinical and laboratory data were analyzed. RESULTS: Of 161 
hospitalized patients, 86 (53.4%) were < 5y old, 16 (10%) were ≥ 5y-< 20y old, and 
59 (36.6%) were ≥ 20y old. The majority, 114/135 (85%) were non-vaccinated. 
Immunocomromised state was identified in 12/161 (7.5%) patients, 20/161 (12.4%) 
had other underlying comorbidities, and four were pregnant. Hypoxemia on 
admission was a common finding in all age groups. Hepatitis was more common 
among adults ≥ 20y old (33/59, 59%). Measles-related complications were noted in 
95/161 (59%) patients, and included pneumonia/pneumonitis (67/161, 41.6%), which 
was more common in young (<5y) children, diarrhea (18/161, 11.2%), otitis (18/161, 
11.2%), and neurological complications (6/161, 3.7%) - the latter occurring more 
frequently in the 5-20y age group. Two of the 12 immunocompromised patients died 

of measles-related complications. A high re-admission rate (19/161, 11.8%) within 
3 months was documented among hospitalized measles patients. CONCLUSION: 
The burden of hospitalization, as well as the high rate of short and long-term 
complications observed in hospitalized patients, underscore the importance of 
maintaining a high measles vaccine coverage, with enhanced targeting of un-
vaccinated population-pockets.  
 
     
 Childhood MMR vaccination and the incidence rate of measles 
infection: a ten year longitudinal cohort study of American 
children born in the 1990s.  
Source: BMC pediatrics. 2019 Sep 10; 19(1):325.  
Author: Geier D.A., Kern J.K., Geier M.R.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Measles (rubeola) is a highly contagious disease with 
significant morbidity/mortality. Measles-Mumps-Rubella (MMR) is a live-attenuated 
vaccine used in the United States (US) since the early 1970s to prevent measles 
infection. This retrospective longitudinal cohort study examined childhood MMR 
vaccination effectiveness (VE) on preventing diagnosed measles cases. METHODS: 
The Independent Healthcare Research Database (IHRD) is composed of non-
identifiable linked eligibility and claim healthcare records prospectively generated 
from the Florida Medicaid system. The SAS system was utilized to examine a cohort 
of 101,736 persons eligible for Florida Medicaid from 1990 to 2009 and continuously 
eligible with ≥10 outpatient office visits during the 120-month period following birth. 
There were 32,870 persons (224,492 person-years) in the cohort receiving a single 
dose of childhood MMR vaccine (vaccinated) and 43,538 persons (434,637 person-
years) in an unvaccinated cohort (no exposures to measles-containing vaccine). The 
frequency of diagnosed measles (ICD-9 code: 055xxx) was examined. Cox 
proportional hazards models evaluated MMR vaccination and diagnosed measles 
over time. RESULTS: MMR vaccinated cohort members were at significantly 
reduced risk of measles in the unadjusted (VE = 83.6, 95% CI = 67.2-91.8%) and 
adjusted (VE = 80.7, 95% CI = 61.5-83.9%) models as compared to the unvaccinated 
cohort. VE = 80% among younger MMR recipients (12-15 months), whereas 
VE = 90% among older MMR recipients (16-20 months) as compared to the 
unvaccinated cohort. CONCLUSION: Routine childhood MMR vaccination 
significantly reduced the incidence rate of childhood measles infections, and the VE 
was greater in the older recipients (16-20 months) than in the younger recipients (12-
15 months).  
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 Rubella transmission and the risk of congenital rubella syndrome 
in Liberia: a need to introduce rubella-containing vaccine in the 
routine immunization program.  
Source: BMC infectious diseases. 2019 Sep 18; 19(1):813.  
Author: Woyessa A.B., Ali M.S., Korkpor T.K., Tuopileyi R., Kohar H.T., Dogba J., 
Baller A., Monday J., Abdullahi S., Nagbe T., Mulbah G., Kromah M., Sesay J., 
Yealue K., Nyenswah T., Gebrekidan M.Z.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Rubella is an RNA virus in the genus Rubivirus within the 
Matonaviridae family. Rubella remains a leading vaccine-preventable cause of birth 
defects. Most African countries including Liberia do not currently provide rubella-
containing vaccine (RCV) in their immunization program. We analyzed the existing 
surveillance data to describe rubella cases and identify the at-risk population. 
METHODS: We conducted a retrospective descriptive statistics on the suspected-
measles case-based surveillance data that obtained from the national database. 
Suspected-measles cases who were negative and indeterminate for measles IgM 
and tested for rubella IgM were extracted from the database. We used only rubella 
IgM positive cases to calculate trends and percentages by person, place and time. 
The cumulative-percent curve was used to visually describe the age distribution of 
rubella cases. RESULTS: During 2017-2018, a total of 2027 suspected-measles 
cases with known laboratory results were reported; of which, 1307 were tested for 
rubella IgM. Among tested cases, 472 (36%) were positive, 769 (59%) were 
negative and 66 (5%) were indeterminate for rubella IgM. Female contributed 269 
(57%) of the confirmed rubella cases respectively. The median age was 7 years with 
an interquartile range of 5-10 years. From the total rubella cases, 6 (1%) were under 
1 year, 109 (23%) were 1-4 years, 207 (44%) were 5-9 years, 87 (18%) were 10-
14 years and 56 (12%) were more than or equal to 15 years. Women in their 
reproductive-age contributed 23 (5%) of rubella cases with 17% positivity rate. Two-
thirds or 307 (65%) of the cases were reported from February to May which is dry 
season in Liberia. CONCLUSIONS: Our analysis revealed that rubella was widely 
circulating in Liberia. Majority of the cases were reported among children < 15 years. 
However, rubella was also reported among women of reproductive age and infants 
< 1 year with no report of congenital rubella syndrome (CRS). Detail investigation of 
rubella cases among infants of < 1 year and women of reproductive age is important 
to uncover CRS. Establishment of CRS surveillance and the introduction of RCV in 
the immunization program are crucial to prevent rubella infection and avert the risk 
of CRS.  
 
     

 Air disinfection in measles transmission hotspots.  
Source: The Lancet. 2019 Sep 21; 394(10203):1009-1010.  
Author: Nardell E., Nathavitharana R.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Measles and Vaccination: A Resurrected Disease, A Conflicted 
Response.  
Source: Journal of Christian nursing : a quarterly publication of Nurses Christian 
Fellowship. 2019 Oct 01; 36(4):214-221.  
Author: Schmidt K.  
 
Abstract: As the increasingly fierce debate about vaccines grows, so do the number 
of measles cases. Personal choice, inaccurate understanding, and legislative action 
are fueling vaccine refusal for this previously eradicated, highly contagious viral 
infection. In August 2019, measles cases had spread to 30 U.S. states and were 
spreading globally, endangering mainly young children and those unable to be 
vaccinated. Herd immunity is being eroded as parents refuse vaccinations or choose 
alternate vaccine schedules. Nurses are in a prime position to educate and advocate 
for vaccinations that safeguard public health.  
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Cholera 

     
 Delayed second dose of oral cholera vaccine administered before 
high-risk period for cholera transmission: Cholera control strategy 
in Lusaka, 2016.  
Source: PLoS ONE. 2019; 14(8).  
Author: Ferreras E., Matapo B., Chizema-Kawesha E., Chewe O., Mzyece H., Blake 
A., Moonde L., Zulu G., Poncin M., Sinyange N., Kasese-Chanda N., Phiri C., 
Malama K., Mukonka V., Cohuet S., Uzzeni F., Ciglenecki I., Carolina Danovaro-
Holliday M., Luquero F.J., Pezzoli L.  
 
Abstract: Background In April 2016, an emergency vaccination campaign using one 
dose of Oral Cholera Vaccine (OCV) was organized in response to a cholera 
outbreak that started in Lusaka in February 2016. In December 2016, a second 
round of vaccination was conducted, with the objective of increasing the duration of 
protection, before the high-risk period for cholera transmission. We assessed 
vaccination coverage for the first and second rounds of the OCV campaign. Methods 
Vaccination coverage was estimated after each round from a sample selected from 
targeted-areas for vaccination using a cross-sectional survey in to establish the 
vaccination status of the individuals recruited. The study population included all 
individuals older than 12 months residing in the areas targeted for vaccination. We 
interviewed 505 randomly selected individuals after the first round and 442 after the 
second round. Vaccination status was ascertained either by vaccination card or 
verbal reporting. Households were selected using spatial random sampling. Results 
The vaccination coverage with two doses was 58.1% (25/43; 95%CI: 42.1–72.9) in 
children 1–5 years old, 59.5% (69/116; 95%CI: 49.9–68.5) in children 5–15 years old 
and 19.9% (56/ 281; 95%CI: 15.4–25.1) in adults above 15 years old. The overall 
dropout rate was 10.9% (95%CI: 8.1–14.1). Overall, 69.9% (n = 309/442; 95%CI: 
65.4–74.1) reported to have received at least one OCV dose. Conclusions The 
areas at highest risk of suffering cholera outbreaks were targeted for vaccination 
obtaining relatively high vaccine coverage after each round. However, the long delay 
between doses in areas subject to considerable population movement resulted in 
many individuals receiving only one OCV dose. Additional vaccination campaigns 
may be required to sustain protection over time in case of persistence of risk. 
Further evidence is needed to establish a maximum optimal interval time of a 
delayed second dose and variations in different settings.  
 
     

 Outbreak of cholera due to cyclone kenneth in northern 
Mozambique, 2019.  
Source: International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health. 2019 
Aug 02; 16(16).  
Author: Cambaza E., Mongo E., Anapakala E., Nhambire R., Singo J., Machava E.  
 
Abstract: Cyclone Kenneth was the strongest in the recorded history of the African 
continent. It landed in the Cabo Delgado province in northern Mozambique on 25 
April 2019, causing 45 deaths, destroying approximately 40,000 houses, and leaving 
374,000 people in need for assistance, most at risk of acquiring waterborne 
diseases such as cholera. This short article aims to explain how the resulting cholera 
outbreak occurred and the response by the government and partner organizations. 
The outbreak was declared on 2 May 2019, after 14 cases were recorded in Pemba 
city (11 cases) and the Mecúfi district (3 cases). The disease spread to Metuge, and 
by the 12th of May 2019, there were 149 cases. Aware of the risk of an outbreak of 
cholera, the government and partners took immediate action as the cyclone ended, 
adapting the Cholera Response Plan for Beira, revised after the experience with 
cyclone Idai (4–21 March 2019). The response relevant to cholera epidemics 
consisted of social mobilization campaigns for prevention, establishment of 
treatment centers and units, coordination to improve of water, sanitation and 
hygiene, and surveillance. By 26 May 2019, 252,448 people were immunized in the 
area affected by cyclone Kenneth. The recovery process is ongoing but the number 
of new cases has been reducing, seemingly due to an efficient response, support of 
several organizations and collaboration of the civil society. Future interventions shall 
follow the same model of response but the government of Mozambique shall keep a 
contingency fund to manage disasters such as cyclone Idai and Kenneth. The 
unlikeliness of two cyclones (Idai and Kenneth) within two months after decades 
without such kind of phenomena points towards the problem of climate change, and 
Mozambique needs to prepare effective, proven response plans to combat 
outbreaks of waterborne diseases due to cyclones.  
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Typhoid 

       
     
 Social and Economic Burden Associated with Typhoid Fever in 
Kathmandu and Surrounding Areas: A Qualitative Study.  
Source: Journal of Infectious Diseases. 2018 Nov 10; 218(Supplement 4):S243-
S249.  
Author: Kaljee L.M., Pach A., Garrett D., Bajracharya D., Karki K., Khan I.  
 
Abstract: Typhoid fever is a significant contributor to infectious disease mortality and 
morbidity in low- and middle-income countries, particularly in South Asia. With 
increasing antimicrobial resistance, commonly used treatments are less effective 
and risks increase for complications and hospitalizations. During an episode of 
typhoid fever, households experience multiple social and economic costs that are 
often undocumented. In the current study, qualitative interview data from Kathmandu 
and surrounding areas provide important insights into the challenges that affect 
those who contract typhoid fever and their caregivers, families, and communities, as 
well as insight into prevention and treatment options for health providers and 
outreach workers. When considering typhoid fever cases confirmed by blood culture, 
our data reveal delays in healthcare access, financial and time costs burden on 
households, and the need to increase health literacy. These data also illustrate the 
impact of limited laboratory diagnostic equipment and tools on healthcare providers' 
abilities to distinguish typhoid fever from other febrile conditions and treatment 
challenges associated with antimicrobial resistance. In light of these findings, there 
is an urgent need to identify and implement effective preventive measures including 
vaccination policies and programs focused on at-risk populations and endemic 
regions such as Nepal.  
 
     
 Comparison of Strategies and Incidence Thresholds for VI 
Conjugate Vaccines Against Typhoid Fever: A Cost-effectiveness 
Modeling Study.  
Source: Journal of Infectious Diseases. 2018 Nov 10; 218(Supplement 4):S232-
S242.  
Author: Lo N.C., Gupta R., Stanaway J.D., Garrett D.O., Bogoch I.I., Luby S.P., 
Andrews J.R.  
 
Abstract: Background Typhoid fever remains a major public health problem globally. 

While new Vi conjugate vaccines hold promise for averting disease, the optimal 
programmatic delivery remains unclear. We aimed to identify the strategies and 
associated epidemiologic conditions under which Vi conjugate vaccines would be 
cost-effective. Methods We developed a dynamic, age-structured transmission and 
cost-effectiveness model that simulated multiple vaccination strategies with a 
typhoid Vi conjugate vaccine from a societal perspective. We simulated 10-year 
vaccination programs with (1) routine immunization of infants (aged <1 year) through 
the Expanded Program on Immunization (EPI) and (2) routine immunization of 
infants through the EPI plus a 1-time catch-up campaign in school-aged children 
(aged 5-14 years). In the base case analysis, we assumed a 0.5% case-fatality rate 
for all cases of clinically symptomatic typhoid fever and defined strategies as highly 
cost-effective by using the definition of a low-income country (defined as a country 
with a gross domestic product of 1045 per capita). We defined incidence as the true 
number of clinically symptomatic people in the population per year. Results Vi 
conjugate typhoid vaccines were highly cost-effective when administered by routine 
immunization activities through the EPI in settings with an annual incidence of >50 
cases/100000 (95% uncertainty interval, 40-75 cases) and when administered 
through the EPI plus a catch-up campaign in settings with an annual incidence of 
>130 cases/100000 (95% uncertainty interval, 50-395 cases). The incidence 
threshold was sensitive to the typhoid-related case-fatality rate, carrier contribution 
to transmission, vaccine characteristics, and country-specific economic threshold for 
cost-effectiveness. Conclusions Typhoid Vi conjugate vaccines would be highly cost-
effective in low-income countries in settings of moderate typhoid incidence (50 
cases/100000 annually). These results were sensitive to case-fatality rates, 
underscoring the need to consider factors contributing to typhoid mortality (eg, 
healthcare access and antimicrobial resistance) in the global vaccination strategy.  
 
     
 A Turning Point in Typhoid Control.  
Source: Journal of Infectious Diseases. 2018 Nov 10; 218(Supplement 4):S185-
S187.  
Author: Bentsi-Enchill A.D., Pollard A.J.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
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 Imported extensively-drug resistant typhoid fever in a child 
travelling to Spain from Pakistan.  
Source: Journal of travel medicine. 2019 Aug 30;  
Author: Lopez-Segura N., Corbero-Rivali C., Maldonado-Fernandez M.C., Calpe-
Fraile S., Peyra-Ros J., Martinez-Roig A.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Typhoid Vi-conjugate vaccine for outbreak control in Zimbabwe.  
Source: The Lancet Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 01; 19(9):930.  
Author: Olaru I.D., Mtapuri-Zinyowera S., Feasey N., Ferrand R.A., Kranzer K.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
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Hepatitis A     

 
        
 Long-term immunogenicity and immune persistence of live 
attenuated and inactivated hepatitis a vaccines: a report on 
additional observations from a phase IV study.  
Source: Clinical Microbiology and Infection. 2019;  
Author: Luo J., Wang X., Ma F., Kang G., Ding Z., Ye C., Pan Y., Zhao Y., Hong S., 
Chen J., Xi J., Wen S., Lin Y., Li X., Qiu L., Yang X., Li G., Yang J., Sun Q.  
 
Abstract: Both live attenuated (HA-L) and inactivated (HA-I) hepatitis A vaccine were 
licensed for routine use in China. Although phase 1, 2 and 3 clinical studies of both 
vaccines have been completed, further systematic evaluation of their 
immunogenicity and immunological persistence under phase 4 clinical studies in a 
wide range of conditions and involving large populations is necessary. A phase IV 
clinical trial (NCT02601040) was performed in 9000 participants over 18 months of 
age. Geometric mean concentrations (GMCs) and seroconversion rates (SRs) were 
compared at five time points during 3 years for 1800 individuals among them. The 
SRs of HA-L and HA-I were 98.08% (95% CI 95.59%–99.38%) and 99.64% (95% CI 
98.93%–100.00%) respectively 28 days after administration of the first dose, and 
remained at 97.07% (95% CI 94.31%–98.73%) or above and 96.73% (95% CI 
94.07%–98.42%) or above respectively during the following 3 years. The GMCs for 
both the HA-L and HA-I groups showed that both vaccines elicited high anti-HAV 
titres, considerably more than the threshold of protection needed against HAV 
infection in humans, and these titres were sustained. Hence, both HA-I and HA-L 
vaccines could provide an excellent long-term protective effect, and supported the 
routine use of both vaccines.  
 
     
 Hepatitis a vaccine uptake among men who have sex with men 
from a targeted vaccination program in Melbourne in 2018.  
Source: Sexually Transmitted Infections. 2019 Jul 01; 95(Supplement 1):A242-A243.  
Author: Burrell S., Vodstrcil L., Fairley C., Kilner A., Bradshaw C., Chen M., Chow E.  
 
Abstract: Background In response to an outbreak of hepatitis A in men who have 
sex with men (MSM) in Victoria, Australia in 2017; the Victorian government funded 
a free hepatitis A vaccination program for all Victorian MSM in 2018. This study 
aimed to determine hepatitis A vaccine uptake among MSM in a sexual health clinic 

in Melbourne during the program, and assess the factors associated with vaccine 
uptake. Methods All MSM attending the Melbourne Sexual Health Centre (MSHC) in 
2018 were included in the analysis. Chart review was performed to determine why 
men did not receive the vaccine and the proportion of men vaccinated for hepatitis A 
was calculated. Multivariable logistic regression was then performed to examine the 
factors associated with vaccine uptake. Results There were 9,582 MSM who 
attended MSHC in 2018, of whom 61.3% (n=5,869, 95%CI:60.3-62.2%) reported 
already being immune to hepatitis A, either from previous vaccination or infection. Of 
the 3,713 remaining eligible men, 62.7% (n=2,327, 95%CI:61.1-64.2%) received the 
hepatitis A vaccine. Compared with HIV-negative MSM not taking PrEP, MSM taking 
PrEP (aOR=1.28; 95%CI:1.01- 1.62) were more likely to receive the vaccine. In 
addition, vaccine uptake was associated with being aged 16-25 years (aOR=2.49; 
95%CI:2.06-3.02) and 26-35 years (aOR=2.10; 95%CI:1.76-2.50) compared to 
being aged ≥35 years. 1,386 men did not receive the vaccine. Of these men, the 
majority (55.4%; n=768) were not offered the vaccine by their treating clinician, and 
21.6% (n=300) were identified as nonimmune after serological testing but did not 
return for vaccination. By the end of 2018, a total of 85.5% of MSM (8,196/9,582) 
were immune to hepatitis A. Conclusion The critical vaccination threshold for 
hepatitis A has been estimated at ≥70%. Continuation of the targeted hepatitis A 
vaccination program will improve immunity amongst the MSM population to prevent 
ongoing transmission and the likelihood of future outbreaks.  
 
     
 Homelessness and Hepatitis A - San Diego County, 2016-2018.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 15;  
Author: Peak C.M., Stous S.S., Healy J.M., Hofmeister M.G., Lin Y., Ramachandran 
S., Foster M., Kao A., McDonald E.C.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Hepatitis A is a vaccine-preventable viral disease 
transmitted by the fecal-oral route. During 2016-2018, the County of San Diego 
investigated an outbreak of hepatitis A infections primarily among people 
experiencing homelessness (PEH) to identify risk factors and support control 
measures. At the time of the outbreak, homelessness was not recognized as an 
independent risk factor for the disease. METHODS: We tested the association 
between homelessness and infection with hepatitis A virus (HAV) using a test-
negative study design comparing patients with laboratory-confirmed hepatitis A with 
control subjects who tested negative for HAV infection. We assessed risk factors for 
severe hepatitis A disease outcomes, including hospitalization and death, using 
multivariable logistic regression. We measured the frequency of indications for 
hepatitis A vaccination according to Advisory Committee on Immunization Practice 
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(ACIP) guidelines. RESULTS: Among 589 outbreak-associated cases reported, 291 
(49%) occurred among PEH. Compared with those who were not homeless, PEH 
were at 3.3 (95% CI: 1.5-7.9) times higher odds of HAV infection, 2.5 (95% CI: 1.7-
3.9) times higher odds of hospitalization, and 3.9 (95% CI: 1.1-16.9) times higher 
odds of death associated with hepatitis A. Among PEH, 212 (73%) patients recorded 
other ACIP indications for hepatitis A vaccination. CONCLUSIONS: PEH were at 
higher risk for infection with HAV and higher risk for severe hepatitis A disease 
outcomes compared with those not experiencing homelessness. Approximately one-
fourth of PEH had no other ACIP indication for hepatitis A vaccination. These 
findings support the recent ACIP recommendation to add homelessness as an 
indication for hepatitis A vaccination.  
 
     
 Prevalence of hepatitis A immunity and decision-tree analysis 
among HIV-infected men who have sex with men, in Tokyo.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 26;  
Author: Koibuchi T., Koga M., Kikuchi T., Horikomi T., Kawamura Y., Lim L.A., 
Adachi E., Tsutsumi T., Yotsuyanagi H.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Hepatitis A virus (HAV) can be sexually transmitted. 
However, the level of HAV immunity among HIV-infected patients in Japan is 
unknown. Determining the epidemiology of HAV infection among HIV-infected men 
who have sex with men (MSM), is essential for an HAV vaccination program. This 
study examined HAV immunity in HIV-infected patients and applied the decision-tree 
analysis to explore the factors of immunoglobulin G (IgG)-hepatitis A (HA) antibody 
in HIV-infected MSM. METHODS: We examined for the presence of IgG-HA 
antibody among HIV-infected patients from January to December 2017 in The 
Hospital of The Institute of Medical Science, The University of Tokyo. Age, sex, 
mode of HIV transmission, year of HIV diagnosis, HAV vaccine status, previous HAV 
infection, and other infectious disease status were recorded. A decision-tree 
algorithm was used to reveal factors and profiles most relevant to anti-HAV 
prevalence. RESULTS: Overall, 378 HIV-infected MSM patients were examined for 
IgG-HA antibody. After excluding 24 patients who had received HAV vaccine, the 
data of 354 MSM were analyzed (median age, 45; IQR, 39-51 years). Of the 354 
patients, 60 (16.9 %) were IgG-HA antibody positive. HA positivity rate increased 
with patients' age; and age (> 63.5 years) was extracted as the most important 
variable by classification of the decision-tree algorithm. CONCLUSIONS: Our study, 
conducted just before the HAV outbreak among MSM in Tokyo, showed that age 
was the most relevant factor in anti-HAV prevalence. An extensive HAV vaccination 

program for HIV-infected MSM patients is urgently needed, particularly for younger 
people.  
 
     
 Impact of Public Health Interventions on Drinking Water-
Associated Outbreaks of Hepatitis A - United States, 1971-2017.  
Source: MMWR. Morbidity and mortality weekly report. 2019 Sep 06; 68(35):766-
770.  
Author: Barrett C.E., Pape B.J., Benedict K.M., Foster M.A., Roberts V.A., Rotert K., 
Mattioli M.C., Yoder J.S.  
 
Abstract: Hepatitis A virus (HAV) is an RNA virus primarily transmitted via the fecal-
oral route and, in rare cases, causes liver failure and death in infected persons. 
Although drinking water-associated hepatitis A outbreaks in the United States are 
rarely reported (1), HAV was the most commonly reported etiology for outbreaks 
associated with untreated ground water during 1971-2008 (2), and HAV can remain 
infectious in water for months (3). This report analyzes drinking water-associated 
hepatitis A outbreaks reported to the Waterborne Disease and Outbreak 
Surveillance System (WBDOSS) during 1971-2017. During that period, 32 outbreaks 
resulting in 857 cases were reported, all before 2010. Untreated ground water was 
associated with 23 (72%) outbreaks, resulting in 585 (68.3%) reported cases. 
Reported outbreaks significantly decreased after introduction of Advisory Committee 
on Immunization Practices (ACIP) hepatitis A vaccination recommendations* and 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (USEPA) public ground water system 
regulations.† Individual water systems, which are not required to meet national 
drinking water standards,§ were the only contaminated drinking water systems to 
cause the last four reported hepatitis A outbreaks during 1995-2009. No waterborne 
outbreaks were reported during 2009-2017. Water testing and treatment are 
important considerations to protect persons who use these unregulated systems 
from HAV infection.  
 
     
 Hepatitis A vaccine immunogenicity in patients using 
immunosuppressive drugs: A systematic review and meta-
analysis.  
Source: Travel medicine and infectious disease. 2019 Sep 12; 101479.  
Author: Garcia Garrido H.M., Veurink A.M., Leeflang M., Spijker R., Goorhuis A., 
Grobusch M.P.  
 
Abstract: INTRODUCTION: Inactivated hepatitis A (HepA) vaccines are very 
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immunogenic in healthy individuals; however, it remains unclear how different 
immunosuppressive regimens affect HepA vaccine immunogenicity. Our objective 
was to summarize the current evidence on immunogenicity of HepA vaccination in 
patients using immunosuppressive drugs. METHODS: We systematically searched 
the literature for studies on immunogenicity of inactivated HepA vaccines in adults 
using immunosuppressive drugs. Studies reporting seroconversion rates (SCR) 4-8 
weeks after 1 and 2 doses of HepA vaccine in organ transplant recipients and 
patients with chronic inflammatory conditions were included in a meta-analysis. 
RESULTS: We included 17 studies, comprising 1,332 individuals. In healthy controls 
(2 studies), SCRs were 90-94% after the first dose and 100% after the second dose. 
In organ transplant recipients, SCRs ranged from 0 to 67% after the first dose of 
vaccine and 0-97% after the second dose. In patients with chronic inflammatory 
conditions, SCRs ranged from 6% to 100% after the first dose and from 48 to 100% 
after the second dose of vaccine. Patients using a TNF-alpha inhibitor versus 
conventional immune-modulators (e.g. methotrexate, azathioprine, corticosteroids) 
were more likely to seroconvert after the first dose of vaccine (OR12.1 [2.14-68.2]) 
but not after the second dose of vaccine (OR 0.78 [0.21-2.92]) in a meta-analysis. 
CONCLUSION: Studies evaluating HepA vaccine immunogenicity in 
immunosuppressive agents are heterogeneous. Overall, there is an impaired 
immune response following HepA vaccination in patients using immunosuppressive 
drugs, especially after only one dose of vaccine and in organ transplant recipients. 
HepA vaccination should therefore be considered before immunosuppressive 
therapy. Future research should focus on alternative vaccination regimens and long-
term immunogenicity. PROSPERO ID: CRD42018102607 
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Norovirus - Rotavirus 

  
     
 Birth cohort studies assessing norovirus infection and immunity 
in young children: A review.  
Source: Clinical Infectious Diseases. 2019; 69(2):357-365.  
Author: Cannon J.L., Lopman B.A., Payne D.C., Vinje J.  
 
Abstract: Globally, noroviruses are among the foremost causes of acute diarrheal 
disease, yet there are many unanswered questions on norovirus immunity, 
particularly following natural infection in young children during the first 2 years of life 
when the disease burden is highest. We conducted a literature review on birth 
cohort studies assessing norovirus infections in children from birth to early 
childhood. Data on infection, immunity, and risk factors are summarized from 10 
community-based birth cohort studies conducted in low-and middle-income 
countries. Up to 90% of children experienced atleast one norovirus infection and up 
to 70% experienced norovirus-associated diarrhea, most often affecting children 6 
months of age and older. Data from these studies help to fill critical knowledge gaps 
for vaccine development, yet study design and methodological differences limit 
comparison between studies, particularly for immunity and risk factors for disease. 
Considerations for conducting future birth cohort studies on norovirus are discussed.  
 
     
 Control of norovirus infection.  
Source: Current Opinion in Gastroenterology. 2019 Jan 01; 35(1):14-19.  
Author: O'Brien S.J., Sanderson R.A., Rushton S.P.  
 
Abstract: Purpose of reviewThe purpose of the review is to provide an update on 
control measures for norovirus (NoV), which is the most commonly implicated 
pathogen in acute gastroenteritis and outbreaks, causing major disruption in 
nurseries, schools, hospitals and care homes.Recent findingsImportant 
developments include the discovery that virus particles, previously considered to be 
the infectious unit, also occur in clusters, which appear to be more virulent than 
individual virus particles; a working culture system using human stem-cell derived 
enteroids; promising results from early phase clinical trials of candidate NoV 
vaccines, which appear to be safe and immunogenic; chronic NoV affects patients 
with primary and secondary immune deficiencies. Although several treatments have 
been used none are supported by well designed clinical trials; infection control 

procedures are effective if properly implemented.SummaryNoV remains an 
important cause of morbidity and mortality. Although there are exciting 
developments on the vaccine front, the mainstay of control remains good hand 
hygiene, adherence to infection control procedures and limiting contamination of 
food, water and the wider environment. Once vaccines are available there will be 
important decisions to be made about how best to implement them.  
 
 
 
     
 Diversity of Rotavirus Strains Circulating in Botswana before and 
after introduction of the Monovalent Rotavirus Vaccine.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Mokomane M., Esona M.D., Bowen M.D., Tate J.E., Steenhoff A.P., Lechiile 
K., Gaseitsiwe S., Seheri L.M., Magagula N.B., Weldegebriel G., Pernica J.M., 
Mwenda J.M., Kasvosve I., Parashar U.D., Goldfarb D.M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Globally, rotavirus is the leading cause of acute 
gastroenteritis (AGE) in children aged <5 years. Botswana introduced the 
monovalent rotavirus vaccine (Rotarix) in July 2012. To study the impact of this 
vaccine on rotavirus genotypes circulating in Botswana, a comparison of the 
genotypes pre-vaccination (2011–2012) and post-vaccination (2013–2018) periods 
was conducted. Subjects and methods: Residual samples from 284 children <5 
years of age that tested positive for rotavirus by enzyme immunoassay were 
genotyped. One hundred and five samples were from the pre-vaccination period and 
179 were from the post-vaccination period. Genotyping was performed using two 
multiplexed one-step reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 
assays for the amplification and genotyping of rotavirus VP7 (G) and VP4 (P) genes. 
Results: Prior to vaccine introduction, the predominant rotavirus circulating 
genotypes were G9P[8] (n = 63, 60%) and G1P[8] (n = 22, 21%). During the vaccine 
period, G2P[4] was the predominant genotype (n = 49, 28%), followed by G9P[8] (n 
= 40, 22%) and G1P[8] (n = 33, 18.5%). There was a significant decline in the 
prevalence of G9P[8] (p = 0.001) in the post-vaccination period. There was also a 
notable decline in G1P[8]. A spike in G2P[4] was observed in 2013, one year post-
vaccine introduction. Rotavirus strain G3P[4] (n = 8) was only detected in the post-
vaccine introduction period. In 2018 there was a marked increase in genotype 
G3P[8] (p = 0.0003). Conclusions: The distribution of circulating rotavirus genotypes 
in Botswana changed after vaccine implementation. Further studies are needed to 
examine whether these changes are related to vaccination or simply represent 
natural secular variation.  
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 Evaluating strategies to improve rotavirus vaccine impact during 
the second year of life in Malawi.  
Source: Science translational medicine. 2019 Aug 14; 11(505).  
Author: Pitzer V.E., Bennett A., Bar-Zeev N., Jere K.C., Lopman B.A., Lewnard J.A., 
Parashar U.D., Cunliffe N.A.  
 
Abstract: Rotavirus vaccination has substantially reduced the incidence of rotavirus-
associated gastroenteritis (RVGE) in high-income countries, but vaccine impact and 
estimated effectiveness are lower in low-income countries for reasons that are 
poorly understood. We used mathematical modeling to quantify rotavirus vaccine 
impact and investigate reduced vaccine effectiveness, particularly during the second 
year of life, in Malawi, where vaccination was introduced in October 2012 with doses 
at 6 and 10 weeks. We fitted models to 12 years of prevaccination data and 
validated the models against postvaccination data to evaluate the magnitude and 
duration of vaccine protection. The observed rollout of vaccination in Malawi was 
predicted to lead to a 26 to 77% decrease in the overall incidence of moderate-to-
severe RVGE in 2016, depending on assumptions about waning of vaccine-induced 
immunity and heterogeneity in vaccine response. Vaccine effectiveness estimates 
were predicted to be higher among 4- to 11-month-olds than 12- to 23-month-olds, 
even when vaccine-induced immunity did not wane, due to differences in the rate at 
which vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals acquire immunity from natural 
infection. We found that vaccine effectiveness during the first and second years of 
life could potentially be improved by increasing the proportion of infants who 
respond to vaccination or by lowering the rotavirus transmission rate. An additional 
dose of rotavirus vaccine at 9 months of age was predicted to lead to higher 
estimated vaccine effectiveness but to only modest (5 to 16%) reductions in RVGE 
incidence over the first 3 years after introduction, regardless of assumptions about 
waning of vaccine-induced immunity.  
 
     
 Recommendations for vaccination against ROTAvirus in 
PREMature newborns (ROTAPREM)  
Source: Anales de Pediatria. 2019 Sep 01; 91(3):205.e1-205.e7.  
Author: Alvarez Aldean J., Ares Segura S., Diaz Gonzalez C., Montesdeoca Melian 
A., Garcia Sanchez R., Boix Alonso H., Moreno-Perez D.  
 
Abstract: Rotavirus (RV) is the leading cause of severe acute gastroenteritis in 
infants worldwide. Most children are infected by RV by the age of 5 years, and 

especially in the first 2 years. Two oral attenuated vaccines against RV are licensed 
in industrialised countries, which have proven to be safe and effective against the 
disease. The main objective of these vaccines has been to reproduce the natural 
history of infection and protect against severe disease in the first months of life. 
Preterm infants are at higher risk of severe RV infection compared to full-term 
infants and infants with normal birth weight. Data collected on RV vaccination in 
preterm infants demonstrated that RV vaccines are effective and safe, compared 
with full-term infants, with a marginal risk of horizontal viral transmission and 
dissemination when vaccination is performed during hospitalisation. Preterm infants 
frequently require admission to hospital after the beginning of the 12th week of life, 
which suggests that they should receive RV vaccines during admission according to 
the official immunisation schedule.  
 
     
 Efficacy of live oral rotavirus vaccines.  
Source: The Lancet Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 01; 19(9):929.  
Author: Zhou B., Niu W.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Reduction in hospitalisations for acute gastroenteritis-associated 
childhood seizures since introduction of rotavirus vaccination: a 
time-series and change-point analysis of hospital admissions in 
England.  
Source: Journal of epidemiology and community health. 2019 Sep 11;  
Author: Hungerford D.J., French N., Iturriza-Gomara M., Read J.M., Cunliffe N.A., 
Vivancos R.  
 
Abstract: INTRODUCTION: The incidence of severe childhood diarrhoea has fallen 
substantially following the introduction of rotavirus vaccine in the UK in July 2013. 
Since children with rotavirus infection may experience febrile and afebrile seizures, 
we evaluated the impact of rotavirus vaccination on seizure hospitalisations in 
children in England. METHODS: Using data from Hospital Episode Statistics, we 
employed interrupted time-series analyses to assess changes in monthly hospital 
admissions for seizures among children aged <5 years from July 2000 to June 2017. 
Outcome measures comprised all seizures and febrile seizures, with and without a 
co-diagnosis of acute gastroenteritis (AGE). Models were adjusted for 
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV) introduction. Change-point analysis was 
used to independently identify step-changes in the time-series. RESULTS: Among 
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hospitalised children aged <5 years, the incidence of any seizures and febrile 
seizures with AGE decreased post-vaccine introduction by 23% (95% CI: 11% to 
33%) and 31% (95% CI: 19% to 41%), respectively. For febrile seizures with AGE, a 
single change-point was identified in July 2013 (95% CI: June 2013 to December 
2013). Reductions in seizure incidence were higher during the rotavirus season 
(49%, 95% CI: 37% to 58%) compared with out-of-season (13%, 95% CI: -4 to 28%) 
and showed no relation to PCV introduction. There were small reductions in any 
seizures with any co-diagnosis (4%, 95% CI: 0% to 8%) and in febrile seizures with 
any co-diagnosis (10%, 95% CI: 2% to 16%). CONCLUSION: Rotavirus vaccination 
has reduced hospitalisations for seizures associated with AGE in England, providing 
additional evidence of population-level impact of rotavirus vaccination on seizure 
incidence in high-income countries.  
 
     
 Introducing rotavirus vaccine in the Universal Immunization 
Programme in India: From evidence to policy to implementation.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019 Sep 16; 37(39):5817-5824.  
Author: Malik A., Haldar P., Ray A., Shet A., Kapuria B., Bhadana S., Santosham M., 
Ghosh R.S., Steinglass R., Kumar R.  
 
Abstract: Background: In 2016, India became one of the first countries in Asia to 
introduce an indigenously manufactured rotavirus vaccine. However, any new 
vaccine introduction needs to be meticulously planned to allow for strengthening of 
the existing immunization systems instead of burdening them. Methods: The process 
of rotavirus vaccine introduction in India started with the establishment of National 
Rotavirus Surveillance Network in 2005 which generated relevant evidence to inform 
policy level decisions to introduce the vaccine. The preparatory activities started with 
assessment of health systems and closing any gaps. This was followed by 
development of vaccine specific training packages and cascade training for 
programme managers and health workers. The introduction was complemented with 
strong communications systems and media involvement to allow for good 
acceptability of the vaccine on the ground. Each step of introduction was led by the 
government and technically supported by development partners. Results: India 
introduced rotavirus vaccine in a phased wise manner. In the first two phases the 
vaccine has been introduced in nine states of the country accounting for nearly 35% 
of the annual birth cohort of the country. From March 2016 to November 2017, 
approximately 13,260,000 rotavirus vaccine doses were administered in the country. 
The vaccine was well accepted by both the health workers and parents/caregivers. 
Conclusion: Rotavirus vaccine introduction in India is an excellent example of how 
government stewardship with well-defined roles for development partners can allow 
a new vaccine introduction to be used as a system strengthening activity.  

 
     
 Rotavirus Epidemiology and Monovalent Rotavirus Vaccine 
Effectiveness in Australia: 2010-2017.  
Source: Pediatrics. 2019 Sep 17;  
Author: Maguire J.E., Glasgow K., Glass K., Roczo-Farkas S., Bines J.E., 
Sheppeard V., Macartney K., Quinn H.E.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Rotavirus vaccine has been funded for infants under the 
Australian National Immunisation Program since 2007, with Rotarix vaccine used in 
New South Wales, Australia, from that time. In 2017, New South Wales experienced 
a large outbreak of rotavirus gastroenteritis. We examined epidemiology, genotypic 
profiles, and vaccine effectiveness (VE) among cases. METHODS: Laboratory-
confirmed cases of rotavirus notified in New South Wales between January 1, 2010 
and December 31, 2017 were analyzed. VE was estimated in children via a case-
control analysis. Specimens from a sample of hospitalized case patients were 
genotyped and analyzed. RESULTS: In 2017, 2319 rotavirus cases were reported, 
representing a 3.1-fold increase on the 2016 notification rate. The highest rate was 
among children aged <2 years. For notified cases in 2017, 2-dose VE estimates 
were 88.4%, 83.7%, and 78.7% in those aged 6 to 11 months, 1 to 3 years, and 4 to 
9 years, respectively. VE was significantly reduced from 89.5% within 1 year of 
vaccination to 77.0% at 5 to 10 years postvaccination. Equinelike G3P[8] (48%) and 
G8P[8] (23%) were identified as the most common genotypes in case patients aged 
≥6 months. CONCLUSIONS: Rotarix is highly effective at preventing laboratory-
confirmed rotavirus in Australia, especially in infants aged 6 to 11 months. Reduced 
VE in older age groups and over time suggests waning protection, possibly related 
to the absence of subclinical immune boosting from continuously circulating virus. 
G8 genotypes have not been common in Australia, and their emergence, along with 
equinelike G3P[8], may be related to vaccine-induced selective pressure; however, 
further strain-specific VE studies are needed.  
 
     
 Rotavirus Epidemiology and Vaccine Effectiveness: Continuing 
Successes and Ongoing Challenges.  
Source: Pediatrics. 2019 Sep 17;  
Author: Lee B., Colgate E.R.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
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 A randomized Phase I/II study to evaluate safety and 
reactogenicity of a heat-stable rotavirus vaccine in healthy adults 
followed by evaluation of the safety, reactogenicity, and 
immunogenicity in infants.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Sep 17;  
Author: Kanchan V., Zaman K., Aziz A.B., Zaman S.F., Zaman F., Haque W., 
Khanam M., Karim M.M., Kale S., Ali S.K., Goveia M.G., Kaplan S.S., Gill D., Khan 
W.A., Yunus M., Singh A., Clemens J.D.  
 
Abstract: Objectives: To assess the safety and reactogenicity of single oral dose of 
heat stable rotavirus vaccine (HSRV) in healthy adults aged 18-45 years followed by 
assessment of safety, reactogenicity and immunogenicity of three doses of HSRV in 
healthy infants aged 6-8 weeks at enrollment. Trial Design: Single-centre 
randomized controlled, sequential, blinded (adults) and open-label (infants). Setting: 
Single site at International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh 
(icddr,b). Participants: Fifty eligible adults randomized in 1:1 ratio (HSRV: Placebo) 
followed by 50 eligible infants randomized in 1:1 ratio (HSRV: Comparator 
(RotaTeq®, pentavalent human-bovine (WC3) reassortant live-attenuated, rotavirus 
vaccine)). Intervention: Adults received either a single dose of HSRV or placebo and 
followed for 14 days. Infants received 3-doses of either HSRV or comparator with a 
follow-up for 28 days after each dose. Main Outcome Measures: Solicited and 
unsolicited adverse events (AEs) along with any serious adverse events (SAEs) 
were part of the safety and reactogenicity assessment in adults and infants whereas 
serum anti-rotavirus IgA response rates were part of immunogenicity assessment in 
infants only. Post-vaccination fecal shedding of vaccine-virus rotavirus strains was 
also determined in adults and infants. Results: In this study, HSRV, when compared 
with placebo, did not result in increase in solicited adverse events (solicited AEs) in 
adults. In infants, HSRV had a safety profile similar to comparator vis-à-vis solicited 
AEs. In infants, fecal shedding of vaccine-virus strains was not detected in HSRV 
recipients but was observed in two comparator recipients. Percentage of infants 
exhibiting 3-fold rise in serum anti-rotavirus IgA titers from baseline to 1-month post-
dose 3 in HSRV group was 88% (22/25) and 84% (21/25) in comparator group. 
Conclusion: HSRV was found to be generally well tolerated in both adults and 
infants and immunogenic in infants.  
 
     

 Timeliness of rotavirus vaccination at sentinel sites in four early-
adopter African countries.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019 Sep 20; 37(40):6002-6007.  
Author: Pindyck T., Tate J.E., Bonkoungou I.J.O., Armah G., Mujuru H.A., 
Rugambwa C., Mwenda J.M., Parashar U.  
 
Abstract: Background: The majority of countries with the highest rotavirus-
associated death rates are in sub-Saharan Africa. In 2009, the World Health 
Organization (WHO) recommended routine vaccination against rotavirus worldwide, 
with unique age recommendations to administer the first dose before 15 weeks of 
age and last dose by 32 weeks of age. These age restrictions were relaxed in 
January 2013, but they may still lead to lower rotavirus vaccine coverage. Methods: 
Children age-eligible to have received rotavirus vaccine that were enrolled in Ghana, 
Zimbabwe, Rwanda or Burkina Faso′s active rotavirus surveillance platforms from 
2013 to 2017 and had a stool specimen that tested rotavirus-negative were included 
in the analysis. Proportion vaccinated and timeliness of rotavirus vaccine versus 
DTPw-HepB-Hib (pentavalent) first dose and last dose were compared at weeks 15 
and 32, respectively, using Chi-square analyses. Odds ratios were calculated using 
logistic regression. Results: Among children who received rotavirus vaccine dose 1, 
96–99% received this dose by 15 weeks of age and among children who received 
the last dose, 98–99% received it by 32 weeks of age. In all four countries, there 
was no significant difference in the proportion of children who received first dose 
rotavirus versus pentavalent vaccine by week 15, or last dose rotavirus versus 
concordant pentavalent vaccine by week 32. Delayed administration of first dose 
pentavalent vaccine was significantly associated with missing first dose of rotavirus 
vaccine in 3 of the 4 countries studied, although delays in administration were rare 
(1–4%). Conclusions: Rotavirus vaccination was timely among sentinel sites in these 
four early rotavirus vaccine-introducing countries in Africa. Late presentation for 
vaccination may have resulted in some children with access to care missing first 
dose of rotavirus vaccine; however, vaccination delays were infrequent and 
therefore the potential impact of the age restrictions on overall proportion vaccinated 
was minimal.  
 
     
 Rotavirus A Infections in Community Childhood Diarrhea in the 
Brazilian Semiarid Region during Postvaccination Era.  
Source: Journal of Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition. 2019 Oct 01; 69(4):E91-
E98.  
Author: Pankov R.C., Gondim R.N.D.G., Prata M.M.G., Medeiros P.H.Q.S., Veras 
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H.N., Santos A.K.S., Havt A., Da Silva M.F.M., Fumian T.M., Miagostovich M.P., 
Leite J.P.G., Lima A.A.M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Rotavirus A (RVA) is one of the leading causes of acute 
gastroenteritis worldwide; however, few studies assessed RVA genetics with 
community surveillance. Objectives: This study aimed to investigate clinical data, 
genetic diversity, and coinfection patterns of RVA infections in children from 2 to 36 
months old with or without community childhood diarrhea in the Brazilian semiarid 
region during postvaccination era. Methods: We enrolled and collected 
socioeconomic/clinical information using a standardized questionnaire and fecal 
samples from 291 children. Viral RNA samples were extracted and analyzed using 
quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction to establish the 
diagnosis of RVA. Sequencing of VP7 and VP4 (VP8∗) regions and phylogenetic 
analysis were performed. Results: RVA-negative diagnosis was associated with 
children 24 to 36 months old with complete vaccination schedule. Genotype G1P[8] 
was the most prevalent (57%), whereas unusual genotypes including G1P[4], 
G2P[8], and G3P[9] were also detected. G1- and P[8]-positive samples showed high 
degrees of similarity with the vaccine strain. RVA coinfections were frequently 
observed, and enteroaggregative Escherichia coli was the most prevalent 
copathogen. Conclusions: These results demonstrate that genotype G1P[8] is the 
most prevalent strain. VP7 and/or VP8∗ gene segments arising from RV1 vaccine 
strain were documented in these children, suggesting shedding or herd vaccination. 
Moreover, our study indicates full vaccination is important for protection against RVA 
infections.  
 
     
 Current and new rotavirus vaccines.  
Source: Current Opinion in Infectious Diseases. 2019 Oct 01; 32(5):435-444.  
Author: Burke R.M., Tate J.E., Kirkwood C.D., Steele A.D., Parashar U.D.  
 
Abstract: Purpose of review: As of 2019, four rotavirus vaccines have been 
prequalified by the WHO for use worldwide. This review highlights current 
knowledge regarding rotavirus vaccines available, and provides a brief summary of 
the rotavirus vaccine pipeline. Recent findings: Data generated from use of currently 
available products supports their effectiveness and impact in diverse settings. 
Rotavirus vaccines have a favorable risk-benefit profile, but previous associations of 
rotavirus vaccination with intussusception necessitate continued monitoring for this 
rare but serious adverse event. Implementation of rotavirus vaccines was 
jeopardized in late 2018 and 2019 by a shortage of vaccine supply. Fortunately, with 
the prequalification of two additional vaccines in 2018, countries have increased 
choice in products with different characteristics, pricing, and implementation 

strategies. Other vaccines currently in development may open up further 
immunization strategies, such as neonatal vaccination schedules or parenteral 
administration. Summary: Rotavirus vaccines have demonstrated impact in reducing 
diarrheal morbidity and mortality worldwide. As countries begin to introduce the 
newly prequalified vaccines, additional data will become available on the safety and 
effectiveness of those products. Products in the pipeline have distinct profiles and 
could be an essential part of the expansion of rotavirus vaccine use worldwide.  
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Ebola 

 
     
 Ebola vaccines: ready to use for humanitarian health workers?  
Source: Journal of travel medicine. 2019 Jun 11; 26(5).  
Author: Genton B.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Ebola outbreak declared a PHEIC, world waits for next steps.  
Source: Lancet (London, England). 2019 Jul 27; 394(10195):287-288.  
Author: Zarocostas J.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Characterisation of infectious Ebola virus from the ongoing 
outbreak to guide response activities in the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo: a phylogenetic and in vitro analysis.  
Source: The Lancet Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 01; 19(9):1023-1032.  
Author: McMullan L.K., Flint M., Chakrabarti A., Guerrero L., Lo M.K., Porter D., 
Nichol S.T., Spiropoulou C.F., Albarino C.  
 
Abstract: Background: The ongoing Ebola virus outbreak in the Ituri and North Kivu 
Provinces of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, which began in July, 2018, is 
the second largest ever recorded. Despite civil unrest, outbreak control measures 
and the administration of experimental therapies and a vaccine have been initiated. 
The aim of this study was to test the efficacy of candidate therapies and diagnostic 
tests with the outbreak strain Ituri Ebola virus. Lacking a virus isolate from this 
outbreak, a recombinant Ituri Ebola virus was compared with a similarly engineered 
Makona virus from the 2013–16 outbreak. Methods: Using Ebola virus sequences 
provided by organisations in DR Congo and a reverse genetics system, we 
generated an authentic Ebola virus from the ongoing outbreak in Ituri and North Kivu 
provinces. To relate this virus to other Ebola viruses in DR Congo, we did a 
phylogenetic analysis of representative complete Ebola virus genome sequences 
from previous outbreaks. We evaluated experimental therapies being tested in 
clinical trials in DR Congo, including remdesivir and ZMapp monoclonal antibodies, 

for their ability to inhibit the growth of infectious Ituri Ebola virus in cell culture. We 
also tested diagnostic assays for detection of the Ituri Ebola virus sequence. 
Findings: The phylogenetic analysis of whole-genome sequences from each Ebola 
virus outbreak suggests there are at least two Ebola virus strains in DR Congo, 
which have independently crossed into the human population. The Ituri Ebola strain 
initially grew slower than the Makona strain, yet reached similar mean yields of 3 × 
10750% tissue culture infectious dose by 72 h infection in Huh-7 cells. Ituri Ebola 
virus was similar to Makona in its susceptibility to inhibition by remdesivir and to 
neutralisation by monoclonal antibodies from ZMapp and other monoclonal 
antibodies. Remdesivir inhibited Ituri Ebola virus at a 50% effective concentration 
(EC50) of 12nM (with a selectivity index of 303) and Makona Ebola virus at 13nM 
(with a selectivity index of 279). The Zmapp monoclonal antibodies 2G4 and 4G7 
neutralised Ituri Ebola virus with a mean EC50of 0·24 μg/mL and 0·48 μg/mL, and 
Makona Ebola virus with a mean EC50of 0·45 μg/mL and 0·2 μg/mL. The Xpert 
Ebola and US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention real-time RT-qPCR 
diagnostic assays detected Ituri and Makona Ebola virus sequences with similar 
sensitivities and efficiencies, despite primer site binding mismatches in the Ituri 
Ebola virus. Interpretation: Our findings provide a rationale for the continued testing 
of investigational therapies, confirm the effectiveness of the diagnostic assays used 
in the region, and establish a paradigm for the use of reverse genetics to inform 
response activities in an outbreak. Funding: US Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention.  
 
     
 Dynamics of the humoral immune response to a prime-boost 
Ebola vaccine: Quantification and sources of variation.  
Source: Journal of Virology. 2019 Sep 01; 93(18).  
Author: Pasin C., Balelli I., Van Effelterre T., Bockstal V., Solforosi L., Prague M., 
Douoguih M., Thiebaut R.  
 
Abstract: The Ebola vaccine based on Ad26.ZEBOV/MVA-BN-Filo prime-boost 
regimens is being evaluated in multiple clinical trials. The long-term immune 
response to the vaccine is unknown, including factors associated with the response 
and variability around the response. We analyzed data from three phase 1 trials 
performed by the EBOVAC1 Consortium in four countries: the United Kingdom, 
Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda. Participants were randomized into four groups 
based on the interval between prime and boost immunizations (28 or 56 days) and 
the sequence in which Ad26.ZEBOV and MVA-BN-Filo were administered. 
Consecutive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) measurements of the 
IgG binding antibody concentrations against the Kikwit glycoprotein (GP) were 
available for 177 participants to assess the humoral immune response up to 1 year 
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postprime. Using a mathematical model for the dynamics of the humoral response, 
from 7 days after the boost immunization up to 1 year after the prime immunization, 
we estimated the durability of the antibody response and the influence of different 
factors on the dynamics of the humoral response. Ordinary differential equations 
(ODEs) described the dynamics of antibody response and two populations of 
antibody-secreting cells (ASCs), short-lived (SL) and long-lived (LL). Parameters of 
the ODEs were estimated using a population approach. We estimated that half of 
the LL ASCs could persist for at least 5 years. The vaccine regimen significantly 
affected the SL ASCs and the antibody peak but not the long-term response. The LL 
ASC compartment dynamics differed significantly by geographic regions analyzed, 
with a higher long-term antibody persistence in European subjects. These 
differences could not be explained by the observed differences in cellular immune 
response. IMPORTANCE With no available licensed vaccines or therapies, the West 
African Ebola virus disease epidemic of 2014 to 2016 caused 11,310 deaths. 
Following this outbreak, the development of vaccines has been accelerated. 
Combining different vector-based vaccines as heterologous regimens could induce a 
durable immune response, assessed through antibody concentrations. Based on 
data from phase 1 trials in East Africa and Europe, the dynamics of the humoral 
immune response from 7 days after the boost immunization onwards were modeled 
to estimate the durability of the response and understand its variability. Antibody 
production is maintained by a population of long-lived cells. Estimation suggests that 
half of these cells can persist for at least 5 years in humans. Differences in prime-
boost vaccine regimens affect only the short-term immune response. Geographical 
differences in long-lived cell dynamics were inferred, with higher long-term antibody 
concentrations induced in European participants.  
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Zika 

      

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Pregnancy surveillance and Zika disease: a surveillance 
methodology proposal for a Zika vaccine efficacy trial.  
Source:  
Author: Coronel D, Rivas E, Ojeda J, Perroud AP, Zambrano B, Cortés M, Bernal 
LG, Áñez G, Kennedy S, Izquierdo-Bello Á, Sáfadi MA, Arredondo-García JL, 
Figueroa R, Pires P, Parra-Saavedra MA, Noriega F  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Surveillance for suspected or confirmed cases of specific 
diseases allows for the capturing and classification of such cases for the 
assessment of efficacy in vaccine clinical trials. In the case of Zika Virus Disease 
surveillance there are major limitations, mainly due to the poorly characterized 
disease epidemiology and burden of the disease. In this paper we propose a 
surveillance method for the detection and follow-up of ZIKV infection in pregnant 
women and their infants up to 1 year of age to be used in the context of a phase III 
vaccine efficacy study. Methods: A systematic review of the current validated 
national guidelines for Zika surveillance in pregnant women and newborns in three 
countries of Latin America (Brazil, Mexico and Colombia) and the USA was 
performed, including comparison. The guidelines of these four specific countries 
were taken into account because these were targeted for the efficacy trial. The 
analysis included a comparison between the documents and with those from other 
international and regional organizations (i.e. WHO-World Health Organization, CDC-
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention). A consensus Surveillance 
Methodology document was drafted and shared with clinical experts on the topic in 
the selected countries; the background of these experts included neuropediatrics, 
pediatric infectious diseases, obstetrics/gynecology and perinatology. Results: The 
group produced a proposal for a regional surveillance method for Zika virus disease 
for pregnant women and newborns that could be integrated into the assessment of 
cases for a vaccine efficacy phase III trial in Latin America, while being compliant 
with national and regional public health authorities’ guidelines. This document 
proposes parameters for the identification of probable Zika infection in pregnant 
women, ascertaining a probable Zika infection in the fetus and defines early findings 
of Congenital Zika Syndrome (CZS); for the follow-up of infants during the first year 
of life. Conclusions: Vaccine efficacy trials should have strong disease/infection 
surveillance methodologies in place that enables the demonstration of the efficacy or 
futility of the intervention. In the case of a Zika vaccine candidate efficacy phase III 

trial, it is important to have a clear suspected clinical case definition for the 
identification of the cases under surveillance, laboratory tests that allows for their 
confirmation, as well as specific surveillance methods for subgroups of interest such 
as pregnant women and their children. All these actions will increase the likelihood 
for assessing the efficacy of a Zika vaccine candidate to prevent infection and 
disease.  
 
     
 Zika virus infection three years after the microcephaly outbreak: 
A meeting report.  
Source: Revista da Sociedade Brasileira de Medicina Tropical. 2019; 52.  
Author: Martelli C.M.T., de Albuquerque M.F.P.M., de Souza W.V., Filho S.P.B.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Modelling an optimum vaccination strategy against ZIKA virus for 
outbreak use.  
Source: Epidemiology and infection. 2019 Jan 01; 147:e196.  
Author: Massad E., Coutinho F.A.B., Wilder-Smith A.  
 
Abstract: We present a model to optimise a vaccination campaign aiming to prevent 
or to curb a Zika virus outbreak. We show that the optimum vaccination strategy to 
reduce the number of cases by a mass vaccination campaign should start when the 
Aedes mosquitoes' density reaches the threshold of 1.5 mosquitoes per humans, the 
moment the reproduction number crosses one. The maximum time it is advisable to 
wait for the introduction of a vaccination campaign is when the first ZIKV case is 
identified, although this would not be as effective to minimise the number of 
infections as when the mosquitoes' density crosses the critical threshold. This 
suboptimum strategy, however, would still curb the outbreak. In both cases, the 
catch up strategy should aim to vaccinate at least 25% of the target population 
during a concentrated effort of 1 month immediately after identifying the threshold. 
This is the time taken to accumulate the herd immunity threshold of 56.5%. These 
calculations were done based on theoretical assumptions that vaccine 
implementation would be feasible within a very short time frame.  
 
     
 Understanding the relation between Zika virus infection during 
pregnancy and adverse fetal, infant and child outcomes: A 
protocol for a systematic review and individual participant data 
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meta-analysis of longitudinal studies of pregnant women and 
their infants and children.  
Source: BMJ Open. 2019 Jun 01; 9(6).  
Author: Wilder-Smith A., Wei Y., Araujo T.V.B.D., Vankerkhove M., Turchi Martelli 
C.M., Turchi M.D., Teixeira M., Tami A., Souza J., Sousa P., Soriano-Arandes A., 
Soria-Segarra C., Sanchez Clemente N., Rosenberger K.D., Reveiz L., Prata-
Barbosa A., Pomar L., Pela Rosado L.E., Perez F., Passos S.D., Nogueira M., Noel 
T.P., Moura Da Silva A., Moreira M.E., Morales I., Miranda Montoya M.C., Miranda-
Filho D.D.B., Maxwell L., Macpherson C.N.L., Low N., Lan Z., Labeaud A.D., 
Koopmans M., Kim C., Joao E., Jaenisch T., Hofer C.B., Gustafson P., Gerardin P., 
Ganz J.S., Dias A.C.F., Elias V., Duarte G., Debray T.P.A., Cafferata M.L., Buekens 
P., Broutet N., Brickley E.B., Brasil P., Brant F., Bethencourt S., Benedetti A., 
Avelino-Silva V.L., Ximenes R.A.D.A., Alves Da Cunha A., Alger J.  
 
Abstract: Introduction Zika virus (ZIKV) infection during pregnancy is a known cause 
of microcephaly and other congenital and developmental anomalies. In the absence 
of a ZIKV vaccine or prophylactics, principal investigators (PIs) and international 
leaders in ZIKV research have formed the ZIKV Individual Participant Data (IPD) 
Consortium to identify, collect and synthesise IPD from longitudinal studies of 
pregnant women that measure ZIKV infection during pregnancy and fetal, infant or 
child outcomes. Methods and analysis We will identify eligible studies through the 
ZIKV IPD Consortium membership and a systematic review and invite study PIs to 
participate in the IPD meta-analysis (IPD-MA). We will use the combined dataset to 
estimate the relative and absolute risk of congenital Zika syndrome (CZS), including 
microcephaly and late symptomatic congenital infections; identify and explore 
sources of heterogeneity in those estimates and develop and validate a risk 
prediction model to identify the pregnancies at the highest risk of CZS or adverse 
developmental outcomes. The variable accuracy of diagnostic assays and 
differences in exposure and outcome definitions means that included studies will 
have a higher level of systematic variability, a component of measurement error, 
than an IPD-MA of studies of an established pathogen. We will use expert testimony, 
existing internal and external diagnostic accuracy validation studies and laboratory 
external quality assessments to inform the distribution of measurement error in our 
models. We will apply both Bayesian and frequentist methods to directly account for 
these and other sources of uncertainty. Ethics and dissemination The IPD-MA was 
deemed exempt from ethical review. We will convene a group of patient advocates 
to evaluate the ethical implications and utility of the risk stratification tool. Findings 
from these analyses will be shared via national and international conferences and 
through publication in open access, peer-reviewed journals. Trial registration number 
PROSPERO International prospective register of systematic reviews 
(CRD42017068915).  

 
     
 Risk of Zika microcephaly correlates with features of maternal 
antibodies.  
Source: J Exp Med. 2019 Aug 14. pii: jem.20191061. doi: 10.1084/jem.20191061.  
Author: Robbiani DF, Olsen PC, Costa F, Wang Q, Oliveira TY, Nery N Jr, 
Aromolaran A, do Rosario MS, Sacramento GA, Cruz JS, Khouri R, Wunder EA Jr, 
Mattos A, de Paula Freitas B, Sarno M, Archanjo G, Daltro D, Carvalho GBS, 
Pimentel K, de Siqueira IC, de Almeida JRM, Henriques DF, Lima JA, Vasconcelos 
PFC, Schaefer-Babajew D, Azzopardi SA, Bozzacco L, Gazumyan A, Belfort R Jr, 
Alcantara AP, Carvalho G, Moreira L, Araujo K, Reis MG, Keesler RI, Coffey LL, 
Tisoncik-Go J, Gale M Jr, Rajagopal L, Adams Waldorf KM, Dudley DM, Simmons 
HA, Mejia A, O'Connor DH, Steinbach RJ, Haese N, Smith J, Lewis A, Colgin L, 
Roberts V, Frias A, Kelleher M, Hirsch A, Streblow DN, Rice CM, MacDonald MR, 
de Almeida ARP, Van Rompay KKA, Ko AI, Nussenzweig MC  
 
Abstract: Zika virus (ZIKV) infection during pregnancy causes congenital 
abnormalities, including microcephaly. However, rates vary widely, and the 
contributing risk factors remain unclear. We examined the serum antibody response 
to ZIKV and other flaviviruses in Brazilian women giving birth during the 2015-2016 
outbreak. Infected pregnancies with intermediate or higher ZIKV antibody 
enhancement titers were at increased risk to give birth to microcephalic infants 
compared with those with lower titers (P < 0.0001). Similarly, analysis of ZIKV-
infected pregnant macaques revealed that fetal brain damage was more frequent in 
mothers with higher enhancement titers. Thus, features of the maternal antibodies 
are associated with and may contribute to the genesis of ZIKV-associated 
microcephaly.  
 
     
 Efficient transplacental IgG transfer in women infected with Zika 
virus during pregnancy.  
Source: PLoS neglected tropical diseases. 2019 Aug 26; 13(8):e0007648.  
Author: Singh T., Lopez C.A., Giuberti C., Dennis M.L., Itell H.L., Heimsath H.J., 
Webster H.S., Roark H.K., Mercon de Vargas P.R., Hall A., Corey R.G., Swamy 
G.K., Dietze R., Lazear H.M., Permar S.R.  
 
Abstract: Zika virus (ZIKV) is a newly-identified infectious cause of congenital 
disease. Transplacental transfer of maternal IgG to the fetus plays an important role 
in preventing many neonatal infections. However, antibody transfer may also have 
negative consequences, such as mediating enhancement of flavivirus infections in 
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early life, or trafficking of virus immune complexes to the fetal compartment. ZIKV 
infection produces placental pathology which could lead to impaired IgG transfer 
efficiency as occurs in other maternal infections, such as HIV-1 and malaria. In this 
study, we asked whether ZIKV infection during pregnancy impairs transplacental 
transfer of IgG. We enrolled pregnant women with fever or rash in a prospective 
cohort in Vitoria, Brazil during the recent ZIKV epidemic. ZIKV and dengue virus 
(DENV)-specific IgG, ZIKV and DENV neutralizing antibodies, and routine vaccine 
antigen-specific IgG were measured in maternal samples collected around delivery 
and 20 paired cord blood samples. We concluded that 8 of these mothers were 
infected with ZIKV during pregnancy and 12 were ZIKV-uninfected. The magnitude 
of flavivirus-specific IgG, neutralizing antibody, and vaccine-elicited IgG were highly 
correlated between maternal plasma and infant cord blood in both ZIKV-infected and 
-uninfected mother-infant pairs. Moreover, there was no difference in the magnitude 
of plasma flavivirus-specific IgG levels between mothers and infants regardless of 
ZIKV infection status. Our data suggests that maternal ZIKV infection during 
pregnancy does not impair the efficiency of placental transfer of flavivirus-specific, 
functional, and vaccine-elicited IgG. These findings have implications for the 
neonatal outomes of maternal ZIKV infection and optimal administration of antibody-
based ZIKV vaccines and therapeutics.  
 
     
 Fatal Zika virus infection in the Americas: A systematic review.  
Source: International journal of infectious diseases : IJID : official publication of the 
International Society for Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 06;  
Author: Cardona-Ospina J.A., Henao-SanMartin V., Acevedo-Mendoza W.F., 
Nasner-Posso K.M., Martinez-Pulgarin D.F., Restrepo-Lopez A., Gallego-Valencia 
V., Collins M.H., Rodriguez-Morales A.J.  
 
Abstract: INTRODUCTION: While death due to ZIKV infection has also been 
described, reports of fatal cases have been infrequent, and no systematic reviews 
have been published. METHODS: We performed a systematic review of the 
literature in four databases to assess fatal outcomes of postnatal ZIKV infection and 
the available evidence that links ZIKV infection. RESULTS: 311 articles were 
retrieved, 20 of them were epidemiological reports from surveillance agencies and 
Ministries of Health. After screening by abstract and title, 59 articles were selected 
for full-text assessment. Of the 59, 35 were excluded with reasons, and 24 were 
finally included for qualitative analysis. We found a total of 51 reported deaths 
associated with ZIKV infection in nine countries, the majority (56.9%) was not related 
to Guillain-Barré syndrome. Cases from three countries accounted for 67.6% of the 
deaths. ZIKV infection in the majority (64.7%) of cases was laboratory-confirmed. 
DISCUSSION: ZIKV was not considered to be a dangerous, much less a lethal 

pathogen until very recently. However, an increasing number of fatalities have been 
published in the literature since the first death was reported in 2016. Additional 
research is needed to elucidate factors that may mediate the pathogenesis of 
severe, atypical and fatal disease.  
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Varicella - Zoster 

         
 The epidemiology of herpes zoster in the united states during the 
era of varicella and herpes zoster vaccines: Changing patterns 
among older adults.  
Source: Clinical Infectious Diseases. 2019; 69(2):341-344.  
Author: Harpaz R., Leung J.W.  
 
Abstract: Historic herpes zoster incidence trends in US adults have been hard to 
interpret. Using administrative databases, we extended previous descriptions of 
these trends through 2016. We observed an age-specific transition, with ongoing 
increases among younger adults but deceleration in older adults. The patterns are 
not readily explained.  
 
     
 Varicella zoster virus vaccines: An update.  
Source: ImmunoTargets and Therapy. 2019; 8:15-28.  
Author: Gabutti G., Bolognesi N., Sandri F., Florescu C., Stefanati A.  
 
Abstract: Varicella zoster virus (VZV) is the etiological agent of varicella, a highly 
infectious, self-limiting disease with serious complications. The decline in 
cellmediated immunity (CMI) that occurs with aging or immunodepression causes a 
reactivation of the latent VZV as herpes zoster (HZ). Prevention of VZV through 
varicella vaccination strategies allows to avoid the primary infection in newborns and 
susceptible subjects. Available monovalent and combined VZV vaccines are 
effective, safe and generally well tolerated. Universal varicella vaccination has 
significantly impacted on incidence, complications and deaths related to this 
disease. Prevention of HZ through vaccination is a priority to avoid the significant 
burden of its incidence and complications. Currently two HZ vaccines are available. 
The recombinant zoster vaccine (RZV), approved by the FDA in 2017 and Zoster 
Vaccine Live (ZVL) licensed in the United States by the FDA in 2006. The advisory 
committee on immunization practices (ACIP) preferentially recommends RZV. ZVL 
remains an option for prevention of HZ in immunocompetent adults aged ≥60 years, 
although the CMI tends to wane a few years after vaccination.  
 
     

 The epidemiology of herpes zoster in the united states during the 
era of varicella and herpes zoster vaccines: Changing patterns 
among children.  
Source: Clinical Infectious Diseases. 2019; 69(2):345-347.  
Author: Harpaz R., Leung J.W.  
 
Abstract: Varicella vaccination can have complex direct and indirect influences on 
the epidemiology of herpes zoster among children. We evaluated pediatric herpes 
zoster trends using administrative databases. The incidence has declined in a step-
wise pattern since the varicella vaccination program's introduction, suggesting that 
rates may eventually decline in the entire population.  
 
     
 Safety and efficacy of inactivated varicella zoster virus vaccine in 
immunocompromised patients with malignancies: a two-arm, 
randomised, double-blind, phase 3 trial.  
Source: The Lancet. Infectious diseases. 2019 Aug 06;  
Author: Mullane K.M., Morrison V.A., Camacho L.H., Arvin A., McNeil S.A., Durrand 
J., Campbell B., Su S.-C., Chan I.S.F., Parrino J., Kaplan S.S., Popmihajlov Z., 
Annunziato P.W.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Patients who are immunocompromised because of 
malignancy have an increased risk of herpes zoster and herpes zoster-related 
complications. We aimed to investigate the efficacy and safety of an inactivated 
varicella zoster virus (VZV) vaccine for herpes zoster prevention in patients with 
solid tumour or haematological malignancies. METHODS: This phase 3, two-arm, 
randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicentre trial with an adaptive 
design was done in 329 centres across 40 countries. The trial included adult patients 
with solid tumour malignancies receiving chemotherapy and those with 
haematological malignancies, either receiving or not receiving chemotherapy. 
Patients were randomly assigned (1:1) to receive four doses of VZV vaccine 
inactivated by γ irradiation or placebo approximately 30 days apart. The patients, 
investigators, trial site staff, clinical adjudication committee, and sponsor's clinical 
and laboratory personnel were masked to the group assignment. The primary 
efficacy endpoint was herpes zoster incidence in patients with solid tumour 
malignancies receiving chemotherapy, which was assessed in the modified 
intention-to-treat population (defined as all randomly assigned patients who received 
at least one dose of inactivated VZV vaccine or placebo). The primary safety 
endpoint was serious adverse events up to 28 days after the fourth dose in patients 
with solid tumour malignancies receiving chemotherapy. Safety endpoints were 
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assessed in all patients who received at least one dose of inactivated VZV vaccine 
or placebo and had follow-up data. This trial is registered (NCT01254630 and 
EudraCT 2010-023156-89). FINDINGS: Between June 27, 2011, and April 11, 2017, 
5286 patients were randomly assigned to receive VZV vaccine inactivated by γ 
irradiation (n=2637) or placebo (n=2649). The haematological malignancy arm was 
terminated early because of evidence of futility at a planned interim analysis; 
therefore, all prespecified haematological malignancy endpoints were deemed 
exploratory. In patients with solid tumour malignancies in the modified intention-to-
treat population, confirmed herpes zoster occurred in 22 of 1328 (6·7 per 1000 
person-years) VZV vaccine recipients and in 61 of 1350 (18·5 per 1000 person-
years) placebo recipients. Estimated vaccine efficacy against herpes zoster in 
patients with solid tumour malignancies was 63·6% (97·5% CI 36·4 to 79·1), 
meeting the prespecified success criterion. In patients with solid tumour 
malignancies, serious adverse events were similar in frequency across treatment 
groups, occurring in 298 (22·5%) of 1322 patients who received the vaccine and in 
283 (21·0%) of 1346 patients who received placebo (risk difference 1·5%, 95% CI -
1·7 to 4·6). Vaccine-related serious adverse events were less than 1% in each 
treatment group. Vaccine-related injection-site reactions were more common in the 
vaccine group than in the placebo group. In the haematological malignancy group, 
VZV vaccine was well tolerated and estimated vaccine efficacy against herpes 
zoster was 16·8% (95% CI -17·8 to 41·3). INTERPRETATION: The inactivated VZV 
vaccine was well tolerated and efficacious for herpes zoster prevention in patients 
with solid tumour malignancies receiving chemotherapy, but was not efficacious for 
herpes zoster prevention in patients with haematological malignancies. FUNDING: 
Merck & Co, Inc.  
 
     
 Varicella zoster virus vaccine in patients with haematological 
malignancies.  
Source: The Lancet Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 01; 19(9):921-922.  
Author: Ljungman P.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Transmission of Vaccine-Strain Varicella-Zoster Virus: A 
Systematic Review.  
Source: Pediatrics. 2019 Sep 01; 144(3).  
Author: Marin M., Leung J., Gershon A.A.  

 
Abstract: CONTEXT: Live vaccines usually provide robust immunity but can transmit 
the vaccine virus. OBJECTIVE: To assess the characteristics of secondary 
transmission of the vaccine-strain varicella-zoster virus (Oka strain; vOka) on the 
basis of the published experience with use of live varicella and zoster vaccines. 
DATA SOURCES: Systematic review of Medline, Embase, the Cochrane Library, 
Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, and Scopus databases for 
articles published through 2018. STUDY SELECTION: Articles that reported original 
data on vOka transmission from persons who received vaccines containing the live 
attenuated varicella-zoster virus. DATA EXTRACTION: We abstracted data to 
describe vOka transmission by index patient's immune status, type (varicella or 
herpes zoster) and severity of illness, and whether transmission was laboratory 
confirmed. RESULTS: Twenty articles were included. We identified 13 patients with 
vOka varicella after transmission from 11 immunocompetent varicella vaccine 
recipients. In all instances, the vaccine recipient had a rash: 6 varicella-like and 5 
herpes zoster. Transmission occurred mostly to household contacts. One additional 
case was not considered direct transmission from a vaccine recipient, but the 
mechanism was uncertain. Transmission from vaccinated immunocompromised 
children also occurred only if the vaccine recipient developed a rash 
postvaccination. Secondary cases of varicella caused by vOka were mild. 
LIMITATIONS: It is likely that other vOka transmission cases remain unpublished. 
CONCLUSIONS: Healthy, vaccinated persons have minimal risk for transmitting 
vOka to contacts and only if a rash is present. Our findings support the existing 
recommendations for routine varicella vaccination and the guidance that persons 
with vaccine-related rash avoid contact with susceptible persons at high risk for 
severe varicella complications.  
 
     
 Varicella outbreak trends in school settings during the voluntary 
single-dose era from 2006 to 2017 in Shanghai, China.  
Source: International journal of infectious diseases : IJID : official publication of the 
International Society for Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 12;  
Author: Wu Q.-S., Wang X., Liu J.-Y., Chen Y.-F., Zhou Q., Wang Y., Sha J., Xuan 
Z.-L., Zhang L.-W., Yan L., Hu Y.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVES: To investigate varicella outbreak trends among 
schoolchildren during the voluntary single-dose varicella vaccine (VarV) era in 
Shanghai, China. METHODS: Trends in school varicella outbreaks from 2006 to 
2017 were assessed using joinpoint regression models. The impacts of changes in 
single-dose VarV coverage among schoolchildren and implementation of post-
exposure prophylaxis (PEP) strategies on outbreak trends were further analyzed. 
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RESULTS: In total, 265 varicella outbreaks involving 3,263 cases were reported in 
Shanghai from 2006 to 2017. The number of outbreaks showed an increasing trend 
from 2006 to 2017 (t = 2.62, p = 0.026), especially in kindergartens. The proportion of 
breakthrough varicella cases among all outbreak-related cases showed an 
increasing trend from 30.4% in 2008 to 85.7% in 2017 (t = 7.45, p < 0.001). Single-
dose VarV coverage among schoolchildren was 88.1%, and showed a significant 
increase from the 1996 to the 2008 birth cohorts, followed by a non-significant 
decline from the 2008 to the 2014 birth cohorts. During school outbreaks in which 
PEP campaigns were conducted, the varicella attack rate was significantly lower 
than those in outbreaks without PEP campaigns (1.2% vs. 1.4%; χ2 = 23.35, 
p < 0.001). CONCLUSIONS: Even with high coverage, single-dose VarV is 
insufficient to prevent school outbreaks. Administration of VarV as PEP is an 
appropriate intervention for varicella outbreak control prior to implementing a two-
dose VarV schedule.  
 
     
 Disseminated varicella zoster virus infection after vaccination 
with a live attenuated vaccine.  
Source: CMAJ : Canadian Medical Association journal = journal de l'Association 
medicale canadienne. 2019 Sep 16; 191(37):E1025-E1027.  
Author: Dubey V., MacFadden D.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Effectiveness and failure rate of the varicella vaccine in an 
outbreak in Jiangsu, China: a 1:2 matched case-control study.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Sep 17;  
Author: Wang Y., Zhang L., Sun X., Cao Y., Wang Z., Liu L., Xu Y., Zhou M., Liu Y.  
 
Abstract: Background: The varicella vaccine is not included in the national childhood 
immunization schedules in China, although one-dose varicella vaccine has been 
suggested for susceptible children aged 1-12 years in Jiangsu Province. However, 
varicella epidemics and outbreaks are frequently reported. We investigated a 
varicella outbreak in an elementary school to explore the risk factors for varicella 
transmission and vaccine failure. Methods: A 1:2 matched case-control study was 
carried out. Participant data were collected with standardized questionnaires. For 
each case, we enrolled two controls: a subject with high exposure in the same 
classroom as the case and a subject with low exposure in a different classroom. 
Data regarding vaccination status and medical and exposure histories were 

analysed. Results: Fifty-one cases were reported during the outbreak; 26 cases 
(51%) were breakthrough varicella. Varicella vaccine immunization history (P<0.001, 
OR=0.19, 95% CI=0.08-0.45) and the presence of siblings (P=0.037, OR=0.45, 95% 
CI=0.21-0.95) were protective factors in preventing varicella infection. Contact with 
varicella patients increased the risk of varicella infection (P=0.028, OR=3.39, 95% 
CI=1.14-10.09). Breakthrough varicella cases tended to present a milder rash 
(P=0.049), fewer complications (P=0.02), fewer rash sites (P=0.02) and a shorter 
duration of active lesions (P=0.001). One pneumonia case and one encephalitis 
case were reported in breakthrough cases. Age <15 months at the time of 
vaccination increased the risk of breakthrough varicella (P=0.012). The adjusted 
vaccine effectiveness was 81%. Conclusions: One-dose varicella vaccine is effective 
at alleviating clinical manifestations. The moderate coverage provided by one dose 
cannot prevent varicella outbreaks, and vaccination after 15 months of age should 
be considered in the immunization schedule; a two-dose strategy is highly 
recommended.  
 
     
 Reliability of direct varicella zoster virus loop-mediated 
isothermal amplification method for rapid diagnosis of 
breakthrough varicella.  
Source: Journal of Clinical Virology. 2019 Oct 01; 119:53-58.  
Author: Higashimoto Y., Kawamura Y., Kuboshiki A., Hattori F., Miura H., Nishimura 
N., Ozaki T., Ihira M., Yoshikawa T.  
 
Abstract: Background: Since patients with breakthrough varicella (BV) have mild 
symptoms, clinical diagnosis is difficult. In high vaccine coverage area, as BV occurs 
sporadically, point of care test is required for controlling varicella outbreak. In this 
study, the reliability of varicella zoster virus (VZV)-loop mediated isothermal 
amplification (LAMP) was evaluated for the rapid diagnosis of BV. Study design: A 
total of 328 swab samples collected from patients with suspected varicella were 
analyzed. For the laboratory diagnosis of varicella, VZV real-time PCR was carried 
out using DNA extracted from swab samples. Swab samples without DNA extraction 
were used for VZV-LAMP(direct-LAMP). Results: VZV infection was diagnosed by 
real-time PCR in 285 cases, including 105 natural varicella cases and 180 BV cases. 
VZV DNA was detected in 250 (87.8%) of the 285 cases by direct-LAMP. The 
presence and duration of fever, number of skin eruptions, and VZV DNA load were 
significantly lower in BV than natural varicella. The sensitivity of direct-LAMP for the 
diagnosis of varicella and BV was 93.3% and 84.4%, respectively. Conclusions: 
Direct LAMP was considered to be useful for rapid diagnosis of BV as it has several 
advantages such as low cost, ease and rapidity, as compared to real time PCR.  
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 VZV-specific cell-mediated immunity, but not humoral immunity, 
correlates inversely with the incidence of herpes zoster and the 
severity of skin symptoms and zoster-associated pain: The SHEZ 
study.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Asada H.  
 
Abstract: Onset of herpes zoster (HZ) is thought to be related to a decline in cell-
mediated immunity (CMI). However, until recently, there have been no large-scale 
prospective studies on the relationship between varicella-zoster virus (VZV)-specific 
CMI and the onset and severity of HZ. The Japanese researchers conducted a 
cohort study on VZV immunity in a population living on an island cluster, Shozu 
County in Japan, and examined the people who developed HZ during a follow-up 
period of three years to clarify the relationship between the onset and severity of HZ 
and immunity. In this study, they focused on the relationship between cell-mediated 
and humoral immunity and the onset and severity of HZ. CMI was measured by VZV 
skin test, and humoral immunity was assessed with serological tests for VZV-specific 
antibodies. A total of 12,522 people over the age of 50 were enrolled in this study, 
and 401 registrants were diagnosed as HZ. VZV-specific CMI assessed by VZV skin 
test showed a significant inverse relationship with the incidence of HZ and the 
severity of skin lesions and acute and subacute pain, and with the occurrence of 
postherpetic neuralgia. In contrast, VZV-specific antibody titer was not associated 
with the incidence and severity of HZ. These results suggest that VZV-specific CMI, 
but not humoral immunity, plays a key role in controlling the onset of HZ, the severity 
of skin lesions, and zoster-associated pain.  
 
     
 Efficacy of the adjuvanted recombinant zoster vaccine (RZV) by 
sex, geographic region, and geographic ancestry/ethnicity: A 
post-hoc analysis of the ZOE-50 and ZOE-70 randomized trials.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Willer D.O., Oostvogels L., Cunningham A.L., Gervais P., Gorfinkel I., Hyung 
Kim J., Talarico C., Wascotte V., Zahaf T., Colindres R., Schuind A.  
 
Abstract: Background: Herpes zoster (HZ) risk appears to vary by sex and 
geographic ancestry/ethnicity. Methods: In 2 randomized clinical trials, participants 
received 2 doses of adjuvanted recombinant zoster vaccine (RZV) or placebo 
intramuscularly, 2 months apart. In this post-hoc analysis, we investigate efficacy of 

RZV against HZ and postherpetic neuralgia (PHN) by sex, geographic region, and 
geographic ancestry/ethnicity in ≥50-year-olds (ZOE-50: NCT01165177) and ≥70-
year-olds (pooled data from ZOE-50 and ZOE-70: NCT01165229). Results: Vaccine 
efficacy against HZ or PHN was similar in women and men. Across geographic 
regions, efficacy against HZ ranged between 95.7 and 97.2% in ≥50-year-olds, and 
between 87.3% and 95.1% in ≥70-year-olds; efficacy against PHN ranged between 
86.8 and 100% in ≥70-year-olds. Across ancestral/ethnic groups, efficacy ranged 
between 88.1 and 100% against HZ and between 65.9 and 100% against PHN in 
≥70-year-olds. Conclusions: While the ZOE-50/70 studies were not powered or pre-
designed for these post-hoc analyses, RZV appears efficacious against HZ and PHN 
irrespective of sex, region, or geographic ancestry/ethnicity.  
 
     
 Clinical Efficacy of Pretransplant Vaccination for Preventing 
Herpes Zoster After Living Donor Liver Transplantation in 
Recipients Age 50 Years and Older.  
Source: Annals of transplantation. 2019 Apr 17; 24:208-213.  
Author: Cho C.W., Kim J.M., Choi G.-S., Joh J.-W.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND There have been no reports concerning the efficacy of 
pretransplant herpes zoster (HZ) vaccination following living donor liver 
transplantation (LDLT). MATERIAL AND METHODS From January 2013 to May 
2016, 24 patients age 50 years and older received vaccination of HZ prior to 
transplantation and underwent LDLT at a single institution. We compared this to the 
1-year HZ incidence of unvaccinated recipients (N=180) who underwent LDLT in the 
same time period. RESULTS For general characteristics, the MELD scores 
(p<0.001) and CTP grades (p=0.007) of the vaccinated group were significantly 
lower than those of the unvaccinated group. In Kaplan-Meier analysis, the 1-year HZ 
incidence rates of the vaccinated and unvaccinated groups were 2 (8.7%) and 16 
(9.9%) cases, respectively (p=0.883). In the subgroup aged 50-59 years, 2 
vaccinated recipients had HZ after LDLT. However, in the subgroup aged 60 years 
and older, no vaccinated recipients had HZ after LDLT. Multivariate analysis showed 
the independent risk factor for HZ after LDLT was use of mycophenolate mofetil 
(MMF; hazard ratio [HR]=3.00; p=0.041). CONCLUSIONS The efficacy of 
pretransplant vaccination for preventing HZ was not apparent in our study. A large 
prospective study is needed to determine the indications for pretransplant HZ 
vaccination according to age group and to evaluate the efficacy of HZ vaccination 
after LDLT.  
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 One shingle at a time: The importance of improving zoster 
vaccination rates in the IBD population.  
Source: American Journal of Gastroenterology. 2019 Jul 01; 114(Supplement 1):S5-
S6.  
Author: Nadeem T., Adam G., Daniel S., Lindsay C., Tina B., Rahma A., Sarah T., 
Marie B.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Patients with Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), 
especially those on immunosuppressants or biologics, are at increased risk for 
Herpes Zoster (HZ). While the CDC recommends that adults greater than or equal to 
50 years be vaccinated with recombinant zoster vaccine, it is especially important for 
IBD patients who can have more frequent and severe complications. In addition, it 
has been suggested that HZ may occur at a younger age in IBD patients. However, 
physician adherence to these guidelines and the rate of HZ vaccination is unclear. 
This study investigated the rate of HZ vaccination and immunization documentation 
with respect to current guidelines among IBD patients at a university medical center. 
METHODS: A retrospective chart review evaluating all IBD patients seen in the 
gastroenterology clinic of a university medical center throughout a 5-year period was 
performed. Patient age, gender, IBD diagnosis, overall vaccination documentation, 
and HZ vaccination status were recorded and a database was generated using 
Microsoft Excel. Statistical analysis was performed using Fisher's Exact Test with 
significance set at P < 0.05. The study was approved by the IRB. RESULTS: 393 
IBD patients were analyzed. 279 (71.0%) had Ulcerative Colitis (UC), 96 (24.4%) 
had Crohn's disease (CD), 7 (1.8%) with unspecified colitis, and 11 (2.8%) had 
microscopic colitis. There were 175 men and 218 women, with mean age of 44.4 
(age range: 20-82). 135 (34.4%) of patients were >50 years old. 195 patients 
(49.6%) had a documented vaccination history of any kind. 17 of 393 (4.33%) 
patients had a documented varicella-zoster vaccine (VZV) with an average age of 
vaccination of 60.35 years (age range: 25-73). There was no significant difference in 
the rate of VZV between men and women (P = 0.327). Ulcerative colitis patients 
were vaccinated at a significantly higher rate when compared to those with Crohn's 
disease (P = 0.0016) and microscopic colitis (P = 0.0001). CONCLUSION(S): 
Although patients with IBD have an increased susceptibility of HZ outbreaks due to 
immunosuppressant therapy and factors intrinsic to the disease itself, this study 
revealed that patients are infrequently recommended the VZV despite current 
guidelines. While this study may be limited based upon single institutional design 
and reliance on documentation, it is important that all vaccination recommendations, 
history of immunization and administration of vaccines are documented in the 
medical record. While over one third of the patients in our cohort were greater than 
50 years of age, vaccination rates were modest. In IBD patients younger than 50 
years, HZ immunization may have been limited based upon insurance coverage. 

This study supports the need for increased efforts to administer HZ vaccines in IBD 
patients and consider earlier administration in at risk IBD patients less than 50 in 
effort to reduce morbidity and optimize patient outcomes.  
 
     
 Immunosuppressive therapy in inflammatory bowel disease 
patients is associated with reactivation of Herpes Zoster: A 
tertiary center experience.  
Source: American Journal of Gastroenterology. 2019 Jul 01; 114(Supplement 
1):S18.  
Author: Sujaata D., Dejan M., David R.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Herpes Zoster (HZ), also known as shingles, is the 
reactivation of the varicella zoster virus (VZV). The incidence of HZ is 4 per 1,000 
person-years. Though HZ can occur at any age and in any population, the incidence 
increases with age and is up to ten times higher in immunocompromised patients. 
Vaccine guidelines for inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients on 
immunosuppressive therapy recommend obtaining age appropriate non-live 
attenuated vaccinations while strongly considering risks and benefits when 
administering the live-attenuated vaccines. Currently, CDC guidelines recommend 
the new non-live HZ vaccine, Shingrix, in patients over the age of 50. As this is a 
non-live vaccine it is safe to administer in patients on immunosuppressive therapy. 
The purpose of our study was to identify risk factors associated with the 
development of HZ among IBD patients. METHODS: Using our institution's 
electronic research data warehouse, we performed a casecontrol study including 
IBD patients enrolled in the prospectively maintained IBD patient database at the 
University of Chicago IBD Center between January 1, 2005 and January 1, 2017. 
Controls included individuals presenting to the general gastroenterology and 
hepatology clinics. The diagnosis of HZ was identified using ICD codes (053.9, 
053.19, B029, B028) and documentation of a characteristic rash at the 
corresponding clinic visit. Demographic variables, disease-related and therapy-
related factors including HZ vaccination were recorded. Data were analyzed using 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test for continuous variables and Fischer's exact test for 
dichotomous variables. RESULTS: We identified 88 unique patients encounters (57 
IBD, 34 non-IBD) with a diagnosis of HZ. The non-IBD controls primarily included 
individuals with a history of liver disease (n = 21). The IBD patients were 
predominantly Caucasian (80%) and of younger age when compared to the control 
population (P < 0.001). Among the 57 IBD patients, 20 (35%) had active disease 
and 51 (89%) were on active immunosuppression. There were no other statistically 
significant demographic features between the groups with regards to active smoking 
or prior HZ vaccination. Only 6 (19%) IBD patients who were over the age of 50 
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were vaccinated. IBD patients were more likely to be on active immunosuppression 
or have a history of immunosuppression (P < 0.001) compared to controls. Despite a 
high level of active disease and immunosuppression, IBD patients had higher 
albumin and hemoglobin levels compared to the controls. Following the onset of HZ, 
there was no significant difference in the onset of postherpetic neuralgia. 
CONCLUSION(S): Active immunosuppression in IBD patients is a risk for HZ, but no 
other variables were identified. The disease course with respect to development of 
post-herpetic neuralgia is not different compared to controls. Only a small number of 
eligible patients received vaccination for HZ and none of these developed HZ. 
Further studies should identify independent risk factors for vaccination or expand the 
eligibility of vaccination to larger cohorts of patients in order to prevent the onset of 
HZ.  
 
     
 Effect of Recombinant Zoster Vaccine on Incidence of Herpes 
Zoster after Autologous Stem Cell Transplantation: A Randomized 
Clinical Trial.  
Source: JAMA - Journal of the American Medical Association. 2019 Jul 09; 
322(2):123-133.  
Author: Bastidas A., De La Serna J., El Idrissi M., Oostvogels L., Quittet P., Lopez-
Jimenez J., Vural F., Pohlreich D., Zuckerman T., Issa N.C., Gaidano G., Lee J.-J., 
Abhyankar S., Solano C., Perez De Oteyza J., Satlin M.J., Schwartz S., Campins M., 
Rocci A., Vallejo Llamas C., Lee D.-G., Tan S.M., Johnston A.M., Grigg A., Boeckh 
M.J., Campora L., Lopez-Fauqued M., Heineman T.C., Stadtmauer E.A., Sullivan 
K.M.  
 
Abstract: Importance: Herpes zoster, a frequent complication following autologous 
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT), is associated with significant 
morbidity. A nonlive adjuvanted recombinant zoster vaccine has been developed to 
prevent posttransplantation zoster. Objective: To assess the efficacy and adverse 
event profile of the recombinant zoster vaccine in immunocompromised autologous 
HSCT recipients. Design, Setting, and Participants: Phase 3, randomized, observer-
blinded study conducted in 167 centers in 28 countries between July 13, 2012, and 
February 1, 2017, among 1846 patients aged 18 years or older who had undergone 
recent autologous HSCT. Interventions: Participants were randomized to receive 2 
doses of either recombinant zoster vaccine (n = 922) or placebo (n = 924) 
administered into the deltoid muscle; the first dose was given 50 to 70 days after 
transplantation and the second dose 1 to 2 months thereafter. Main Outcomes and 
Measures: The primary end point was occurrence of confirmed herpes zoster cases. 
Results: Among 1846 autologous HSCT recipients (mean age, 55 years; 688 [37%] 
women) who received 1 vaccine or placebo dose, 1735 (94%) received a second 

dose and 1366 (74%) completed the study. During the 21-month median follow-up, 
at least 1 herpes zoster episode was confirmed in 49 vaccine and 135 placebo 
recipients (incidence, 30 and 94 per 1000 person-years, respectively), an incidence 
rate ratio (IRR) of 0.32 (95% CI, 0.22-0.44; P <.001), equivalent to 68.2% vaccine 
efficacy. Of 8 secondary end points, 3 showed significant reductions in incidence of 
postherpetic neuralgia (vaccine, n=1; placebo, n=9; IRR, 0.1; 95% CI, 0.00-0.78; P 
=.02) and of other prespecified herpes zoster-related complications (vaccine, n=3; 
placebo, n=13; IRR, 0.22; 95% CI, 0.04-0.81; P =.02) and in duration of severe 
worst herpes zoster-associated pain (vaccine, 892.0 days; placebo, 6275.0 days; 
hazard ratio, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.42-0.89; P =.01). Five secondary objectives were 
descriptive. Injection site reactions were recorded in 86% of vaccine and 10% of 
placebo recipients, of which pain was the most common, occurring in 84% of 
vaccine recipients (grade 3: 11%). Unsolicited and serious adverse events, 
potentially immune-mediated diseases, and underlying disease relapses were 
similar between groups at all time points. Conclusions and Relevance: Among adults 
who had undergone autologous HSCT, a 2-dose course of recombinant zoster 
vaccine compared with placebo significantly reduced the incidence of herpes zoster 
over a median follow-up of 21 months. Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: 
NCT01610414.  
 
     
 Monitoring of adverse events following zoster vaccine (Shingrix) 
in department of veterans affairs.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):386-387.  
Author: Hur K., Pandey L., Thakkar B., Zhang R., Eskridge M., Salone C., Glassman 
P., Good C., Cunningham F.  
 
Abstract: Background: In October 2017, a new zoster vaccine (Shingrix) was 
approved for the prevention of shingles in adults aged ≥50 years by the US Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA). Shingrix is a non-live vaccine to be administered 
intramuscularly in two doses separated by 2 to 6 months. Shingrix like other 
vaccines has the potential to cause adverse events (AE). The Department of 
Veterans Affairs implemented a pilot project to track the utilization of Shingrix and 
potential AEs in Veteran patients. Objectives: The objective of this rapid cycle 
analysis of Shingrix is to track utilization of both doses and monitor pre-specified 
adverse events (AEs) following Shingrix in a near-real time setting. Methods: 
Patients who received Shingrix were identified in Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW) 
based on the name of vaccine and by procedure codes (90750) from January 2018 
to December 2018. Both ICD- 9 and ICD-10 codes only were used to identify AEs 
following the initiation of Shingrix and the calculation of historical rates based on 
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patients who received Zostavax from 2006 to September 31, 2017. Pre-specified 
AEs include anaphylaxis, polymyalgia rheumatica, rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis, 
autoimmune thyroiditis, multiple sclerosis, Guillain Barre Syndrome, idiopathic 
thrombocytopenia, optic neuritis, inflammatory bowel diseases, Still's disease adult 
onset, leukocytoclastic vasculitis, gout, temporal arteritis, and optic ischemic 
neuropathy. The Poisson-based maximized sequential probability ratio test 
(MaxSPRT) was applied. Results: Approximately, 293 K patients received one dose 
of Shingrix in 2018. Of these, 133 K (45%) received a second dose, and 55 K (19%) 
did not receive a second dose within 7 months. Approximately 70% were aged 
between 60 and 79 years old and 94% were male. By December 31, 2018, the most 
commonly observed AE was gout (270) followed by psoriasis (88). For each AE, the 
observed number of AEs was compared with the expected number of AEs based on 
the historical background rate. There were 10 observed cases of leukocytoclastic 
vasculitis compared to 5.0 expected but test statistics did not exceed a threshold. 
The observed rate of rheumatoid arthritis in patients who did not receive a second 
dose was higher than those who received second dose (4.8 vs 1.8 per 10000 
patients, p < = 0.001). Conclusions: VA used weekly data to rapidly detect pre-
specified AEs following administration of Shingrix. No signal was generated for any 
of the pre-specified AEs as of Dec. 2018. To date rheumatoid arthritis appeared to 
occur more often in patients who did not receive a second dose but further 
investigation and chart validation is needed.  
 
     
 Impact of the publicly funded herpes zoster immunization 
program on burden of disease in Ontario, Canada.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):411.  
Author: Tadrous M., McCormack D., Martins D., Gomes T., Kwong J., Buchan S., 
Antoniou T.  
 
Abstract: Background: Herpes zoster (shingles) infections are associated with 
considerable morbidity and healthcare costs. In September 2009, a live, attenuated 
herpes zoster (HZ) vaccine (Zostravax) became available in Canada. This was 
subsequently provided free of charge to all Ontario residents aged 65 to 70 through 
a publicly-funded immunization program commencing in September 2016. 
Objectives: To examine the impact of the HZ vaccine availability and Ontario's 
immunization program on HZ incidence and associated health service use in 
Ontario. Methods: We conducted a population-based time-series analysis among 
Ontarians aged 65 to 70, between January 2005 and June 2018. We report monthly 
rates of herpes zoster incidence, defined as 1) physician visit for HZ with a HZ 
antiviral prescription dispensed within +/- 5 days, or 2) emergency department (ED) 

visit or hospitalization for HZ. Secondary outcomes included monthly rates of HZ 
related ED visits and hospitalizations. We stratified outcomes by sex, income quintile 
and rural/urban residence. We used interventional autoregressive integrated moving 
average (ARIMA) models to examine the impact of the HZ vaccine availability and 
Ontario's immunization program on our outcomes. Results: The availability of a 
herpes zoster vaccine did not significantly impact trends of incidence or related 
hospitalizations among Ontarians aged 65 to 70 (p = 0.43 and p = 0.97, 
respectively). In contrast, the subsequent implementation of Ontario's immunization 
program significantly reduced the rate of incidence among our population by 25.3% 
between August 2016 and June 2018 (p < 0.01; from 4.8 to 3.6 individuals per 
10,000 population). The rate of ED visits and hospitalizations for herpes zoster were 
relatively stable between January 2005 and August 2016, but significantly 
decreased following Ontario's immunization program by 36.2% (p < 0.02; from 1.7 to 
1.1 hospitalizations per 10,000 population between August 2016 and June 2018). 
Findings were consistent when stratified by sex, income quintile and rural/urban 
residence. Conclusions: Ontario's publicly-funded immunization program for herpes 
zoster led to significant reductions in the incidence of disease and related 
hospitalizations among individuals aged 65 to 70 in the province. Our future work will 
evaluate the cost savings associated with the reduction in herpes zoster-related 
health service use.  
 
     
 Recombinant zoster vaccine significantly reduces the impact on 
quality of life caused by herpes zoster in adult autologous 
hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients: a randomized 
placebo-controlled trial (ZOE-HSCT)  
Source: Biology of blood and marrow transplantation : journal of the American 
Society for Blood and Marrow Transplantation. 2019 Aug 05;  
Author: Curran D., Matthews S., Rowley S.D., Young J.-A.H., Bastidas A., 
Anagnostopoulos A., Barista I., Chandrasekar P.H., Dickinson M., Idrissi M.E., 
Heras I., Milliken S.T., Coll J.M., Matilla M.B.N., Oostvogels L., Piatkowska-Jakubas 
B., Quiel D., Sabry W., Schwartz S., Selleslag D.L.D., Sullivan K.M., Theunissen K., 
Yegin Z.A., Yeh S.-P., Zaja F., Szer J.  
 
Abstract: Herpes zoster (HZ) can have a substantial impact on quality of life (QoL). 
The vaccine efficacy (VE) of a recombinant zoster vaccine (RZV) was 68.2% 
(95%CI: 55.6-77.5) in a phase 3 study in adult autologous hematopoietic stem cell 
transplant (HSCT) recipients (NCT01610414). Herein, we report the impact of RZV 
on patients' QoL. Autologous HSCT recipients were randomized 1:1 to receive 2 
doses of RZV or placebo, given 1-2 months apart. QoL was measured by the Short-
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Form health survey and Euro-QoL-5 Dimension at baseline, 1-month and 1-year 
post-dose 2, and during suspected HZ episodes with the Zoster Brief Pain Inventory 
(ZBPI). The RZV impact on ZBPI burden of Illness and burden of Interference 
Scores was estimated. The two scores were calculated from the area under the 
curve (Days 0-182) of the ZBPI Worst Pain and ZBPI Activities of Daily Living 
Scores, respectively, assuming a score of 0 for patients not having a confirmed HZ 
episode. The ZBPI maximum Worst Pain Score was significantly lower in the RZV 
than placebo group (mean: 5.8 vs. 7.1, p= 0.011). Consequently, the VE estimates 
for HZ burden of Illness (82.5%, 95%CI: 73.6-91.4) and burden of Interference 
(82.8%, 95%CI: 73.3-92.3) were higher than the HZ VE estimate (i.e. 68.2%). RZV 
showed significantly better QoL scores than placebo one week following rash-onset 
among patients with confirmed HZ. In addition to reducing the risk of HZ and its 
complications, RZV significantly reduced the impact of HZ on patient's QoL in those 
who developed breakthrough disease.  
 
     
 Immunogenicity and safety of the adjuvanted recombinant zoster 
vaccine in adults with haematological malignancies: a phase 3, 
randomised, clinical trial and post-hoc efficacy analysis.  
Source: The Lancet. Infectious diseases. 2019 Aug 06;  
Author: Dagnew A.F., Ilhan O., Lee W.-S., Woszczyk D., Kwak J.-Y., Bowcock S., 
Sohn S.K., Rodriguez Macias G., Chiou T.-J., Quiel D., Aoun M., Navarro Matilla 
M.B., de la Serna J., Milliken S., Murphy J., McNeil S.A., Salaun B., Di Paolo E., 
Campora L., Lopez-Fauqued M., El Idrissi M., Schuind A., Heineman T.C., Van den 
Steen P., Oostvogels L.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The adjuvanted recombinant zoster vaccine (Shingrix) 
can prevent herpes zoster in older adults and autologous haemopoietic stem cell 
transplant recipients. We evaluated the safety and immunogenicity of this vaccine in 
adults with haematological malignancies receiving immunosuppressive cancer 
treatments. METHODS: In this phase 3, randomised, observer-blind, placebo-
controlled study, done at 77 centres worldwide, we randomly assigned (1:1) patients 
with haematological malignancies aged 18 years and older to receive two doses of 
the adjuvanted recombinant zoster vaccine or placebo 1-2 months apart during or 
after immunosuppressive cancer treatments, and stratified participants according to 
their underlying diseases. The co-primary objectives of the study were the evaluation 
of safety and reactogenicity of the adjuvanted recombinant zoster vaccine compared 
with placebo from the first vaccination up to 30 days after last vaccination in all 
participants; evaluation of the proportion of participants with a vaccine response in 
terms of anti-glycoprotein E humoral immune response to the adjuvanted 
recombinant zoster vaccine at month 2 in all participants, excluding those with non-

Hodgkin B-cell lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukaemia; and evaluation of the 
anti-glycoprotein E humoral immune responses to the vaccine compared with 
placebo at month 2 in all participants, excluding those with non-Hodgkin B-cell 
lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukaemia. We assessed immunogenicity in the 
per-protocol cohort for immunogenicity and safety in the total vaccinated cohort. The 
study is registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, number NCT01767467, and with the EU 
Clinical Trials Register, number 2012-003438-18. FINDINGS: Between March 1, 
2013, and Sept 10, 2015, we randomly assigned 286 participants to adjuvanted 
recombinant zoster vaccine and 283 to placebo. 283 in the vaccine group and 279 in 
the placebo group were vaccinated. At month 2, 119 (80·4%, 95% CI 73·1-86·5) of 
148 participants had a humoral vaccine response to adjuvanted recombinant zoster 
vaccine, compared with one (0·8%, 0·0-4·2) of 130 participants in the placebo 
group, and the adjusted geometric mean anti-glycoprotein E antibody concentration 
was 23 132·9 mIU/mL (95% CI 16 642·8-32 153·9) in the vaccine group and 777·6 
mIU/mL (702·8-860·3) in the placebo group (adjusted geometric mean ratio 29·75, 
21·09-41·96; p<0·0001) in all patients, excluding those with non-Hodgkin B-cell 
lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukaemia. Humoral and cell-mediated immune 
responses persisted above baseline until month 13 in all strata and, as expected, 
vaccine was more reactogenic than placebo (within 7 days after vaccination pain 
was reported by 221 [79·5%] of 278 vaccine group participants and 45 [16·4%] of 
274 placebo group participants; fatigue was reported by 162 [58·3%] of 278 vaccine 
group participants and 102 [37·2%] of 274 placebo group participants). Incidences of 
unsolicited or serious adverse events, potential immune-mediated diseases, 
disease-related events, and fatal serious adverse events were similar between the 
groups. INTERPRETATION: The immunocompromised adult population with 
haematological malignancies is at high risk for herpes zoster. The adjuvanted 
recombinant zoster vaccine, which is currently licensed in certain countries for adults 
aged 50 years and older, is likely to benefit this population. FUNDING: 
GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals SA.  
 
     
 Effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of vaccination against 
herpes zoster in Canada: A modelling study.  
Source: CMAJ. 2019 Aug 26; 191(34):E932-E939.  
Author: Drolet M., Zhou Z., Sauvageau C., DeWals P., Gilca V., Amini R., Benard E., 
Brisson M.  
 
Abstract: Background: Two vaccines against herpes zoster are currently authorized 
for use in Canada: the recombinant subunit zoster vaccine and live attenuated 
zoster vaccine. We compared the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of these 2 
vaccines. Methods: We used a decision analytic static cohort model parametrized 
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with Canadian epidemiologic and economic data. We performed the economic 
analysis from the health care system perspective, using a lifetime horizon and a 3% 
discount rate for costs and benefits. The primary outcome was the incremental cost 
per quality-adjusted lifeyear (QALY) gained, relative to no vaccination. We ran 30 
000 simulations varying all model parameters, including vaccine costs, efficacy and 
waning. Results: The number needed to vaccinate (NNV) was higher for the live 
attenuated zoster vaccine than for the recombinant subunit zoster vaccine for all 
herpes zoster-related events at all ages. For example, in persons exactly 65 years 
old, for herpes zoster, median NNV was 21 (90% uncertainty interval [UI] 13-31) 
versus 8 (90% UI 6-18), and for postherpetic neuralgia, NNV was 64 (90% UI 33-93) 
versus 31 (90% UI 23-73). For the recombinant vaccine, the median cost-
effectiveness ratios varied between cost-saving and $25 881 per QALY gained for 
adults aged 50 years or older. For the live vaccine, the cost-effectiveness ratios 
varied between cost-saving and $130 587 per QALY gained and were less than $45 
000 per QALY gained only for those 65 to 75 years old. Given its higher efficacy, we 
estimated that the cost for the complete series of the recombinant vaccine could be 
$150 to $200 more than the cost of the live vaccine and still be considered cost-
effective. Interpretation: Our model predicted that the recombinant subunit zoster 
vaccine is likely cost-effective in Canada for adults 60 years or older, and is likely 
more cost-effective than live attenuated zoster vaccine. These results have informed 
updated national and provincial recommendations on herpes zoster vaccination.  
 
     
 Which patients should receive the herpes zoster vaccine?  
Source: JAAPA : official journal of the American Academy of Physician Assistants. 
2019 Sep 01; 32(9):18-20.  
Author: Short M.D., Fergus C.  
 
Abstract: The recombinant adjuvanted zoster vaccine (RZV, trade name Shingrix) is 
preferentially recommended by the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices 
to prevent herpes zoster and related complications in immunocompetent adults age 
50 years and older. This article reviews efficacy and safety of the vaccine, its use in 
special populations, and how to prevent administration errors to answer the question 
"Which patients should receive the herpes zoster vaccine?"  
 
     
 Herpes zoster in people who are immunocompromised: what are 
the options for prevention?  
Source: The Lancet Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 01; 19(9):922-924.  
Author: Warren-Gash C., Breuer J.  

 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Safety and immune response of a live-attenuated herpes zoster 
vaccine in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus: a 
randomised placebo-controlled trial.  
Source: Annals of the rheumatic diseases. 2019 Sep 17;  
Author: Mok C.C., Chan K.H., Ho L.Y., Fung Y.F., Fung W.F., Woo P.C.Y.  
 
Abstract: OBJECTIVES: To study the safety and immunogenicity of a live-attenuated 
herpes zoster (HZ) vaccine in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). 
METHODS: Adult SLE patients having a SLEDAI <6 and stable immunosuppressive 
treatment for ≥6 months were recruited. Participants were randomly assigned to 
receive HZ vaccine (Zostavax) or placebo injection. Anti-varicella zoster virus (VZV) 
IgG reactivity (baseline and week 6) was measured by an enzyme-linked 
fluorescence assay. Cell-mediated response was assessed by a VZV-stimulated 
interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) enzyme-linked ELISPOT assay. Adverse events and 
immune responses of the two groups were compared. RESULTS: 90 SLE patients 
were recruited (age 45.6±14.1 years; 93% women) and assigned to Zostavax or 
placebo (in 1:1 ratio). Baseline clinical parameters were similar between the two 
groups. The change in anti-VZV IgG from week 0 to 6 was +59.8% in the vaccine 
and -2.1% in the placebo group. Week 6 anti-VZV IgG was significantly higher in 
vaccinated than placebo-treated patients, after adjustment for baseline (4.16±1.26 
vs 3.32±1.01; p<0.001). The number of IFN-γ secreting T-cell spots decreased in the 
placebo-treated patients (-17%) but increased in vaccinated patients (+42%). The T-
cell spots number at week 6 was significantly higher in vaccine-than placebo-treated 
patients after adjustment for baseline (38.1±78.2 vs 23.1±47.9; p=0.02). Significantly 
more vaccinated patients reported self-limiting injection site reaction than controls 
(31% vs 7%; p<0.01). Two vaccinated patients (4.4%) and one (2.2%) placebo-
treated patient had mild/moderate SLE flares but no patients developed HZ eruption 
within 6 weeks postvaccination. CONCLUSIONS: In patients with stable SLE not 
receiving intensive immunosuppression, Zostavax was well-tolerated and provoked 
an immune response. TRIAL REGISTRATION NUMBER: US ClinicalTrials.gov 
registry (NCT02477150).  
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Tuberculosis - Bacillus Calmette-Guerin 

            
 Six essential conditions for bladder-sparing strategies in bacillus 
Calmette-Guérin unresponsive bladder cancer.  
Source: Immunotherapy. 2019; 11(13):1083-1086.  
Author: Shariat S.F., Enikeev D.V., Mostafaei H.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Research areas and trends in articles on pediatric and adolescent 
tuberculosis in Korea.  
Source: Pediatric Infection and Vaccine. 2019; 26(2):89-98.  
Author: Lim H.Y., Lee J.H., Jung Y.J., Oh C.E.  
 
Abstract: Purpose: Despite the decline in tuberculosis (TB) incidence and mortality 
rates in the Republic of Korea through a national TB control program, TB remains 
one of the most critical infectious diseases in Korean children. We investigated the 
trends and research areas of published articles on TB in Korean children and 
adolescents. Methods: In 6 Korean and overseas databases, we searched titles and 
abstracts including “tuberculo*” or “TB,” “child*” or “adolescen*” or “neonat*” or 
“infant*” or “pediatric*,” and “korea*.” The publication type, publication year, research 
areas, journal title, and research subjects were analyzed. Results: Out of the 257 
searched documents, 120 papers were included in the analysis. Of these, 82 were 
original articles (68.3%), 33 case reports (27.5%), 4 review articles (3.3%), and 1 
guideline (0.8%). In the original articles, the most common subject of studies was the 
clinical characteristics of patients with TB (36.6%), followed by diagnostics (29.3%), 
contact investigations (9.8%), epidemiology (6.1%), treatment (4.9%), vaccine 
(3.6%), latent TB infection (3.6%), complications (3.6%), and surveys on perception 
of TB (2.4%). From 1962, 4 articles were published in the 1960s, 10 articles in the 
1970s, 11 articles in the 1980s, 22 articles in the 1990s, 26 articles in the 2000s, 
and 47 articles since 2010. Conclusions: The amount of research on TB in Korean 
children has increased over the past 5 decades; however, it has mainly focused on 
the clinical characteristics and diagnostics. Research in different areas, such as 
treatment and vaccine, is needed in the future.  
 
     

 Salvage therapeutic strategies for bacillus Calmette-Guerin 
failure.  
Source: Current Opinion in Urology. 2019 May 01; 29(3):239-246.  
Author: Hassler M.R., Shariat S.F., Soria F.  
 
Abstract: Purpose of reviewTo give an overview of current options for conservative 
treatment of patients failing intravesical bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) and to 
discuss emerging approaches with potential future clinical applications.Recent 
findingsRadical cystectomy is the standard-of-care for patients failing BCG therapy. 
In patients unfit or unwilling to undergo surgery, salvage therapy options could be 
proposed with the aim to offer local cancer control and prevent progression to 
muscle-invasive disease. Salvage treatments have been conducted using 
intravesical chemotherapy regimens, chemoradiation or chemohyperthermia. 
Intravesical agents such as valrubicin, gemcitabine or docetaxel showed response 
rates varying between 16 and 40%, whereas combination treatments of gemcitabine 
with docetaxel or mitomycin reported response rates in up to 50% of all patients with 
durable responses in about one out of three patients. For chemohyperthermia, 2-
year recurrence rates between 41 and 56% have been reported. Ongoing clinical 
trials are evaluating chemoradiation as well as novel approaches such as systemic 
immunotherapy, viral gene therapy, targeted therapy or vaccination strategies with 
promising preliminary outcomes.SummarySalvage therapeutic bladder-sparing 
strategies for BCG failure such as intravesical chemotherapy or chemoradiation 
should currently only be considered in patients unfit for or refusing surgery. 
Innovative concepts such as chemohyperthermia, checkpoint inhibitors, targeted 
therapy or viral gene therapy could lead to major changes in clinical management of 
BCG failures in the future.  
 
     
 Bacillus Calmette-Guérin treatment of bladder cancer: A 
systematic review and commentary on recent publications.  
Source: Current Opinion in Urology. 2019 May 01; 29(3):181-188.  
Author: Mukherjee N., Wheeler K.M., Svatek R.S.  
 
Abstract: Purpose of reviewBacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) is the standard immune 
therapy for nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer. A systematic review of published 
articles regarding BCG treatment of bladder cancer was conducted and a 
commentary of these is provided to gain a perspective of the current major 
developments in the field.Recent findingsSeveral BCG strains are utilized worldwide. 
As the understanding of genetic and phenotypic differences in these strains is 
elucidated, inquiries into the potential clinical effects of these various strains have 
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been studied. Data suggest that some strains could be more effective than others 
but further study is needed. Although response to BCG is heterogenous, current 
clinical practice does not incorporate use of biomarkers to delegate treatment 
selection. Thus, biomarker prediction is an important area of research in this area. 
Novel urine and tissue markers show promise in this endeavor. Notable publications 
also include mechanistic studies showing a role for T cells, natural killer cells, mast 
cells, and granulocytes in BCG's antitumor efficacy.SummarySignificant 
developments have occurred in understanding BCG's response and mechanism of 
action, which remains incompletely understood. Future work includes efforts to 
create recombinant BCG strains to decrease side effects, repeated instillations, and 
increase overall efficacy.  
 
     
 Bacillus Calmette-Guérin in Immunosuppressed Patient with 
High-Grade Nonmuscle Invasive Bladder Carcinoma.  
Source: Urologia Internationalis. 2019 Aug 01; 103(2):242-244.  
Author: Aznar Martinez L., Lopez Cubillana P., Lopez Abad A., Vidal Crespo N., 
Gomez Gomez G.A.  
 
Abstract: Due to their immunosuppressed status, solid organ transplant recipients 
are a special group of patients with an incidence of bladder cancer greater than the 
rest of the population, especially in the first 6 years after transplantation. Also, 
treatment with Bacillus Calmette-Guérin, a reference therapy in nonmuscle invasive 
high-risk bladder cancer, may be less effective in this group of patients and could 
cause more adverse effects. However, the data published so far and the experience 
initiated in the Virgen de la Arrixaca Clinical University Hospital do not support these 
hypotheses.  
 
     
 Bacille Calmette Guerin vaccine safety surveillance in the Korea 
adverse event reporting system using tree-based scan statistics 
and traditional data mining methods.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):451.  
Author: Kim J.H., Lee H., Shin J.-Y.  
 
Abstract: Background: Comparable efficacy among Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG) 
vaccine with different strains or administration routes has been thoroughly 
documented. However, Substantial variations in the safety profile of different types 
of BCG vaccine have been reported. Objectives: To conduct a data mining analyses 

using the tree-based scan statistic and traditional data mining methods to detect 
potential adverse events (AEs) following BCG vaccine, and explore the difference in 
the AE reporting rates of BCG vaccine for intradermal injection (BCG-ID) and BCG 
vaccine for percutaneous injection (BCG-PC) in the Korea Adverse Event Reporting 
System (KAERS) database. Methods: We conducted vaccine safety surveillance 
study on the reported AEs of BCG vaccine from the Korea Institute of Drug Safety 
and Risk Management KAERS Database (KIDS-KD). We compared all vaccine-
related AE pairs with AE pairs reported from the following BCG vaccines between 1 
January 2005 and 31 December 2016: BCG-ID Danish (strain 1331; Statens Serum 
Institute), BCG-ID Tokyo (strain 172; Japan BCG Laboratory) and BCGPC Tokyo 
(strain 172; Japan BCG Laboratory). Signal detection using the following three 
different data mining methods were compared: tree-scan statistic, Gamma-Possion 
shrinker Empirical Bayes Geometric Mean (EBGM), and traditional data mining 
method using reporting odd ratios, proportional reporting ratios and Bayesian 
confidence propagation neural networks of information components. Tree-scan 
statistic was employed to identify statistical associations (signals) of AE following 
BCG vaccines at a 0.05 level of significance. Results: Among 19,448 all vaccine-
related AE pairs, 620 AE pairs and 32 types of AE related to BCG vaccines were 
identified. A total of 4 signals were detected using traditional method, in which 3 
signals were also detected by both tree-scan statistic and EBGM. The most 
predominant detected AE was lymphadenopathy (362/620; 58.4%), with higher 
reporting rate noted with intradermal injection (79.3%). Conclusions: Tree scan 
statistic data mining method was successfully applied for signal detection of AEs 
following BCG vaccine in the KAERS database. Although BCG-ID was associated 
with higher AE reporting rate, caution should be taken when interpreting the results 
due to inherent limitations of data obtained from a spontaneous adverse event 
reporting system.  
 
     
 Prospects and challenges of a new live tuberculosis vaccine.  
Source: The Lancet. Respiratory medicine. 2019 Aug 12;  
Author: Achkar J.M.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
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 Live-attenuated Mycobacterium tuberculosis vaccine MTBVAC 
versus BCG in adults and neonates: a randomised controlled, 
double-blind dose-escalation trial.  
Source: The Lancet. Respiratory medicine. 2019 Aug 12;  
Author: Tameris M., Mearns H., Penn-Nicholson A., Gregg Y., Bilek N., Mabwe S., 
Geldenhuys H., Shenje J., Luabeya A.K.K., Murillo I., Doce J., Aguilo N., Marinova 
D., Puentes E., Rodriguez E., Gonzalo-Asensio J., Fritzell B., Thole J., Martin C., 
Scriba T.J., Hatherill M.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Infants are a key target population for new tuberculosis 
vaccines. We assessed the safety and immunogenicity of the live-attenuated 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis vaccine candidate MTBVAC in adults and infants in a 
region where transmission of tuberculosis is very high. METHODS: We did a 
randomised, double-blind, BCG-controlled, dose-escalation trial at the South African 
Tuberculosis Vaccine Initiative site near Cape Town, South Africa. Healthy adult 
community volunteers who were aged 18-50 years, had received BCG vaccination 
as infants, were HIV negative, had negative interferon-γ release assay (IGRA) 
results, and had no personal history of tuberculosis or current household contact 
with someone with tuberculosis were enrolled in a safety cohort. Infants born to HIV-
negative women with no personal history of tuberculosis or current household 
contact with a person with tuberculosis and who were 96 h old or younger, generally 
healthy, and had not yet received routine BCG vaccination were enrolled in a 
separate infant cohort. Eligible adults were randomly assigned (1:1) to receive either 
BCG Vaccine SSI (5 × 105 colony forming units [CFU] of Danish strain 1331 in 0·1 
mL diluent) or MTBVAC (5 × 105 CFU in 0·1 mL) intradermally in the deltoid region 
of the arm. After favourable review of 28-day reactogenicity and safety data in the 
adult cohort, infants were randomly assigned (1:3) to receive either BCG Vaccine 
SSI (2·5 × 105 CFU in 0·05 mL diluent) or MTBVAC in three sequential cohorts of 
increasing MTBVAC dose (2·5 × 103 CFU, 2·5 × 104 CFU, and 2·5 × 105 CFU in 
0·05 mL) intradermally in the deltoid region of the arm. QuantiFERON-TB Gold In-
Tube IGRA was done on days 180 and 360. For both randomisations, a pre-
prepared block randomisation schedule was used. Participants (and their parents or 
guardians in the case of infant participants), investigators, and other clinical and 
laboratory staff were masked to intervention allocation. The primary outcomes, 
which were all measured in the infant cohort, were solicited and unsolicited local 
adverse events and serious adverse events until day 360; non-serious systemic 
adverse events until day 28 and vaccine-specific CD4 and CD8 T-cell responses on 
days 7, 28, 70, 180, and 360. Secondary outcomes measured in adults were local 
injection-site and systemic reactions and haematology and biochemistry at study day 
7 and 28. Safety analyses and immunogenicity analyses were done in all 
participants who received a dose of vaccine. This trial is registered with 

ClinicalTrials.gov, number NCT02729571. FINDINGS: Between Sept 29, 2015, and 
Nov 16, 2015, 62 adults were screened and 18 were enrolled and randomly 
assigned, nine each to the BCG and MTBVAC groups. Between Feb 12, 2016, and 
Sept 21, 2016, 36 infants were randomly assigned-eight to the BCG group, nine to 
the 2·5 × 103 CFU MTBVAC group, nine to the 2·5 × 104 CFU group, and ten to the 
2·5 × 105 CFU group. Mild injection-site reactions occurred only in infants in the 
BCG and the 2·5 × 105 CFU MTBVAC group, with no evidence of local or regional 
injection-site complications. Systemic adverse events were evenly distributed across 
BCG and MTBVAC dose groups, and were mostly mild in severity. Eight serious 
adverse events were reported in seven vaccine recipients (one adult MTBVAC 
recipient, one infant BCG recipient, one infant in the 2·5 × 103 CFU MTBVAC group, 
two in the 2·5 × 104 CFU MTBVAC group, and two in the 2·5 × 105 CFU MTBVAC 
group), including one infant in the 2·5 × 103 CFU MTBVAC group treated for 
unconfirmed tuberculosis and one in the 2·5 × 105 CFU MTBVAC group treated for 
unlikely tuberculosis. One infant died as a result of possible viral pneumonia. 
Vaccination with all MTBVAC doses induced durable antigen-specific T-helper-1 
cytokine-expressing CD4 cell responses in infants that peaked 70 days after 
vaccination and were detectable 360 days after vaccination. For the highest 
MTBVAC dose (ie, 2·5 × 105 CFU), these responses exceeded responses induced 
by an equivalent dose of the BCG vaccine up to 360 days after vaccination. Dose-
related IGRA conversion was noted in three (38%) of eight infants in the 2·5 × 103 
CFU MTBVAC group, six (75%) of eight in the 2·5 × 104 CFU MTBVAC group, and 
seven (78%) of nine in the 2·5 × 105 CFU MTBVAC group at day 180, compared 
with none of seven infants in the BCG group. By day 360, IGRA reversion had 
occurred in all three infants (100%) in the 2·5 × 103 CFU MTBVAC group, four 
(67%) of the six in the 2·5 × 104 CFU MTBVAC group, and three (43%) of the seven 
in the 2·5 × 105 CFU MTBVAC group. INTERPRETATION: MTBVAC had 
acceptable reactogenicity, and induced a durable CD4 cell response in infants. The 
evidence of immunogenicity supports progression of MTBVAC into larger safety and 
efficacy trials, but also confounds interpretation of tests for M tuberculosis infection, 
highlighting the need for stringent endpoint definition. FUNDING: Norwegian Agency 
for Development Cooperation, TuBerculosis Vaccine Initiative, UK Department for 
International Development, and Biofabri.  
 
     
 Update in lung infections and tuberculosis 2018.  
Source: American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine. 2019 Aug 15; 
200(4):414-422.  
Author: Niederman M.S., Nair G.B., Matt U., Herold S., Pennington K., Crothers K., 
Cummings M., Schluger N.W.  
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Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Effectiveness of BCG vaccination against Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis infection in adults: a cross-sectional analysis of a UK-
based cohort.  
Source: The Journal of infectious diseases. 2019 Aug 29;  
Author: Katelaris A.L., Jackson C., Southern J., Gupta R.K., Drobniewski F., Lalvani 
A., Lipman M., Mangtani P., Abubakar I.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: BCG appears to reduce acquisition of Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (Mtb) infection in children, measured using interferon-gamma release 
assays (IGRAs). We explored whether BCG vaccination continues to be associated 
with decreased prevalence of Mtb infection in adults. METHODS: We conducted a 
cross-sectional analysis of data from adult contacts of tuberculosis cases 
participating in a UK cohort study. Vaccine effectiveness (VE) of BCG, ascertained 
based on presence of a scar or vaccination history, against latent tuberculosis 
infection (LTBI), measured via IGRA, was assessed using multivariable logistic 
regression. The effects of age at BCG and time since vaccination were also 
explored. RESULTS: Of 3453 recent tuberculosis contacts, 27.5% had LTBI. There 
was strong evidence of an association between BCG and LTBI (aOR=0.70, 95% CI 
0.56-0.87, p=0.0017) yielding a VE of 30%. VE declined with time since vaccination, 
but there was evidence that LTBI prevalence was lower amongst vaccinated 
individuals even >20 years after vaccination, compared with non-vaccinated 
participants. CONCLUSION: BCG is associated with lower prevalence of LTBI in 
adult contacts of tuberculosis. These results contribute to growing evidence that 
suggests BCG may protect against Mtb infection as well as disease. This has 
implications for immunisation programmes, vaccine development and tuberculosis 
control efforts worldwide.  
 
     
 Comparison of Three Cellular Immunoassays to Detect 
Tuberculosis Infection in 876 Healthy Recruits.  
Source: Journal of Interferon and Cytokine Research. 2019 Sep 01; 39(9):547-553.  
Author: Liang Y., Yang Y., Hou Y., Wang L., Wang Z., Zhang C., Zhang J., Wu X.  
 
Abstract: The currently purified protein derivative (PPD) skin test and 2 interferon 
(IFN)-γrelease assays (IGRAs) were usually used to detect Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis infection. We try to evaluate the performance of these methods to 

detect latent tuberculosis infection (LTBI) in this study. Each subject of the 876 
recruits (19.05 ± 1.55, 17-24) underwent the PPD test, enzyme-linked immunospot 
(ELISPOT) assay, and chemiluminescent enzyme immunoassay (CLEIA). The 
prevalence of LTBI among the participants, as estimated by PPD, ELISPOT, and 
CLEIA, was 49.89% (437/876), 25.34% (222/876), and 28.77% (252/876), 
respectively. Of the participants, positive results were noted in 12.79% (112/876) for 
both ELISPOT and PPD, 19.52% (171/876) for both CLEIA and PPD; 9.82% 
(86/876) for 2 IGRAs; and 6.62% (58/876) for all 3 methods. Overall, the consistency 
among the 3 tests was 36.99% (324/876). ELISPOT-positive rate (41.38%) in the 
recruits with a PPD result ≥20 mm was higher than PPD <20 mm (24.76%; P < 
0.05). Increased PPD skin reactions were associated with significantly increased 
CLEIA-positive rates and IFN-γlevels. Of 307 recruits without the bacillus Calmette-
Guérin (BCG) vaccination, 2 IGRA (42.19%)-positive rates in the PPD-positive group 
were significantly higher than those in the PPD-negative group (28.40% and 
23.05%; P < 0.05 and P < 0.01, respectively).There was low correlation and poor 
consistency among 2 IGRAs and PPD in healthy recruits, but IGRAs may be more 
accurate screening methods for TB infection in the countries with BCG vaccination.  
 
     
 Global tuberculosis prevention: Should we start from the 
beginning?  
Source: European Respiratory Journal. 2019 Sep 01; 54(3).  
Author: Sotgiu G., Goletti D., Matteelli A.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 The evolving research agenda for paediatric tuberculosis 
infection.  
Source: The Lancet Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 01; 19(9):e322-e329.  
Author: Seddon J.A., Whittaker E., Kampmann B., Lewinsohn D.A., Osman M., 
Hesseling A.C., Rustomjee R., Amanullah F.  
 
Abstract: Following exposure to tuberculosis and subsequent infection, children 
often progress to tuberculosis disease more rapidly than adults. And yet the natural 
history of tuberculosis in children, as a continuum from exposure to infection and 
then to disease, is poorly understood. Children are rarely diagnosed with 
tuberculosis infection in routine care in international settings and few receive 
tuberculosis infection treatment. In this Personal View, we review the most up-to-
date knowledge in three areas of childhood tuberculosis infection—namely, 
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pathophysiology, diagnosis, and treatment. We then outline what is missing in each 
of these three areas to generate a priority research agenda. Finally, we suggest 
potential study designs that might answer these questions. Understanding of 
pathophysiology could be improved through animal models, laboratory studies 
assessing the immunological responses of blood or respiratory samples to 
Mycobacterium spp in vitro, as well as investigating immune responses in children 
exposed to tuberculosis. Identification of children with sub-clinical disease and at 
high risk of progression to clinically overt disease, would allow treatment to be 
targeted at those most likely to benefit. Optimisation and discovery of novel 
treatments for tuberculosis infection in children should account for mechanisms of 
action of tuberculosis drugs, as well as child-specific factors including 
pharmacokinetics and appropriate formulations. To conduct these studies, a change 
in mindset is required, with a recognition that the diagnosis and treatment of 
tuberculosis infection in children is a necessary component in addressing the overall 
tuberculosis epidemic. Collaboration between stakeholders will be required and 
funding will need to increase, both for research and implementation. The 
consequences of inaction, however, will lead to further decades of children suffering 
from what should increasingly be recognised as a preventable disease.  
 
     
 Targeting innate immunity for tuberculosis vaccination.  
Source: The Journal of clinical investigation. 2019 Sep 03; 129(9):3482-3491.  
Author: Khader S.A., Divangahi M., Hanekom W., Hill P.C., Maeurer M., Makar 
K.W., Mayer-Barber K.D., Mhlanga M.M., Nemes E., Schlesinger L.S., van Crevel 
R., Vankalayapati R., Xavier R.J., Netea M.G.  
 
Abstract: Vaccine development against tuberculosis (TB) is based on the induction 
of adaptive immune responses endowed with long-term memory against 
mycobacterial antigens. Memory B and T cells initiate a rapid and robust immune 
response upon encounter with Mycobacterium tuberculosis, thus achieving long-
lasting protection against infection. Recent studies have shown, however, that innate 
immune cell populations such as myeloid cells and NK cells also undergo functional 
adaptation after infection or vaccination, a de facto innate immune memory that is 
also termed trained immunity. Experimental and epidemiological data have shown 
that induction of trained immunity contributes to the beneficial heterologous effects 
of vaccines such as bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG), the licensed TB vaccine. 
Moreover, increasing evidence argues that trained immunity also contributes to the 
anti-TB effects of BCG vaccination. An interaction among immunological signals, 
metabolic rewiring, and epigenetic reprogramming underlies the molecular 
mechanisms mediating trained immunity in myeloid cells and their bone marrow 
progenitors. Future studies are warranted to explore the untapped potential of 

trained immunity to develop a future generation of TB vaccines that would combine 
innate and adaptive immune memory induction.  
 
     
 Estimating the impact of a novel drug regimen for treatment of 
tuberculosis: a modeling analysis of projected patient outcomes 
and epidemiological considerations.  
Source: BMC infectious diseases. 2019 Sep 09; 19(1):794.  
Author: Kendall E.A., Malhotra S., Cook-Scalise S., Denkinger C.M., Dowdy D.W.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Regimens that could treat both rifampin-resistant (RR) 
and rifampin-susceptible tuberculosis (TB) while shortening the treatment duration 
have reached late-stage clinical trials. Decisions about whether and how to 
implement such regimens will require an understanding of their likely clinical impact 
and how this impact depends on local epidemiology and implementation strategy. 
METHODS: A Markov state-transition model of 100,000 representative South 
African adults with TB was used to simulate implementation of the regimen BPaMZ 
(bedaquiline, pretomanid, moxifloxacin, and pyrazinamide), either for RR-TB only or 
universally for all patients. Patient outcomes, including cure rates, time with active 
TB, and time on treatment, were compared to outcomes under current care. 
Sensitivity analyses varied the drug-resistance epidemiology, rifampin susceptibility 
testing practices, and regimen efficacy. RESULTS: Using BPaMZ exclusively for 
RR-TB increased the proportion of all RR-TB that was cured by initial treatment from 
60 ± 1% to 67 ± 1%. Expanding use of BPaMZ to all patients increased cure of RR-
TB to 89 ± 1% and cure of all TB from 87.3 ± 0.1% to 89.5 ± 0.1%, while shortening 
treatment by 1.9 months/person. In sensitivity analyses, reducing the coverage of 
rifampin susceptibility testing resulted in lower projected proportions of patients 
cured under all regimen scenarios (current care, RR-only BPaMZ, and universal 
BPaMZ), compared to the proportions projected using South Africa's high coverage; 
however, this reduced coverage resulted in greater expected incremental benefits of 
universal BPaMZ implementation, both when compared to RR-only BPaMZ 
implementation and when compared to to current care under the same low rifampin 
susceptibility testing coverage. In settings with higher RR-TB prevalence, the 
benefits of BPaMZ were magnified both for RR-specific and universal BPaMZ 
implementation. CONCLUSIONS: Novel regimens such as BPaMZ could improve 
RR-TB outcomes and shorten treatment for all patients, particularly with universal 
use. Decision-makers weighing early options for implementing such regimens at 
scale will want to consider the expected impact on patient outcomes and on the 
burden of treatment in their local context.  
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 Challenges and controversies in childhood tuberculosis.  
Source: The Lancet. 2019 Sep 14; 394(10202):967-978.  
Author: Reuter A., Hughes J., Furin J.  
 
Abstract: Children bear a substantial burden of suffering when it comes to 
tuberculosis. Ironically, they are often left out of the scientific and public health 
advances that have led to important improvements in tuberculosis diagnosis, 
treatment, and prevention over the past decade. This Series paper describes some 
of the challenges and controversies in paediatric tuberculosis, including the 
epidemiology and treatment of tuberculosis in children. Two areas in which 
substantial challenges and controversies exist (ie, diagnosis and prevention) are 
explored in more detail. This Series paper also offers possible solutions for including 
children in all efforts to end tuberculosis, with a focus on ensuring that the proper 
financial and human resources are in place to best serve children exposed to, 
infected with, and sick from all forms of tuberculosis.  
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 Research on babesia: A bibliometric assessment of a neglected 
tick-borne parasite [version 2; peer review: 2 approved, 1 not 
approved]  
Source: F1000Research. 2019; 7.  
Author: Rodriguez-Morales A.J., Bonilla-Aldana D.K., Escalera-Antezana J.P., 
Alvarado-Arnez L.E.  
 
Abstract: Given the emergence and reemergence of tick-borne diseases, here we 
assessed the publishing patterns of research focused on Babesia. We also discuss 
the implications for the articles published in the last decade, and how more clinical 
and epidemiological information concerning Babesia is still required. The findings of 
this article would be useful to define research priorities about Babesia and diagnose 
the important of scientific production on this pathogen.  
 
     
 Pre-existing yellow fever immunity impairs and modulates the 
antibody response to tick-borne encephalitis vaccination.  
Source: npj Vaccines. 2019 Dec 01; 4(1).  
Author: Bradt V., Malafa S., von Braun A., Jarmer J., Tsouchnikas G., Medits I., 
Wanke K., Karrer U., Stiasny K., Heinz F.X.  
 
Abstract: Flaviviruses have an increasing global impact as arthropod-transmitted 
human pathogens, exemplified by Zika, dengue, yellow fever (YF), West Nile, 
Japanese encephalitis, and tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) viruses. Since all 
flaviviruses are antigenically related, they are prone to phenomena of immunological 
memory (‘original antigenic sin’), which can modulate immune responses in the 
course of sequential infections and/or vaccinations. In our study, we analyzed the 
influence of pre-existing YF vaccine-derived immunity on the antibody response to 
TBE vaccination. By comparing samples from YF pre-vaccinated and flavivirus–
naive individuals, we show that YF immunity not only caused a significant 
impairment of the neutralizing antibody response to TBE vaccination but also a 
reduction of the specific TBE virus neutralizing activities (NT/ELISA-titer ratios). Our 
results point to a possible negative effect of pre-existing cross-reactive immunity on 
the outcome of flavivirus vaccination that may also pertain to other combinations of 
sequential flavivirus infections and/or vaccinations.  
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Malaria 

 Beyond birthweight: benefits and risks of preventing malaria in 
pregnancy.  
Source: The Lancet. 2019 Apr 06; 393(10179):1388-1390.  
Author: Laufer M.K.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Musings on malaria morbidity and mortality after the new 
Mosquirix®vaccine.  
Source: Ghana medical journal. 2019 Jun 01; 53(2):187-188.  
Author: Sackey A.H.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Malaria vaccine deployment in Africa: focus on Ghana.  
Source: Ghana medical journal. 2019 Jun 01; 53(2):90-91.  
Author: Asante K.P., Binka F.N., Koram K.A.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Malaria vaccine development: Challenges and prospects.  
Source: Journal of Clinical and Diagnostic Research. 2019 Aug 01; 13(8):AB01-
AB03.  
Author: Bharati K., Das S.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 The clinical profile of severe paediatric malaria in an area 
targeted for routine RTS,S/AS01 malaria vaccination in Western 
Kenya.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 26;  

Author: Akech S., Chepkirui M., Ogero M., Agweyu A., Irimu G., English M., Snow 
R.W.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Malaria prevalence has declined in western Kenya 
resulting in risk of neurological phenotypes in older children. This study investigates 
clinical the profile of paediatric malaria admissions ahead of the introduction of 
RTS,S/AS01 vaccine. METHODS: Malaria admissions, aged 1 month to 15 years, 
were identified from routine standardised inpatient clinical surveillance data collected 
between 2015 and 2018 from 4 hospitals in western Kenya. Malaria phenotypes 
were defined based on available data. RESULTS: 5,766 malaria admissions were 
documented; the median age was 36 (interquartile range, 18-60) months; 15% were 
aged between 1-11 months of age, 33% were aged 1-23 months of age, and 70% 
were aged 1 month to 5 years. At admission, 2,340 (40.6%) children had severe 
malaria; 421/2,208 (19.1%) with impaired consciousness, 665/2,240 (29.7%) with 
inability to drink or breastfeed, 317/2,340 (13.6%) with two or more convulsions, 
1,057/2,340 (45.2%) with severe anaemia, and 441/2,239 (19.7%) with severe 
respiratory distress. Overall, 211 (3.7%) of malaria admissions died; 163/211 (77% 
deaths, case fatality 7.0%) and 48/211(23% deaths, case fatality 1.4% ) met criteria 
for severe malaria and non-severe malaria at admission respectively. Median age for 
fatal cases was 33 (interquartile range, 12-72) months and case fatality was highest 
in those unconscious (44.4%). CONCLUSION: Severe malaria in western Kenya is 
still predominantly among the younger paediatric age group and current 
interventions targeted for those <5 years are appropriate. However, there are 
increasing numbers of children older than 5 years and on-going hospital surveillance 
would identify when interventions should target older children.  
 
     
 Waiting for the malaria vaccine. The complex epidemiological 
transition towards malaria elimination.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 27;  
Author: Castelli F.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 RTS,S malaria vaccine could provide major public health benefits.  
Source: The Lancet. 2019 Aug 31; 394(10200):735-736.  
Author: Schuerman L.  
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Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 The unanticipated benefits of protecting young children from 
malaria.  
Source: The Lancet Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 01; 19(9):918-919.  
Author: Cohee L.M., Laufer M.K.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Harmonization study between three laboratories for expression 
of malaria vaccine clinical trial IgG antibody ELISA data in µg/mL.  
Source: Malaria journal. 2019 Sep 02; 18(1):300.  
Author: Labbe G.M., Miura K., Silk S.E., Gu W., Moon J.E., Jin J., Payne R.O., Fay 
M.P., Dutta S., Long C.A., Draper S.J.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The ability to report vaccine-induced IgG responses in 
terms of µg/mL, as opposed arbitrary units (AU), enables a more informed 
interpretation of the magnitude of the immune response, and better comparison 
between vaccines targeting different antigens. However, these interpretations rely 
on the accuracy of the methodology, which is used to generate ELISA data in 
µg/mL. In a previous clinical trial of a vaccine targeting the apical membrane antigen 
1 (AMA1) from Plasmodium falciparum, three laboratories (Oxford, NIH and WRAIR) 
reported ELISA data in µg/mL that were correlated but not concordant. This current 
study sought to harmonize the methodology used to generate a conversion factor 
(CF) for ELISA analysis of human anti-AMA1 IgG responses across the three 
laboratories. METHODS: Purified IgG was distributed to the three laboratories and, 
following a set protocol provided by NIH, AMA1-specific human IgG was affinity 
purified. A new "harmonized CF" was generated by each laboratory using their in-
house ELISA, and the original clinical trial ELISA data were re-analysed accordingly. 
RESULTS: Statistical analysis showed that the data remained highly correlated 
across all three laboratories, although only Oxford and NIH were able to harmonize 
their CF for ELISA and generate concordant data. CONCLUSIONS: This study 
enabled two out of the three laboratories to harmonize their µg/mL readouts for the 
human anti-AMA1 IgG ELISA, but results reported from WRAIR are ~ twofold higher. 
Given the need to validate such information for each species and antigen of interest, 
it is important to bear in mind these likely differences when interpreting µg/mL ELISA 
data in the future.  

 
     
 Infant Vaccination Against Malaria in Mozambique and in Togo: 
Mapping Parents' Willingness to Get their Children Vaccinated.  
Source: Human vaccines & immunotherapeutics. 2019 Sep 17;  
Author: Vera Cruz G., Humeau A., Kpanake L., Sorum P.C., Mullet E.  
 
Abstract: Background: Malaria is one of the most widespread and deadly diseases 
worldwide and large majority of malaria cases and deaths occurs in Africa. Efforts to 
develop an effective vaccine against malaria are underway and several vaccine 
prototypes are on different clinical trial phases. Objective: As many sub-Saharan 
African countries have shown interest in introducing large-scale infant vaccination 
against malaria when a definitively approved vaccine will be available, the present 
study aimed at mapping Mozambican parents' willingness to get their children 
vaccinated and comparing the results with findings from a similar study we 
conducted in Togo (209 participants). Methods: In Mozambique, 227 parents 
indicated their willingness to get their children vaccinated (using an 11-point scale) 
against malaria under different conditions varying as a function of the main 
constructs of health-protective theories: perceived risk of getting malaria, perceived 
severity of malaria, effectiveness of the vaccine, cost of the vaccine, and neighbors' 
attitude toward vaccination. The participant responses were subjected to cluster 
analysis, ANOVA and Ch2 test. Results: Six qualitatively different positions were 
found, which were labeled Cost (12%); Neighbors, Risk, and Cost (28%); Treatment, 
Risk, and Cost (10%); Always Vaccinate (7%); Risk and Cost (13%); and Risk, 
Treatment, Effectiveness, and Cost (22%). These positions were associated with 
participants' socio-demographic characteristics. Conclusion: A similar variety of 
parental positions on malaria vaccination was found in Mozambique and in Togo, 
which suggests that malaria vaccination campaigns in sub-Saharan African 
countries must be tailored in design and implementation to match the diversity of 
parents' needs and views.  
 
     
 Malaria eradication within a generation: ambitious, achievable, 
and necessary.  
Source: The Lancet. 2019 Sep 21; 394(10203):1056-1112.  
Author: Feachem R.G.A., Chen I., Akbari O., Bertozzi-Villa A., Bhatt S., Binka F., 
Boni M.F., Buckee C., Dieleman J., Dondorp A., Eapen A., Sekhri Feachem N., Filler 
S., Gething P., Gosling R., Haakenstad A., Harvard K., Hatefi A., Jamison D., Jones 
K.E., Karema C., Kamwi R.N., Lal A., Larson E., Lees M., Lobo N.F., Micah A.E., 
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Moonen B., Newby G., Ning X., Pate M., Quinones M., Roh M., Rolfe B., Shanks D., 
Singh B., Staley K., Tulloch J., Wegbreit J., Woo H.J., Mpanju-Shumbusho W.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 New dimensions in the field of antimalarial research against 
malaria resurgence.  
Source: European Journal of Medicinal Chemistry. 2019 Nov 01; 181.  
Author: Narula A.K., Azad C.S., Nainwal L.M.  
 
Abstract: Malaria is a life threatening disease caused by microscopic parasites 
called Plasmodium that are transmitted to human beings by mosquitoes. Single 
celled Eukaryotic plasmodium parasite is responsible to cause malaria in human 
beings and is transmitted by bite of Anopheles species mosquitoes. Resurgence of 
malaria towards the end of 20th Century is due to failure of its eradication 
completely. Parasite recurrence occurs due to high densities of parasite, low 
immunity and non opimized drug concentration. The ineffective eradications 
strategies were due to indefinable complex life cycle of Plasmodium and emergence 
of drugs resistant strains of Plasmodium falciparum (Pf) including Artemisinin and 
Artemisinin based combination therapy (ACT). The vector of the disease i.e. 
mosquitoes became resistive towards Pyrethroids, which are only class of 
insecticides recommended for vector control. Artemisinin based combination therapy 
gained acceptance as an effective approach to counter the spread of disease 
resistance to chloroquine, sulfadoxine, pyrimethamine and other anti malarial drugs. 
Understanding the underlying molecular basis of the pathogenesis led to the 
development of some new diagnostic, drugs and insecticides. Reports on the use of 
new combination therapies reduced the burden of disease worldwide. Some of the 
new combination therapies are in clinical stage of development that have efficacy 
against drug resistant parasites and the potential to use in single dose regimens to 
improve compliance. The current review represents the recent anti-malarial research 
carried out globally especially in the class of synthesis of small molecule and natural 
product derivatives as potent anti-malarial drugs. The review also covers the 
advancement in the anti-malarial vaccine development although goal for vaccine 
development still remains elusive.  
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 The HPV screening and vaccine evaluation (HPVsave) study in 
men living with HIV: Early pathologic and acceptability outcomes.  
Source: Sexually Transmitted Infections. 2019 Jul 01; 95(Supplement 1):A353.  
Author: Grennan T., Macpherson P., Burchell A., Claudio M., Edward J., Gillis J., 
Grace D., Nath R., Rosenes R., Tan D., Salit I.  
 
Abstract: Background Anal cancer caused by oncogenic, high-risk (HR) human 
papillomavirus (HPV) is emerging as a leading cause of non-HIV-related death in 
HIV-positive MSM. Anal cancer rates in HIV-positive MSM are up to 100-times 
higher than the general population. There are no universally-accepted guidelines for 
anal cancer screening, even in high risk populations, due to a paucity of evidence to 
support its effectiveness. We assessed the acceptance rate to invitations for anal 
cancer screening, and describe preliminary pathology results. Methods The HPV-
SAVE Study is an ongoing Canadian study on screening and treatment of anal 
cancers and pre-cancers in HIV-positive MSM. Participants were invited to have anal 
cytology and HPV testing in their physician's office. Those with abnormalities were 
referred for high resolution anoscopy (HRA) and anal biopsies. Cytology was graded 
as per the Bethesda classification, and histology was described per the Lower 
Anogenital Squamous Terminology (LAST) nomenclature. Results Out of 2241 
invitations as of 01/2019, 617 men (27.5%) agreed to be screened. Cytology results 
from 518 satisfactory Pap tests were: 246 negative (47.5%), 62 LSIL (12.0%), 9 
LSIL-H (1.7%), 14 HSIL (2.7%), 174 ASCUS (33.6%), and 13 ASC-H (2.5%). In 116 
participants referred for HRA, 247 biopsies were done, yielding HSIL in 62 (53.4%) 
unique individuals, and one invasive carcinoma. In a sample of 127 participants, 111 
(87.4%) had any HPV type, 82 (64.6%) had multiple HPV types, 78 (61.4%) had at 
least one high-risk HPV type, and 39 (30.7%) had HPV-16. Conclusion MSM living 
with HIV had moderate acceptance of anal cancer screening invitations, with over 
half of screened men having abnormal cytology. A majority of those undergoing HRA 
had high-grade histology diagnosed, and most participants had HPV anal canal 
infection, with nearly two-thirds having anal canal infection with HR-HPV. These 
early results highlight the enormous HPV burden in this high-risk population.  
 
     

 Associations between HPV vaccination among women and their 
11–14-year-old children.  
Source: Human Vaccines and Immunotherapeutics. 2019 Aug 03; 15(7-8):1824-
1830.  
Author: Kornides M., Head K.J., Feemster K., Zimet G.D., Panozzo C.A.  
 
Abstract: The human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine has been available in the United 
States for over a decade. We sought to examine the associations between self-
reported receipt of HPV vaccination among women and their 11–14-year-old 
children in 27 low-coverage states. Among the 3,261 mothers we surveyed, 18% 
reported receiving ≥1 dose of HPV vaccine. A significantly higher proportion of 
vaccinated women reported vaccination of their children compared to unvaccinated 
women (83% vs. 56%, p <.001). In multivariable logistic regression, vaccinated 
women (vs. unvaccinated) had 3.58 (95% CI: 2.81–4.56) times the adjusted-odds of 
vaccinating their children (≥1 dose HPV vaccine). Among unvaccinated children, 
vaccinated mothers (vs. unvaccinated) had 3.32 (95% CI: 2.09–5.26) times the 
adjusted odds of high intention to vaccinate their children in the next 12 months. We 
did not observe associations between mothers’ vaccination confidence and their 
vaccination status. We conclude that mothers who received ≥1 dose of HPV vaccine 
may be more likely to initiate or highly intend to initiate the HPV vaccine series for 
their children. This may have important implications for meeting population goals for 
HPV vaccination coverage as an increasing proportion of mothers are likely to be 
vaccinated over time.  
 
     
 Readability of online information about HPV Immunization.  
Source: Human Vaccines and Immunotherapeutics. 2019 Aug 03; 15(7-8):1505-
1507.  
Author: MacLean S.A., Basch C.H., Ethan D., Garcia P.  
 
Abstract: The human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine is highly effective in preventing 
anogenital cancers, but vaccination rates in the United States remain low. In 
deciding whether to vaccinate their children, parents are increasingly using the 
internet to gather information. This study aimed to examine the level of readability of 
information on HPV vaccines written on 100 websites that were found via an internet 
search. To create the website sample, the first 50 websites from the search “HPV 
immunization” were recorded, followed by the first 50 non-duplicated websites from 
the search “Gardasil.” The content of the sites was analyzed using established 
readability scales. Websites were compared based on keyword search and on 
whether they had a commercial or non-commercial URL extension. The majority of 
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websites were found to have information of a difficult reading level. Websites with 
commercial URL extensions and websites found using the search “Gardasil” had 
higher mean readability scores. These results suggest that many parents may not 
understand the information currently presented on the internet and that interventions 
aimed at improving the readability of online information could help to increase 
parental approval of the vaccine.  
 
     
 A systematic literature review to examine the potential for social 
media to impact HPV vaccine uptake and awareness, knowledge, 
and attitudes about HPV and HPV vaccination.  
Source: Human Vaccines and Immunotherapeutics. 2019 Aug 03; 15(7-8):1465-
1475.  
Author: Ortiz R.R., Smith A., Coyne-Beasley T.  
 
Abstract: This article summarizes the findings from a systematic literature review to 
examine how social media may impact HPV vaccine uptake and HPV and HPV 
vaccine related awareness, knowledge, and attitudes. Study inclusion criteria was 
original data collection of at least one data point about social media and HPV and/or 
HPV vaccination, such that the study provided insight into how social media content 
may influence HPV and HPV vaccine related knowledge, attitudes, and/or 
behaviors. A total of 44 relevant articles were identified using the following 
databases: PubMed, PsycINFO, Communication Source, Sociological Abstracts, 
Business Source Elite, and the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC). 
Most studies analyzed the valence, type, and frequency of social media content 
about HPV vaccination, and some found associations between potential exposure to 
negative, anti-vacc`11qine content and lower vaccination rates. Some studies that 
included primary human subject data collection found that engagement with HPV 
related social media content was associated with improved awareness and 
knowledge but not with increased vaccine uptake. The literature overall is lacking in 
systematic and rigorous research examining the effects of social media on HPV 
related knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors and needs further examination as social 
media increasingly becomes a source of health information.  
 
     
 Perceptions of politicization and HPV vaccine policy support.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019 Aug 14; 37(35):5121-5128.  
Author: Saulsberry L., Fowler E.F., Nagler R.H., Gollust S.E.  
 
Abstract: Background: Since its FDA approval in 2006, the Human papillomavirus 

(HPV) vaccine has been politically-charged, given its association with sexual health 
among young women and its history of controversial, and largely unsuccessful, 
legislative mandates. The extent to which perceived politicization is related to public 
support for the vaccine's use, however, is not clear. We sought to examine the 
relationship between public perceptions of politicization of the HPV vaccine and 
public support for HPV vaccine policies. Methods: We fielded a survey from May-
June 2016 using a nationally representative sample of U.S. adults (18–59 years). 
Among respondents aware of the HPV vaccine (n = 290), we predict support for 
HPV vaccine policies based on respondents’ perceptions of three characteristics of 
the vaccine's portrayal in public discourse: degree of controversy, certainty of the 
scientific evidence supporting the vaccine's use, and frequency with which the 
vaccine appears in political discussion. Results: Respondents who perceived greater 
certainty about the scientific evidence for the HPV vaccine were more supportive of 
HPV vaccine policies (p < 0.0001) than respondents who perceived the scientific 
evidence to be uncertain, after adjusting for respondents’ characteristics, including 
demographics and partisanship. Conclusions: Public perceptions of the HPV 
vaccine's politicization, particularly the portrayal of scientific evidence, are 
associated with receptivity to legislative mandates. Policy implications: How the 
certainty of a body of evidence gets communicated to the public may influence the 
policy process for a critical cancer prevention intervention.  
 
     
 Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination: from clinical studies to 
immunization programs.  
Source: International journal of gynecological cancer : official journal of the 
International Gynecological Cancer Society. 2019 Aug 26;  
Author: Murillo R., Ordonez-Reyes C.  
 
Abstract: Cervical cancer incidence and mortality have decreased in high-income 
countries, but low- and middle-income countries continue to bear a significant 
burden from the disease. Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines are a promising 
alternative for disease control; however, their introduction is slow in settings with 
greater need. We conducted a review of HPV vaccine efficacy and effectiveness 
reported in clinical trials and population-based studies. Efficacy of HPV vaccines is 
close to 100% when using a three-dose schedule in HPV-negative young women 
(<25 years old) for protection against persistent infection and HPV vaccine-type 
associated pre-cancerous lesions. Furthermore, sustained protection for up to 12 
years of follow-up has been demonstrated; cross-protection against non-vaccine 
types is particularly observed for the bivalent vaccine, and preliminary data 
regarding impact on invasive cancer have emerged. Given its lower efficacy, catch-
up vaccination beyond 19 years of age and proposals for vaccinating adult women 
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deserve careful evaluation in accurately designed studies and economic analyses. 
Despite positive results regarding immunogenicity and post-hoc analysis for cervical 
intra-epithelial neoplasia in clinical trials, population-based data for prime and 
booster two-dose schedules are not available. Evaluation of vaccine safety from 
surveillance systems in immunization programs that have already distributed more 
than 270 million doses found no association of HPV vaccination with serious side 
effects. The introduction of HPV vaccination in national immunization programs 
remains the main challenge in tackling the burden of cervical cancer (up to 2018, 
only 89 countries have introduced vaccination worldwide, and most of these are 
high-income countries). Access models and technical capacity require further 
development to help low- and middle-income countries to increase the pace of 
vaccine delivery. Alternative approaches such as one-dose schedules and 
vaccination at younger ages may help reduce the programmatic and economic 
challenges to adolescent vaccination.  
 
     
 Factors Related to Chinese Parents' HPV Vaccination Intention for 
Children.  
Source: American journal of health behavior. 2019 Sep 01; 43(5):994-1005.  
Author: Zhu L., Zhai S., Siu P.T., Xia H.Y., Lai S., Zambrano C.N., Ma G.X.  
 
Abstract: Objectives: Successful human papilloma virus (HPV) vaccine delivery 
depends heavily on parents' attitudes, perceptions, and willingness to have their 
children vaccinated. In this study, we assessed parental knowledge, attitudes, and 
beliefs about the HPV vaccine, and examine factors associated with willingness to 
have eligible children receive HPV vaccination. Methods: From a community health 
center serving Chinese members in the Greater Philadelphia area, 110 Chinese-
American parents with at least one child aged 11 to 18 who had not received HPV 
vaccine were recruited. Data were collected in face-to-face interviews. Results: 
Chinese-American parents generally lacked knowledge on HPV and the HPV 
vaccine, yet had a moderately high level of intention to vaccinate their children 
against HPV. Ordinal logistic regression results indicated that knowledge, whether or 
not to involve children, doctor influence, and time lived in the United States were 
significantly and independently related to parental intention to have their children 
vaccinated against HPV. Conclusion: Interventions should make efforts to raise 
awareness of HPV and promote vaccination in doctors' offices. The lower level of 
parental intention among relatively recent immigrants indicated the necessity to 
target this population in public health campaigns and intervention efforts.  
 
     

 Knowledge matters and empowers: HPV vaccine advocacy among 
HPV-related cancer survivors.  
Source: Supportive care in cancer : official journal of the Multinational Association of 
Supportive Care in Cancer. 2019 Sep 06;  
Author: Shelal Z., Cho D., Urbauer D.L., Lu Q., Ma B.Y., Rohrer A.M., Kurian S., 
Sturgis E.M., Ramondetta L.M.  
 
Abstract: PURPOSE: To describe knowledge about human papillomavirus (HPV), 
HPV-related care behavior, and advocacy intent (e.g., vaccine recommendation and 
willingness to become an advocate for vaccination) and to investigate associations 
between knowledge, HPV-related care behavior, and advocacy intent among HPV-
related cancer survivors. METHODS: A cross-sectional online survey was offered 
through Qualtrics to HPV-related cancer survivors who were either volunteers at a 
cancer center or patients of survivorship clinics. RESULTS: A total of 200 survivors 
responded. Only 33.2% of respondents reported knowing their cancer was HPV-
related and 56.8% reported HPV vaccine is safe. Participants who knew that their 
cancer was caused by HPV were more likely to have vaccinated their children 
(p < .001). Also, participants who knew that the vaccine is safe were more willing to 
recommend the vaccine (p < .001), to be a peer mentor for others with HPV-related 
cancers (43.2% vs. 14.0%, p < .001), and to act as an advocate for increasing 
vaccination rates (44.1% vs. 24.4%, p = 0.01). Finally, survivors who were aware of 
the vaccine's effectiveness in decreasing precancerous lesions were more likely to 
recommend the vaccine (45.7% vs. 12.0%, p = .002). CONCLUSIONS: Raising 
survivor awareness of the link between HPV and cancer and HPV vaccine safety 
may increase their willingness to serve as powerful opinion leaders and peer 
mentors to promote HPV vaccination. Providers may take the simple step of 
informing patients that their cancer is HPV-related and HPV vaccine is safe to 
increase the number of informed and empowered survivors.  
 
     
 Rural Caregivers' Willingness for Community Pharmacists to 
Administer the HPV Vaccine to Their Age-Eligible Children.  
Source: Journal of cancer education : the official journal of the American Association 
for Cancer Education. 2019 Sep 07;  
Author: Koskan A.M., Dominick L.N., Helitzer D.L.  
 
Abstract: Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination uptake varies by geographic 
regions with rural, often medically underserved areas, lagging behind more urban 
regions in terms of vaccine initiation and completion. In these regions, pharmacies 
may serve as an additional location for HPV vaccine administration. Little is known 
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about rural caregivers' willingness to have their HPV vaccine age-eligible children 
obtain this vaccine from their local pharmacist. First and second authors conducted 
26 in-depth interviews with caregivers of HPV vaccine age-eligible children living in 
rural regions of a southwestern state to explore their perceptions of the HPV vaccine 
and their willingness for pharmacist-administered HPV vaccination. They analyzed 
interview data using an inductive qualitative content analyses approach. The 
majority of caregivers were unaware that pharmacists could offer adolescent 
vaccines. However, most were willing to allow their children to receive the vaccine 
from this non-traditional source. Comments related to obtaining vaccinations from 
pharmacists related mostly to concerns about proper training and their certification to 
vaccinate against HPV. Caregivers believed that having a pharmacist administer the 
HPV vaccine would not affect their relationship with their primary care provider. 
Caregivers preferred print health education resources and were interested in also 
receiving health information via social media to learn more about the HPV vaccine 
and pharmacists' role in HPV vaccine administration. Pharmacies may serve as an 
additional site to increase HPV vaccine initiation and completion. Rural regions need 
additional health information about the HPV vaccine and pharmacists' abilities to 
administer this cancer prevention resource.  
 
     
 HPV and HPV Vaccination Knowledge and Attitudes Among 
Medical Students in Alabama.  
Source: Journal of cancer education : the official journal of the American Association 
for Cancer Education. 2019 Sep 09;  
Author: Daniel C.L., McLendon L., Green C.L., Anderson K.J., Pierce J.Y., Perkins 
A., Beasley M.  
 
Abstract: In addition to being the most common sexually transmitted infection, the 
human papillomavirus (HPV) is associated with six types of cancer in men and 
women. The HPV vaccine provides long-lasting, effective protection from high-risk 
HPV infection, thus serving as a means of cancer prevention. An effective 
healthcare provider recommendation is well-established as the most significant 
influence on HPV vaccine uptake, and, as emerging providers, it is critical that 
medical students receive comprehensive training in this area. However, the type and 
extent of such training for current medical students in the USA is unclear. An online 
survey assessing HPV and HPV vaccine knowledge, attitudes, and vaccine status 
was distributed to all medical students at an Alabama university. Scales were 
developed to assess composite HPV and HPV knowledge scores and HPV 
vaccination intentions. Of those age-eligible, 32.1% reported completion of the HPV 
vaccine series while 15.2% reported partial completion. Knowledge of both HPV and 
HPV vaccination significantly increased with program year (p < 0.0001 and 

p = 0.0069, respectively); however, there were knowledge gaps across all years 
regarding HPV-associated cancers. Attitudes and intentions showed a similar 
association, with more advanced students demonstrating more positive attitudes 
toward HPV vaccination (p = 0.0003). There is a need within the current curriculum 
to include more education and training on HPV, HPV vaccination, and counseling-
particularly for students in the first 2 years of their program. Implementation of a 
classroom module or interactive workshop would likely improve knowledge and 
attitudes, better preparing students for their future role as potential immunizers.  
 
     
 HPV vaccination, are we overlooking additional opportunities to 
control HPV infection and transmission?  
Source: International journal of infectious diseases : IJID : official publication of the 
International Society for Infectious Diseases. 2019 Sep 12;  
Author: Vorsters A., Van Damme P., Bosch X.  
 
Abstract: Human papillomavirus virus-like particles (HPV VLPs) have distinctive 
immunogenic properties that generate a durable antibody response producing high-
quality neutralizing antibodies. By vaccination, i.e., intramuscular injection of these 
HPV VLPs, the viral survival strategy of avoiding exposure to the systemic immune 
system is completely overruled, and large amounts of vaccine-induced systemic 
antibodies are generated. These systemic circulating antibodies are easily 
transuded to the genital mucosa and are detectable in female genital secretions. It is 
well accepted that these antibodies interact with the virions presented by an infected 
partner and inhibit infection. However, much less attention has been paid to the role 
of anti-HPV vaccine-induced antibodies in an HPV-infected individual where 
infectious virions are encountered by neutralizing antibodies in mucosal secretions. 
There is a clear need to further investigate and document this role. Indeed, if HPV 
vaccination of HPV-infected women has an effect on HPV transmission, auto-
inoculation, and relapse after treatment this may influence how we model, assess 
and implement HPV vaccination programmes.  
 
     
 Reported rationales for HPV vaccination vs. Non-vaccination 
among undergraduate and medical students in South Carolina.  
Source: Journal of American college health : J of ACH. 2019 Sep 12; 1-5.  
Author: Barrera J., Greene S., Petyak E., Kenneson S., McGill E., Howell H., Billing 
D., Taylor S., Ewing A., Cull J.  
 
Abstract: Objective: We sought to identify factors that influence Human 
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Papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination rates in individuals at two higher education 
institutions in South Carolina (SC). Participants: We surveyed 1007 students with a 
mean age and standard deviation of 20.3 ± 3.3 from September 2018 to December 
2018. Methods: Participants answered 13 questions, assessing HPV vaccination 
rates, demographics, and rationales for vaccination vs. non-vaccination. Results: Of 
1007 respondents, 700 received HPV vaccination, 165 were unvaccinated, 75 
received partial vaccination and 138 were uncertain. Commonalities in HPV 
vaccination existed between females (p = 0.037), individuals who received standard 
childhood vaccinations (p = 0.04), and those not native-born in SC (p < 0.001). Of 
non-vaccinated individuals, 37% "never thought about vaccination," 32% did not 
perceive a need for vaccination, and 31% reported vaccine safety as reasons for not 
receiving the vaccine. Conclusions: Promotion of HPV vaccination may benefit from 
targeting SC natives, males, and individuals who are under-vaccinated or 
unvaccinated.  
 
     
 HPV Vaccine Delivery Practices by Primary Care Physicians.  
Source: Pediatrics. 2019 Sep 16;  
Author: Kempe A., O'Leary S.T., Markowitz L.E., Crane L.A., Hurley L.P., Brtnikova 
M., Beaty B.L., Meites E., Stokley S., Lindley M.C.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES: To examine, among pediatricians 
and family physicians (FPs) (1) human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine delivery 
practices, (2) delivery experiences, and (3) attitudes regarding new 2-dose HPV 
vaccination schedules. METHODS: We surveyed nationally representative networks 
of pediatricians and FPs by Internet or mail from July 2018 to September 2018. 
Multivariable regression was used to assess factors associated with refusal or 
deferral rates of ≥50% among 11- to 12-year-old patients. RESULTS: The response 
rate was 65% (302 pediatricians and 228 FPs included). Pediatricians who strongly 
recommended the HPV vaccine ranged from 99% for patients ≥15 years old (female) 
to 83% for those 11 to 12 years old (male); FPs ranged from 90% for patients ≥15 
years old (female) to 66% for those 11 to 12 years old (male) (P < .0001 between 
specialties). Sixty-five percent of pediatricians and 42% of FPs always or almost 
always used presumptive style when discussing the HPV vaccine (P < .0001). 
Overall, 40% used standing orders and 42% had electronic alerts. Among 
pediatricians, the proportion reporting a refusal or deferral rate ≥50% was 19% for 
female patients and 23% for male patients 11 to 12 years old; FPs reported 27% 
and 36%, respectively. In the multivariable regression (both sexes), refusal or 
deferral was associated with physicians not strongly recommending the HPV 
vaccine to 11- to 12-year-old patients, not using a presumptive style, perceiving less 
resistance when introducing the HPV vaccine to a 13-year-old patient versus an 11- 

or 12-year-old patient, and anticipating an uncomfortable conversation when 
recommending the HPV vaccine to an 11- or 12-year-old patient. Eighty-nine percent 
of pediatricians and 79% of FPs reported that more adolescents <15 years old are 
completing the HPV series now that only 2 doses are recommended. 
CONCLUSIONS: Although most physicians strongly recommend the HPV vaccine to 
11- to 12-year-old patients, our data reveal areas for improvement in 
recommendation and delivery methods. Most physicians perceive that the 2-dose 
schedule is resulting in higher HPV completion rates.  
 
     
 Social and cultural construction processes involved in HPV 
vaccine hesitancy among Chinese women: a qualitative study.  
Source: International journal for equity in health. 2019 Sep 18; 18(1):147.  
Author: Siu J.Y.-M., Fung T.K.F., Leung L.H.-M.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: HPV vaccine is a prophylactic vaccine to prevent HPV 
infections. Recommended by the World Health Organization, this vaccine is clinically 
proven to be one of the most effective preventive measures against the prevalence 
of cervical cancer and other HPV-associated cancers and chronic genital conditions. 
However, its uptake rate among women in Hong Kong is insignificant-only 
approximately 2.9% adolescent girls and 9.7% female university students received 
HPV vaccination in 2014. With the notion of Critical Medical Anthropology, we aimed 
to identify if different influential factors, ranging from individual, societal, and cultural, 
are involved in the decision-making process of whether to receive HPV vaccination. 
METHODS: We adopted a qualitative approach and conducted in-depth individual 
semistructured interviews with 40 women in Hong Kong between May and August 
2017. RESULTS: We noted that the following factors intertwined to influence the 
decision-making process: perceptions of HPV and HPV vaccine; perceived 
worthiness of HPV vaccines, which was in turn influenced by vaccine cost, marriage 
plans, and experiences of sexual activities; history of experiencing gynecological 
conditions, stigma associated with HPV vaccination, acquisition of information on 
HPV vaccines, distrust on HPV vaccines, and absence of preventive care in the 
healthcare practice. CONCLUSIONS: HPV vaccination is promoted in a manner that 
is "feminized" and "moralized" under the patriarchal value system, further imposing 
the burden of disease on women, and leading to health inequality of women in 
pursuing the vaccination as a preventive health behaviour as a result. We believe 
that this ultimately results in an incomplete understanding of HPV, consequently 
influencing the decision-making process. The "mixed-economy" medical system 
adopting capitalist logic also molds a weak doctor-patient relationship, leading to 
distrust in private practice medical system, which affects the accessibility of 
information regarding HPV vaccination for participants to make the decision.  
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 The role of healthcare providers in HPV vaccination programs – A 
meeting report.  
Source: Papillomavirus Research. 2019 Dec 01; 8.  
Author: Vorsters A., Bonanni P., Maltezou H.C., Yarwood J., Brewer N.T., Bosch 
F.X., Hanley S., Cameron R., Franco E.L., Arbyn M., Munoz N., Kojouharova M., 
Pattyn J., Baay M., Karafillakis E., Van Damme P.  
 
Abstract: The Human Papillomavirus (HPV) Prevention and Control Board convened 
a meeting in Bucharest, Romania (May 2018), to discuss the role of healthcare 
providers (HCPs) in prevention programs, with a focus on HPV vaccination and 
cervical cancer screening. International and local experts discussed the role that 
HCPs can play to increase the uptake of HPV vaccine and screening. Experts 
recommended: 1) increasing HCP norms of getting vaccinated; 2) training providers 
to make effective recommendations; 3) making culturally appropriate materials 
available, in local languages; and 4) centralizing and coordinating education and 
information material, to direct both HCPs and the general public to the best material 
available.  
 
     
 Perception about barriers and facilitators of the school-based 
HPV vaccine program of Manizales, Colombia: A qualitative study 
in school-enrolled girls and their parents.  
Source: Preventive Medicine Reports. 2019 Dec 01; 16.  
Author: Cordoba-Sanchez V., Tovar-Aguirre O.L., Franco S., Arias Ortiz N.E., Louie 
K., Sanchez G.I., Garces-Palacio I.C.  
 
Abstract: In 2012, Colombia implemented a school-based HPV vaccination program 
of a 3-dose series for nine year old girls. Following a mass psychogenic response 
after vaccination in a Colombian town, vaccination rates dropped from 80% in 2012–
2013 to 5% in 2016. The study aimed to identify barriers and facilitators of HPV 
vaccine uptake among girls eligible for vaccination in the initial years of vaccine 
implementation from 2012 to 2014, and their parents. We conducted 19 individual 
qualitative interviews and 18 focus groups with an average of 5 girls, in Manizales, 
Colombia between 2016 and 2017. In total, 49 girls from six schools and 58 of their 
parents participated in the study. Participants had some degree of awareness about 
cervical cancer, especially among those of middle and upper socioeconomic level. 
However, the vaccine was known as a prevention measure only after pap-smears 
and condoms. The main facilitator for vaccine uptake for parents was the desire to 

prevent diseases in general and for girls, it was facilitated by receiving positive 
information about the vaccine. The main barriers for vaccine uptake or for three 
doses completion were the event in Carmen de Bolivar, fear of adverse effects and 
fear of needles. Girls and parents stated that they received little or no information 
from schools or health care services about the HPV vaccine prior to vaccination. Our 
results suggest that improving HPV vaccination rates in Colombia will require a 
comprehensive education program including mass media information about HPV 
vaccine.  
 
     
 HPV vaccination in HIV infection.  
Source: Papillomavirus Research. 2019 Dec 01; 8.  
Author: Lacey C.J.  
 
Abstract: Persons with HIV are at increased risk of HPV infection, HPV disease, and 
HPV-related cancers compared to HIV negative persons. In persons with HIV, 
immune responses to vaccination are often sub-optimal, and while these improve 
with ART, they often remain lower and decline more rapidly than in HIV-negative 
individuals. Although the evidence base to support the immunogenicity of HPV 
vaccines in HIV + ve persons is reasonable, the evidence base to support the 
efficacy of HPV vaccines in HIV + ve individuals is inconsistent. There is one study 
in HIV + ve men who have sex with men (MSM) which showed no effect, and two 
other studies, one in HIV + ve women and one in HIV + ve adolescents that showed 
reduced effectiveness. All these effectiveness studies used Gardasil 4 (G4). Two 
studies in HIV + ve persons have shown superior immunogenicity of Cervarix (which 
uses a TLR4 agonist adjuvant) compared to G4. Studies of Hepatitis B vaccines in 
HIV + ve persons have shown that either (i) increased number of doses (ii) 
increased vaccine dose, or (iii) TLR agonist adjuvanted vaccines, all produce 
increased immunogenicity compared to standard vaccine regimes. Therefore, 
questions remain as to optimal HPV vaccine regimes in HIV and further clinical trials 
with different HPV vaccine regimes are needed.  
 
     
 Acute exercise does not improve immune response to HPV 
vaccination series in adolescents.  
Source: Papillomavirus Research. 2019 Dec 01; 8.  
Author: Bohn-Goldbaum E., Lee V.Y., Skinner S.R., Frazer I.H., Khan B.A., Booy R., 
Edwards K.M.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.   
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 New treatments for cytomegalovirus in transplant patients.  
Source: Current Opinion in Nephrology and Hypertension. 2019;  
Author: Coppock G.M., Blumberg E.  
 
Abstract: Purpose of review The purpose of this review is to highlight novel 
advances in prophylaxis against and treatment of CMV in kidney transplant 
recipients. Current options include intravenous ganciclovir and oral valganciclovir, 
but use of these agents is limited by side effects, such as myelosuppression as well 
as evolving resistance in CMV strains. Recent findings Advances in the field include 
novel drugs that have shown promise in preliminary studies and are now being 
tested in large-scale clinical trials. Moreover, there is a developing focus in 
enhancing host immune responses to better protect against viral infection using anti-
CMV vaccines. Studying host immune responses to CMV has also led to improved 
monitoring strategies, such as the QuantiFERON assay, which will allow for 
improved risk stratification and targeted therapies in transplant recipients. Summary 
In summary, although options for prophylaxis and treatment against CMV have been 
somewhat limited to date, a number of new strategies are currently under 
development with several drugs in phase 3 trials. Therefore, the landscape of CMV 
management in kidney transplant recipients will be changing significantly in the 
coming years with the ultimate goal of safer and more effective therapies to combat 
CMV.  
 
     
 Development of a Human Cytomegalovirus (HCMV)-Based 
Therapeutic Cancer Vaccine Uncovers a Previously Unsuspected 
Viral Block of MHC Class I Antigen Presentation.  
Source: Frontiers in immunology. 2019; 10:1776.  
Author: Abdelaziz M.O., Ossmann S., Kaufmann A.M., Leitner J., Steinberger P., 
Willimsky G., Raftery M.J., Schonrich G.  
 
Abstract: Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) induces a uniquely high frequency of 
virus-specific effector/memory CD8+ T-cells, a phenomenon termed "memory 
inflation". Thus, HCMV-based vaccines are particularly interesting in order to 
stimulate a sustained and strong cellular immune response against cancer. 
Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most aggressive primary brain tumor with high 

lethality and inevitable relapse. The current standard treatment does not significantly 
improve the desperate situation underlining the urgent need to develop novel 
approaches. Although HCMV is highly fastidious with regard to species and cell 
type, GBM cell lines are susceptible to HCMV. In order to generate HCMV-based 
therapeutic vaccine candidates, we deleted all HCMV-encoded proteins 
(immunoevasins) that interfere with MHC class I presentation. The aim being to use 
the viral vector as an adjuvant for presentation of endogenous tumor antigens, the 
presentation of high levels of vector-encoded neoantigens and finally the 
repurposing of bystander HCMV-specific CD8+ T cells to fight the tumor. As 
neoantigen, we exemplarily used the E6 and E7 proteins of human papillomavirus 
type 16 (HPV-16) as a non-transforming fusion protein (E6/E7) that covers all 
relevant antigenic peptides. Surprisingly, GBM cells infected with E6/E7-expressing 
HCMV-vectors failed to stimulate E6-specific T cells despite high level expression of 
E6/E7 protein. Further experiments revealed that MHC class I presentation of E6/E7 
is impaired by the HCMV-vector although it lacks all known immunoevasins. We also 
generated HCMV-based vectors that express E6-derived peptide fused to HCMV 
proteins. GBM cells infected with these vectors efficiently stimulated E6-specific T 
cells. Thus, fusion of antigenic sequences to HCMV proteins is required for efficient 
presentation via MHC class I molecules during infection. Taken together, these 
results provide the preclinical basis for development of HCMV-based vaccines and 
also reveal a novel HCMV-encoded block of MHC class I presentation.  
 
     
 Update on prevention of cytomegalovirus in hematopoietic cell 
transplantation.  
Source: Current Opinion in Infectious Diseases. 2019 Feb 01; 32(1):63-68.  
Author: Dadwal S.S.  
 
Abstract: Purpose of reviewCytomegalovirus infection (CMVi) has been the troll of 
allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation (allo-HCT). Over the last 4 decades 
various approaches have been adopted to minimize the burden from CMVi. There 
has been major advancement in the management of CMVi in HCT within the last few 
years that is poised to change the approaches employed in preventing and 
managing CMVi. This review will summarize recent advances and potential future 
development in the management of CMV in HCT.Recent findingThe major 
development has been the approval of letermovir for the prevention of CMVi in allo-
HCT recipients. Also, with the potential availability of tests that can determine host 
CMV immunity a risk adapted approach to CMV prevention may become a 
possibility.SummaryThe landscape of CMV prevention is about to change with the 
approval of a new anti-CMV antiviral that is safe and effective. However, the 
prophylaxis may lead to late onset CMVi in the context of ongoing risk factors after 
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stopping prophylaxis and measures to counter this shifting epidemiology will need 
further research; such as extending the prophylaxis in high-risk patients vs. 
immunotherapy with vaccination and T-cell therapy.  
 
     
 Promising Cytomegalovirus-Based Vaccine Vector Induces Robust 
CD8+T-Cell Response.  
Source: International journal of molecular sciences. 2019 Sep 10; 20(18).  
Author: Liu J., Jaijyan D.K., Tang Q., Zhu H.  
 
Abstract: Vaccination has had great success in combating diseases, especially 
infectious diseases. However, traditional vaccination strategies are ineffective for 
several life-threatening diseases, including acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 
(AIDS), tuberculosis, malaria, and cancer. Viral vaccine vectors represent a 
promising strategy because they can efficiently deliver foreign genes and enhance 
antigen presentation in vivo. However, several limitations, including pre-existing 
immunity and packaging capacity, block the application of viral vectors. 
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) has been demonstrated as a new type of viral vector with 
additional advantages. CMV could systematically elicit and maintain high 
frequencies of effector memory T cells through the "memory inflation" mechanism. 
Studies have shown that CMV can be genetically modified to induce distinct patterns 
of CD8+ T-cell responses, while some unconventional CD8+ T-cell responses are 
rarely induced through conventional vaccine strategies. CMV has been used as a 
vaccine vector to deliver many disease-specific antigens, and the efficacy of these 
vaccines was tested in different animal models. Promising results demonstrated that 
the robust and unconventional T-cell responses elicited by the CMV-based vaccine 
vector are essential to control these diseases. These accumulated data and 
evidence strongly suggest that a CMV-based vaccine vector represents a promising 
approach to develop novel prophylactic and therapeutic vaccines against some 
epidemic pathogens and tumors.  
 
     
 A Replication Defective Human Cytomegalovirus Vaccine Elicits 
Humoral Immune Responses Analogous to Those with Natural 
Infection.  
Source: Journal of virology. 2019 Sep 11;  
Author: Liu Y., Freed D.C., Li L., Tang A., Li F., Murray E.M., Adler S.P., McVoy 
M.A., Rupp R.E., Barrett D., Ye X., Zhang N., Beck K., Culp T., Das R., Song L., 
Vora K., Zhu H., Wang D., Espeseth A.S., An Z., Musey L., Fu T.-M.  

 
Abstract: Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) can cause congenital infection which is a 
leading cause of childhood disabilities. Since the rate of maternal-fetal transmission 
is much lower in naturally infected (HCMV-seropositive) women, we hypothesize that 
a vaccine candidate capable of eliciting immune responses analogous to those of 
HCMV-seropositive subjects may confer protection against congenital HCMV. We 
have previously described a replication-defective virus vaccine based on AD169 
strain (Wang et al., Sci Transl Med 8:362ra145, 2016). The vaccine, named V160, 
has been shown to be safe and immunogenic in HCMV-seronegative human 
subjects, eliciting both humoral and cellular immune responses (Adler et al., JID, 
220:411-9, 2019). Here we further showed that sera from V160-immunized HCMV-
seronegative subjects shared similar quality attributes to those from seropositive 
subjects, including high avidity antibodies to viral antigens, coverage against a panel 
of genetically distinct clinical isolates, and protection against viral infection in diverse 
types of human cells in culture. More importantly, vaccination appeared efficient in 
priming the human immune system, inducing memory B-cells in six V160 recipients 
at frequencies comparable to those of three HCMV-seropositive subjects. Our 
results demonstrate the ability of V160 to induce robust and durable humoral 
memory responses to HCMV, justifying further clinical evaluation of the vaccine 
against congenital HCMV.IMPORTANCEIn utero HCMV infection can lead to 
miscarriage or childhood disabilities, and an effective vaccine is urgently needed. 
Since children born to women who are seropositive prior to pregnancy are less likely 
to be affected by congenital HCMV, it has been hypothesized that a vaccine capable 
of inducing an immune response resembling those in HCMV-seropositive women 
may be effective. We previously described a replication-defective virus vaccine that 
has been demonstrated safe and immunogenic in HCMV-seronegative subjects. 
Here we conducted additional analyses to show that the vaccine can induce 
antibodies with functional attributes similar to those from HCMV-seropositive 
subjects. Importantly, vaccination can induce long lived memory B-cells at 
frequencies comparable to those seen in HCMV-seropositive subjects. We conclude 
that this vaccine is a promising candidate that warrants further clinical evaluation for 
prevention of congenital HCMV.  
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Chlamydia 

     
 First chlamydia vaccine trial in humans.  
Source: Nature Reviews Urology. 2019;  
Author: Thoma C.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 First genital chlamydia vaccine enters in-human clinical trial.  
Source: The Lancet. Infectious diseases. 2019 Aug 12;  
Author: Poston T.B., Darville T.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
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Hepatitis C 

 
     
 Engaging people who inject drugs in hepatitis C virus testing and 
prevention through community-based outreach, in Sydney, 
Australia.  
Source: Drug and alcohol review. 2019 Feb 01; 38(2):177-184.  
Author: Coupland H., White B., Bates A., Park J.N., Iversen J., Maher L.  
 
Abstract: INTRODUCTION AND AIMS: Increasing treatment uptake among people 
who inject drugs (PWID) with chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is integral to 
eliminating viral hepatitis. This study explored the role of community-based outreach 
in engaging and retaining Australian PWID in the testing component of the HCV care 
cascade. DESIGN AND METHODS: Semi-structured interviews were conducted 
with 28 PWID, including new initiates to injecting and those from culturally and 
linguistically diverse (CALD) backgrounds, who acquired HCV infection while 
enrolled in a community-based prospective observational study of hepatitis C 
vaccine preparedness in Sydney. Participants were interviewed at diagnosis and 12 
months later. Transcripts were thematically analysed using constant comparative 
techniques. RESULTS: Community-based outreach was effective in engaging newly 
infected participants in HCV monitoring and decision-making about seeking 
interferon-based treatment. Key factors in the acceptability of outreach were privacy 
and discretion, and opportunities to build trust with non-judgmental staff. Retaining 
participants in the HCV cascade of care required more than a one-off session of 
post-test counselling. Ongoing discussions with staff enabled paced and tailored 
delivery of information about HCV prevention, testing and treatment. Increased 
understanding of the role of HCV ribonucleic acid viremia in determining the need for 
treatment, and access to this testing, was pivotal in making HCV monitoring salient 
for participants. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS: Outreach is an effective 
strategy for engaging new initiates to injecting and CALD PWID in HCV testing and 
decision-making about treatment. Findings highlight the need to increase availability 
and access to HCV ribonucleic acid testing for PWID.  
 
     

 Factors correlating to the development of hepatitis c virus 
infection in hemodialysis patients—findings mainly from asiatic 
populations: A systematic review and meta-analysis.  
Source: International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health. 2019 
Apr 02; 16(8).  
Author: China G.C., Zheng H., Luo L., Wang Z., Jiang Z., Xu S., Lv H., Chen Y., 
Zhou B., Hu C.  
 
Abstract: Hemodialysis is an effective replacement therapy for chronic renal failure 
patients. In recent decades, the number of hemodialysis patients has grown rapidly 
and some measures for preventing blood-borne diseases have been implemented, 
but hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection remains a significant problem. The meta-
analysis published in 2009 on HCV infection-related factors was based on localized 
study objects, and some additional studies have been published since 2009; 
however, the contribution of these factors remains under dispute. Our study pooled 
the odds ratios (ORs) or mean standard deviations (MDs) with 95% confidence 
intervals (CIs) and analyzed sensitivity using Review Manager 5.1 software (5.1 
version Copenhagen: The Nordic Cochrane Centre; 2011) by searching data in the 
PubMed, Elsevier, Springer, Wiley, and EBSCO databases. Spearman correlation 
analysis was performed using the SPSS package. In our meta-analysis, 1715 HCV-
infected hemodialysis patients and 7093 non-HCV-infected hemodialysis patients 
from 44 studies were analyzed. The pooled ORs with 95% CIs were: histories of 
blood transfusion, 4.30 (3.11, 5.96); weekly hemodialysis times > 2, 6.00 (3.25, 
11.06); kidney transplantation, 5.80 (3.95, 8.52); hemodialysis units > 2, 6.90 (2.42, 
19.68); shared hemodialysis devices, 5.00 (2.35, 10.65); and drug addiction, 4.73 
(1.54, 14.47). The pooled MDs with 95% CIs were duration of hemodialysis (months) 
27.48 (21.67, 33.30). There was a positive correlation between duration of 
hemodialysis and the HCV infection rate (p < 0.01). Hemodialysis patients, 
especially from Asia, with shared hemodialysis devices, hemodialysis units > 2, 
blood transfusion, kidney transplantation, and drug addiction were at increased risk 
of HCV infection. The HCV infection rate increased with the duration of 
hemodialysis. High-risk hemodialysis patients should be monitored and receive 
timely screening.  
 
     
 A dynamic model and some strategies on how to prevent and 
control hepatitis c in mainland China.  
Source: BMC Infectious Diseases. 2019 Aug 16; 19(1).  
Author: Jia W., Weng J., Fang C., Li Y.  
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Abstract: Background: Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a leading cause of chronic liver 
disease. As yet there is no approved vaccine protects against contracting hepatitis 
C. HCV seriously affects many people's health in the world. Methods: In this article, 
an epidemiological model is proposed and discussed to understand the transmission 
and prevalence of hepatitis C in mainland China. This research concentrates on 
hepatitis C data from Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (China's 
CDC). The optimal parameters of the model are obtained by calculating the 
minimum chi-square value. Sensitivity analyses of the basic reproduction number 
and the endemic equilibrium are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of control 
measures. Results: Vertical infection is not the most important factor that causes 
hepatitis C epidemic, but contact transmission is. The proportion of acute patients 
who are transformed into chronic patients is about 82.62%. The possibility of the 
hospitalized patients who are restored to health is about 76.24%. There are about 
92.32% of acute infected are not treated. The reproduction number of hepatitis C in 
mainland China is estimated as approximately 1.6592. Conclusion: We find that 
small changes of transmission infection rate of acutely infected population, 
transmission infection rate of exposed population, transition rate for the acutely 
infected, and rate of progression to acute stage from the exposed can achieve the 
purpose of controlling HCV through sensitivity analysis. Finally, based on the results 
of sensitivity analysis, we find out several preventions and control strategies to 
control the Hepatitis C.  
 
     
 Hepatitis C Virus: 30 Years after Its Discovery.  
Source: Cold Spring Harbor perspectives in medicine. 2019 Sep 09;  
Author: Houghton M.  
 
Abstract: Evidence for the existence of another hepatitis-causing pathogen, other 
than the known hepatitis A and B viruses, emerged in the mid-1970s. A frustrating 
search of 15 years was ended by the identification of the hepatitis C virus in 1989 
using a recombinant DNA immunoscreening method. This discovery quickly led to 
blood tests that eliminated posttransfusion hepatitis C and could show the partial 
efficacy of type 1 interferon-based therapies. Subsequent knowledge of the viral 
replication cycle then led to the development of effective direct-acting antivirals 
targeting its serine protease, polymerase, and nonstructural protein 5A that resulted 
in the approval of orally available drug combinations that can cure patients within a 
few months with few side effects. Meanwhile, vaccine strategies have been shown to 
be feasible, and they are still required to effectively control this global epidemic.  

 
     
 The case for a universal hepatitis C vaccine to achieve hepatitis C 
elimination.  
Source: BMC medicine. 2019 Sep 18; 17(1):175.  
Author: Scott N., Wilson D.P., Thompson A.J., Barnes E., El-Sayed M., Benzaken 
A.S., Drummer H.E., Hellard M.E.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: The introduction of highly effective direct-acting antiviral 
(DAA) therapy for hepatitis C has led to calls to eliminate it as a public health threat 
through treatment-as-prevention. Recent studies suggest it is possible to develop a 
vaccine to prevent hepatitis C. Using a mathematical model, we examined the 
potential impact of a hepatitis C vaccine on the feasibility and cost of achieving the 
global WHO elimination target of an 80% reduction in incidence by 2030 in the era of 
DAA treatment. METHODS: The model was calibrated to 167 countries and included 
two population groups (people who inject drugs (PWID) and the general community), 
features of the care cascade, and the coverage of health systems to deliver 
services. Projections were made for 2018-2030. RESULTS: The optimal incidence 
reduction strategy was to implement test and treat programmes among PWID, and 
in settings with high levels of community transmission undertake screening and 
treatment of the general population. With a vaccine available, the optimal strategy 
was to include vaccination within test and treat programmes, in addition to 
vaccinating adolescents in settings with high levels of community transmission. Of 
the 167 countries modelled, between 0 and 48 could achieve an 80% reduction in 
incidence without a vaccine. This increased to 15-113 countries if a 75% efficacious 
vaccine with a 10-year duration of protection were available. If a vaccination course 
cost US$200, vaccine use reduced the cost of elimination for 66 countries (40%) by 
an aggregate of US$7.4 (US$6.6-8.2) billion. For a US$50 per course vaccine, this 
increased to a US$9.8 (US$8.7-10.8) billion cost reduction across 78 countries 
(47%). CONCLUSIONS: These findings strongly support the case for hepatitis C 
vaccine development as an urgent public health need, to ensure hepatitis C 
elimination is achievable and at substantially reduced costs for a majority of 
countries.  
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 HIV prevalence and risk behavior among male and female adults 
screened for enrolment into a vaccine preparedness study in 
Maputo, Mozambique.  
Source: PloS one. 2019; 14(9):e0221682.  
Author: Macicame I., Bhatt N., Matavele Chissumba R., Eller L.A., Viegas E., Araujo 
K., Nwoga C., Li Q., Milazzo M., Hills N.K., Lindan C., Michael N.L., Robb M.L., Jani 
I., Polyak C.S.  
 
Abstract: INTRODUCTION: Mozambique continues to have a significant burden of 
HIV. Developing strategies to control the HIV epidemic remains a key priority for the 
Mozambican public health community. The primary aim of this study was to 
determine HIV prevalence and risk behavior among males and females screened for 
a HIV vaccine preparedness study in Maputo, Mozambique. METHODS: Male and 
female participants between 18-35 years old were recruited from the general 
community and from female sex worker (FSW) and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgender (LGBT) associations in Maputo. All participants were screened for HIV 
and a questionnaire was administered to each participant to assess HIV risk 
behavior. RESULTS: A total of 1125 adults were screened for HIV infection, among 
whom 506 (45%) were male. Among men, 5.7% reported having had sex with men 
(MSM) and 12% of female participants reported having exchanged sex for money, 
goods or favors in the past 3 months. The overall HIV prevalence was 10.4%; 10.7% 
of women, and 10.1% of men were HIV infected; 41.4% of MSM were seropositive. 
HIV infection was associated with older age (25-35 years old) (OR: 6.13, 95% CI: 
3.01, 12.5), MSM (OR: 9.07, 95% CI: 3.85, 21.4), self-perception of being at high-
risk for HIV (OR: 3.99, 95% CI: 1.27, 12.5) and self-report of a history of a diagnosis 
of sexually transmitted infection (OR: 3.75, 95% CI: 1.57, 8.98). CONCLUSION: In 
our cohort, HIV prevalence was much higher among MSM compared to the overall 
prevalence. Behavioral factors were found to be more associated with HIV 
prevalence than demographic factors. The study findings demonstrate the critical 
importance of directing services to minority communities, such as MSM, when 
prevention strategies are being devised for the general population.  
 
     

 Young men who have sex with men's awareness, acceptability, 
and willingness to participate in HIV vaccine trials: Results from a 
nationwide online pilot study.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Connochie D., Tingler R.C., Bauermeister J.A.  
 
Abstract: Background: New cases of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) among 
young men who have sex with men (YMSM) underscore the need to examine their 
willingness to use biomedical prevention methods, including an acceptable and 
efficacious HIV vaccine. We examined whether YMSM's vaccine altruism and 
vaccine-related socials concerns factors were associated with HIV vaccine 
acceptability across two vaccine efficacy scenarios, and their awareness and 
willingness to participate in HIV vaccine research. Methods: This secondary analysis 
uses data from a mHealth trial with YMSM at heightened HIV risk (N = 137; 50% 
racial/ethnic minority; M = 21.7 years). Most YMSM (91.2%) had tested for HIV, and 
17.5% (N = 24) reported a prior STI. We used paired-samples t-test to compare 
differences in efficacy acceptability (50% vs 85%), followed by multivariable 
regressions examining whether vaccine attitudes (altruism and social concerns) 
were associated with vaccine acceptability and awareness and willingness to 
participate in HIV vaccine trials. We controlled for age, education, race/ethnicity, 
prior HIV testing, and STI diagnosis in our analyses. Results: Acceptability for the 
HIV vaccine with 85% efficacy (M = 8.86; SD = 1.76) was greater than acceptability 
in the 50% efficacy scenario (M = 7.60; SD = 2.58). Altruistic attitudes were 
associated with greater vaccine acceptability at 50% (β = 0.62) and 85% (β = 0.59) 
efficacy. Higher educational attainment was negatively associated with a vaccine 
with 50% efficacy (β = −0.20, but not for 85% efficacy. Greater vaccine-related social 
concerns were negatively associated with HIV vaccine research awareness (AOR = 
0.38 (95% CI: 0.22, 0.67). Willingness to participate in a HIV vaccine trial was 
positively associated with age (β = 0.18) and altruism (β = 0.60), and negatively 
associated with education (β = −0.21). Conclusions: YMSM find HIV vaccines as an 
acceptable prevention modality and are willing to participate in HIV vaccine trials. 
Findings highlight the need to consider YMSM's altruistic and social concerns 
attitudes in HIV vaccine research and explore how to leverage these attitudes in 
research campaigns. ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02842060.  
 
     
 Broadening vaccine strategies to induce HIV broadly neutralizing 
antibodies.  
Source: Science Translational Medicine. 2019 Aug 14; 11(505).  
Author: Boyle M.  
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Abstract: Vaccination with anti-idiotype antibodies can activate and target germline B 
cell precursors of HIV broadly neutralizing antibodies.  
 
     
 Fc gamma receptor polymorphisms modulated the vaccine effect 
on HIV-1 risk in the HVTN 505 HIV vaccine trial.  
Source: Journal of virology. 2019 Aug 21;  
Author: Li S.S., Gilbert P.B., Carpp L.N., Pyo C.-W., Janes H., Fong Y., Shen X., 
Neidich S.D., Goodman D., deCamp A., Cohen K.W., Ferrari G., Hammer S.M., 
Sobieszczyk M.E., Mulligan M.J., Buchbinder S.P., Keefer M.C., DeJesus E., Novak 
R.M., Frank I., McElrath M.J., Tomaras G.D., Geraghty D.E., Peng X.  
 
Abstract: HVTN 505 was a phase 2b efficacy trial of a DNA/recombinant adenovirus 
5 (rAd5) HIV vaccine regimen. Although the trial was stopped early for lack of overall 
efficacy, later correlates of risk and sieve analyses generated the hypothesis that the 
DNA/rAd5 vaccine regimen protected some vaccinees from HIV infection, yet 
enhanced HIV infection risk for others. Here we assessed whether and how host Fc 
gamma receptor (FcγR) genetic variations influenced the DNA/rAd5 vaccine 
regimen's effect on HIV infection risk. We found that vaccine receipt significantly 
increased HIV acquisition compared with placebo receipt among participants 
carrying the FCGR2C-TATA haplotype (comprising minor alleles of four FCGR2C 
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) sites) (HR=9.79, p=0.035) but not among 
participants without the haplotype (HR=0.86, p=0.67); the interaction of vaccine and 
haplotype effect was significant (p=0.034). Similarly, vaccine receipt increased HIV 
acquisition compared with placebo receipt among participants carrying the FCGR3B-
AGA haplotype (comprising minor alleles of the 3 FCGR3B SNPs) (HR=2.78, 
p=0.058) but not among participants without the haplotype (HR=0.73, p=0.44); 
again, the interaction of vaccine and haplotype was significant (p-value=0.047). The 
FCGR3B-AGA haplotype also influenced whether a combined Env-specific CD8+ T-
cell polyfunctionality score and IgG response correlated significantly with HIV risk; 
an FCGR2A SNP and two FCGR2B SNPs influenced whether anti-gp140 antibody-
dependent cellular phagocytosis correlated significantly with HIV risk. These results 
provide further evidence that Fc gamma receptor genetic variations may modulate 
HIV vaccine effects and immune function after HIV vaccination.IMPORTANCE By 
analyzing data from the HVTN 505 efficacy trial of a DNA/recombinant adenovirus 5 
(rAd5) vaccine regimen, we found that host genetics, specifically Fc gamma receptor 
genetic variations, influenced whether receiving the DNA/rAd5 regimen was 
beneficial, neutral, or detrimental to an individual with respect to HIV-1 acquisition 
risk. Moreover, Fc gamma receptor genetic variations influenced immune responses 
to the DNA/rAd5 vaccine regimen. Thus, Fc gamma receptor genetic variations 

should be considered in the analysis of future HIV vaccine trials and the 
development of HIV vaccines.  
 
     
 A vaccine-induced gene expression signature correlates with 
protection against SIV and HIV in multiple trials.  
Source: Science translational medicine. 2019 Aug 28; 11(507).  
Author: Ehrenberg P.K., Shangguan S., Issac B., Alter G., Geretz A., Izumi T., 
Bryant C., Eller M.A., Wegmann F., Apps R., Creegan M., Bolton D.L., Sekaly R.P., 
Robb M.L., Gramzinski R.A., Pau M.G., Schuitemaker H., Barouch D.H., Michael 
N.L., Thomas R.  
 
Abstract: Current HIV vaccines are only partially efficacious, presenting an 
opportunity to identify correlates of protection and, thereby, potential insight into 
mechanisms that prevent HIV acquisition. Two independent preclinical challenge 
studies in nonhuman primates (NHPs) previously showed partial efficacy of a mosaic 
adenovirus 26 (Ad26)-based HIV-1 vaccine candidate. To investigate the basis of 
this protection, we performed whole transcriptomics profiling by RNA sequencing 
(RNA-seq) in sorted lymphocytes from peripheral blood samples taken during these 
studies at different time points after vaccination but before challenge. We observed 
a transcriptional signature in B cells that associated with protection from acquisition 
of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) or the simian-human immunodeficiency virus 
(SHIV) in both studies. Strong antibody responses were elicited, and genes from the 
signature for which expression was enriched specifically associated with higher 
magnitude of functional antibody responses. The same gene expression signature 
also associated with protection in RV144 in the only human HIV vaccine trial to date 
that has shown efficacy and in two additional NHP studies that evaluated similar 
canarypox-based vaccine regimens. A composite gene expression score derived 
from the gene signature was one of the top-ranked correlates of protection in the 
NHP vaccine studies. This study aims to bridge preclinical and clinical data with the 
identification of a gene signature in B cells that is associated with protection from 
SIV and HIV infection by providing a new approach for evaluating future vaccine 
candidates.  
 
     
 Unintended HIV-1 Transmission to a Sex Partner in a Study of a 
Therapeutic Vaccine Candidate.  
Source: The Journal of infectious diseases. 2019 Aug 30; 220(7):1233-1234.  
Author: Johnson T., Folayan M.O.  
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Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Immune correlates of the Thai RV144 HIV vaccine regimen in 
South Africa.  
Source: Science translational medicine. 2019 Sep 18; 11(510).  
Author: Gray G.E., Huang Y., Grunenberg N., Laher F., Roux S., Andersen-Nissen 
E., De Rosa S.C., Flach B., Randhawa A.K., Jensen R., Swann E.M., Bekker L.-G., 
Innes C., Lazarus E., Morris L., Mkhize N.N., Ferrari G., Montefiori D.C., Shen X., 
Sawant S., Yates N., Hural J., Isaacs A., Phogat S., DiazGranados C.A., Lee C., 
Sinangil F., Michael N.L., Robb M.L., Kublin J.G., Gilbert P.B., McElrath M.J., 
Tomaras G.D., Corey L.  
 
Abstract: One of the most successful HIV vaccines to date, the RV144 vaccine 
tested in Thailand, demonstrated correlates of protection including cross-clade V1V2 
immunoglobulin G (IgG) breadth, Env-specific CD4+ T cell polyfunctionality, and 
antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) in vaccinees with low IgA binding. 
The HIV Vaccine Trials Network (HVTN) 097 trial evaluated this vaccine regimen in 
South Africa, where clade C HIV-1 predominates. We compared cellular and 
humoral responses at peak and durability immunogenicity time points in HVTN 097 
and RV144 vaccinee samples, and evaluated vaccine-matched and cross-clade 
immune responses. At peak immunogenicity, HVTN 097 vaccinees exhibited 
significantly higher cellular and humoral immune responses than RV144 vaccinees. 
CD4+ T cell responses were more frequent in HVTN 097 irrespective of age and 
sex, and CD4+ T cell Env-specific functionality scores were higher in HVTN 097. 
Env-specific CD40L+ CD4+ T cells were more common in HVTN 097, with 
individuals having this pattern of expression demonstrating higher median antibody 
responses to HIV-1 Env. IgG and IgG3 binding antibody rates and response 
magnitude to gp120 vaccine- and V1V2 vaccine-matched antigens were higher or 
comparable in HVTN 097 than in RV144 ADCC, and ADCP functional antibody 
responses were elicited in HVTN 097. Env-specific IgG and CD4+ Env responses 
declined significantly over time in both trials. Overall, cross-clade immune responses 
associated with protection were better than expected in South Africa, suggesting 
wider applicability of this regimen.  
 
     
 Preclinical evaluation of an mRNA HIV vaccine combining 
rationally selected antigenic sequences and adjuvant signals 

(HTI-TriMix): Erratum Phase I clinical trial of an intranodally 
administered mRNA-based therapeutic vaccine against HIV-1 
infection: Erratum.  
Source: AIDS (London, England). 2019 Oct 01; 33(12):1957.  
Author: No Authors  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
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Group B Streptococcus 

 
     
     
 Novel Multiplex Immunoassays for Quantification of IgG against 
Group B Streptococcus Capsular Polysaccharides in Human Sera.  
Source: mSphere. 2019 Aug 07; 4(4).  
Author: Buffi G., Galletti B., Stella M., Proietti D., Balducci E., Romano M.R., Mori E., 
Fabbrini M., Giuliani M.M., Berti F., Margarit I.  
 
Abstract: Group B Streptococcus (GBS) infections constitute a major cause of 
invasive disease during the first three months of life and an unmet medical need that 
could be addressed by maternal vaccination. The GBS capsular polysaccharides 
(CPSs) have shown promise as vaccine targets in clinical studies. A highly specific 
serological assay to quantify maternal and neonatal anti-CPS antibody levels will be 
instrumental for GBS vaccine licensure. Here, we describe the development and 
comparison of two novel multiplex immunoassays (MIAs) based on the Luminex 
technology for the quantification of IgG antibodies recognizing the five most frequent 
GBS capsular variants (Ia, Ib, II, III, and V) out of the ten types identified. The first 
assay is based on the use of biotinylated CPSs coupled to streptavidin-derivatized 
magnetic microspheres (Biotin-CPS MIA), while the second is a sandwich assay with 
plain CPSs coupled to magnetic microspheres coated with polysaccharide-specific 
mouse monoclonal antibodies (Sandwich MIA). Both assays showed good 
specificity, linearity, and precision, although the Biotin-CPS MIA presented higher 
sensitivity and lower complexity than the Sandwich MIA. A panel of human sera 
representing a wide range of anti-CPS IgG concentrations was tested in parallel by 
the two assays, which resulted in comparable titers. Our data support the 
preservation of antigenic epitopes in the biotinylated polysaccharides and the 
suitability of the Biotin-CPS MIA for the precise determination of GBS anti-CPS IgG 
concentrations in human sera.IMPORTANCE Group B streptococcal infections can 
cause death in neonates up to 3 months of age. Intrapartum antibiotic prophylaxis in 
GBS-colonized mothers has limited early infections but has no impact after the first 
week of life. The development of a maternal vaccine to address this unmet medical 
need has been identified as a priority by the World Health Organization, and the 
GBS CPSs are considered the best antigen targets. However, to date there are no 
accepted standardized assays to measure immune responses to the investigational 

vaccines and for establishment of serocorrelates of protection. Here, we describe 
the performance of two microsphere-based pentaplex immunoassays for the 
determination of antibodies recognizing the five most frequent GBS serotypes. Our 
data confirm that an assay based on biotinylated polysaccharides coupled to 
streptavidin microspheres would be suitable for the intended purpose.  
 
     
 Safety and immunogenicity of a second dose of an investigational 
maternal trivalent Group B streptococcus vaccine in non-pregnant 
women 4-6 years after a first dose: results from a phase 2 trial.  
Source: Clinical infectious diseases : an official publication of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America. 2019 Aug 08;  
Author: Leroux-Roels G., Bebia Z., Maes C., Aerssens A., De Boever F., Grassano 
L., Buffi G., Margarit I., Karsten A., Cho S., Slobod K., Corsaro B., Henry O.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Maternal immunization against Group B streptococcus 
(GBS) could protect infants from invasive GBS disease. Additional doses in 
subsequent pregnancies may be needed. This study evaluated the safety and 
immunogenicity of a second dose of an investigational trivalent CRM197-
glycoconjugate GBS vaccine (targeting serotypes Ia/Ib/III), administered to non-
pregnant women 4-6 years post-dose 1. METHODS: Healthy women either 
previously vaccinated with one dose of trivalent GBS vaccine 4-6 years before 
enrollment (n=53) or never GBS-vaccinated (n=27) received a single trivalent GBS 
vaccine injection. Adverse events (AEs) were recorded. Serotype-specific (Ia/Ib/III) 
anti-GBS antibodies were measured by multiplex immunoassay pre-vaccination and 
30/60 days post-vaccination. RESULTS: AEs were reported with similar rates after a 
first or second dose. No serious AEs were reported. 92%-98% of previously GBS-
vaccinated women had anti-GBS concentrations exceeding an arbitrary threshold of 
8 µg/mL for each serotype 60 days post-dose 2, versus 36%-56% post-dose 1 in 
previously non-GBS-vaccinated women. 90%-98% of previously GBS-vaccinated 
women with undetectable baseline (pre-dose 1) anti-GBS levels reached this 
threshold post-dose 2. For each serotype, anti-GBS geometric mean concentrations 
(GMCs) 30/60 days post-dose 2 in previously GBS-vaccinated women were ≥200-
fold higher than baseline GMCs. Among women with undetectable baseline anti-
GBS levels, post-dose 2 GMCs in previously GBS-vaccinated women exceeded 
post-dose 1 GMCs in previously non-GBS-vaccinated women (≥7-fold). 
CONCLUSIONS: A second trivalent GBS vaccine dose administered 4-6 years post-
dose 1 was immunogenic with a favorable safety profile. Women with undetectable 
pre-existing anti-GBS concentrations may benefit from a sufficiently spaced second 
vaccine dose.   
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AMR 

  
   
 Aetiology of invasive bacterial infection and antimicrobial 
resistance in neonates in sub-Saharan Africa: a systematic review 
and meta-analysis in line with the STROBE-NI reporting 
guidelines.  
Source: The Lancet. Infectious diseases. 2019 Sep 12;  
Author: Okomo U., Akpalu E.N.K., Le Doare K., Roca A., Cousens S., Jarde A., 
Sharland M., Kampmann B., Lawn J.E.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Aetiological data for neonatal infections are essential to 
inform policies and programme strategies, but such data are scarce from sub-
Saharan Africa. We therefore completed a systematic review and meta-analysis of 
available data from the African continent since 1980, with a focus on regional 
differences in aetiology and antimicrobial resistance (AMR) in the past decade 
(2008-18). METHODS: We included data for microbiologically confirmed invasive 
bacterial infection including meningitis and AMR among neonates in sub-Saharan 
Africa and assessed the quality of scientific reporting according to Strengthening the 
Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology for Newborn Infection 
(STROBE-NI) checklist. We calculated pooled proportions for reported bacterial 
isolates and AMR. FINDINGS: We included 151 studies comprising data from 
84 534 neonates from 26 countries, almost all of which were hospital-based. Of the 
82 studies published between 2008 and 2018, insufficient details were reported 
regarding most STROBE-NI items. Regarding culture positive bacteraemia or 
sepsis, Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella spp, and Escherichia coli accounted for 
25% (95% CI 21-29), 21% (16-27), and 10% (8-10) respectively. For meningitis, the 
predominant identified causes were group B streptococcus 25% (16-33), 
Streptococcus pneumoniae 17% (9-6), and S aureus 12% (3-25). Resistance to 
WHO recommended β-lactams was reported in 614 (68%) of 904 cases and 
resistance to aminoglycosides in 317 (27%) of 1176 cases. INTERPRETATION: 
Hospital-acquired neonatal infections and AMR are a major burden in Africa. More 
population-based neonatal infection studies and improved routine surveillance are 
needed to improve clinical care, plan health systems approaches, and address 
AMR. Future studies should be reported according to standardised reporting 
guidelines, such as STROBE-NI, to aid comparability and reduce research waste. 
FUNDING: Uduak Okomo was supported by a Medical Research Council PhD 
Studentship.  
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 Vaccine hesitancy: An overview on parents’ opinions about 
vaccination and possible reasons of vaccine refusal.  
Source: Journal of Public Health Research. 2019; 8(1):13-18.  
Author: Facciola A., Visalli G., Orlando A., Bertuccio M.P., Spataro P., Squeri R., 
Picerno I., Pietro A.D.  
 
Abstract: Background. Vaccine hesitancy has increased worldwide with a 
subsequent decreasing of vaccination rates and outbreaks of vaccine- preventable 
diseases (i.e. measles, poliomyelitis and pertussis) in several developed countries, 
including Italy. Design and Methods. We conducted a survey to investigate the 
attitudes of a parents’ sample about vaccinations by the distribution of 
questionnaires in six lower secondary schools of the Italian city of Messina. Results. 
Regarding vaccinations carried out on children, the declared vaccination coverage 
rates ranged widely between good coverage percentages for some vaccinations 
(Measles-Mumps- Rubella, Diphtheria-Tetanus-Pertussis), and very low coverage 
rates for others, especially for “new” vaccinations (HPV, meningococcal, 
pneumococcal). The vaccinations carried out correlated negatively with both parents’ 
age and their level of education. Moreover, a favourable parents’ opinion was 
strongly influenced by a favourable opinion of the physician, while an unfavourable 
parents’ opinion seemed conditioned by a direct or indirect knowledge of people 
harmed by vaccines. In addition, our data show that parents do not often know or 
partially know the real composition of the vaccines and the diseases prevented by 
vaccinations. Conclusions. Data analysis shows that parents are, theoretically, 
favourable towards vaccinations but have little knowledge of such practices, 
sometimes not being unaware of the types of vaccines administrated to their 
children. Health education and communication of correct information are certainly 
the cornerstones to improve the situation and to fight the widespread and non-
grounded fears about vaccines.  
 
     
 Vaccine hesitancy and (fake) news: Quasi-experimental evidence 
from Italy.  
Source: Health Economics (United Kingdom). 2019;  
Author: Carrieri V., Madio L., Principe F.  
 
Abstract: The spread of fake news and misinformation on social media is blamed as 

a primary cause of vaccine hesitancy, which is one of the major threats to global 
health, according to the World Health Organization. This paper studies the effect of 
the diffusion of misinformation on immunization rates in Italy by exploiting a quasi-
experiment that occurred in 2012, when the Court of Rimini officially recognized a 
causal link between the measles-mumps-rubella vaccine and autism and awarded 
injury compensation. To this end, we exploit the virality of misinformation following 
the 2012 Italian court's ruling, along with the intensity of exposure to nontraditional 
media driven by regional infrastructural differences in Internet broadband coverage. 
Using a Difference-in-Differences regression on regional panel data, we show that 
the spread of this news resulted in a decrease in child immunization rates for all 
types of vaccines.  
 
     
 Vaccine hesitancy, history, and human nature: The 2018 Stanley 
A. Plotkin lecture.  
Source: Journal of the Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society. 2019; 8(1):1-8.  
Author: Marshall G.S.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Strengthening immunization service delivery post Ebola virus 
disease (EVD) outbreak in Liberia 2015-2017.  
Source: The Pan African medical journal. 2019; 33(Supplement 2):5.  
Author: Clarke A., Blidi N., Yokie J., Momolu M., Agbo C., Tuopileyi R., Rude J.M., 
Seid M., Dereje Y., Wambai Z., Gasasira A., Skrip L., Kennedy N., Lablah E., 
Okeibunor J.C., Djingarey M.H., Talisuna A., Yahaya A.A., Rajatonirina S., Fall I.S.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: The Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak in Liberia from 2014-
2015 setback the already fragile health system which was recovering from the 
effects of civil unrest. This led to significant decline in immunization coverage and 
key polio free certification indicators. The Liberia investment plan was developed to 
restore immunization service delivery and overall health system. Methods: We 
conducted a desk review to summarize performance of immunization coverage, 
polio eradication, measles control, new vaccines and technologies. Data sources 
include program reports, scientific and grey literature, District Health Information 
System (DHIS2), Integrated Diseases Surveillance and Response (IDSR) database, 
auto visual AFP detection and reporting (AVADAR) and ONA Servers. Data analysis 
was done using Microsoft excel spreadsheets, ONA software and Arc GIS. Results: 
There was a 36% increase in national coverage for Penta 3 in 2017 compared to 
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2014 from WUENIC data. Penta 3 dropout rate reduced by 2.5 fold from 15.3% in 
2016 to 6.4% in 2017; while MCV1 coverage improved by 23% from 64% in 2015 to 
87% in 2017. There was a rebound of non-polio AFP rate (NPAFP) rate from 1.2 in 
2015 to 4.3 in 2017. Furthermore, there was a 2-fold increase in the number of AFP 
cases receiving 3 or more doses of OPV from 36% in 2015 to 61% in 2017. 
Conclusion: Liberia demonstrated strong rebound of immunization services following 
the largest and most devastating EVD outbreak in West Africa in 2014 - 2015. 
Immunization coverage improved and dropout rates reduced. However, there are 
still opportunities for improvement in the immunization program both at national and 
sub-national levels.  
 
     
 Strengthening acute flaccid paralysis surveillance post Ebola 
virus disease outbreak 2015 - 2017: the Liberia experience.  
Source: The Pan African medical journal. 2019; 33(Supplement 2):2.  
Author: Clarke A., Blidi N., Dahn B., Agbo C., Tuopileyi R., Rude M.J., Williams G.S., 
Seid M., Gasasira A., Wambai Z., Skrip L., Nagbe T., Nyenswah T., Chukwudi J.O., 
Johnson T., Talisuna A., Yahaya A.A., Rajatonirina S., Fall I.S.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: Liberia remains at high risk of poliovirus outbreaks due to 
importation. The country maintained certification level acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) 
surveillance indicators each year until 2014 due to Ebola outbreak. During this time, 
there was a significant drop in non-polio AFP rate to (1.2/100,000 population under 
15 years) in 2015 from 2.9/100, 000 population in 2013, due to a variety of reasons 
including suspension on shipment of acute flaccid paralysis stool specimen to the 
polio regional lab in Abidjan, refocusing of surveillance officers attention solely on 
Ebola virus disease (EVD) surveillance, inactivation of national polio expert 
committee (NPEC) and National Certification Committee (NCC). The Ministry of 
Health (MOH) supported by partners worked to restore AFP surveillance post EVD 
outbreak and ensure that Liberia maintains its polio free certification. Methods: We 
conducted a desk review to summarize key activities conducted to restore acute 
flaccid paralysis (AFP) surveillance based on World Health Organization (WHO) 
AFP surveillance guidelines for Africa region. We also reviewed AFP surveillance 
indicators and introduction of new technologies. Data sources were from program 
reports, scientific and gray literature, AFP database, auto visual AFP detection and 
reporting (AVADAR) and ONA Servers. Data analysis was done using Microsoft 
excel and access spread sheets, ONA software and Geographic Information System 
(Arc GIS). Results: AFP surveillance indicators improved with a rebound of non-polio 
AFP rate (NPAFP) rate from 1.2/100, 000 population under 15 years in 2015 to 4.3 
in 2017. The stool adequacy rate at the national level also improved from 79% in 
2016 to 82% in 2017, meeting the global target. The percentage of counties meeting 

the two critical AFP surveillance indicators NPAFP rate and stool adequacy 
improved from 47% in 2016 to 67% in 2017.The Last polio case reported in Liberia 
was in late 2010. Conclusion: There was significant improvement in the key AFP 
surveillance indicators such as NPAFP rate and stool adequacy with a 3.5 fold 
increase in NPAFP from 2014 to 2017. By 2017, the stool adequacy rate was up to 
target levels compared to 2016, which was below target level of 80%. The number of 
counties meeting target for the two critical AFP surveillance indicators also 
increased by 20% points between 2016 and 2017. Similarly there was approximately 
two-fold increase in the oral polio vaccines (OPV) coverage for the reported AFP 
cases between 2015 and 2017. Strategies employed to address gaps in AFP 
surveillance included enhanced active case search for AFP, re-instatement of 
laboratory testing, supportive supervision in addition to facilitating enhanced 
community engagement in surveillance activities. New technologies such as 
AVADAR Pilot, electronic integrated supportive supervision (ISS) and electronic 
surveillance (eSurv) tools were introduced to improve real time AFP case reporting. 
However, there remain residual gaps in AFP surveillance in the country especially at 
the sub-national level. Similarly, the newly introduced technologies will require 
continued funding and capacity building for MOH staff to ensure sustainability of the 
initiatives.  
 
     
 The future of vaccine development.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Koff W.C., Schenkelberg T.  
 
Abstract: Vaccines are one of the most successful public health interventions in our 
history resulting in eradication of small pox, near eradication of polio and major 
reductions in case number and global morbidity and mortality for numerous diseases 
(Centers for Disease C, 1999) [1]. However, vaccine development has been less 
successful against complex infectious diseases, where pathogen variability and/or 
immune evasion mechanisms have combined to pose major obstacles, and have 
been unsuccessful against non-communicable diseases, including cancer, 
autoimmunity, allergy, neurodegenerative and metabolic diseases (Koff et al., 2013) 
[2]. In addition, the current state of vaccine development is an expensive, slow and 
laborious process, costing billions of dollars, taking decades, with less than a 10% 
rate of success (Pronker et al., 2013) [3]. While some vaccines, such as the 
smallpox vaccine approach the gold standard of life-long protection in everyone 
following a single immunization, other vaccines are less effective, often requiring 
multiple immunizations, being less effective to populations most susceptible to 
disease such as infants, the elderly, and those living in the developing world. There 
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is clearly an urgent need to determine ways to improve not just the effectiveness of 
the vaccines themselves but also the very processes by which they are developed.  
 
     
 What should we do about vaccine hesitancy?  
Source: BMJ (Online). 2019; 365.  
Author: Godlee F.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Vaccine hesitancy: How to lift the brake?  
Source: Revue des Maladies Respiratoires. 2019;  
Author: Gaillat J.  
 
Abstract: Introduction: We are at a “post-trust” period, characterised by vaccine 
hesitancy which is being widely diffused by the media and social networks. The 
consequences of this include: measles, whooping cough epidemics, vaccine 
coverage decreasing for the youngest, and remaining at low levels in adults. 
Mandatory vaccination has been extended for children less than two years in 
France, with the objective to increase vaccination rates during this period. State of 
the art: The medical literature on this topic is increasing, mainly regarding 
descriptions of reasons for vaccine hesitancy. These include doubt about vaccine 
efficacy, safety, and real need as well as with regard to social aspects, cultural, 
religious beliefs. The literature that explores the best way to address vaccine 
hesitancy is still scarce. Healthcare workers are a key in promoting vaccine 
acceptance. There is a need to address the issue of vaccine hesitancy in a 
multicompartmental way. Health authorities must communicate in a clear and 
concise style that is trust-based and science-informed, being transparent both on 
vaccine benefits and on issues around vaccine safety. For caregivers, motivational 
interviewing can help patients change behaviour. Conclusion: Anti-vaccine ideas 
were born with vaccines; they are abundantly spread through the Internet and social 
networks and can give a false impression of their basis in reality. It is time for 
positive action not merely a defensive approach.  
 
     
 Relationship of pneumococcal and influenza vaccination 
frequency with health literacy in the rural population in Turkey.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Guclu O.A., Demirci H., Ocakoglu G., Guclu Y., Uzaslan E., Karadag M.  

 
Abstract: Introduction: Vaccines have been shown to prevent illness, disability and 
death from vaccine-preventable diseases. The purpose of our study was to analyze 
the influenza and pneumococcal vaccination status of patients, the factors that 
influence the uptake of influenza/pneumococcal vaccination and the effects of health 
literacy (HL) on vaccination. Materials and methods: In this cross-sectional study, 
demographic characteristics, comorbid diseases and the pneumococcal and 
influenza vaccination status in previous years were recorded for each patient. The 
Turkish version of the European Health Literacy Survey Questionnaire (HLS-EU-
Q47) was used to assess HL. Results: A total of 350 patients were enrolled in the 
study. A total of 6.3% of patients had received both vaccines. 20% of subjects were 
vaccinated with influenza vaccine and 11.1% of the subjects were vaccinated with 
pneumococcal vaccine. Overall HL was insufficient for 70.9%, problematic for 
20.6%, sufficient for 7.1% and excellent for 14.2% of patients. Patients who had 
pneumococcal and influenza vaccination had higher disease prevention HL scores 
(p = 0.013, p = 0.001; respectively). Discussion: An insufficient HL level was found to 
be much higher than previous studies. It was observed that an increase in disease 
prevention HL was associated with a rise in the rate of pneumococcal and influenza 
vaccination.  
 
     
 Predictors of tetanus, diphtheria, acellular pertussis and 
influenza vaccination during pregnancy among full-term deliveries 
in a medically underserved population.  
Source: Vaccine. 2019;  
Author: Doraivelu K., Boulet S.L., Biswas H.H., Adams J.C., Haddad L.B., Jamieson 
D.J.  
 
Abstract: Objective: To evaluate predictors of vaccination among women who 
received tetanus, diphtheria, and acellular pertussis vaccination (Tdap), influenza 
vaccination, and Tdap and influenza vaccinations. Study Design: In a retrospective 
cohort study of all full-term (≥37 weeks gestation) deliveries between July 1, 2016 
and June 30, 2018 at a single, safety-net institution, we used multinomial logistic 
regression models to compare predictors of vaccination among women who 
received Tdap only, influenza only, and both Tdap and influenza vaccines. Results: 
Among 3132 full-term deliveries, women were primarily non-Hispanic black (67.5%), 
between the ages of 21–34 (65.3%), and multiparous (76.0%). The rates of only 
influenza or Tdap vaccination were 10.3% and 21.6%, respectively; 43.3% of 
women received both vaccines, and 24.9% of women did not receive either vaccine. 
In the adjusted models, Hispanic ethnicity was positively associated with receipt of 
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all types of vaccination and non-Spanish language interpreter use was positively 
associated with receipt of Tdap vaccination and Tdap and influenza vaccination. A 
parity of greater than three and inadequate and unknown prenatal care adequacy 
were negative predictors of all types of vaccination. Pre-existing hypertension was 
negatively associated with Tdap vaccination, and HIV-positive status was negatively 
associated with influenza vaccination and Tdap and influenza vaccination. 
Conclusion: Compared to the national rate of both Tdap and influenza vaccination 
(32.8%), a higher proportion of women received both vaccines in our study 
population. Vaccine uptake may be affected by race/ethnicity, use of interpreter 
services, parity, pre-existing comorbidities, and prenatal care adequacy. The lower 
rate of influenza vaccination compared to Tdap vaccination suggests that other 
factors, such as vaccine hesitancy and mistrust, may be differentially impacting 
influenza vaccination uptake in our predominantly minority population. Future 
provider and public health approaches to vaccine promotion should incorporate 
culturally appropriate strategies that address vaccine-related beliefs and 
misconceptions.  
 
     
 Learn how to counter vaccine hesitancy.  
Source: Pharmacy Times. 2019 Jan 01; 2019(January).  
Author: Kenny K.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     

  Sanofi Pasteur: 
 Aluminum Phosphate Vaccine Adjuvant: Analysis of Composition 
and Size Using Off-Line and In-Line Tools.  
Source: Computational and Structural Biotechnology Journal. 2019 Jan 01; 17:1184-
1194.  
Author: Mei C., Deshmukh S., Cronin J., Cong S., Chapman D., Lazaris N., 
Sampaleanu L., Schacht U., Drolet-Vives K., Ore M., Morin S., Carpick B., Balmer 
M., Kirkitadze M.  
 
Abstract: Purpose: Aluminum-based adjuvants including aluminum phosphate 
(AlPO4) are commonly used in many human vaccines to enhance immune 
response. The interaction between the antigen and adjuvant, including the physical 
adsorption of antigen, may play a role in vaccine immunogenicity and is a useful 
marker of vaccine product quality and consistency. Thus, it is important to study the 
physicochemical properties of AlPO4, such as particle size and chemical 

composition. Control of the vaccine adjuvant throughout the manufacturing process, 
including raw materials and the intermediate and final product stages, can be 
effectively achieved through monitoring of such key product attributes to help ensure 
product quality. Methods: This study focuses on the compositional analysis of 
AlPO4adjuvant at the intermediate and final manufacturing stages using the off-line 
methods Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) and Raman spectroscopy, X-ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), and the in-line method Attenuated Total 
Reflectance (ATR). Particle size distribution of AlPO4was measured off-line using 
Laser diffraction (LD) and in-line using Focused Beam Reflectance Measurement 
(FBRM®). Results: There was no observable difference in size distribution between 
the intermediate and final stage AlPO4by off-line and in-line analysis, in both small- 
or large-scale production samples. Consistent peak shifts were observed in off-line 
and in-line infrared (IR) spectroscopy as well as off-line XPS for both small- and 
large-scale AlPO4manufacturing runs. Additionally, IR spectroscopy and FBRM® for 
size distribution were used as in-line process analytical technology (PAT) to monitor 
reaction progress in real-time during small-scale AlPO4manufacturing from raw 
materials. The small-scale adsorption process of a model protein antigen (Tetanus 
toxoid) to AlPO4adjuvant was also monitored by in-line ReactIR probe. Conclusion: 
This study demonstrated that in-line PAT can be used to monitor particle size and 
chemical composition for the various stages of adjuvant manufacturing from raw 
materials through intermediate to final adjuvant product stage. Similar approaches 
can be utilized to help assess lot-to-lot consistency during adjuvant manufacturing 
and vaccine product development. Moreover, the use of in-line PAT is highly 
conductive to advanced manufacturing strategies such as real-time product release 
testing and automated processes of the future.  
 
     
 Vaccine hesitancy: Understanding it better, to provide better 
support.  
Source: Prescrire International. 2019 May 01; 28(204):133-137.  
Author: No Authors  
 
Abstract: A proportion of the French population mistrusts vaccines. Some people are 
hesitant without categorically refusing or routinely accepting all vaccinations. The 
process through which people make decisions about vaccines is multifactorial and 
often influenced more by personal opinions and experiences or those of peers than 
by scientific data. Vaccine controversies and public health “scandals” have 
contributed to vaccine hesitancy within the population. Health authorities' handling of 
crises involving vaccines or other drugs, and suspicions over links with the 
pharmaceutical industry, have also undermined vaccine adherence in a section of 
the population. Healthcare professionals are patients' preferred source of 
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information about vaccines.They play a pivotal role in their patients' trust or mistrust 
of vaccines. Health authorities also have a major role, provided they develop robust 
procedures for evaluating the harm-benefit balance of vaccines and ensuring a high 
degree of transparency over choices and decisions concerning vaccine policy. In 
2019, it is unrealistic to count on complete vaccine adherence by the entire 
population. It is better to take vaccine hesitancy into account, to try to restore trust in 
vaccines by strengthening the evidence base, and to study barriers to vaccine 
adherence and strategies to overcome them.  
 
     
 3. DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF A COMPREHENSIVE 
VACCINE HESITANCY CURRICULUM.  
Source: Academic Pediatrics. 2019 Aug 01; 19(6):e2.  
Author: Norton Z., Sanguino S.  
 
Abstract: Background: Vaccine hesitancy may lead to delayed or incomplete 
vaccination, increased risk of vaccine-preventable disease and distrust between 
pediatricians and families. Studies have shown many pediatric providers are 
uncomfortable addressing parental concerns and educating hesitant parents on 
vaccine safety, necessity and misconceptions, yet few curricula to fill this need have 
been published. We developed and implemented a comprehensive longitudinal 
curriculum for pediatric residents on vaccine hesitancy and evaluated its efficacy via 
randomized controlled trial, hypothesizing that residents undergoing the curriculum 
would demonstrate improved knowledge, comfort and communication skills with 
vaccine hesitant families compared to a control group. Methods: Using Kern's 
curriculum design framework, we designed and implemented didactic sessions for 
each pediatric vaccine and interactive role-playing sessions on communication skills. 
Half the pediatric residents were randomized to the intervention group (IG) and 
received the curriculum over 1 year; the control group (CG) received standard 
education only. Residents completed written pre and posttests and a standardized 
patient (SP) assessment at the end of the study period; group differences were 
evaluated using independent t-tests. Results: 35 residents were randomized to IG 
and 35 to CG. Pre-test scores did not differ significantly between the 2 groups.The 
CG did not show a significant difference between pre and posttest scores for didactic 
knowledge or reported comfort level. The IG showed a significant increase in both 
knowledge and comfort level post curriculum. IG pretest knowledge score increased 
from 47% to 66%,p=0.00. IG pretest comfort level increased from 2.9/5 to 
3.76/5,p=0.00. IG group SP score was significantly higher than the CG: 78% vs. 
52%,p=0.00. Conclusion: Implementation of a comprehensive curriculum on vaccine 
hesitancy resulted in improvements in vaccine knowledge base, communication 
skills and comfort level with vaccine hesitancy discussions in pediatric residents. 

Studies should be done to assess the impact of such a curriculum on patients and 
vaccination rates.  
 
     
 Effect of expanding Pharmacist's prescriptive authority on 
influenza and pneumococcal vaccination rates in the United 
States.  
Source: Pharmacoepidemiology and Drug Safety. 2019 Aug 01; 28(Supplement 
2):394-395.  
Author: Fahmy A.I., Abou-Ali A.  
 
Abstract: Background: Vaccines are essential tools in prevention of infectious 
diseases including influenza and pneumococcal disease. However, Vaccination 
rates remains below goals set by the United States government. Pharmacists can 
play a role in improving vaccination rates by expanding their prescriptive authorities. 
Objectives: The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of recent changes in 
vaccination laws on influenza and pneumococcal vaccination rates. Methods: Data 
from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) were used to 
calculate weighted proportions for influenza and pneumococcal vaccination rates 
from 2012 to 2016 along with the 95% confidence interval for the states of Arizona, 
California, Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, Montana, New Hampshire, West Virginia and 
Wyoming. Chi-square test was used to compare count data for the year before and 
the year in which law changes took effect. Further subgroup analysis was done on 
high risk groups including adults of age 65 or older, those who did not graduate high 
school and those with no personal doctor. Results: A statistically significant (P < 
0.001) increase in influenza vaccination rates in the states of Arizona, Maine, 
Wyoming (Absolute difference (AD): 1%), Montana and New Hampshire (AD: 3%) 
was observed. Meanwhile, there was no difference in vaccination rates in the states 
of Idaho and West Virginia. Contrarily, there was a significant decrease in 
vaccination rates in the states of California (AD: 3%) and Louisiana (AD: 2%). 
Furthermore, there was a significant increase in Pneumococcal vaccination rates in 
Arizona, New Hampshire and Wyoming (AD: 1%), Maine, Montana and West 
Virginia (AD: 3%), Idaho (AD: 4%), Louisiana (AD: 5%). Dissimilarly, in the state of 
California a statistically significant decrease was found (AD: 2%). Conclusions: 
Changes in pharmacist's vaccine prescriptive authority were associated with an 
increase in influenza and pneumococcal vaccination rates in most of the states 
understudy and a decrease in two states. A number of demographic, socioeconomic 
and logistical factors could have contributed to the inconsistent effects found, which 
emphasize the importance of post-regulatory steps in adopting pharmacist's role in 
vaccination.  
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 Addressing vaccine hesitancy in travelers: The CARD™ System.  
Source: Journal of travel medicine. 2019 Aug 16;  
Author: Taddio A., MacDonald N.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Finding Reasons for Vaccination Hesitancy: Evaluating Semi-
Automatic Coding of Internet Discussion Forums.  
Source: Studies in health technology and informatics. 2019 Aug 21; 264:348-352.  
Author: Skeppstedt M., Kerren A., Stede M.  
 
Abstract: Computer-assisted text coding can facilitate the analysis of large text 
collections. To evaluate the functionality of providing an analyst with a ranked list of 
suggestions for suitable text codes, we used a data set of discussion posts, which 
had been manually coded for reasons given for taking a stance on the topic of 
vaccination. We trained a logistic regression classifier to rank these reasons 
according to the probability that they would be present in the post. The approach 
was evaluated for its ability to include the expected reasons among the n top-ranked 
reasons, using an n between 1 and 6. The logistic regression-based ranking was 
more effective than the baseline, which ranked reasons according to their frequency 
in the training data. Providing such a list of possible codes, ranked by logistic 
regression, could therefore be a useful feature in a tool for text coding.  
 
     
 Health care provider use of motivational interviewing to address 
vaccine hesitancy in college students.  
Source: Journal of the American Association of Nurse Practitioners. 2019 Aug 22;  
Author: Wermers R., Ostroski T., Hagler D.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: Vaccine-preventable diseases significantly influence the 
health and academic success of college students. Despite the known negative 
impact of these diseases, vaccination rates routinely fall short of national goals and 
recommendations. Although vaccination decisions are complex, a recommendation 
from a health care provider is one of the key motivators for individuals receiving a 
vaccine. Motivational interviewing (MI), a counseling approach primarily used to 
address substance abuse, can be applied to other health-related behaviors. LOCAL 
PROBLEM: Despite previous quality improvement efforts aimed at increasing 

vaccine rates for influenza, human papillomavirus (HPV), and meningitis B (MenB), 
vaccinations at large university health centers have been well below benchmarks set 
by Healthy People 2020. METHODS: This study was guided by the Theory of 
Planned Behavior and included MI training and regular reinforcement for health care 
providers to address vaccine hesitancy with college students. RESULTS: Influenza 
vaccination rates improved, but HPV vaccine rates remained stable and MenB 
vaccine rates decreased compared with the previous year. Clinicians demonstrated 
a significant increase in knowledge of MI techniques after a targeted educational 
intervention. Repeat measures indicate the potential for sustained improvement 
when ongoing reinforcement is provided. CONCLUSION: MI can be an effective part 
of a strategy to increase vaccination rates.  
 
     
 Promoting vaccination in maternity wards ─ motivational 
interview technique reduces hesitancy and enhances intention to 
vaccinate, results from a multicentre non-controlled pre- and 
post-intervention RCT-nested study, Quebec, March 2014 to 
February 2015.  
Source: Euro surveillance : bulletin Europeen sur les maladies transmissibles = 
European communicable disease bulletin. 2019 Sep 01; 24(36).  
Author: Gagneur A., Battista M.-C., Boucher F.D., Tapiero B., Quach C., De Wals P., 
Lemaitre T., Farrands A., Boulianne N., Sauvageau C., Ouakki M., Gosselin V., Petit 
G., Jacques M.-C., Dube E.  
 
Abstract: BackgroundMany countries are grappling with growing numbers of parents 
who delay or refuse recommended vaccinations for their children. This has created a 
need for strategies to address vaccine hesitancy (VH) and better support parental 
decision-making regarding vaccination.AimTo assess vaccination intention (VI) and 
VH among parents who received an individual motivational-interview (MI) based 
intervention on infant immunisation during post-partum stay at a maternity ward 
between March 2014 and February 2015.MethodsThis non-controlled pre-/post-
intervention study was conducted using the results from parents enrolled in the 
intervention arm of the PromoVaQ randomised control trial (RCT), which was 
conducted in four maternity wards across the Province of Quebec. Participants 
(n = 1,223) completed pre- and post-intervention questionnaires on VI and VH using 
Opel's score. Pre-/post-intervention measures were compared using McNemar's test 
for categorical variables and Wilcoxon signed-rank test for continuous 
variables.ResultsPre-intervention: overall VI was 78% and significantly differed 
across maternity wards (74%, 77%, 84%, 79%, p = 0.02). Post-intervention: VI rose 
significantly across maternity wards (89%, 85%, 95%, 93%) and the overall increase 
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in VI was 12% (78% vs 90%, p < 0.0001). VH corroborated these observations, pre- 
vs post-intervention, for each maternity ward (28% vs 16%, 29% vs 21%, 27% vs 
17%, 24% vs 13%). Overall, VH was curbed post-intervention by 40% (27% vs 16%; 
p < 0.0001).ConclusionsCompared with pre-intervention status, participants who 
received the MI-based intervention on immunisation displayed lower hesitancy and 
greater intention to vaccinate their infant at 2 months of age.  
 
     
 Vaccine hesitancy and coercion: all eyes on France.  
Source: Nature immunology. 2019 Sep 02;  
Author: Ward J.K., Peretti-Watel P., Bocquier A., Seror V., Verger P.  
 
Abstract: No Abstract available.  
 
     
 Influenza and pertussis vaccination during pregnancy - attitudes, 
practices and barriers in gynaecological practices in Germany.  
Source: BMC health services research. 2019 Sep 02; 19(1):616.  
Author: Bohm S., Robl-Mathieu M., Scheele B., Wojcinski M., Wichmann O., 
Hellenbrand W.  
 
Abstract: BACKGROUND: In Germany, antenatal influenza vaccination is 
recommended since 2010, but uptake remains low. Several countries recently 
introduced antenatal pertussis vaccination, which is currently under consideration in 
Germany. We conducted a survey among gynaecologists on attitudes, practices and 
barriers regarding influenza and pertussis vaccination during pregnancy. 
METHODS: Gynaecologists were invited to complete a pre-tested, 24-item 
questionnaire published in the German Professional Association of Gynaecologists' 
journal in September 2017 within 2 months. Associations between variables were 
examined using Chi-Squared, Fischer's Exact or t-tests. Variables associated with 
gynaecologists' self-reported implementation of vaccination in pregnant women were 
identified using univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses. RESULTS: 
Of 867 participants (response 11%), 91.4 and 59.4% reported currently vaccinating 
pregnant women against influenza and pertussis, respectively. Gynaecologists who 
reported obtaining annual influenza vaccination and actively informing their patients 
about these vaccinations were significantly more likely to vaccinate pregnant women 
against influenza (96.5% vs. 65.7 and 95.1% vs. 62.2%) and pertussis (63.1% vs. 
44.3 and 82.4% vs. 12.9%). Performing influenza vaccination was least likely among 
gynaecologists who perceived logistical difficulties as a vaccination barrier (35.9%), 
while pertussis vaccination was least likely if the lacking official recommendation 

(32.0%), logistical difficulties (27.1%), safety concerns (17.5%) and limited vaccine 
effectiveness (11.1%) were perceived as barriers. Of participants not yet vaccinating 
pregnant women against pertussis, 86.5% reported they would follow an official 
recommendation. Including vaccination recommendations in the maternity record 
(95.2%) and informing the public (88.7%) and health care professionals (86.6%) 
were considered the most suitable measures to achieve high pertussis vaccination 
coverage. CONCLUSIONS: The large proportion reporting performance of influenza 
vaccination during pregnancy and high acceptance of a potential recommendation 
for pertussis vaccination reflected positive attitudes towards vaccination among 
participants. However, factors associated with failure to vaccinate may be more 
prevalent among non-participants. Results suggest that gynaecologists' confidence 
in vaccination is crucial for implementing vaccination in pregnancy. Thus, doubts on 
vaccine effectiveness and safety should be allayed among gynaecologists and 
pregnant women via various communication channels, and solutions for logistical 
barriers sought. Including antenatal vaccination recommendations in the maternity 
record would serve as an important reminder for both groups.  
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Artificial intelligence 

 Antigenic: An improved prediction model of protective antigens.  
Source: Artificial Intelligence in Medicine. 2019 Mar 01; 94:28-41.  
Author: Rahman M.S., Rahman M.K., Saha S., Kaykobad M., Rahman M.S.  
 
Abstract: An antigen is a protein capable of triggering an effective immune system 
response. Protective antigens are the ones that can invoke specific and enhanced 
adaptive immune response to subsequent exposure to the specific pathogen or 
related organisms. Such proteins are therefore of immense importance in vaccine 
preparation and drug design. However, the laboratory experiments to isolate and 
identify antigens from a microbial pathogen are expensive, time consuming and 
often unsuccessful. This is why Reverse Vaccinology has become the modern trend 
of vaccine search, where computational methods are first applied to predict 
protective antigens or their determinants, known as epitopes. In this paper, we 
propose a novel, accurate computational model to identify protective antigens 
efficiently. Our model extracts features directly from the protein sequences, without 
any dependence on functional domain or structural information. After relevant 
features are extracted, we have used Random Forest algorithm to rank the features. 
Then Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) and minimum redundancy maximum 
relevance (mRMR) criterion were applied to extract an optimal set of features. The 
learning model was trained using Random Forest algorithm. Named as Antigenic, 
our proposed model demonstrates superior performance compared to the state-of-
the-art predictors on a benchmark dataset. Antigenic achieves accuracy, sensitivity 
and specificity values of 78.04%, 78.99% and 77.08% in 10-fold cross-validation 
testing respectively. In jackknife cross-validation, the corresponding scores are 
80.03%, 80.90% and 79.16% respectively. The source code of Antigenic, along with 
relevant dataset and detailed experimental results, can be found at 
https://github.com/srautonu/AntigenPredictor. A publicly accessible web interface 
has also been established at: http://antigenic.research.buet.ac.bd.  
 
     
 Improvement of Epitope Prediction Using Peptide Sequence 
Descriptors and Machine Learning.  
Source: International journal of molecular sciences. 2019 Sep 05; 20(18).  
Author: Munteanu C.R., Gestal M., Martinez-Acevedo Y.G., Pedreira N., Pazos A., 
Dorado J.  
 
Abstract: In this work, we improved a previous model used for the prediction of 

proteomes as new B-cell epitopes in vaccine design. The predicted epitope activity 
of a queried peptide is based on its sequence, a known reference epitope sequence 
under specific experimental conditions. The peptide sequences were transformed 
into molecular descriptors of sequence recurrence networks and were mixed under 
experimental conditions. The new models were generated using 709,100 instances 
of pair descriptors for query and reference peptide sequences. Using perturbations 
of the initial descriptors under sequence or assay conditions, 10 transformed 
features were used as inputs for seven Machine Learning methods. The best model 
was obtained with random forest classifiers with an Area Under the Receiver 
Operating Characteristics (AUROC) of 0.981 ± 0.0005 for the external validation 
series (five-fold cross-validation). The database included information about 83,683 
peptides sequences, 1448 epitope organisms, 323 host organisms, 15 types of in 
vivo processes, 28 experimental techniques, and 505 adjuvant additives. The 
current model could improve the in silico predictions of epitopes for vaccine design. 
The script and results are available as a free repository.  
 
     
 Machine-Learning Prediction of Tumor Antigen Immunogenicity 
in the Selection of Therapeutic Epitopes.  
Source: Cancer immunology research. 2019 Sep 12;  
Author: Smith C.C., Chai S., Washington A.R., Lee S.J., Landoni E., Field K., 
Garness J., Bixby L.M., Selitsky S.R., Parker J.S., Savoldo B., Serody J.S., Vincent 
B.G.  
 
Abstract: Current tumor neoantigen calling algorithms primarily rely on epitope/major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) binding affinity predictions to rank and select for 
potential epitope targets. These algorithms do not predict for epitope 
immunogenicity using approaches modeled from tumor-specific antigen data. Here, 
we describe peptide-intrinsic biochemical features associated with neoantigen and 
minor histocompatibility mismatch antigen immunogenicity and present a gradient 
boosting algorithm for predicting tumor antigen immunogenicity. This algorithm was 
validated in two murine tumor models and demonstrated the capacity to select for 
therapeutically active antigens. Immune correlates of neoantigen immunogenicity 
were studied in a pan-cancer data set from The Cancer Genome Atlas and 
demonstrated an association between expression of immunogenic neoantigens and 
immunity in colon and lung adenocarcinomas. Lastly, we present evidence for 
expression of an out-of-frame neoantigen that was capable of driving antitumor 
cytotoxic T-cell responses. With the growing clinical importance of tumor vaccine 
therapies, our approach may allow for better selection of therapeutically relevant 
tumor-specific antigens, including nonclassic out-of-frame antigens capable of 
driving antitumor immunity.  
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